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Abstract 

A Codicological and Linguistic Typology of Common Torah Codices from the 

Cairo Genizah 

Estara J Arrant 

 This PhD thesis develops a typology of common Torah codices from the Cairo 

Genizah. As many of these codices have a non-standard form of Tiberian vocalisation 

(NST) the thesis also develops a typology of this vocalisation present in the corpus. 

These codices lack the full features associated with exemplary Bibles (having at least 

two columns of text, written on parchment, with Masoretic notes), and NST is the use 

of Tiberian Hebrew vowel signs and orthography which deviates from standard 

Tiberian vocalisation (ST), the main reference point for which is Codex Leningradensis. 

Previous research only studied a small number of NST MSS in order to contextualise 

them within the development of standard Tiberian, and they pay little attention to 

codicology. Likewise, Bibles which do not fit a certain level of codicological 

sophistication have never been systematically assessed (for a significant corpus). This 

thesis takes a representative sample of ~ 1,500 Torah fragments (~1,800 if numbers 

from a preliminary case study are included in the count) and subjects them to a 

holistic statistical, codicological, and linguistic analysis.  

 My thesis aims to establish whether the codicological and linguistic features of 

these Torahs fall into meaningful, correlating patterns reflecting regional variations 

in codicological style and vowel sign usage. I store the MS data in a MySQL database 

which I built, and I employ statistical machine learning algorithms to find naturally 

occurring patterns in this data. These patterns are then analysed for their linguistic 
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and codicological meaningfulness. Each chapter analyses a subsection of MSS: (a) 

parchment Torahs with 2 columns, but no Masoretic notes; (b) single-column 

parchment Torahs; (c) paper Torahs written in scribal hands; (d) Torahs written by 

children and non-scribe laymen. 

 This research has uncovered some crucial insights for our knowledge of the 

popular writing of the Torah in the Masoretic and immediate post-Masoretic period. 

First, common Torahs show rich diversity of regional codicological styles. Second, 

their NST falls into different regional patterns; these can reflect a mixture of 

phonological language contact with dialectal Arabic, Aramaic influence from 

Targums, and an imperfect application of Standard Tiberian vocalisation rules. Third, 

these codicological and NST patterns tend to complement each other, so that NST and 

codicology generally correlate, region-by-region, throughout the world of the 

Genizah. 
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Abbreviations, Symbols, Images 

• 1CP: single column parchment manuscripts (with or without Masorah) 

• 2CP: two column parchment manuscripts without Masorah 

• 2CPM: two column parchment manuscripts with Masorah 

• BT: Byzantine Trio 

• CA: Correspondence Analysis 

• L: Codex Leningradensis 

• MCA: Multiple Correspondence Analysis 

• MS/MSS (manuscript; manuscripts) 

• NST: Non-standard Tiberian 

• PCA: Principal Component Analysis 

• ST: Standard Tiberian 

• ~ : ‘around’, indicating an approximate count or percentage 
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Chapter I: Beyond the Formal: The World of Common Bibles 

I. Introduction 

In the Middle East and the Mediterranean, from Spain to Syria, from Iraq to Yemen, 

there existed in the medieval period (9th-14th centuries) a vibrant, complex, and 

diverse Jewish intellectual culture.1 This culture spanned all demographic levels, and 

many of the resultant objects of its prolific writing activity were deposited in a 

synagogue attic in Cairo, the Cairo Genizah.  The copying of scripture was a central 

aspect of this intellectual culture, and the size of the two most important collections 

to house biblical Genizah documents, the Taylor-Schechter and Lewis Gibson 

collections at the Cambridge University Library, is a testament to its importance. They 

hold around 25,000 fragments of the entire Hebrew Bible, and more thousands of 

fragments of Bible translation in Arabic and Aramaic.2 However, the Cairo Genizah 

did not contain only ‘model’ Bibles which have a beautiful, formal layout and a text 

which reflects the Tiberian Masoretic ideal. The widespread literacy during this 

period and the centrality of the biblical text to Jewish life meant that the Bible was 

copied and read by everyday people and scribes outside of the limited context of the 

 
1 An excellent study of this culture and its contact with the surrounding Arabic and Islamic environment 
is Rina Drory, תירישעה האמב תיברעה תורפסה םע תידוהיה תורפסה לש םיעגמה תישאר , The Emergence of Jewish 
– Arabic Literary Contacts at the Beginning of the Tenth Century (1988).  
2 Davis, Knopf, and Outhwaite, Hebrew Bible Manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah Collections (1978, 
vols. 1-4); Klein, Targumic Manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah Collections (1992); Khan, Karaite Bible 
Manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah (1990); Baker and Polliack, Arabic and Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in 
the Cambridge Genizah Collections: Arabic Old Series T-S Ar. 1a-54 (2001); Shivtiel and Niessen, Arabic 
and Judaeo-Arabic Manuscripts in the Cambridge Genizah Collections T-S New Series (2006). Half of the 
Lewis-Gibson collection is shared with the Bodleian Library in Oxford. 
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synagogue. This resulted in a tremendous level of variation in the physical and written 

form of Bible codices produced during this period and housed in the Genizah. 

 The subject of this thesis concerns copies of the Torah which were written in 

the Middle East and Mediterranean in this period, and which ended up in Cambridge’s 

Genizah collections, but which lack the qualities associated with a ‘model’ codex of 

the Hebrew Bible.3 Such ‘common’/ ‘non-model’ MSS reflect the copying and 

transmission of the scripture beyond expensive codices produced for reference in the 

synagogue, and they are highly varied. They could be written by professional scribes, 

by laymen, or even by children, and they are likely the most numerous type of Bible 

housed in the Genizah.4 Moreover, not all of them have Standard Tiberian (hereafter, 

ST), or Palestinian, or Babylonian vocalisation, but many also contain vocalisation 

features which have been called in recent scholarship non-standard Tiberian, 

(hereafter, NST).5 Common/non-model Bibles and NST have, for the most part, 

remained understudied and under-classified, in comparison to more sophisticated 

MSS and to Tiberian, Palestinian, and Babylonian systems of vocalisation.6 

 One of the defining characteristics of both non-model/common Bibles and NST 

is variation. Bibles such as these have many different codicological features and forms, 

 
3 I discuss the definition of ‘model’, ‘near-model’, and ‘common’ in the sections below. 
4 Outhwaite 2020, ‘The Tiberian Tradition in Common Bibles from the Cairo Genizah’, 405 - though 
his definition of ‘common Bibles’ is slightly different to mine; Yeivin, 1980, Introduction to the Tiberian 
Masorah, 12. 
5 I discuss the definition and history of the term NST below. 
6 Outhwaite 2020, 409 ff. The assertion that NST is under-classified is my own. 
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and NST is, I have argued, a hypernym for what turns out to be a highly varied 

phenomenon.7  

The aim of this thesis can be summarised as such: to establish a typology of both 

common/non-model Bibles and NST vocalisation by dealing directly with the high 

level of variation in their features. 

 

II. Literature Review 

The literature relevant to the topics of common Bibles and NST is scattered across 

various fields, where the subjects are often treated only peripherally to a different 

focus. To date, there are only three articles completely dedicated to the study of 

common Bibles and only one thesis dedicated to the study of NST as its own entity.8 

 This literature review will survey the various key works which deal directly 

with NST and with common/non-model Bibles and which are of the greatest relevance 

to the present thesis. It is not at all meant to be exhaustive (mainly due to limitations 

of space), and other pieces of literature give already excellent overviews of various 

areas of the field.9 In each chapter of this thesis save one (in which there is no previous 

scholarly attention) I give a brief review of the literature germane to the topic at hand. 

 
7 Arrant 2020 ‘An Exploratory Typology of Near-Model and Non-Standard Tiberian Torah Manuscripts 
from the Cairo Genizah’, 539. Note also that Khan 2020a, The Tiberian Pronunciation Tradition of Biblical 
Hebrew, 130, and Blapp 2017, The Non-Standard Tiberian Hebrew Language Tradition According to Bible 
Manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah, 203, also attest to the high level of variation in the form NST takes 
in different manuscripts. 
8 Arrant 2020, Outhwaite 2020, and Blapp 2017. NST has been studied in various forms under various 
different names, such as ‘Extended Tiberian’ or ‘Palestino-Tiberian’. 
9 See especially Khan 2020a, Blapp 2017, Outhwaite 2020 and Arrant 2020. 
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The research in those reviews will therefore not be redundantly discussed in this 

section.  

 

2.1 Scholarship on the Non-Standard Tiberian Tradition of Vocalisation 

Through the course of scholarship on vocalisation traditions of the Hebrew Bible, the 

focus regarding Tiberian vocalisation was put on the standard tradition.  Therefore, 

when NST (which is one of many different terms used to describe the phenomenon10) 

was studied, the major focus was its (chronological) relation to the evolution of 

Tiberian Masoretic activity. A number of key articles, a book, and a thesis have treated 

NST in this way, and their position of the phenomenon of NST is valuable context for 

the contribution of my study. I define NST differently than it was defined in previous 

scholarship which I discuss below; see § 2.3.1 for my definition and explanation. 

 Samuel Blapp, in his thesis The Non Standard Hebrew Language Tradition 

according to Bible Manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah, gives an excellent review of the 

discussion which I have alluded to above, separating scholars into two different 

groups based upon their position of NST to the development of the Tiberian tradition: 

“one can distinguish between two groups of scholars: those who think that these MSS 

are not reflecting the so-called Ben Naftali tradition and those who think that they do 

reflect the Ben Naftali tradition.”11 In the brief review that follows, I give three 

examples from the larger body of scholarly opinions on these positions on the relation 

 
10 Arrant 2020, 469, Blapp, 26 pp.  NST has been described as having the following general 
characteristics: extended or unexpected usage of shewa, dagesh, rafe, ḥaṭef vowels, and vowel sign 
interchanges such as interchanges of pataḥ and qameṣ, as well as ṣere and segol. Outside of NST the 
most widely accepted term for the phenomenon is ‘Palestino-Tiberian’; see Khan, 2020a, 129 ff. 
11 Blapp, ibid citation. 
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of NST to the Masoretic tradition, which will allow me to contrast with this debate 

my position in section 2.3 of this chapter.12 

 In the article ‘The Vocalisation of Codex Reuchlinianus: Is the “Pre-Masoretic” 

Bible Pre-Masoretic?’ Morag analyses the non-standard Tiberian features of the 

European Bible, Codex Reuchlinianus13 (noteworthy, for example, in its use of dagesh 

in consonantal alef, its placement of rafe on quiescent alef, its placement of dagesh not 

only in /bgdkft/ phonemes but also in other non-guttural consonants, as well as the 

vowel sign interchange between pataḥ / qameṣ and ṣere /segol). He analyses the role 

of these features in the scribe’s conception of the Tiberian system and questions earlier 

assertions (specifically, Alexander Sperber's14) that the features in Reuchlinianus mark 

it as being pre-Masoretic. Morag’s ultimate assertion is that Reuchlinianus’ vocalisation 

is “more complete than that of the Tiberian school” in that the non-standard use of 

signs appears to resolve ambiguities present in the Tiberian tradition (such as the 

placement of dagesh and rafe to distinguish between consonantal and quiescent alef). 

His argument therefore is that the NST of Codex Reuchlinianus is post-Masoretic. 

Moreover, he assesses the vowel sign interchanges as placing it “midway between the 

Tiberian and Palestinian schools” and argues that it does not belong to the Ben Naftali 

school of vocalisation either. His ultimate conclusion is that such vocalisation 

represents “a full phonetic notation in [Tiberian] vocalization” and that NST in MSS 

 
12 It should be noted that these particular articles resonated the most with regards to my study; the 
field of literature dealing with the subject of NST is notably larger than these examples. 
13 The most well-known Bible manuscript to exhibit NST (Khan, 2020a, 130). 
14 Sperber, The Pre-Masoretic Bible, 1956-1959. 
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like Reuchlinianus “reveals a new philological school, which may be named, in light 

of its tendency to completeness, the ‘fuller Palestinian’ school.”15 

 Díez-Macho, in ‘A New List of so-called Ben Naftali Manuscripts’ takes up the 

conversation begun by Morag (and other scholars) and studies a number of MSS which 

we would describe as having NST vocalisation. His aim was to advance his theory 

that ‘Ben Naftali’ MSS are “not of the real Ben Naftali school”, though there are 

similarities, and that “many characteristics of the so-called Ben Naftali manuscripts 

are found in the Palestinian punctuation”, which he lists: (1) interchange of pataḥ / 

qameṣ and segol/ ṣere; (2) interchanges of shewa with pataḥ, ṣere, segol, or ḥireq; (3) 

absence of a ḥaṭef vowel in favour of the full vowel or simply the shewa; (4) use of 

qameṣ in place of ḥolem; (5-9) incompleteness in vocalisation and accentuation; (10-

15) inconsistencies or strange patterns in the accentuation which does occur; and (16) 

an extended use of diacritics such as dagesh, mappiq, shin/sin dots, rafe. His conclusion 

is “from all this it seems that so-called ‘Ben Naftali’ manuscripts should be regarded 

as proto-Tiberian manuscripts deviating from Palestinian tradition.”16 

 A final example is an article by Goshen-Gottstein, ‘The Rise of the Tiberian 

Bible Text’, which deals with the evolution of standard Tiberian in general and the 

pre-eminence of the Aleppo Codex, and in the second half, makes noteworthy 

comments as to the nature of vocalisation such as that found in Reuchlinianus. He 

writes: 

 
15Shelomo Morag, ‘The Vocalization of Codex Reuchlinianus: Is the “Pre-Masoretic” Bible Pre-
Masoretic?’ 1959. 
16 Alejandro Díez-Macho, “A new list of so-called ‘Ben Naftali’ manuscripts, preceded by an inquiry 
into the true character of these manuscripts”, 1963. 
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 By the end of the ninth century two main Tiberian systems had emerged, 

each of which presented the same reading tradition in a graphically 

different way, by using the same ‘Tiberian’ signs: the one I propose to term 

proto-receptus, the other non-receptus. The non-receptus tradition is the one 

used by the Reuchlinianus and kindred manuscripts. While there are obvious 

differences among these manuscripts which remain to be analyzed in order 

to establish possible subsystems, their common features are conspicuous 

enough to justify our term as a unity -- at least for the time being. These 

are neither Ben Naftali manuscripts nor are they pre-Masoretic or post-

Masoretic or non-Masoretic. They were, in their way, as Masoretic as ‘our’ 

Tiberian Bible text and were in use, it seems, especially in the Franco-

German area, until the thirteenth or fourteenth century. Although they 

must always have been very rare, it is not impossible that they were finally 

doomed only by the advent of printing. All this will explain that the least 

misleading term at the moment seems to be ‘Tiberian non-receptus 

tradition’.17 

He goes on to argue that this tradition is ‘neither pre- nor post-Masoretic’, and that it 

represented a deviation from the model set forth by Bibles such as the Aleppo codex. 

He takes scholars such as Kahle to task: ‘Where he sees abrupt changes, artificiality, 

invention, and what amounts to fraudulent tampering, I see a live tradition, endless 

toil for safeguarding a text, and gradual development’, and ‘Where he sees life in 

 
17  Moshe Goshen-Gottstein, ‘The Rise of the Tiberian Bible Text’, 1963, 113-114. Note also that the 
majority of scholarship has focused on European Bibles with NST (Khan, 2020a, 143). 
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every tradition except the 'official' Tiberian one, I see plurality around the ancient 

mainstream which finally led to our Masoretic textus receptus.’18  

 The thesis by Blapp, The Non-Standard Hebrew Language Tradition according to 

Bible Manuscripts from the Cairo Genizah, is a recent contribution to this discussion. In 

this thesis Blapp analyses 6 NST Bible MSS from the Genizah (none which are present 

in this current thesis), and re-orients the position on their relation to the development 

of the Tiberian tradition. He argues that these Bibles do not come from the Ben Naftali 

tradition, as their data are ‘far more elaborate and diverse and thus go beyond the 

differences which are in Kitāb al-Khilāf’, and that features attributed to Palestinian 

influence were also found in Babylonian MSS.19  His analysis of the data led to the 

following conclusion: 

 Neither the Cairo Codex of the Prophets nor Codex Reuchlinianus nor the 

NST manuscripts of the corpus of this thesis are pre-masoretic due to the 

suggested closeness to Ben Naftali, since they are not reflecting the Ben 

Naftali tradition. They rather should be classified as post-masoretic due to 

their extended use of their diacritical marks. The C14 analysis of the Cairo 

Codex of the Prophets has confirmed this theory, since it has been dated 

with a 95.4% chance to 990-1170 C.E.20 

And thus, Blapp uses the term NST (which began with the Davis and Outhwaite 

catalogues of Hebrew Bible MSS in Cambridge; see fn. 2) as a term ‘neutral as to its 

geographical or historical background’.21 

 
18 Ibid., 121 
19 Blapp, 2017, pg. 11. 
20 ibid., pg. 31. 
21 ibid., pg 32. 
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 Blapp continues on to analyse the 6 aforementioned MSS in his thesis. He 

subjects each of them to a very in-depth, and descriptive linguistic analysis, and which 

explores the relation of the NST features to Palestinian and Babylonian vocalisation 

traditions. He notes the following conclusions. First, he establishes that NST is a 

diverse feature which is not easily summarised: 

 The manifold differences in the NST manuscripts, which range from 

manuscripts exhibiting mainly Babylonian features to manuscripts which 

exhibit many Palestinian and Tiberian features, indicate that these 

manuscripts have been written according to the pronunciation of the 

scribes. It is the only way that we can explain this high degree of differences 

from manuscript to manuscript. Many of these graphical features, therefore, 

reflect most likely phonetic realities of the 11th-to the 13th century CE.22 

In his section on research prospects, he specifically notes that “in order to gain a more 

precise picture, it is required to examine a wider range of manuscripts and gather 

more data. ... It will be crucial to continue identifying the features as I have shown in 

this thesis in order to establish comparable data and to identify different groups”.23 

 He also discusses further exploration of the intricate relationship of Palestinian, 

Babylonian, Ashkenazi, Sephardi, and modern reading traditions to each other.  

 The most recent research on NST is found in Khan, The Tiberian Pronunciation 

Tradition of Tiberian Hebrew (2020; vol. I). This work, which is a comprehensive 

treatment of the phonology of Tiberian Hebrew, has sections dedicated to the relation 

of NST to ST. Khan takes the position of connecting NST mainly to the Palestinian 

 
22 ibid., pg. 203. 
23 ibid., pg. 221. 
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vocalisation system (on the basis of pataḥ / qameṣ and segol/ ṣere sign interchanges), 

but notes that there is significant diversity and pluriformity.24 Not only does Khan 

describe the elite and prestigious status that ST had during this period, but he orients 

NST to that status. He does not engage in depth with the debate over whether NST is 

pre- or post-Masoretic, but instead notes that many of the reading traditions (it is 

implied that NST is included) have roots in Second Temple and Late Antique history, 

and that NST also went on for time after Masoretic activity:  

The existence of large numbers of manuscripts with Non-Standard Tiberian 

Vocalisation indicates that during the Masoretic period and for a period of 

time immediately following it, a pluriformity of Tiberian vocalization 

existed .... It was only after the primary base of authority passed from the 

oral traditions of the Masoretes to the written vocalisation that textualized 

these traditions that the standard Tiberian vocalization gradually began to 

replace the Non-Standard Tiberian sign systems, and indeed also other non-

Tiberian sign systems 25 

After these statements, the work takes an analytical linguistic approach to NST which 

is not focused on the analysis of specific MSS, but which is instead aimed at 

contextualising examples from MSS into a larger linguistic theoretical framework on 

the pronunciation tradition(s) that NST reflects. Khan also posits some potential 

causes of the non-standard use of Tiberian vowel signs, from a substrate influence 

from an Arabic vernacular, or historical influence from Palestinian vocalisation 

and/or Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. His main contribution is to suggest that NST often 

 
24 Khan, 2020a, pg. 132. 
25 ibid., 132-133. 
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was a result of an imperfect striving to represent the Tiberian system, and that this 

attempt is characterised by interference from the substrate as well as an orthoepic 

attempt to reinforce the pronunciation tradition through a non-standard application 

of the signs.26 

 

2.2 Common Bibles and the Relation of Codicology to Text 

Another subject relevant to this thesis upon which scholars have commented concerns 

the definitions of a ‘common’ Bible as well as some cursory remarks connecting 

vocalisation types to codicological features. One of the major comments relating to 

the interaction between text and physical MS, in relation to 'common' Bibles, comes 

from Israel Yeivin: 

Some MSS and Geniza fragments are less than ‘complete’ in various ways. 

They may contain vowel and accent signs, but no masoretic notes...They 

may contain vowel signs but no accent signs, or accent signs but no vowel 

signs. Such MSS are generally less carefully written than complete one. 

Some use extra vowel letters, ignoring the masoretic spelling; some use 

vowel signs differently from the received tradition from ignorance, or to 

represent the local pronunciation; and such MSS show many textual 

variants. Such texts, known as 'vulgar' texts, were meant for private use or 

for study. They are commonly written on paper. Most known examples 

come from the Geniza, where they are the most common type of Biblical 

text. They are generally of little importance.27 

 
26 ibid, see mainly Section I.4. 
27 Yeivin, 1980, 12. 
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In this summary, Yeivin connects MSS with features which we recognise as ‘common’ 

to the use of paper as the main writing material. However, his comment is very 

generalised, and while he goes on to mention their abundance in the Genizah and 

their likelihood of reflecting local pronunciation (I agree with both assertions), his 

argument that they are of little importance is made in relation to the value of these 

Bibles in establishing a critical edition of a standard biblical text. While he does 

mention later that these ‘vulgar’ documents (especially those written after 1100) 

“have not yet been classified or studied” and that “they do, however, contain much 

of value to the study of the development of the tradition up to the time of printing, 

and also for the study of the pronunciation of Hebrew in different periods and 

localities”,28 his general position on their role in the entire codicological system is 

that they are tangential to larger issues. 

 Another important work which crucially connects NST to common Bibles is 

Outhwaite’s article, “The Tiberian Tradition in Common Bibles from the Cairo 

Genizah”. In this article he studies in depth 5 Bibles (again not included in the present 

corpus) which he considers common and which have NST. In the beginning, he says,  

Common Bibles, I argue, provide a further glimpse into the phonetics of 

Tiberian Hebrew in this period, as their producers did not always adhere to 

the strict letter of the written Tiberian tradition, either through choice or 

ignorance, and the results reveal more about how the users of the text were 

pronouncing their Hebrew than the correct application of Tiberian 

graphemes would ordinarily allow.29  

 
28 Yeivin 1980, 30-31. 
29 Outhwaite 2020, 405. 
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He also engages with scholarship on the definition of a ‘common’ Bible, (such as that 

by Sirat, who generally describes their basic features, or Stern, who mentions ‘study 

Bibles’, or Goshen-Gottstein, who defines common Bibles as ‘listener's Bibles’ as he 

presumes they were written in order to follow along with the public reading of the 

Torah and others as ‘study codices’.30 Outhwaite does prefer Sirat's neutral description 

of common Bibles on the basis of codicological features, and argues that common 

Bibles with Masoretic notes might not be considered common since they were 

probably copied from model codices. He also notes that these Bibles are very 

understudied, highly variable in their features, and emphasises the fact that they were 

produced by and for laypeople in everyday contexts. Most importantly he notes their 

value for the reconstruction of the pronunciation of Hebrew in the varied areas from 

which they come (though he restricts the analysis to Bibles not from peripheral areas 

such as Spain or Yemen). Then, in a fashion similar to Blapp, proceeds to analyse each 

of the NST features of the 5 fragments in great detail. They have all of the features of 

the Bibles analysed in this thesis. In the end, Outhwaite asserts that the level of 

variation in common Bibles means it is difficult to generalise.31  

 

 

 

 
30 Colette Sirat, 2002. Hebrew Manuscripts of the Middle Ages; David Stern, 2017. The Jewish Bible: A 
Material History; Moshe Goshen-Gottstein, 1962, ‘Biblical Manuscripts in the United States’. 
31 I also will note that, although Outhwaite is reluctant to consider ‘common’ bibles with Masorah to 
be truly common, there are a great many Bibles in this thesis with an NST text and Masorah, some of 
which lack sophistication and which cannot be seen as anything other than common. However, 
Outhwaite is probably correct in his instinct that Masorah is a feature which tends to bolster both the 
codicological and textual sophistication of a given manuscript. 
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2.3 The Contribution of this Thesis to the Discussion 

I wish to clearly state the position this thesis takes in relation to the aforementioned 

discussion on NST and the aforementioned statements on common/non-model Bibles, 

and to delineate the resultant approach of the present research. 

 

2.3.1. Non-Standard Tiberian 

First, I agree with Blapp's use of the term NST as the most neutral and appropriate 

term. Every other term used in the scholarship discussed above (such as pre-

Masoretic) attempts to situate NST chronologically in relation to Masoretic tradition. 

The term NST as I use it in this thesis simply describes the placement and interchange 

of vowel signs in such a way which does not adhere to a determined ‘standard’ of 

Tiberian vocalisation rules.  This term is restricted to this thesis in orer to allow for a 

more comprehensive study and to avoid unnecessarily excluding potentially 

noteworthy phenomena. It thus allows for the inclusion of forms of NST which may 

have been missed by previous scholarship (since the term is not overly restrictive) as 

well as also preventing a layer of interpretation from being incorporated into what 

should be simply a descriptor for a phenomenon. This allows for our understanding 

of NST to adapt with new research without having to necessarily invent new 

terminology which may confuse the larger picture. That being said, I do not 

necessarily consider terms used in previous scholarship, such as ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ 

or ‘Extended Tiberian’ to be incorrect — instead, they are simply not appropriate for 

a study which aims to capture as much data as possible in order to discover as many 

potential patterns as possible.  
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 In this thesis, the ‘standard’ Tiberian text I use as a reference point for ST is 

that of Codex Leningradensis. For this thesis, my definition of Standard Tiberian 

encompasses the vocalisation present in recognised model Masoretic codieces (such 

as the Aleppo Codex or Codex Leningradensis), including all of the variation within 

these codices, which is well documented and studied in scholarship. Though there are 

anomalies to the Tiberian vocalisation tradition extant in the vocalisation of Codex 

Leningradensis, since the MS preserves the entire text of the Torah and since it is the 

Masoretic bible upon which our current standard edition is based, I consider it an 

appropriate comparative text. By choosing this text, I am not arguing that it is the 

perfect representation of the Masoretic tradition, nor am I arguing that other model 

Masoretic codices (such as the Aleppo Codex) are written in non-standard Tiberian. 

The use of Codex Leningrandensis in this study is simply to provide a practical 

anchoring comparative point for the assessment of the highly variable data in my 

corpus (NST) which deviates to an extent that considerably exceeds the variation 

found in the vocalisation of recognised model Masoretic codices.  

  Second, I wish to step out of the debate of the relation of NST to Masoretic 

tradition altogether, and approach Bible MSS with NST from a completely different 

vantage point. As this thesis will show, a significant percentage of the Bible MSS in 

the Genizah (of the 1,458 MSS collected for this thesis and its corresponding case 

study, 409, or 28.0%), have deviations in their vocalisation from ST, and this is only 

for one collection. These deviations are highly diverse and can sometimes appear 

random. As this thesis will show, NST when viewed maximally is not one type of 

vocalisation restricted to one period in relation to Masoretic activity, but is instead a 

multi-faceted phenomenon with multiple causes and contexts. For example, there are 
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indeed types of NST which could be called ‘Palestino-Tiberian’, and although 

Palestino-Tiberian was indeed never considered a monolithic entity (scholars such as 

Heijmans, in his entry on ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ in the Encyclopedia of Hebrew 

Languages and Linguistics, rightly consider it to have variation) — there are patterns 

of vowel sign interchanges which cannot be clearly correlated with attested 

Palestinian Hebrew vocalisation. To operate this study by selecting MSS that seem to 

show Palestinian features would be to exclude important data. Therefore, if we go by 

the bare definition of NST as being ‘vocalisation which uses Tiberian signs in any way 

that deviates from ST as seen in Codex Leningradensis’ (which is the unique definition 

I use in this thesis), we open up the study to analyse the fuller picture.  

  Second, and related to the above, scholarship has up to now, in its naming of 

the phenomenon, attempted to interpret the features of selections (in a limited number 

of MSS) from this large phenomenon before it has been thoroughly and systematically 

classified. This has led to misinterpretations based upon an overly narrow perspective. 

Ideally, before interpretatively describing the features of a few MSS and constructing 

their relationship to other vocalisation systems, a larger, neutral, descriptive analysis 

of the myriad forms of NST should be conducted. It is therefore my position that NST 

as I use it here is a working definition appropriate for a large explorative study, rather 

than the final name which should be ascribed to Tiberian vowel sign interchanges in 

manuscripts. It is intended that further research will clarify more terms that can 

accurately describe specific patterns of interchange, and I put forth some terms myself 

in this thesis. 

 Ultimately, the argument of this thesis in relation to the aforementioned debate 

is that the debate is the result of a limited focus. All of the aforementioned studies 
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(except for Khan’s and to an extent, Blapp’s) only analysed a few MSS and were 

focused solely on one idea: how they related to the development of Masoretic 

tradition. The wider context, supplied by the analysis of a significant corpus of MSS 

and informed by issues of codicology and purpose, has up to now never been explored 

(and Blapp mentioned this as a desideratum32). This limitation has resulted in a debate 

which misses the point altogether: that NST vocalisation is, in my opinion and based 

on a massive amount of evidence, reflecting a wide array of phenomena, some of 

which may include a response to the Tiberian rules, or are the result of language 

interference from the vernacular of the copyists. I do agree with Blapp that certain 

patterns of NST are post-masoretic in that we have Tiberian vowel sign interchanges  

featured in Bibles from the 13th and 14th centuries. But it is also likely grounded in 

linguistic influences which pre-date Masoretic activity. Therefore the phenomena 

cannot be restricted to a pre- or post-Masoretic period. Ultimately, meaningful 

statements concerning its relation to the development of Tiberian are not possible 

until a wider study which neutrally acknowledges the variation in NST occurs.  

 One major contribution of my thesis is to fulfil one of the desiderata expressed 

by Blapp: to analyse systematically a large corpus of NST MSS and to establish groups 

therein, not based on an interpretation of their relationship to another vocalisation 

form, but simply based on the raw data they present.33  

 

 

 
32 Blapp, 2017, 221. 
33 As will be seen below, my thesis is not limited to a focus solely on MSS with NST, but also 
incorporates the wider range of non-model/common Bibles, many of which have ST, and some of 
which have Babylonian and Palestinian vocalisation. 
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2.3.2 The Interaction between the Codex and its Text 

One of the reasons for the limitations described above, besides a prematurely 

interpretative approach to the phenomenon of NST, is that there has been a dearth of 

focus upon the connection between codicology and text: the codicological form of 

Bible MSS and the impact of that form on the texts within.  There exists a general 

bifurcation in the field of Hebrew Bible studies between scholars who study the codex 

and forms of Hebrew script (codicology and palaeography) and scholars who study 

the text of the Hebrew Bible. Aside from cursory comments like Yeivin's above (or 

Díez-Macho’s, which are reviewed in dedicated sections in the following chapters), 

scholarship for the most part has not engaged with the inherent connection between 

physicality and text. As the analyses in this thesis show, NST features not only vary 

from MS to MS, but from region to region and sometimes from codicological pattern 

to codicological pattern. Different groupings of codicological features signalled a 

different position for a given codex in the society, and that position had an influence 

on the linguistic features of the text. A few authors give some cursory comments 

regarding Bibles which do not fit a ‘model’, but no one to date connects the codicology 

to the form of vocalisation (besides simply using some codicological features to assess 

the date of a MS). Outhwaite and myself (in my case study) are the only two authors 

to systematically postulate a connection between deviations from Tiberian (NST) and 

the codicological and utilitarian context of ‘common’ and ‘non-model’ Bibles. My 

2020 case study analysed 296 MSS which are ‘near-model’ (see below for definitions) 

and many of which contain NST. In that case study I show that there is a statistical 

correlation between codicological subtypes of Bibles and between linguistic subtypes 

of NST. It is reviewed more thoroughly in the chapter on two-column parchment 
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Bibles, but for now it suffices to say that apart from my systematic study and 

Outhwaite’s general statements, the fact that NST and codicological variation go 

together has escaped the scholarly discussion. 

 This insight is of crucial importance for understanding the nature of NST. For 

example, Codex Reuchlinianus is an Italian MS, and my case study as well as this thesis 

show that the NST features Reuchlinianus is known for are typical of some Byzantine 

and Italian MSS. When one moves along the gradient of provenance to other areas, 

these specific NST features shift, and different diacritics and different vowel sign 

interchanges become prominent. Instead, it seems that there are a variety of 

influences which converge in any given MS to produce deviations from the ST text. 

Moreover, the type of NST shifts when the socio-cultural context of the MS (as 

reflected in its physical form) changes - this suggests that there are multiple 

motivations for the use of NST in MSS. 

 It is the case that Bibles with NST and Bibles written on paper for common use 

are not appropriate for the goal of producing a critical edition of the Hebrew Bible 

based on an accepted textual standard. This is what Yeivin was alluding to when he 

stated that they were not important. However, as this thesis will show, a systematic 

study of these ‘unimportant’ MSS actually clarifies the entire picture, because these 

MSS give sorely needed context to a field hyper-focused on a small aspect of what 

was a massive world of engagement with the biblical text. By restricting scholarly 

focus to only those MSS which have the greatest level of physical sophistication, we 

lose the benefit of the wider context. My contribution to the field in this regard is to 

to develop a typology of non-model/common Bibles (many of which have ST, some 

NST, and a few of which have Babylonian and Palestinian vocalisation). Thereby I 
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aim to take the field of Hebrew Bible studies and broaden its focus to include the 

majority of the iceberg, i.e., non-model and common Bibles of which previous studies 

have only glimpsed the tip, i.e., sophisticated model texts. By developing a holistic 

typology of both text and language I seek in this thesis to bring this bifurcation into 

one stream of enquiry and to engage with Bible MSS in their entire form. 

 

2.3.3 A New Approach 

Another reason such limitations as the ones mentioned above have persisted has been 

the large size of the corpora available for study and the extreme complexity of both 

language and codicological features. This has led to specialisation in small areas, as 

well as an inability to study large numbers of MSS at once (and thereby benefit from 

context). The aim of my thesis is to overcome this problem through an approach 

which utilises tools in machine learning to analyse a large number of MSS from the 

perspective of two fields: biblical Hebrew language study and Hebrew 

codicology/palaeography. By using these digital tools one can get atop the massive 

mountain of data and identify the key features and areas upon which to focus. I do 

not, however, solely depend on these tools blindly, but pair them with codicological 

and linguistic analysis. This sets the point that digital tools can be used to serve 

philological aims. 

 

III. Definitions, Corpus, Thesis Questions and Hypotheses 

Because the basis of my analysis does not lie in definitions from other scholars (save 

for that of NST and palaeography), in this section I will clearly define what I mean by 
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‘common/non-model’ Bible, explain the contours of the corpus with which I engage, 

and lay out the questions this thesis asks and the hypotheses this thesis evaluates 

through scientific analysis. It should be noted that I utilise a formal scientific method 

in this research, and therefore by hypothesis, I mean a statement that can be 

invalidated through research rather than using it as a generic term for an ‘argument’. 

To recapitulate, NST in this thesis as a working definition for the purposes of a wide-

ranging statistical study, means “any deviation from the ST found in Codex 

Leningradensis in a MS that uses Tiberian vowel signs in a way that goes considerably 

beyond the slight level of variation found in model Masoretic codices.” 

 

3.1 The Spectrum of a ‘Common’ Bible 

Due to the fact that the vast majority of Bible MSS analysed in codicological, textual, 

and linguistic scholarship are ‘model’ or ‘near-model’, it is important to clearly define 

what we mean by ‘common’ Bibles.34 I will first state that ‘common’ and ‘non-model’ 

Bibles do not lie in tightly bound categories (though scholars have applied a generic 

classifcation in the past35). Instead, given the amount of variation across time and 

place it is more accurate to view MSS as being on a spectrum from ‘model’ to 

‘unprofessional’, and this spectrum is made up of a variety of features. 

 Essentially, this is a matter of inference and contextualisation, as there are no 

clear-cut boundaries by which to define a text in such a way. My categorisation is as 

descriptive as possible (I seek to avoid interpretation) and is based upon the bare 

 
34 A more comprehensive exploration of the nuances of this question is being treated in my forthcoming 
article, “What makes ‘Common’ Bibles so? Codicological and Textual Characteristics of Bibles produced 
for everyday use from the Cairo Genizah”. 
35 Khan, 2020a, 23-24. 
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features of the codicology and text. The thesis operates on this categorisation for the 

purposes of convenience (one has to start somewhere), and my statistical results show 

that there appears to be validity to it. However, my classification does not at all 

prevent a future reanalysis of the spectrum of Bible MS features based on collection 

of more evidence. That being said, I have striven to keep the classification as neutral 

as possible. 

 

3.1.1 Model Bible 

I define a ‘model’ Bible in my 2020 case study, but will repeat it here also: a model 

Bible is any MS that has all of the features of the exemplary codices we use for our 

standard critical editions: (i) having a parchment MS base; (ii) having three columns; 

(iii) having full Masoretic notes - Masorah Parva and Masorah Magna; (iv) having an 

ST text and cantillation (notwithstanding the noted level of variation within ST).36 I 

do not study any Bibles with this group of features in this thesis. 

 

3.1.2 Near-Model Bible 

My 2020 case study for the first time defined a ‘near-model’ Bible as lacking one of 

the aforementioned features classifying a ‘model’ Bible except for the parchment 

material. Therefore, 3 column parchment Bibles which lack Masorah or which have 

NST vocalisation are ‘near-model’, for example. The case study showed that the lack 

of features is often not accidental, that a statistical typology can be established on 

 
36 Arrant, 2020, 470; On diversity in ST: Khan, 2020a, 92-99. 
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‘near-model’ Bibles, and that NST Bibles with otherwise model features are 

qualitatively and statistically different from those with ST. 

 

3.1.3 Non-Model and Common Bibles 

Non-model Bibles are dealt with in this thesis. They exhibit a very large array of 

codicological features and were used in a wide range of contexts, both formal and 

informal. I have chosen to use the descriptor ‘Common’ to refer to them for two 

reasons: first, even very sophisticated Bibles that are not ‘near-model’ were likely 

prepared for use in less formal situations (and there is evidence for this beyond solely 

my interpretation). Second, the term ‘common’ reflects the wider context in which 

Bibles lacking a full set of model features existed. It is also more stylistically palatable 

as a descriptor for use in writing. However, this thesis gives room for the possiblity 

that many sophisticated non-model Bibles were indeed formal, and there is likely 

room for the two terms to co-exist as separate entities. It is under this umbrella that 

the full spectrum of codicological features becomes more difficult to separate into 

neat categories. 

 Within this spectrum I have set the following bare descriptors for different sub-

levels, and each sub-level forms an analytical chapter in this thesis. 

• 2-column parchment Bibles without Masoretic notes (2CP): One of the 

stipulations of the 2020 case study was that all MSS with two columns had to 

have Masoretic notes. Preliminary data collection had indicated that when 

Masorah is removed, the level of variation in codicology and text features 

dramatically increases, and so I postulated that Masorah was a typological 

factor distinguishing ‘near-model’ Bibles from ‘non-model’ Bibles. In a chapter 
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of this thesis, I examine 2CP Bibles which lack Masorah and conclude that they 

are distinct from their near-model codex peers which have Masorah. They 

range in sophistication from non-model to completely common. 

• 1-column parchment Bibles (with or without Masorah): Below the level of 

2CP Bibles lies the 1CP corpus. When two columns are reduced to one, it 

appears that a separate rung in the ladder of sophistication is occupied. 

However, Masoretic notes seem to cease to be very typologically important at 

this level; as will be seen in the 1CP chapter, only a small amount (~ 15%) 

had full Masorah, and Masorah did not seem to contribute much to variation 

in the corpus.37  

• Paper Bibles (with both a scribal and an average script):  With the shift in 

material from parchment to paper comes a shift in type. Paper Bibles were 

characteristically affordable and easier to produce, making them the ‘common’ 

Bible par excellence. These are the most numerous of Bible types in the Genizah 

and have an extremely large amount of feature variation. In the chapter below 

I analyse whether the level of script sophistication impacts the typology and 

conclude that average script paper Bibles are distinct yet connected to those 

with a scribal script.38 

• ‘Unprofessional’ Bibles: whilst still written on paper, when the script level 

drops below a basic, unadorned square script to a very messy, unsophisticated, 

and chaotic script, the final rung on the ladder is occupied. These include 

 
37 However, it is worth a future study with a different sample of manuscripts to determine indeed if 
1CP manuscripts can be split into 1CP with Masorah and 1CP without Masorah. Such a study is outside 
the focus of the present thesis. 
38 I clearly delineate what I mean by descriptors of various levels of script sophistication below. 
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Bibles written by children in school and only basically educated laypeople. 

They are written on scraps of paper (rather than neatly shaped paper as seen 

in the Paper Bible corpus).  

The role of NST vocalisation in the categories above is as follows: NST is generally 

taken to be a marker of a common Bible, but there are many codex fragments (in fact, 

the statistical majority) which do not have NST but rather have ST. Given the elite 

status that the Tiberian Masoretic school occupied, texts which deviate in the Tiberian 

standard use of the vowel signs can be seen as associated with a less-model form of 

the Bible. This thesis (and the 2020 case study) finds that NST and ST Bibles mutually 

inform the entire context, and therefore I study NST and ST common Bibles together. 

 As can be seen, these categories are descriptive, but also must contain some 

element of interpretation in order to be truly meaningful. We move from parchment 

to paper to scraps of paper, from Masorah to no Masorah, from sophisticated script to 

unsophisticated, from 2 columns to 1, and from standard vocalisation to non-

standard. Each of these categories (with the exception of the near-model category of 

the case study) occupies a chapter of this thesis. The first question this thesis addresses 

is: are these arbitrary categories valid? Do they hold statistical, linguistic, and 

codicological significance? While each chapter answers the question in depth, I can 

say here that each of these ‘groups’ is connected yet distinct. It appears that Bibles 

below the level of ‘model’ exist on a spectrum with definite divisions. While future 

research may (and should) question these categories, they are concrete enough with 

which to work, and they do seem to represent a reality of different levels in scriptural 

scribal activity from the period. 
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 The answer to what is a ‘Common’ Bible, it should be clear at this point, is not 

straightforward. Essentially, it is a Bible which is not model or near-model - one that 

is more easily accessible to everyday people and one which could have been produced 

by a layperson. However, it would be wrong to exclude sophisticated non-model 

Bibles from this group, because a beautiful and textually-accurate codex could most 

definitely have been made for everyday use, purchased by someone who was not a 

scribe or scholar, and therefore occupy a position outside of full formality.39 

Therefore, my ultimate conclusion as to the matter of defining a ‘common’ Bible is 

that to overly-delineate the category is to invite problems: we should instead re-

conceive of all Bible MSS as existing on a spectrum of formality and informality and 

sophistication and unsophistication.40 The purpose of this thesis is not to prescribe 

what a common Bible is, but to instead delineate the major aspects of this spectrum 

in an objective, data-driven, and descriptive manner. 

 

3.2 The Corpus 

This thesis deals with the following kinds of Bibles found in the Taylor-Schechter and 

Lewis Gibson collections from the Cambridge University Library: 

• 2CP, 1CP, Paper, and Unprofessional Bibles 

 
39 As Khan (2020a) writes, “All popular manuscripts were not necessarily written carelessly. The crucial 
feature of their production was that the scribes felt less bound by tradition than in the copying of the 
model manuscripts” (8).  My argument in this thesis is that common Bibles occupied more socio-
cultural and religious places than just the formal setting of reading in a synagogue, and so the format(s) 
they embodied were adjusted based upon context and intended purpose. Therefore, non-model Bibles 
are automatically included in this context. 
40 My forthcoming article (see fn. 34) does discuss this spectrum while simultaneously giving practical 
indications for a researcher that s/he is dealing with a bible produced for everyday use.  
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• All fragments must be from the first five books of the Hebrew Bible only (the 

Torah) 

• All fragments must have full dimensions: the furthermost edge of each margin 

is clearly visible, and so the full size of the page is known.41 

I attempted to collect all Bibles meeting these criteria from the collections (though 

inadvertently, it is likely that some were overlooked). The resulting number of Bibles 

was: 1,461 MSS (minus the case study = 1,165 MSS). These were comprised of 1,851 

leaves (minus the case study = 1,501 leaves). I would estimate that this amounts to 

around 95% - 98% of the MSS within Cambridge meeting the criteria. 

 

3.3 Thesis Question 

The thesis seeks to systematically study the aforementioned corpus, with the aim of 

exploring its vast variation in codicological and NST linguistic features. The questions 

I wish to answer are formally presented as scientific hypotheses (delineated below). 

However, in general, the goal is to determine whether the MSS in the categories above 

can be sorted into subgroups based upon patterns in their non-standard linguistic and 

codicological features. In the chapters below I assess the comprehensive codicological 

features of the MSS and subject them to systematic analysis. I also assess the 

comprehensive linguistic features of any MSS which have NST, to subject them to a 

similar systematic analysis.  I also seek to contextualise the findings to scholarship in 

order to augment, using this corpus, what has already been established about the 

 
41  Leaves where the margin was obviously cut in order to make the page smaller (yet still preserves 
the entire document in the writing) are included as having full dimensions for the purpose of the 
study. 
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codicological and linguistic features of Bible MSS. Essentially, the thesis question is: 

can the large array of common Bibles be mapped out into clear patterns of features, 

can these features be seen as attached to regions in the Mediterranean and Middle 

East, and if so, what does this ‘map’ indicate about widespread Hebrew biblical 

writing activity in the ‘common’ / ‘non-model’ strata of the Cairo Genizah?42 

 

 

IV. Statistical Approach and Methodology 

In order to answer the questions and to test the hypotheses this thesis presents, I 

utilised a scientific statistical and machine learning approach in order to mine the 

data and organise it. This incorporated the following steps. 

 

4.1. Construction of the Database 

Given that the data in this thesis are immense, a sophisticated database had to be 

purpose-built for the task. I programmed an SQL (structured query language) database 

(specifically using the version MySQL and the user interface MySQL Workbench). The 

formal schema of this database appears in the appendix. The database contains all the 

codicological and linguistic data about every fragment assessed in the study. In 

building the database I had to define the variables by which I would analyse the MSS 

(as each variable is a column in the database). Below I give the list of all the variables 

which played a role in the ultimate analysis (some variables were accounted for in 

 
42 Given the aformentioned discussion about the potential distinction between ‘common’ and ‘non-
model’, I choose to use the term ‘common’ throughout the rest of the thesis. 
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the database which were not ultimately used in the analysis; refer to the appendix for 

the entire list). The list of these variables includes all possible outcomes of the 

variables and what they mean.43 The database had three main codicological tables: 

• MS: This was the parent table: it included global features describing at least 

one fragment (but which would also apply to any leaves or joins). 

• Leaf: This was the first daughter table. A leaf is defined as one conjoined or 

unconjoined page.44 Each MS by defailt is comprised of at least one leaf, and a 

MS may have multiple leaves or may have leaf joins. Leaf features are specific 

from leaf to leaf (in a multi-leaf MS); where there exists only one leaf for a MS, 

leaf features are then logically also ‘MS’ features.45  

• Philology: This was the second daughter table. Connected to the leaf table, I 

read one leaf of every MS and then would input the linguistic data into this 

table.  

 

4.1.1 Table of Variables 

Table I.1 

 
43 With all the variables, ‘unknown’ or NULL entries indicate that there was not enough data to make 
an assessment. 
44 I did not distinguish between conjoined (bifolia) or unconjoined leaves in the research; this was a 
level of specificity that has diminishing returns in such a large dataset. Smaller, more concentrated 
studies would indeed benefit from this distinction. 
45 In the statistical tests, it was possible to choose to conduct the analysis on the count of leaves or 
manuscripts, depending on whether the data varied from leaf to leaf (if so, accurate statistics should be 
run at the leaf count). If the data did not vary from leaf to leaf, the tests could be run at the manuscript 
count. For example, dimensions vary slightly from leaf to leaf, so any statistical test run on dimensions 
counted the fragments according to their leaf count. However, format did not (typically) change from 
leaf to leaf, and so statistical tests involving format were run according to the manuscript count. For 
the descriptive statistics I indicate which variable was assessed on a leaf or manuscript basis. The 
majority of the machine learning algorithms were run on a leaf basis. 
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Variable Name and Definition Outcomes 

Material (MS feature): the physical base 

upon which a MS is written 

 

 

Paper 

Parchment46 

Format (MS feature): the proportion of 

length (height) and width of a single, 

unconjoined leaf. 

Portrait: length is greater than width by 

more than 1 cm. 

 

Square: length = width within the range 

of 1cm. 

 

Landscape: width is greater than length 

by more than 1 cm.  

 

Ruling (MS feature): the presence or 

absence of physical ruling on a page 

Regular: the MS was ruled with some 

kind of physical method. 

 

Sight: the writer visually estimated the 

line and therefore the line is slightly less 

than straight (but mostly straight). 

 

 
46 The Davis Catalogues use the term ‘vellum’; I have chosen to use the generic term parchment 
instead. 
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None: the writer was unable to produce 

an approximately straight line. 

 

Irregular: there is a mixture of ruling 

practices (any of the aforementioned 

outcomes). 

Pricking (MS feature): the holes used to 

measure ruling lines in the margins of 

the MS 

Inside (present in the inside margin) 

Outside (present in the outside margin) 

Both (present in both margins) 

Irregular (any other pricking pattern) 

Margins (MS feature): a visual 

assessment of the proportion of margin 

width to text width on a page.47 

There is a great deal of variation in 

margins because of the subjective nature 

of the assessment. Specific rare 

outcomes are discussed in the chapters. 

However, the most common outcomes 

are defined: 

 

All wide: all four margins are wide 

enough to fit around 4 lines or more of 

text. 

 
47 This is perhaps the most subjective variable of the thesis: the data were too large to measure the size 
of each margin of each manuscript, and so instead a visual assessment was conducted on the balance 
between margin width and column width of the text. Future studies on more concentrated corpora 
could indeed benefit from a more rigorous measurement method of the margins. 
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Regular: the margins were not overly 

wide nor overly narrow but appeared 

balanced in relation to the proportion of 

text on the page. 

 

Wide bottom: the bottom margin is 

disproportionately large in comparison 

to the others. 

 

Wide outer: all margins except the inner 

margin are much wider. 

 

Narrow: the vertical margins are very 

narrow, and the text extends nearly to 

the edge of the page. Typically, the 

horizontal margins are ‘regular’. 

 

All narrow: every single margin is almost 

absent and the text takes up the entire 

page. 
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Irregular: the margins have varying 

widths, usually due to a lack of 

formatting of the text and a lack of ruling 

(but not always). 

Shape (MS feature): the regularity of the 

shape of a parchment MS 

Regular: the MS has a quadrilateral 

shape 

 

Irregular: the MS as edges which are 

curved and the shape no longer has four 

distinct sides. This usually is the result of 

the parchment being cut around a joint 

of the animal. 

Language (MS feature): the language 

present in the MS 

Hebrew 

 

Hebrew_arabic: there is also arabic 

biblical text present 

 

Hebrew_aramaic: there is also aramaic 

biblical text present 

 

Hebrew_aramaic_arabic: all three 

languages are present in the biblical text. 
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Parashot (MS feature): markers for 

determining the division of reading 

present in the margins or interlinearly. 

None: there are no markers present OR 

the passage does not begin a parasha. 

 

p: there is a parasha marker present. 

 

s: there is a seder marker present. 

 

p_s: both seder and parasha markers are 

present 

 

Tetragrammaton (MS feature): how the 

divine name is spelled in the document 

Plene: the entire tetragrammaton is 

spelled out. 

 

Abbreviated: the name is either formed 

as a non-linguistic graphical sign, or is 

written with a various combination of 

yod and/or waw. 

 

Both: both plene and abbreviated 

spellings are present. 

Palaeography (MS feature): the basic 

script type present.48 

Oriental: any kind of script from the 

Middle East or North Africa. 

 
48 I utilised the following sources to determine palaeography: (1) training and reference materials - 
powerpoint slides - in Prof. Judith Olszowy-Schlanger’s workshop on palaeography (2019); (2) 
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Sephardi: any script from Spain or which 

shows features of both North African and 

Spanish elements. 

 

Italian-Byzantine: scripts which could be 

either early Italian, or Byzantine. 

 

Italian: scripts which are clearly Italian 

(and not possibly Byzantine). 

 

Byzantine: scripts which are not Italian 

but which are clearly Byzantine (i.e., 

those from Asia Minor but not Syria, 

Palestine or Iraq). 

 

 
Comparative script samples from the following sources: Beit-Arié, Yardeni, and Engel, Specimens of 
Medieval Hebrew Scripts (vols. 1-2); Ada Yardeni, The Book of Hebrew Script; Birnbaum, The Hebrew 
Scripts; Ismar David, The Hebrew Letter: Calligraphic Variations. I also use Judith Olszowy-Schlanger’s 
terminology of ‘Northeastern Oriental’, ‘Southwestern Oriental’ (cf. Olszowy-Schlanger, ‘Manuscrits 
Hébreax et Judéo-Arabes Médiévaux’ 2015). It should be noted that I am not overly prescriptive in my 
palaeographic assessment: this is why I have many potentially overlapping descriptors. Where I felt I 
could be more specific (i.e., ‘Egypt’), I said so. However, it is likely (in fact the case) that many 
‘Egyptian’ manuscripts also have a 'Northeastern’ palaeography, and so where I felt less certain, I used 
a more generic tag. As I assessed the palaeography of every fragment in the thesis and case study (~ 
1800 individuals), I did not do an in-depth analysis but instead relied on my training and on broad 
comparison. More targeted studies should carefully assess the palaeography of each individual 
document.  
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Ashkenazi: scripts which come from 

Europe (excluding Spain, Italy, Greece 

and Turkey). 

Provenance (MS feature): a more 

targeted palaeographic description.  

The outcomes somewhat vary by 

chapter; for example, I use a different 

categorisation for semi-cursive scripts 

than for square scripts. Those are 

discussed in the relevant chapter and 

rationale is given there. However, all of 

the outcomes present in the database 

(alphabetically) are: 

Byzantium (Asia minor) 

 

Early Northeastern Oriental (10th-11th 

c.) 

 

Egypt  

 

Egypt-North Africa (either square 

scripts, or some semi-cursive scripts) 
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Egypt-Palestine (either a square 

documentary script, or some semi-

cursive scripts) 

 

Early Modern Egypt-North Africa (post 

14th c). 

 

France 

 

Italian-Byzantine 

 

Italy 

 

Late Egypt (post 11th c.) 

 

Late Egypt North-Africa (post 11th c.) 

 

Late Northeastern Oriental (post 11th c.) 

 

Northeastern Oriental: a wide range: 

10th-13th c. 

 

Southwestern Oriental 
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Southwestern-Byzantine 

 

Spain 

 

Spain-North Africa 

 

Yemen 

 

NE_Avg: an average hand which is 

difficult to palaeographically locate due 

to a lack of scribal sophistication, but in 

which the order of strokes is the same as 

a more sophisticated Northeastern 

Oriental hand 

 

SC_Avg: an average Oriental semi-

cursive hand with again, a lack of 

palaeographic markers. 

 

 

*note that there are overlaps in groups. 

This is due to the subjectivity in 
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palaeographic assessment. This overlap 

did not negatively affect the statistical 

tests (as MSS with those overlaps would 

simply be analysed as together by the 

computer). 

*Note that ‘date’ is a column in the 

database, but date assessment on MSS 

without colophons is so subjective that I 

did not perform statistical tests on this 

variable. 

 

Script Type (leaf feature): the basic kind 

of Hebrew script implemented 

Square 

 

Semi-cursive 

 

Multiple (more than one script type in 

the MS is present). 

Script Size (leaf feature; it was rare that 

script size would vary from leaf to leaf, 

however, within a MS) the visual 

purportion of script in relation to the 

page (not measured numerically)49 

Small 

 

Average: the script was visually not too 

small or large for the page. 

 

 
49 Again, more targeted studies could benefit from an exact measurement of the script size. 
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Medium: the script is larger than would 

fit comfortably on the page but is not 

overly large. 

 

Large: the script is extremely large and 

only a few lines are present. 

 

*Note: see the images below for an 

example of my visual assessment. 

Script level (leaf feature): the level of 

scribal sophistication (visually assessed) 

Scribal: the script has an identifiable, 

trained scribal style. 

 

Average: the script has some scribal 

markers but there are irregularities 

which mark it as less sophisticated. 

 

Unprofessional: the script is completely 

uneducated and either exaggerates 

stylistic markers or lacks them 

altogether.50 

 

 
50 I am publishing a study which further explores these variables and defines them more clearly. 
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*Note: see images below for examples of 

each level of script sophistication 

assessment. 

Illumination (leaf feature): the presence 

of decoration (coloured or not) on the 

page. 

Decoration: the parasha or seder marker 

has decoration around it. 

 

Drawings/Shapes: there are graphical 

shapes in the margins not related to the 

parasha marker. 

 

Extensive/Intricate decoration: the 

illumination is elaborate and there are 

many different features and colours. 

 

Illumination: there is coloured 

decoration present (not describing 

parasha markers). 

 

Letters: specific letters have decoration 

that is not linguistic. 

 

Masorah/Micrography: the masorah is 

written in a decorative format. 
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None 

 

Columns (leaf feature): number of 

columns on a leaf 

1, 2, 3 

Paragraph (leaf feature): whether or not 

line breaks are present 

Regular: the MS follows petuhah and 

setumah according to L 

 

Irregular: the MS breaks lines in a way 

different from L 

 

Masorah (leaf feature): the presence or 

absence of Masorah (considered a 

codicological feature in that formatting 

must take notes into account). 

None 

 

Full: both Masorah Magna and Masorah 

Parva. 

 

Masorah magna: no parva present. 

 

Masorah parva: no magna present. 

Line filler (leaf feature): the graphical 

marker at the end of a line placed to 

make the margins even. 

These are rated (subjectively) on the 

basis of the extent to which a scribe 

needed to use them to keep the margin 

even: 
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0: no line fillers present whatsoever. 

 

1: a minimum amount of line fillers: the 

scribe used them when needed but did 

not rely upon them. Around 1-2 per 

column. 

 

2: a medium amount: the scribe had to 

rely on them more often to keep the 

straight margin. Around 2-3 per column. 

 

3: a great amount: the scribe could not 

keep an even margin without resorting 

to using a filler. More than 3 per column 

or nearly every other line using a filler. 

Vocalisation (leaf feature): I relied on 

the Davis-Outhwaite catalogues for this 

variable. Where the catalogue said 

‘predominately standard Tiberian’ I 

categorised the MS as non-standard, due 

to the (albeit sometimes minimal) level 

of NST present. There were no MSS 

Tiberian (can include partly vocalised 

MSS where the vocalised passage has 

ST). 

 

Non_standard (can include partly 

vocalised MSS where the vocalised 

passage has NST). 
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tagged in the catalogue as 

predominately standard which did not 

have a meaningful amount of NST. 

 

None (no vocalisation present, or only a 

couple of words partly vocalised). 

 

Tiberian_Palestinian: MSS with both 

Palestinian and Tiberian vocalisation. 

 

Tiberian_Babylonian: MSS with both 

Babylonian and Tiberian Vocalisation. 

 

Babylonian: MSS with Babylonian 

vocalisation.  

 

*note that no MSS with solely 

Palestinian vocalisation were found in 

the data collection. 

Cantillation (leaf feature): the presence 

or absence of accents 

Yes: accents present. 

 

None: accents not present. 

Dimensions and Line Number (leaf 

feature): I used the measurements 

present in the Davis-Outhwaite 

catalogues. 

Length (in cm). 

 

Width (in cm). 
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Line Number: the maximum amount of 

lines present on a page (if one side had 

9 lines and the other 10, it was marked 

in the database as having 10 lines).  

Linguistic variables51 (leaf feature but 

logged in the Philology table): in the 

Philology table of the database, I logged 

the linguistic variables. The outcomes 

are extremely numerous (and are 

delineated in the chapters). The 

corresponding column to this one lists 

the columns in the database logging the 

linguistic data: 

Leaf_fk: the leaf identifier in which the 

NST is present. Note that I only read one 

leaf per MS (conjoined or unconjoined). 

If multiple leaves were present, I either 

read the first leaf, or the first most 

legible leaf. 

 

Location: the page, column, line number 

(if the feature occurred more than once, 

‘multiple’ was the outcome here). 

 

Reference: Book, chapter, verse.  

 

 
51 It should be noted that the feature ‘Missing Dagesh’ is not assessed in the statistics for the typology. 
This feature is extremely variable and the most common NST feature in the entire corpus, and the 
reasons behind its absence are not always linguistic (i.e., damage, or simply being left off by the scribe). 
When it was included in the machine learning analysis in trial runs, it threw off the results for other 
features. More focused studies of smaller groups of manuscripts would benefit from assessing the reason 
for the absence of dagesh in individual mansucripts. 
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Description: a standardised description 

of the linguistic variable (pataḥ for segol, 

dagesh in alef, etc).  

 

Linguistic Function: occasionally I 

logged the role of an NST feature (i.e., 

‘vocalic equivalence’). No statistics were 

performed on this variable. 

 

BHS_Text: the form of the word as 

appearing in BHS/L. 

 

MS_Text: the form of the word appearing 

in the MS. 

 

Specific_Total: the count of the non-

standard feature per word, per MS. This 

was not morphologically specific but 

lexically and letter specific. So, for 

example, if pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

occurred in both the imperfect and 

infinitive form of the same word on the 

same letter, all the counts would be 
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summed up in one row under 

Specific_Total, rather than separating 

essentially the same data for each 

different morphological instance. In 

cases where there were clearly two 

different phenomena present, these were 

separated and counted apart 

accordingly. This method of counting 

was necessary for a streamlined and 

efficient database and data analysis 

process. 

 

Visual Examples of Script Sophistication:52 

A scribal hand (T-S A1.65) on parchment. A clear palaeographic style can be seen, 

and the writing was made by a professional, trained hand: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
52 The examples below cannot capture the spectrum-like quality of script levels which exist in the 
corpus; there are ‘average’ hands which are nearly scribal, and ‘unprofessional’ hands which show 
some regularity. There is therefore an element of subjectivity in the visual assessment. 
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Fig. I.1 

 

An ‘average’ hand (T-S A21.50) on paper. Palaeographic elements are present, but the 

script is irregular and lacks global consistency in letter orientations, size, and shape: 

Fig I.2 

 

An ‘unprofessional’ hand (T-S A21.11) on paper. The order of strokes can be seen, but 

every element of the handwriting is irregular, showing extremes in size, exaggeration 

of some decorative serifs, and a complete lack of consistency in orientation, size, 

stroke direction (both internally and globally): 
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Fig I.3 

 

 

Visual Examples of Script Size: 

An ‘average’ script size (T-S A21.10): the script is not overly small nor overly large 

for the size of the page, and the visual effect between page and script size is balanced: 

Fig. I.4 
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A ‘medium’ script size (T-S A3.4): there are fewer lines and the script appears slightly 

large in proportion to the entire page size. 

Fig. I.5 

 

 

A ‘large’ script size (T-S A3.5): the script appears overly large in relation to page size. 

Fig I.6 
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A ‘small’ script size (Or. 1080A.3.6): there are many compact lines, and the script is 

visually small in relation to the page size.  

Fig. 1.7 

 

4.1.2 Step I: Data Collection 

The codicological data (specified in Table I.1) were collected through consulting the 

MSS physically in the Manuscript Reading Room in the University Library in 

Cambridge (until the libraries shut due to the COVID-19 pandemic, at which point I 

conducted the data collection using the Friedberg image servers online).  The data 

were collected and input straight away into the database. 

 The linguistic data (linguistic variables described in Table I.1) were collected 

solely by consulting the image online (due to the ability to zoom and change the 

contrast). Each leaf read was compared to Codex Leningradensis/BHS.53 All the data 

 
53 I utilised the following website: https://www.academic-bible.com/en/online-bibles/biblia-
hebraica-stuttgartensia-bhs/read-the-bible 
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were typed up into a Word document in a ‘manuscript profile’, and then these data 

were copy-pasted into the database. 

 Each chapter was written separately and each step in the analysis methodology 

was performed separately for each chapter. 

 

4.1.3 Step II: Data Standardisation 

After the initial data input, each column of the database was checked to ensure that 

all the input was standardised (so a descriptor was not tagged with two different 

inputs). This ensured data integrity. 

 

4.1.4 Step III: Descriptive Statistics 

In this stage, basic distributions, percentages, and counts of features were assessed. I 

utilised the statistical programming language R in order to conduct all of the statistical 

analyses in the thesis.54 Barplots and histograms were produced as necessary to clarify 

the data. For the numerical data (dimensions and line number), a Shapiro–Wilk Test 

for Normality was run to determine whether the data were normally distributed.55 

Numbers were rounded to two places after the decimal point for percentages and 

standard deviations (0.00), and four places for p-values (0.0000). 

 

 

 
text/bibel/text/lesen/stelle/1/10001/19999/ch/5e311ab3edb6174b57aa3d9817f43593/. I also 
consulted images of Codex Leningradensis.  
54 Many thanks to Dr David Wright for mentoring me in the process of learning R.  
55 Samuel Shapiro and Martin Wilk, ‘An analysis of variance test for normality (complete samples)’. 
1965. 
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4.1.5 Step IV: Correlative Statistics/Machine Learning Analysis 

After the descriptive statistics were performed, the data were primed for the machine 

learning algorithms. It should be noted that as I ran through the analyses four separate 

times (for the four separate chapters) I learned more efficient ways of processing the 

data. This learning process is reflected in my approach to the data of each chapter, 

and so I have arranged the chapters in the order in which they were written. However, 

the results of the analyses in each chapter are valid; this simply means that the process 

became more efficient the more times I completed it. In the paragraphs below I walk 

through the major (and most efficient) steps in the process. I will mention and 

describe the statistical algorithms used but will not delve into the deep theory behind 

them. I will explain how the test analyses the data and how to interpret the results 

but will point the reader to literature for a more comprehensive discussion of the 

mathematical principles behind the tests.56 

 

4.1.5.1 Principal Component Analysis57 

 The first step was to conduct a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the 

continuous numerical variables (length and width). Line number is not a continuous 

variable and so PCA (which is appropriate only for continuous variables) could not 

be performed upon it. PCA is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm which 

allows for mass data visualisation on interrelated variables. It conceives of each 

variable as occupying a dimension in space (so, for 30 variables, the test treats the 

 
56 I will direct the reader also to the scholarly resources cited in my 2020 case study (Arrant 2020, § 
4.2 ff and bibliography).  
57 Two pieces of literature on PCA: Shlens, 2014 ‘A Tutorial on Principal Component Analysis’; 
Jolliffe, 2002. Principal Component Analysis. 
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data as having 30 dimensions). The goal of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality and 

to identify the variables which drive the amount of variation (or difference) in a set 

of data. This means that the most important information is represented and that noise 

in the dataset is reduced. For the purposes of the present study, the most important 

aspect of PCA is the data visualisation tool it provides: one can see from a PCA chart 

the ‘shape’ of the data. For example: 

 

Fig. I.8 

 

 

These two PCA plots (taken from chapters in the thesis) summarise the variability in 

length and width of two sets of data. The teal set is spread out horizontally but forms 

a tighter cluster. This means that the dimensions of the MSS in the cluster are more 

continous and that it is difficult to tease out subgroups. The yellow set shows a similar 

spread of variablity, but the MSS form at least three distinct clusters (the largest being 

on the right-hand side). This indicates that there are likely distinct subgroups in the 
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data. The aim of the PCA analysis in this thesis was to determine if there were distinct 

subgroups of MSS based on size.58 

 

4.1.5.2 Identifying Major Variables 

At this stage, in preparation for the next tests, major variables had to be pre-selected. 

While the goal of correspondence analysis is to describe the position of variables in 

relation to each other, certain variables can throw off the test: either those which 

have outcomes that are too uniform (such as a group of MSS which have all the same 

pricking pattern: pricking would then not be a good variable to perform a test on 

because there is no variability), or variables which have extremely rare features (such 

as a group of MSS in which outside pricking occurred only once or twice: this outlier 

would throw off the test). Therefore, balanced variables (where there is an 

intermediate level of variation in the dataset) are ideal for further testing.59 Moreover, 

as a codicologist or linguist, knowing in advance some of the more interesting 

variables upon which we want more information is key. It is bad practice to run 

further tests on all variables, as this clouds the analysis and does not produce helpful 

results. In the chapters I walk the reader through my logic in choosing the most key 

variables for analysis. 

 

 
58 A practical guide to PCA and the code which I used to run the analysis can be found at the following 
website page: http://www.sthda.com/english/articles/31-principal-component-methods-in-r-
practical-guide/112-pca-principal-component-analysis-essentials.  
59 I discuss the importance of restricting the number of variables in a machine learning analysis in my 
case study (Arrant 2020, 499-502). 
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4.1.5.3 Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) and Correspondence Analysis (CA)60 

These two algorithms are similar to PCA in that the principle of the tests are 

essentially the same. The difference is that MCA/CA are tailored for variables which 

are not continuously numeric (which is the majority of my data). MCA is appropriate 

for categorical variables (i.e., Format: ‘portrait’, ‘square’, ‘landscape’). CA is 

appropriate for count data (such as counting up the instances per MS of ‘dagesh in 

alef’). The goal of these algorithms is to organise variables which correlate closely to 

each other and plot them far away from variables which do not correlate. For 

example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
60 The practical guide to MCA and the R code which I used to conduct the MCA analysis can be found 
at the following website: ‘Multiple Correspondence Analysis in R: Essentials’, 
http://www.sthda.com/english/articles/31-principal-component-methods-in-r-practical-guide/114-
mca-multiple-correspondence-analysis-in-r-essentials/.   
The practical guide to CA and the R code which I used to conduct the CA analysis can be found at the 
following website: ‘CA - Correspondence Analysis in R: Essentials’, 
http://www.sthda.com/english/articles/31-principal-component-methods-in-r-practical-guide/113-
ca-correspondence-analysis-in-r-essentials/.  
Some scholarly resources on MCA/CA: Le Roux and Rouanet, 2011, ‘The Method of Multiple 
Correspondence Analysis’; Huberty, 2003, ‘Multiple Correlation versus Multiple Regression’. Many 
thanks also to Dr Olly Crook for giving me an in-depth tutorial on the use of machine learning tools 
such as MCA, hierarchical clustering, and CA. 
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Fig. I.9 

 

In this CA chart, linguistic features which occur together in MSS are plotted close to 

each other. So, on the far-left side, the three features ‘unexpected_dagesh’, 

‘dagesh_aleph’ (dagesh in aleph), and ‘word_final_shewa’ all occur to a statistically 

significant degree together in certain MSS, while the other features on the opposite 

side of the chart do not occur very often in MSS with the aforementioned three 

features. This kind of chart enables us to see which variables go together and which 

variables do not go together.  

 It should be noted that the point of MCA/CA is to take apart the data and to 

show relationships between individual variables. The analyses performed below, 

cluster analyses, do the opposite: they gather MSS which are similar together into 

groups. It is important to perform an MCA/CA first to determine the most important 

variables upon which to cluster. If you cluster variables which do not result in 

separate subgroups or which do not have strong relationships, it is likely that the 

resulting clusters will be meaningless or have members which do not really belong 
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(or separate similar MSS from each other). Therefore, during this step, I performed 

many different MCA/CA analyses on different variables until I identified the variables 

which were driving the patterns in the corpus. That is the purpose of the MCA/CA 

tests. I then ran a cluster analysis on those key variables. 

 A useful visualisation feature of MCA is the factor map. It allows one to isolate 

specific variables and map them to show their correspondences. For example: 

 

Fig. I.10 

 

This factor map plots format and provenance on the same space. Dots which appear 

in the similar regions across maps show correlations. For example, MSS from ‘Spain’, 

‘Byzantium’, and those with a ‘Northeastern’ Oriental palaeography are likely to have 

a portrait format, whereas those from ‘Egypt’ or with an ‘Early Northeastern’ Oriental 
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palaeography are likely to have a landscape format. The factor maps are therefore 

useful for a close-up view of internal feature correlation.  

 

4.1.5.4 K-Modes, K-Means, Mean Shift and Hierarchical Clustering61 

Four kinds of cluster analyses appear in this research. The goal of all of them is to 

identify MSS which are similar and group them together. However, they work on 

different bases. K-means is used once where appropriate in the Unprofessional 

chapter: its goal is to cluster based on continuous numerical data, and as I found that 

unprofessional Bibles can be grouped based on dimensions (which are continuous), I 

established the primary groups based on a k-means analysis. Mean shift clustering is 

similar to k-means except that it automatically determines the number of clusters in 

continuous numerical data. It was used sporadically where necessary to test clustering 

validity. 

 K-Modes is the algorithm I used for the majority of the codicological clustering. 

It works with the mode of categorical variables to find MSS which are similar and 

group them together. Once the key variables driving the data were determined in 

MCA, I ran the k-modes test on these same variables. A challenge in the k-modes 

analysis is that one has to specify how many clusters in advance into which the 

algorithm should separate the data. Much literature has been published on how to 

 
61 Scholarly resources on all various types of cluster analysis: Kettenring, 2006. ‘The Practice of Cluster 
Analysis’; WilliaMS, 1971. ‘Principles of Clustering’; Jain, Murty, and Flynn, ‘Data Clustering: A 
Review’; Řezanková and Everitt, 2009. ‘Cluster Analysis and Categorical Data’; Ding and He, 2004. ‘K-
Means Clustering via Principal Component Analysis’; Chaturvedi, Green, and Caroll 2001. ‘K-Modes 
Clustering’, Cheng, ‘Mean shift, mode seeking, and clustering’, 1995. 
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determine the ideal number of clusters.62 I used the ‘elbow method’ of clustering 

optimisation. Each MS is calculated by the computer by its Euclidean distance from 

the others, and each group is given a distance by which each member in the group is 

different from the others. This average is then taken for every group specified. In the 

elbow method, one begins with a small number of groups (so a high average Euclidean 

distance). As one adds groups, the Euclidean distance of the MSS within each group 

drops (and the features of MSS in a given group become more similar to each other). 

When the overall average Euclidean distance stops dropping dramatically, the ideal 

number of clusters has been achieved. This can be plotted: 

Fig. I.11 

 

In the chart above, the numbers to the left are the average Euclidean distances for all 

groups (2 groups: average 146, etc). The first bend in the plot line happens at 3 groups 

 
62 See, for example: Milligan and Cooper, 1985. ‘An Examination of Procedures for Determining the 
Number of Clusters in a Data Set’; Kodinariya and Makwana 2013. ‘Review on Determining number of 
Cluster [sic] in K-Means Clustering. 
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(45.5) but then goes up at 4 groups to 46. The second bend is at 5 groups, and so on.  

After the second bend, the groups are not coherent because similar MSS may be 

separated if too many groups are established. It is up to the researcher to decide how 

many groups to set; I tended to set the group after the first bend (or second bend, if 

present). This meant that the majority of the similar MSS were clustered together, and 

similar MSS were not artificially separated. 

 Hierarchical clustering63 operates differently from k-modes: it works from the 

ground up, grouping items by similarity and creating a dendrogram (a relationship 

tree) based upon closeness. It also uses Euclidean distance (if specified) but instead 

of separating into distinct clusters, it separates into distance of relationship. Trial and 

error showed that for the most part, NST features were best clustered using 

hierarchical clustering, because vowel features in the end are all somehow related to 

each other and NST occurs on a spectrum in MSS. K-modes clustering did not, except 

for in one chapter where the NST patterns were very distinct, result in good NST 

clusters. Hierarchical clustering preserved the distinctness of the NST patterns whilst 

simultaneously showing a genetic relationship between different groups. For example: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
63 Lior and Maimon, 2005, ‘Clustering Methods’. The website and code which I used for coding the 
hierarchical clustering analysis: https://www.datacamp.com/community/tutorials/hierarchical-
clustering-R. 
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Fig. I.12 

 

In this chart, MSS 13, 10, 4, and 8 are outliers (4 and 8 less so), yet they have some 

vowel sign features which are also present in other groups. Then the other coloured 

groups are determined based on genetic similarity, and when the individal data are 

explored, the meaning (patterns) behind the groups become clear. I have summarised 

these patterns in colour-coded tables in the chapters. 

 

4.1.6 Qualitative Analysis (linguistic and codicological) 

At every stage in the research, I relied on my linguistic and codicological knowledge 

to inform my analytical choices. After the statistical tests were complete, I validated 

(or declared the results invalid) through a corresponding analysis of the visual 

similarity of the codicological groups, and linguistic coherency of the linguistic 

groups, established by the statistical analysis. I also chose particularly noteworthy 

MSS and commented upon their linguistic features and wrote up small case studies 
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on them. In this way the statistical analysis provides the foundation for a thorough 

codicological and linguistic analysis of the features highlighted therein. 

 

VII. Structure of the Thesis  

The thesis is organised into four analytical chapters based on the corpora established 

above: 

(1) Unprofessional Bibles 

(2) 2CP (two column parchment) Bibles without Masorah 

(3) Paper Bibles 

(4) 1CP (one column parchment) Bibles with or without Masorah. 

 The order of the chapters corresponds to the chronological order in which I 

completed the analyses. Each chapter is connected to the other as the MSS do exist 

on a spectrum and are interrelated; however, each chapter stands on its own as an 

individual analytical unit. Therefore, the order of chapters is arbitrary.  

 The final chapter of the thesis, the conclusion, is a brief summary of the 

findings at the global level. I provide a regionalised description of the codicological 

and linguistic features and give indications as to paths for future research, as well as 

how I plan to develop the thesis in the published monograph. 

 

VIII. Formal Hypotheses and Correlational Question 

As I have conducted a scientific analysis of the MSS, I have set hypotheses which must 

be validated or invalidated through scientific testing. Alongside the hypotheses I have 
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informal research questions which I address and discuss, but these are informed 

through the scientific analysis. 

 I repeat the main hypotheses in each chapter in order to prime the reader that 

I am indeed testing hypotheses, and each chapter save the 1CP chapter has a specific 

hypothesis that is unique to that particular corpus. However, the overarching 

hypotheses are the following: 

 

1. Codicological features of common/non-model Bible MSS (as defined above) can be 

separated into statistically, codicologically, and visually verifiable subtypes; i.e., each 

corpus of MSS can be divided into stylistic subgroups where the features of each group 

are visually, statistically, and codicologically coherent. 

 

2. NST linguistic features of common/non-model Bible MSS (as defined above) can be 

separated into statistically and linguistically verifiable subtypes; i.e., each corpus of 

MSS have within themselves patterns of NST features which are statistically and 

linguistically distinct from each other. 

 

The final issue to be determined in the thesis is this: that the codicological and 

linguistic patterns established through the validation of hypotheses (1) and (2) tend 

to generally correlate: i.e., codicological subtypes also have corresponding NST 

subtypes. I do not perform specific statistics to determine this exact question: rather, 

I assess the results of the tests for hypotheses (1) and (2) to see how much overlap 

between NST and codicological subtypes exist. I can say here in a preliminary 

summary that there is in fact general overlap and that this overlap differs from 
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geographical region to region. The ultimate results of this question are addressed 

cursorily in the chapters and globally in the Conclusion. 
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Chapter 2: Reflections of Everyday Literacy: Unprofessional 

Bibles 

I. Introduction 

The Genizah represents populations that were generally literate, and ordinary people 

wrote passages from the Torah for various personal, religious, and non-professional 

reasons. The massive book production represented by extant formal medieval MSS,64 

as well as the significant presence of informal writings, suggest that literacy was 

commonplace at all levels of society. Writing passages from the Torah was a regular 

activity for laypeople (here defined as adults who were not professional scribes) and 

children. Access to cheap writing materials facilitated such proliferation of informal 

Torah copying.65 This activity could occur in multiple situations, for example: children 

studying the Torah in school or training to become scribes; adults writing a section of 

the Torah for personal study; or anyone jotting down a passage for writing practice.66 

This chapter deals with 148 distinct informal (‘unprofessional’) MSS comprised of 194 

individual leaves.  

 
64 Olszowy-Schlanger (2003, ‘Learning to Read and Write in Medieval Egypt: Children’s Exercise Books 
from the Cairo Genizah’) writes that the Genizah population was “a society permeated by reading and 
writing” and cites Sirat (1986) who estimates that around a million Jewish books were produced in 
Europe and the Middle East between the 10th and 15th centuries (47). 
65 This refers to cheaply available paper and ink. For a pioneering study on ink types in the Genizah, 
see Cohen et.al., 2017, ‘Composition Analysis of Writing Materials in Geniza Fragments’. It is likely 
that informal Torahs were written on cheap paper with carbon ink.  Decreases in the price of paper 
around the 11th century allowed more people access to writing materials: see Shatzmiller, 2018, ‘The 
Adoption of Paper in the Middle East, 700-1300 AD’.   
66 It is debateable whether writing exercises constitute true Bible ‘MSS’, but a lengthy discussion of this 
issue lies outside the bounds of this thesis. I included here any fragment which contained a continuous 
passage of text from the Torah, at a minimum of one verse.  
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 These Torahs have value for both linguistic and cultural analysis due to their 

informal authorship and sitz im leben. Because their authors were only basically 

educated or still in school, and because they were writing in a language they did not 

speak, external linguistic factors shine through their writing. This situation creates 

valuable linguistic witnesses out of scrappy Torah copies.67 Their position in popular 

society also makes them useful for identifying widespread trends in material book 

culture. As will be seen, hints of formatting and decorative trends show an awareness 

and imitation of more sophisticated scribal practices. Unprofessional Torahs represent 

the lowest demographic level of common and non-model Torah production, and 

therefore constitute a fundamental aspect of the writing and linguistic culture being 

explored in this thesis. 

 I identify unprofessional Torahs primarily by the poor quality of the 

handwriting, which typically lacks finesse in comparison to scripts written by trained 

scribes who adhere to a taught scribal style. Certain factors can aid in finding such 

poor-quality script. For example, an unprofessional hand may not have an easily 

identifiable palaeographic script style because it lacks recognised palaeographic 

markers, or it may have such markers, but they are unrefined or exaggerated. The 

shape and consistency of letters are often irregular, and the letters are often 

inconsistently oriented in relation to the line and to other letters. Frequently, the MS 

is not ruled, and the writer cannot form a straight line. Alternatively, the page is ruled 

 
67 While these documents “give insight into the acquisition of reading and writing” (Olszowy-Schlanger, 
2003, 47), they also contain valuable linguistic details which have not been addressed or analysed by 
scholars. For example, issues of language contact, the perpetuation of local reading traditions, and the 
commonplace understanding of the Tiberian vocalisation system have never been explored for 
unprofessional Bible copies.  
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but the writer is not able to adhere to the lines. A general visual impression of 

informality and lack of skill is the main criterion by which I have selected the present 

corpus. 

 This corpus presents two main challenges. First, only one article of note treats 

the subject of unprofessional Genizah Torahs at all, and it focuses mainly on 

educational practices.68 Therefore the first meaningful definitions and contributional 

statements must be made without the foundation of other scholarly attention. Second, 

there exists the problem of identifying, locating, and dating a truly ‘unprofessional’ 

Bible fragment. Hebrew palaeography has to date only dealt with official scribal styles 

passed down generationally to trained scribes,69 and the label ‘unprofessional’ is 

undeniably subjective despite the many potential descriptors characterising an 

‘unprofessional’ script. Moreover, because these documents lack colophons, 

estimating the provenance and date requires a complex analysis of circumstantial 

codicology and linguistic features.70  

 These challenges limit the inquiry on unprofessional Torahs to issues of 

definitions and typology, which makes the corpus particularly suitable for this thesis. 

The main interests of this chapter are: to determine the extent to which professional 

 
68 Olszowy-Schlanger, 2003. In this article, Olszowy-Schlanger argues that documents written by children 
“constitute a still poorly exploited source of information regarding the actual methods used in the teaching 
of Hebrew literacy” (48). In general, scholarly attention on informal writing in the Middle East focuses 
mainly on historical documents describing education, with little attention paid to the actual informal 
documents written by students. However absolutely no work (of which I am aware) has been done on the 
linguistic features of these unprofessional documents, whether written by children or adults. 
69 As explained by Olszowy-Schlanger, “the handwriting was thus transmitted from master to 
scribe...forming entire dynasties of scribes” (2003; 66), and thus not only are regional styles of handwriting 
salient and traceable, but these styles persisted for generations. Untrained hands may lack these identifiable 
features. 
70 Olszowy-Schlanger assesses the palaeography of the children's exercise books as belonging to the 11th-
13th centuries, presumably on the basis of the model handwriting in these books written by the scribes 
(2003; 57). Generally, the handwriting of children and laypeople is Oriental in nature, but more exact 
specifications cannot be easily determined. 
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formatting styles had reached down to unprofessional writing activity; to determine 

what kinds of language feature patterns are present in this corpus produced by 

individuals with a limited education; to ask whether these non-standard language 

features are the result of influence from presumed Arabic vernacular(s) of the authors; 

and finally, to explore the interaction between formal Tiberian scribal tradition and 

unprofessional Torah copying. Thereby I paint a clearer picture of Torah writing 

culture at the most fundamental societal level of the Genizah. 

 

II. Literature Review 

Scholarly attention paid to unprofessional Genizah biblical material is nearly 

nonexistent, but some significant work has been done at the edges of the subject. In 

this section I review the central and peripheral areas of the scholarly literature 

pertinent to this corpus.  

 The singular piece of research relating to children’s Bibles in the Genizah is 

Olszowy-Schlanger’s ‘Learning to Read and Write in Medieval Egypt’. A selected 

corpus of writing exercises in the T-S K5 folder from the Taylor-Schechter Genizah 

collection are thoroughly analysed in terms of their codicological features and 

educational context. Olszowy-Schlanger examines how formal exercise books were 

formatted, details the pedagogical practices of teachers, and outlines the educational 

process through the actual content produced by children. 

 I build upon this fundamental research in a number of important ways. First, I 

deal with a larger group of related texts. Olszowy-Schlanger’s work focuses on formal 

copy books formatted with model text and spaces available for children to copy it. 
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My work doubtlessly incorporates leaves from such copy books (some from the T-S 

K5 folder), but it mainly includes two other kinds of unprofessional Torahs: those 

probably written by adult laypeople, as well as unformatted scraps of paper upon 

which children would practice writing. One indicator of my corpus being 

fundamentally different from Olszowy-Schlanger’s is the degree to which parchment 

was used in formal exercise books as opposed to paper in unprofessional Bibles. 

Olszowy-Schlanger indicates 44 of 107 (41.1%) of her documents were written on 

parchment: these are likely formally produced MSS prepared for children's education. 

In contrast, parchment is extremely rare in the present corpus: only 2 of 194 (1%) 

leaves were made of parchment. By going beyond formal exercise books into the wider 

realm of unprofessional writing, we glimpse the larger picture based on the fact that 

children grew to be adults who also copied sections of the Torah for their own study, 

often on paper. 

  Olszowy-Schlanger’s article portrays the material culture and the educational 

curriculum by which children became literate. I build upon this work by focusing 

attention on the logical extension of that literacy: the natural language produced by 

the non-scribal authors. Linguistic data produced by children in a learning 

environment is especially useful for documenting linguistic influences, contact, and 

change, especially when the learning environment is multilingual and/or 

multicultural. Olszowy-Schlanger herself describes such a situation: 

It was only after the acquisition of reading skills that the study of meaning 

was systematically included. Here we can surmise that the teacher must 

have spoken with his pupils in the vernacular, in this case Arabic. While 

we have no direct information on this point, it can be supposed that the 
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study of an Arabic translation of the Bible accompanied that of the Hebrew 

Bible and Aramaic Targum.”71  

Such an environment is a breeding ground for language contact and influence.72 

Likewise, this rich linguistic environment did not end when the children left school 

but was rather reinforced in adult life through regular synagogue attendance (where 

the community spoke Arabic and the Targum was also recited), weekly study, and the 

responsibility of members of the community to perform the text orally on Shabbat. 

Such a situation would naturally breed a large corpus of unprofessional Torah copies 

which were produced by adults whose vernacular would have strongly influenced the 

graphic and phonetic realisation of their Biblical Hebrew. A major point of the present 

research is to outline the results of that form of language contact. 

 A second important study of children's exercise books was written by Bezalel 

Narkiss, who analysed the formatting, binding, and decorative elements of 

illuminated formal exercise books in his article, ‘Illuminated Hbebrew childen's books 

from mediaeval Egypt.’ His work is beneficial to the present study because it connects 

the physicality and decoration of formal copy books to the surrounding Islamic 

culture; I will show in this chapter that children/laymen would also sometimes copy 

these decorative elements in their own work.73 

 
71 2003, p 68. 
72 There are sources indicating that Jewish children’s learning environments were not only multilingual 
but could be multicultural, as a letter from Rabbi Ḥai Gaon details that non-Jewish children were 
permitted in Jewish schools. This contact could only enrich the linguistic environment. For details see 
Assaf, The Geonic Period and its Literature, (Hebrew) specifically p.114 and idem., footnote 10. 
73 Narkiss, 1972. 
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 There are other tangential pieces of research pertinent to this subject. Some of 

the more relevant literature deals with education and the impact of the Targumim 

upon education. Phillip Alexander’s essay, “How did the Rabbis Learn Hebrew” shows 

how the Aramaic vernacular in Late Antiquity would have influenced the linguistic 

skills of rabbis in the bet midrash.74 This situation can presumably be extended to some 

degree to the Genizah, given that the Aramaic Targumim continued to be studied 

intensely throughout the medieval period and that it would have an impact upon the 

language of texts resulting from that education.75 Though there are many pieces of 

scholarship which tangentially mention the role of Targum in education, little 

scholarly attention has been paid to the linguistic outcomes of such a context upon 

the general population, especially concerning any impact on common Hebrew Bible 

MSS. Other notable works are mainly by Phillip Alexander, such as “The Aramaic 

Bible in the East”, an article which discusses the role of Aramaic in Jewish literacy in 

Babylon. Crucially, he raises the fact that “in general, the importance of translations 

in the history of Judaism has been seriously underestimated” (p. 40).76 One of the 

 
74 For example, he states, “Indeed, in some cases the Rabbis seem to have been unable to distinguish 
the two languages [Aramaic and Hebrew]. When apparently trying to produce Hebrew, they came 
out with a curious Hebraized Aramaic” (p. 76, brackets mine).   
75 Indeed, Alexander notes that, “we have good evidence in Rabbinic literature for the use of Aramaic 
Targumim in the elementary schools” (ibid., p. 80-81), and this situation continued in the medieval 
period (see Olszowy-Schlanger’s quotes above). York, in his article, “The Targum in the Synagogue and 
in the School” (1979), lays out evidence from Tannaitic sources that Targumim were written sources 
of study in elementary education. 
76 The Talmud itself enjoins regular study of the Targum as part of Jewish daily life (b. Ber 8a), and so 
it is noteworthy that more scholarly attention is not paid to this subject. Some of the other noteworthy 
studies on education and its role in the development of texts include Alexander's pieces described 
above, as well as his article “Literacy among Jews in Second Temple Palestine: Reflections on the 
Evidence from Qumran” (2003). Three noteworthy pieces describing the educational system in the 
early medieval Islamic period include an old work by A.S. Tritton, Muslim Education in the Middle 
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major contributions of this chapter is to show the apparent influence of Aramaic, 

which may have come through some exposure to the Targum, upon the morphological 

and orthographic features of some specific unprofessional Torahs in my corpus.  

 Another way in which I build upon the studies of Alexander and Olszowy-

Schlanger is to call attention to a heretofore understated fact: there was a shift in 

material culture after the Islamic conquests which had a demonstrable impact upon 

education, literacy, and writing. Alexander writes that up to Late Antiquity orality 

was of prime importance, especially memorisation: “such rote learning would have 

been necessary...because copies of the written text would have been scarce.”77  

Though he notes that the Talmud enjoins adult Jews to study the parashot at home, 

“surely not everyone would have had ready access to written texs of both Scripture 

and Targum.”78 However, by the medieval period the situation changed. Olszowy-

Schlanger points out the proliferation of written copies by children on cheap paper, 

which was now readily available. Everyone, it seems, was copying texts, and in stark 

contrast to earlier periods, written copies of both Torah and Targum were largely 

available. While orality indeed remains an important aspect of Jewish education, the 

shift from a largely oral education to one in which writing was equally important was 

embodied in these Genizah documents, and so we can now glimpse education in 

action, where in the study of earlier periods this is impossible. 

 If studies on the context and codicology of unprofessional Bibles is wanting, it 

is even more sparse concerning their language features. To date only two pieces of 

 
Ages, S.D. Goitein, 1962.  ךוניח ירדיס (Jewish Education), and S. Assaf, 1956 התורפסו מינואגה תפוקת  (The 
Geonic Period and its Literature). 
77 Alexander, 1999, 80. 
78 ibid., 81. 
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scholarship address these various linguistic influences upon Genizah biblical MSS 

(though both pieces do not assess informal Bibles): Khan’s “Some Features of the 

Imperfect Oral Performance of the Tiberian Reading Tradition of Biblical Hebrew in 

the Middle Ages”,79 and my own treatment of NST on near-model codices in my 2020 

case study.  

 Khan shows in his article that “the Tiberian pronunciation was the ideal target 

in the oral reading of the Bible in communities where other traditions of 

pronunciation were current”, and then proceeds to lay out convincing evidence 

showing that “outside the inner circles of the Masoretic masters of Tiberias, there was 

always a risk that the ideal target would have been missed.”80 He then postulates a 

model of causative factors towards this imperfect performance, one of which is the 

substrate linguistic influence of Arabic and the Palestinian pronunciation tradition of 

Hebrew. The ultimate effect of such linguistic influences upon the oral performance 

of the text would be a phonetic system which did not match the Tiberian 

pronunciation, but which were associated with Tiberian vowel signs in various 

patterns of interchange. It is essentially this imperfect performance which is 

responsible for the eventual death of the Tiberian pronunciation tradition and the 

proliferation of various regional pronunciation traditions down to the present day. 

My article, the data of which Khan incorporates into his analysis, puts scribally-

sophisticated near-model Torah codices with such features of imperfect performance 

into a codicological and vocalic typology based on patterns found through statistical 

analysis (it is a trial run of some of the methodology in this thesis). Most crucially, I 

 
79 Khan 2020b. 
80 ibid., 551. 
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show in that article that various patterns of vowel interchange in such Bibles reflect 

a reduction of the vowel system of Tiberian Hebrew to one which more closely 

approximates an Arabic or Palestinian Hebrew phonology.  

 The relevance of my article and Khan’s to the present study is that most of the 

same features seen at the highly sophisticated level of NST scribal practice are also 

found here at the lowest level, which indicates that NST was pervasive at all levels of 

copying and education. In fact, Khan’s term of “imperfect performance” is a perfect 

descriptor of the attempts of children and laypeople to represent the biblical text to 

the best of their ability. In this chapter I build upon these two studies by extending 

the theories they develop to a wholly new genre of Bible copying.  

  

III. Hypotheses and Overarching Questions 

The specific corpus analysed in this chapter consists of fully dimensioned Cambridge 

Genizah Torah fragments with the following specifications: 

1. The documents are written with an ‘unprofessional’ script style81 

2. The documents are written on paper.82 

 
81 As I have noted above, ‘unprofessional’ is a subjective term which has many potential descriptive 
factors. It is outside the scope of this thesis to analyse and define these factors. For the purposes of this 
present research, the ‘unprofessional’ Torahs were selected by my subjective assessment. I counteract 
this methodological weakness by taking a small set of manuscripts which appear to be ‘in-between’ 
unprofessional and scribal, i.e., ‘average’ in their script type, and testing their features in comparison 
to Bibles with other script levels. This appears in chapter 4 of this thesis.   
82 In the data collection I have found two parchment fragments which were clearly written in an 
‘unprofessional’ hand. These are clearly outliers, and so the official criteria for selection for ‘normal’ 
unprofessional Torahs remains that they be written on paper. 
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These specifications are minimal, allowing for a large range of features to be tested 

and reducing the chances of excluding fragments which may in fact belong in this 

corpus.83  

 The specific hypotheses being tested through statistical analysis in this chapter 

are 

1. Though not written by trained scribes, and being highly varied in their 

features, ‘unprofessional’ Torah copies show definite patterns in formatting and 

codicological features which can be broken up into distinct subtypes and 

verified through statistical analysis. These patterns and subtypes are also 

verifiable by visual inspection, i.e., any given group of these MSS will look 

different from other unprofessional groups, and the members of a group will 

resemble each other. 

2. The non-standard Tiberian language features in the corpus of vocalised 

‘unprofessional’ Torahs, as well as the orthographic language features seen in 

unvocalised ‘unprofessional’ Torahs, fall into statistically verifiable patterns 

and subtypes which are linguistically meaningful and indicate “imperfect 

performance” of Biblical Hebrew pronunciation due to external linguistic 

influences. 

 
83 Within this corpus of ‘unprofessional’ bibles there were identified two authors who wrote many 
leaves of various Torah passages (for example, with one author, 68 different leaves with the same 
handwriting were identified). For the purposes of statistical representation, (to avoid giving more 
weight to these two authors over others) only one MS (with a joined leaf) for each of the two authors 
is analysed in this chapter. The parent shelfmarks for these two authors are: T-S A25.23, and T-S 
A21.96. 
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While the above hypotheses are verifiable only through statistical analysis, there are 

a few other qualitative questions which this chapter aims to address. They are 

specifically: 

1. If formatting types exist in unprofessional Torahs, do they indicate intentional 

stylistic variation? 

2. Are there parallels between the codicological and stylistic features of 

‘unprofessional’ Torahs and the wider Judaeo-Islamic book culture within 

which they existed? 

3. If evidence of language contact with Aramaic or Arabic is present, what forms 

does such contact take, and to what extent is it present? What does this indicate 

about the surrounding linguistic milieu? 

 

IV. Descriptive Statistics: Codicology and Linguistics 

The corpus amounts to 148 distinct MSS, comprised of a total 194 leaves. 

 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics: Codicology 

4.1.1 Material 

Of the 194 leaves in the corpus, 192 are of paper (98.9%). 2 (1.03%) are parchment. 

4.1.2 Format 

The majority of the MSS in the corpus had a ‘portrait’ format (138; 93.2%); a minority 

had a ‘landscape’ format (6; 4.05%); a small minority had a ‘square’ format (3; 
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2.02%). One document had a ‘rotula’ format: meaning that it was written on a long 

strip of paper which showed some signs of having been rolled or folded.84 

 

4.1.3 Pricking and Ruling 

100% of the MSS in the corpus were unpricked. 39 (26.3%) of the MSS showed no 

evidence of ruling or an attempt at visually estimating a line/margins; 16 (10.8%) 

had ruling lines; 93 (62.8%) of the MSS were ruled by ‘sight’. The degree of adherence 

to a ruled line or the accuracy of estimating the straightness of a line were not 

measured. 

 

4.1.4 Margins 

There are a large variety of proportions which the four margins on a page can have. 

However, However, ‘regular’ margins do predominate over the other possibilities (72; 

47.6%): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
84 The MS in question is T-S AS 46.5, which is unique in the corpus. It may not be a rotulus but simply 
a writing exercise written on a particularly long sheet of paper.  I do not comment further on this style 
of book writing in the Genizah. For an excellent study of rotuli and their status as particularly “cheap” 
books, see Olszowy-Schlanger, 2016.  ‘Cheap Books in Medieval Egypt: Rotuli from the Cairo Geniza’. 
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Fig II.1 

 

4.1.5 Illumination 

The majority of the MSS have no illumination or decoration (144; 97.2%). However, 

the MSS are decorated are noteworthy because the decorations are crude, highlighting 

the unprofessionality of the MSS. Noteworthy specimens include: 

Fig. II.2  T-S K5.15 

This document's ‘decoration’ is simply 

abstract scribbling which seems to serve no 

purpose. It may have been originally intended 

as a writing exercise. 
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Fig. II.3 T-S K5.95 

This copy of Leviticus 1 features small circular 

medallions (indicated by the blue ovals) at the 

end of each verse (alongside the sof pasuq), 

which is reminiscent of the circular medallions 

at the end of verses in medieval Qurˀān MSS.85 

This kind of decoration is unique in the 

‘unprofessional’ corpus, only occurring in this 

MS. 

 

 

 Fig. II. 4 T-S Misc.24.45 

This very informal fragment contains an 

abstract drawing of a figure beside the 

Tetragrammaton (presumably both the text 

and figure were made by a child). There is no 

indication as to what the figure is supposed 

to represent, or as to its function in the 

 
85 Narkiss documents the various decorative motifs which have close parallels in Qurˀān manuscripts 
in illuminated children's books written by professional scribes (p. 68-69). It is therefore not surprising 
that we see a child imitating some of these decorative elements in their own copies. Their Islamic 
provenance is undeniable: “the decorative motifs within the text pages of our manuscript are, like the 
carpet-pages, traditionally placed in the text, and of Islamic origin as far as their style is concerned” 
(ibid., 69). 
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document. This charming ‘doodle’ is a hallmark of what ‘unprofessional’ signifies in 

the present study. 

Fig. II.5  T-S Misc20.157 

 This document is written with its letters in an 

outline form, a type of writing commonly seen in 

children’s exercise books.86 However, the poor 

quality of the handwriting indicates that these 

letters were written by a child, who was perhaps 

copying a passage from an exercise book. 

 

Fig. II.6 T-S A24.82 

This MS has the addition of strange 

circles at the endmost left margin (as 

well as circles for the sof pasuq). 

Presumably the function of the circles 

is decorative, but the entire MS is 

crudely formatted, and the handwriting 

is inconsistently formed. 

 

4.1.6 Script Size 

Given the irregular and often chaotic handwriting characterising this corpus, script 

size is not straightforward to determine, and any visual assessment must account for 

 
86 See Olszowy-Schlanger, 2003 for an overview of this type of writing. 
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irregularity. However, estimations were possible and due to irregularity, were 

conducted on a MS rather than leaf basis. A ‘medium’ script size was the most 

prevalent (102; 68.9%); ‘average’ script was the next most frequent (29; 19.5%); a 

‘large’ script was infrequent (16; 10.8%); a ‘small’ script was rare (1; 0.67%). Script 

size is an important factor in script sophistication: it is difficult for an unpracticed 

hand to write clear, small letters. Therefore, the fact that a slightly larger than average 

script size prevails in the corpus is to be expected, though it is surprising that ‘large’ 

scripts were not more common. 

Fig. II.7 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.7 Masorah 

97.9% (145) of MSS have no Masoretic notes. Two specimens (1.35%) have very 

minimal Masorah Parva notes, and in one of these, the notes are only marginal letters 

written for formatting practice, in T-S A21.11: 87 

 

 
87 Another noteworthy fragment which appears to imitate a scroll is T-S AS 45.186; it is a testament to 
the imitative tendencies of unprofessional writers. T-S AS 45.186 is not assessed further in this thesis. 
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 Fig. II.8    

 

 

4.1.8 Parashot and Sedarim Markers 

In the corpus, 142 (95.9%) of the MS lack any reading section marker. Those that do 

have markers tend to mark the parasha (5; 3.37%) as opposed to the seder (1; 0.67%).  

 

4.1.9 Script Type 

The majority of MSS have an unprofessional square Hebrew script (145; 97.9%). 3 

(2.02%) have an unsophisticated semi-cursive Hebrew script.  

 

4.1.10 Line Fillers and Paragraph Breaks 

This variable was assessed on a leaf basis. However, sometimes the damage to a 

document is extensive to the point that line fillers cannot be satisfactorily rated. In 

this corpus, I could rate the line fillers of 185 leaves (these are classed as NULL in the 
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database). The majority of the leaves (122; 62.8% of 194 total) had no line fillers. A 

large minority had minimal (rating 1) use of line fillers (55; 28.3%). Small minorities 

had ratings of 2 (3; 1.54%) and 3 (4; 2.06%) -- indicating that these authors relied 

upon line fillers to a great extent to keep even margins. 

 Concerning petuḥah and ṣetumah breaks, the majority of leaves (130; 67.0%) 

had no breaks. 31.4% (61 leaves) had the requisite breaks, and 3(1.54%) broke the 

line in a location unattested according to L. 

 

 4.1.11 The Spelling of the Tetragrammaton 

One would expect that the ineffable name would be abbreviated in copies of the Torah 

written by laypeople and children, given rabbinic prohibitions against writing the 

Tetragrammaton. However, the data for the corpus show a more varied picture. In 

the corpus, 104 MSS contained the Tetragrammaton either in abbreviated or fully 

spelled form. Of those, 63 (60.5%) abbreviate the name in some way. 38 MSS (36.5%) 

spell the name out fully.  

 

4.1.12 Languages 

The vast majority of the documents in the corpus are written in Hebrew (145; 97.9%). 

However, 3 (2.02%) MSS have Aramaic alongside the Hebrew in various 

combinations. These are discussed in Section 4. 
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4.1.13 Vocalisation and Cantillation 

The majority of the leaves have NST vocalisation (110; 56.7%), while those with ST 

and those which are unvocalised are fewer (ST: 47; 24.2%, and unvocalised: 37; 

19.0%). Such a distribution is not surprising for unsophisticated Torah MSS. 

 Regarding cantillation, the majority (146; 75.2%) of documents lack accents 

of any kind. 48 (24.7%) of the MSS have cantillation. 

 

4.1.14 Content 

Jewish law holds that children should ideally begin their education with the book of 

Leviticus,88 and so we would expect many copies of Leviticus in a corpus which 

contains many documents written by children. This is indeed the case. The breakdown 

of MSS by book of the Torah and frequency for MSS containing passages from only 

one book (146 MSS) is as follows: Leviticus (85; 57.4% of 148 total); Genesis (36; 

24.3%); Exodus (10; 6.75%); Deuteronomy (11; 7.43%); Numbers (4; 2.70%). Two 

MSS had passages from multiple books: one from Genesis and Exodus, and another 

from Leviticus and Deuteronomy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
88 Talmud Gittin 60a, Leviticus Rabbah 7:3. Olszowy-Schlanger also points this out in her article (2003; 
65) Since my corpus is larger and deals with bibles also written by laypeople and not only children, I 
have a wider representation of content in the corpus than what Olszowy-Schlanger reports. 
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4.1.15 Length, Width, and Line Number 

Leaf Length 

The distribution for the length of individual leaves in the corpus is as follows: 

Fig. II.9 

 

Raw statistics: 

• Range: 6.3 – 22.4 cm. 

• Mean: 15.28 cm 

• Standard deviation: 3.51 

• Shapiro-Wilk: p=0.0000  

The data show that the lengths of all of the fragments in the corpus are highly 

variable. The range is very wide, and the standard deviation is large, which indicates 
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that the average length of 15.28 cm is not very representative for the whole corpus. 

The Shapiro-Wilk result informs us that the histogram is abnormally distributed and 

negatively skewed, with multiple peaks. This may indicate that subsets of MSS with 

similar lengths exist in the corpus.  

 

Leaf Width 

Fig. II.10 

 

Further statistics: 

• Range: 4.7 – 17.7 cm 

• Mean: 11.43 cm 

• Standard deviation: 2.66 

• Shapiro-Wilk: p=0.0000  
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These data are not less variable than the data on unprofessional leaf lengths. These 

results indicate that either the dimensions of unprofessional Torah fragments do not 

follow a pattern, or that subsets exist within the entire data which can be sought 

through further analysis. 

 

Line Number 

Fig. II.11 
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Further statistics: 

• Range: 3 – 18 lines 

• Mean: 10.9 lines 

• Standard deviation: 2.85 

• Shapiro-Wilk: p=0.0394 

Unlike the statistics on dimensions, the statistics on the number of lines per leaf are 

far more uniform. The histogram forms a bell curve, and the Shapiro-Wilk test is 

below p=0.05, which indicates that the data are normal. The standard deviation is 

comparatively low (in relation to the standard deviations in the dimension data). Also, 

the mean of 10.9 lines is extremely close to the quartile median of 11 lines. This 

indicates that it is fairly factual to describe a ‘general’ unprofessional Torah fragment 

as having 11 lines on average. 

 

4.1.16 Discussion of Codicological Descriptive Statistics 

The results above show the general distributions of variables which describe the 

unprofessional Torah corpus. While the corpus varies widely in the dimensions of its 

documents, the number of lines in the leaves follows a normal distribution and 

averages 11 lines per leaf. The majority of unprofessional Torahs are written on paper 

in uncantillated Hebrew with NST vocalisation, and a square script. A small minority 

of the documents have Aramaic content, showing some influence from Targumim. A 

surprising minority ignore the injunction against writing the divine name and spell 

out the Tetragrammaton. The MSS themselves tend to be devoid of decoration, but 

the decoration present is crude and enhances the unprofessional visual impact of the 

document. Parasha or seder markers are rarely seen. Rarely the text is broken into 
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paragraphs which are not in accordance with L. Masoretic notes are extremely sparse, 

with one MS putting false Masorah Parva notes simply for practice. Due to informality 

in the formatting, margins were generally irregular and variable, and the majority of 

MSS were ruled not by a line but by visually estimating a line. Finally, slightly more 

than half of the documents contained passages from the book of Leviticus. These 

statistics paint an informal picture: the features which comprise more formal 

documents occupy the background, and features which enhance the casual nature of 

the writings are frequent. Moreover, occasional points of contact with the wider 

culture are seen in the visual aspects of these MSS.  

 

4.2 Descriptive Statistics: Linguistic Features 

This section delineates the general distribution of language features across the corpus 

of unprofessional Torahs and describes the process of identifying the correct 

clustering algorithm with which to analyse the data. 

 

4.2.1 Unvocalised Torah Copies: Distribution of Features 

Within the subset of unvocalised MSS there are very few variables. Aside from 

defective and plene spellings of matres lectionis, each MS tends to have very few special 

features, and the special features of each document are unique to that document. 

Notwithstanding defective/plene issues, the following short list of variables were 

found in the corpus of unvocalised MSS (including the counts of each feature): 

• Added letters (5) 

• Corrections of the Hebrew in an Arabic script (1) 

• Interchange of consonants (10) 
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• Joined words where L has maqqef (1) 

• Misplaced matres lectionis indicating a misplaced vowel (1) 

• Missing letters (5) 

• Misspellings (4) 

• qere for ketiv interchange (1) 

Given that the data are so small and unique, the MSS are assessed individually and 

each of the above features discussed in detail in § 6.1. In the hierarchical clustering 

(discussed in § 6.2) they are given their own subgroup alongside MSS which have 

minimal NST vocalisation. 

 

4.2.2 NST Unprofessional Torahs: Distribution of Features 

This corpus exhibits an extensive and chaotic set of vowel sign interchanges, diacritic 

differences, biscriptality, and errors/missing features. Virtually every possible 

combination of vowel interchange and non-standard diacritic exists within this 

corpus. The total number of observed linguistic deviations for both the unvocalised 

and NST documents equaled 3,776 instances.  

 

4.2.3 Identifying Influential Vowel Sign Interchanges and the Challenge of Clustering 

Algorithms  

The goal of using clustering algorithms here is to find MSS which have similar patterns 

of vowel interchange and group them together. At the beginning of the data analysis 

I ran a CA (component analysis) on all of the vowel sign interchanges (excluding some 

infrequent features and most orthographic deviations). This generated the following 

result: 
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Fig. II.12 

 

 

 

This chart reveals two features of the data: first, it details the impact of each vowel 

sign in creating patterns of correlation in the MSS. Some vowel signs are more 

responsible for creating variability in the data than others. In particular, the red and 

orange-tagged vowel sign interchanges, which reach to the edge of the graph, are 

associated with outlier MSS, while the green and blue tagged vowel sign interchanges 

are more common in many MSS. Second, it tells us which vowel sign interchanges are 

correlated together: the closer any two interchanges appear, the more closely they co-

occur in the MSS.  

 The ultimate message of this graph is that that all of the vowel sign 

interchanges above are quite closely correlated, because they all fall very close 

together on the plot. This result means that many MSS will have varying degrees of 
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the same patterns of vowel sign interchanges, since nearly every vowel sign 

interchange is closely correlated with every other. Potential subgroups may prove 

difficult to tease apart. 

 Therefore, the above list of vowel sign interchanges is too large and tightly 

correlated to result in meaningful clustering. Too many elements can confuse an 

algorithm, and if we remove some of the less critical vowel sign interchanges, more 

meaningful patterns can emerge. I therefore removed infrequent features as well as 

ḥaṭef sign interchanges (which are typically simply variations in notation, and which 

probably do not reflect shifts in vowel pronunciation). The CA result was much 

clearer, but still the majority of features grouped together: 

Fig. II.13 
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Here it is very evident still that while some features are less related (those which 

appear above the horizontal line do not co-occur to a high degree in MSS with features 

which appear below the horizontal line), there still is a great degree of close 

relationships between the majority of the vowel features.  

 It was then determined that k-modes clustering would not be a useful algorithm 

for grouping MSS with similar vowel and diacritic features together, and multiple trial 

attempts resulted in the creation of poorly defined groups with much feature overlap 

between them.  Instead, a hierarchical clustering algorithm was used with outstanding 

success. It revealed a division of the corpus into five distinct groups, and that within 

these groups exist many sub-divisions. Such sub-divisions are not handled well by a 

centroid-based clustering algorithm such as k-modes. Hierarchical clustering, on the 

other hand, easily identified all sub-groups and the results were linguistically 

verifiable. The results of this are discussed in Section 6. 

 

V. Correlational/Clustering Statistics: Codicology 

In this section, I explore the patterns in the codicological data for the unprofessional 

Torah MSS and address the hypothesis introduced in section 1:  

 

Though not written by trained scribes, and being highly varied in their 

features, ‘unprofessional’ Torah copies show definite patterns in formatting 

and codicological features which can be broken up into distinct subtypes 

and verified through statistical analysis. These patterns and subtypes are 

also verifiable by visual inspection, i.e., any given group of these MSS. will 
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look different from other unprofessional groups, and the members of a 

group will resemble each other. 

 

5.1 Principal Component Analysis: Length and Width  

A PCA test was run upon the length and width variables. The scatterplot below shows 

the general clustering pattern that the MSS fall into with regards to their sizes: 

Fig. II.14 

 

The plot can be interpreted as follows. The leaves to the left of the dotted vertical line 

at point 0 are smaller, growing larger as one moves to the right. Therefore, a large 

number of MSS tend to be larger in size (see the biggest cluster to the right of the 

vertical dotted line), while there are some clusters of smaller-sized MSS to the left. 

The MSS above the horizontal dotted line tend to have dimensions of a portrait or 
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square pattern while the MSS at the bottom half of the chart tend to be square or 

landscape.  

 The MSS group close to the horizontal x-axis, which shows a relative degree of 

correlation for the cluster. This indicates that we can for many cases predict the 

widths of the MSS if we know their lengths, and vice versa. That being said, there are 

quite a few outliers and the clusters are spread wide around the x axis. This indicates 

that there is a moderate degree of correlation, and a fair degree of variance, in the 

size of unprofessional Torah fragments. 

 

5.2 K-Means Clustering and Mean Shift Clustering 

K-means clustering (with elbow method validation) revealed three large, distinct 

clusters which below are mapped onto the PCA chart just discussed:  
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Fig.II.15 

 

 

Most importantly, the k-means groups divide well along the axes determined by the 

PCA (coordinates 0.0 for both x and y). For example, Group 1 and Group 3 are split 

across the vertical 0.0 axis. This indicates that the k-means algorithm likely 

established groups based upon real trends in MS dimensions. It appears that 

unprofessional Torah fragments can be neatly divied up into coherent groups based 

upon three sizes: large, medium, and small. As evidence, I report the centroid of each 

cluster (the calculated length and width values which characterise each cluster): 
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Chart II.1 

Group Length (cm) Width (cm) 

Group 1 (medium) 13.681818     9.479545 

Group 2 (small) 8.521429     6.917143 

Group 3 (large) 17.414050     13.205455 

 

To confirm the validity of the 3 k-means groups, I ran a mean shift algorithm (which 

anticipates the number of clusters automatically). The results largely validated the k-

means in that it split the MSS into roughly the same 3 groups as the k-means algorithm. 

Therefore, it can be assumed with a relative degree of confidence that unprofessional 

Bibles can be split into groups of three sizes: medium, small, and large, and that for 

the most part, we can predict the entire size of the MS based on knowledge of only 

one variable (length or width).  

 

5.3 Discussion of K-Means Clusters on Length, Width, and Line Number 

This section asks whether the three groups established above based on size are 

coherent with regards to other patterns. In other words, is size an independent 

variable which controls the expression of other codicological features in 

unprofessional Torahs? To answer this, I tested the internal statistics of each group 

and ran an additional PCA on each group to test its own coherency. I also ran basic 

descriptive statistical measures: histograms, standard deviations, and Shapiro Wilk 

tests.  
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• Group 1 (Medium group; red cluster above): The MSS are statistically 

correlated. The PCA chart reported that the majority of the MSS were tightly 

correlated along a spectrum from small to large, with few outliers. The 

histograms for length and width are close to normal, which suggests a natural 

group where the majority of MSS are similar to each other. The standard 

deviations are small (around 1.55), and the range (maximum and minimum 

length and width) is not very large: 10.0-17.6 cm long x 6.4-14.5 cm wide. 

Visually, the correlated MSS generally resemble each other. There are many 

small differences, and the resemblance is not very close, but it is 

distinguishable. However, the outliers, which make up 9% (4 MSS), are 

extreme and do not resemble the group as a whole. The only thing they have 

in common with Group 1 is that they fall within a small range of centimetres.89  

• Group 2 (Small group):  The MSS are somewhat statistically correlated. The 

PCA chart reported that the majority were scattered across the space with no 

clear clustering or correlation. Both histograms for length and width are 

normal, despite the presence of outliers. Though the descriptive statistics 

(histograms, etc.) indicated a normal population, it appears on the basis of the 

PCA that the MSS in the group are quite individualistic. Visually, these tiny 

MSS only share one quality: they are all extremely unprofessional in all of their 

codicological features (more so than the other groups). Therefore, it appears 

that codicological sophistication disappears altogether in very small, informal 

 
89 The outlier manuscripts are: T-S A22.77 (which is a borderline case and could also be considered 
‘average’), T-S A25.113, T-S A26.8, T-S AS 46.5. 
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scraps of Bible fragments.90 This is likely the most incoherent and most 

codicologically informal group of Torah MSS. in the thesis.  

• Group 3: (Large group): This group is the largest both in terms of the size of 

the individual leaves (range: 14-22.4 length x 11.5-17.7 width), and the size 

of the group (121 members).  While the PCA plot shows very coherent 

correlations in a single large cluster, there is great visual dissimilarity between 

the individual members of the group. The histograms for length and width are 

all normal (even with outliers), the standard deviations are small (> 1), and 

the ranges (reported above) are small. This group indicates two insights: first 

that the vast majority of unprofessional Bible MSS fall within the above ranges 

in size, and second that they are visually dissimilar.  

The interpretation of these results for these three groups is ultimately that length and 

width are not truly independent variables: when MSS are grouped together by size, 

they are only moderately visually similar and only share a moderate amount of 

codicological features. Moreover, the smaller the MS, the more it seems to show 

unsophisticated codicological features. 

 

5.4 Categorical Variable Clustering: Other MS Features 

If size is not an independent variable, then the next step is to determine what are the 

critical codicological features which set the trends for any patterns in MS style. I 

performed MCA and k-modes clustering upon the other codicological variables in 

order to answer these questions. 

 
90 In fact, the largest manuscript of the group was the most sophisticated: T-S A29.6 (11 x 7.35 cm) 
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 In preparation for the MCA, I identified the main variables to test based upon 

the distributions of features in Section 3. These were: margins, format, ruling, script 

size, illumination, parashot, and script type. Pricking, line fillers, and Masorah were 

either too regular (i.e., none of the documents were pricked) or too chaotic (line fillers 

were highly varied) to be amenable to testing. The MCA testing took four stages: 

1.  I split the above main variables up into layout factors (format, ruling, 

margins, and script size) and stylistic factors (script size, illumination, and 

parashot). I then ran an MCA separately on layout and stylistic factors. The 

MCA indicated features which were the most prominent; these were then 

extracted and determined to be key pattern determinants. They are termed 

‘extracted variables’. 

2. I then ran an MCA on the extracted variables: this proved enlightening and 

revealed important correlations in the codicological data. Afterwards, I ran 

the MCA on the extracted variables alongside vocalisation type, to see any 

meaningful correlations. 

3. I then ran the k-Modes clustering on the extracted variables: this produced 6 

groups of MSS based on the most prominent codicological features. 

4.  I performed an internal MCA on each of the 6 groups to determine the 

coherency of each individual group. 

The results of these four steps are discussed below. 
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5.4.1 MCA for Main Variables 

The MCA on the main variables for layout factors (format, ruling, margins and script 

size) revealed that the most prominent codicological features were format, ruling, and 

script size. Margin width was a highly variable feature that and obscured what are 

actually meaningful patterns of feature correlation. Since these are informal 

documents, it makes sense that margins would not be a standardised feature that 

could determine patterns of codicological variation. While commonly occurring 

margins were explored in the extracted variable MCA, ultimately no margin variables 

were left in the final clustering. Moreover, two very rare variables also presented 

themselves as extraneous: small script (only one document) and a rotulus format 

(again, only one document). These two outliers were removed from the rest of the 

data analysis. 

 The MCA on all main variables for stylistic factors (script size, illumination, 

and parashot) revealed that illumination is another obscuring variable which needed 

to be removed from the analysis. Too many fragments had unique types of 

illumination, which created many false outliers by separating these fragments from 

MSS which were similar to them in other ways. Only two possibilities for illumination 

were included in the final analysis: ‘decoration’ (basic decoration mainly around, but 

not limited to, parashot markers) and ‘none’ - no decoration whatsoever.  

 

5.4.2 MCA on Extracted Variables 

The MCA on the extracted variables for layout factors showed some noteworthy 

patterns. First, the combinations of correlated features appeared to describe various 

levels of sophistication. The most visually unsophisticated MSS had the most irregular 
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text layout and were unruled. The largest subgroup of MSS with average script size 

had the most average text layout and were ruled by sight. The most sophisticated MSS 

in the group were ruled, had a portrait format, with a medium script size. The factor 

map below shows the correlations: 

Fig.II.16 

 

The dots in the maps correspond to trends in MS features, which are coloured by the 

four different codicological features tested. One compares the factor maps in order to 

see which variables co-occur in MSS. Large ellipses indicate that both regular and 

outlier MSS share that feature. This tells us the following:  

• Portrait format is the most common, correlates with sight, regular, and no 

ruling, a wide array of margin styles, and an average to medium script size. 
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• Landscape and square formats have many outlier MSS, are not ruled regularly, 

tend to have a large script size, and irregular to wide margins. 

• Average and medium script sizes are correlated with regular and sight ruling, 

and large script is correlated with no ruling at all. 

• Margins are indeed too chaotic (overlapping) to be considered further in the 

analysis. 

The MCA factor map on the extracted stylistic variables appears below:  

Fig.II.17 

 

Insights from this map are as follows: 
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• Lack of any decoration correlates with the majority of script sizes, with a 

square script, and with no parasha marker (there are a few parashot with 

decorations: see the blue dots in the upper right-hand map).  

• Decoration occurs sporadically in more regular MSS, but also occurs in outliers. 

It is therefore unpredictable.  

• Script size is tightly corrlated, but semi-cursive documents only have a medium 

script size. 

• The majority of unprofessional MSS will have the same kind of stylistic 

features, which can make clustering on subgroups challenging. 

 

5.4.3 MCA with Vocalisation 

I then performed the MCA on the above features while including vocalisation as a 

variable. The following insights came to light: 

• NST is the most common type of vocalisation and correlates strongly with the 

most common codicological features. ST and unvocalised MSS correlate with 

common features, but the relationship is weaker. 

• ST vocalisation never occurs in unprofessional documents with a landscape 

format. 

• A large, uneducated script is correlated with unvocalised text, while medium 

sized script can either have NST or can be unvocalised. 

 

5.4.4 K-Modes Clustering and MS Typology 

After the most relevant variables were extracted and underlying patterns were 

determined, I ran the k-modes clustering on the variables and by using the elbow 
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method, I determined that 6 groups could be set. I then ran an MCA on each group in 

order to test its coherency. Below are the results, group by group. 

 

Group 1: 38 MSS.91 Dimensions: 6.3 - 19.5 cm long x 4.75 - 15.28 cm wide. 5-15 

lines. Most of the MSS clustered about the y-axis, with a few major outliers. The factor 

map showed the following correlations:  

• The group was mostly portrait, with two landscape documents and two square 

documents.  This group also contained one parchment MS: T-S AS 41.214. 

• The square documents were the only ones to have parashot markers; otherwise, 

the group as a whole lacked this feature.  

• Script size: majority medium, then average. Minority large.  

• All vocalisation types (ST, NST, none) and all ruling types (regular, sight, none) 

were present, with no predictable correlation.  

• Eleven (29%) random MSS along the y-axis were visually sampled: a few were 

rather visually similar: T-S NS 161.158, T-S A25.97, L-G Bible 3.60, T-S 

A22.109, T-S A25.97, T-S A29.27. They all shared a portrait format, medium 

script which slanted slightly downward, and margins which appeared generally 

regular. Two examples: 

 

 
91 T-S A21.3, Or. 1080A.1.11, T-S A22.10, T-S A22.10, T-S A22.50, T-S NS 106.114, T-S A22.54, T-S 
AS 57.152, T-S A22.54, T-S A22.61, T-S A22.109, T-S A24.12, T-S A25.10, T-S A25.97, T-S A25.145, 
T-S A25.149, T-S A26.160, T-S A28.83, T-S A29.27, T-S A29.55, T-S Misc 24.45, T-S Misc 20.157, T-S 
NS 33.15, T-S NS 33.69, T-S NS 161.158, T-S AS 8.44, T-S AS 8.42, T-S AS 39.224, T-S AS 39.254, T-S 
AS 40.235, T-S AS 41.214, T-S AS 43.75, T-S AS 43.130, T-S AS 44.13, T-S AS 45.155, T-S AS 49.1, T-
S AS 50.173, T-S AS 54.19, T-S AS 55.246, T-S AS 55.244, T-S AS 58.40, T-S AS 58.94, T-S AS 59.222, 
L-G Bible 3.60. 
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Fig.II.18  L-G Bible 3.60   T-S A29.27 

 

 

Group 2: 50 MSS.92 Dimensions: 9.4 - 22.4 cm long x 6.4- 15.2 cm wide. 7-17 lines. 

This group was very coherent. There were only 3 major outliers. The rest of the 50 

documents clustered tightly in the middle with the same group of features: 

• Portrait format 

• Medium size script 

• No parasha markers 

• All had NST  

• The majority were sight ruled 

This tight conglomeration of features produced MSS which were visually resemblant. 

I sampled 14 (29%) documents. Shelfmarks with noteworthy similarities found were: 

T-S A25.76, T-S A29.6, T-S K5.15, T-S A25.111, T-S Misc 3.27, T-S Misc 22.169, T-SA 

 
92 T-S A21.54, T-S A41.98, T-S Misc 3.27, T-S A22.73, T-S A22.150, T-S A24.97, T-S A25.16, T-S 
A25.46, T-S A25.76, T-S A25.77, T-S A25.111, T-S A25.150, T-S A25.112, T-S A25.113, T-S A25.116, 
T-S A25.119, T-S A25.161, T-S A25.171, T-S A25.193, T-S A26.8, T-S A26.21, T-S A25.62, T-S A26.30, 
T-S A26.49, T-S A26.111, T-S A26.124, T-S A26.137, T-S A26.136, T-S A26.217, T-S A29.6, T-S K5.15, 
T-S K5.95, T-S Misc 22.169, T-S NS 33.12, T-S NS 57.38, T-S NS 152.225, T-S NS 159.206, T-S NS 
161.7, T-S NS.161.61, T-S NS 161.59, T-S NS 161.236, T-S NS 280.56, T-S NS 280.66, T-S AS 44.16, 
T-S AS 44.34, T-S AS 44.99, T-S AS 46.22, T-S AS 47.116, T-S AS 50.182, T-S AS 56.140, T-S AS 56.182, 
T-S AS 39.127, T-S AS 44.25, T-S AS 53.41, T-S AS 56.115. 
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22.73. T-S A26.21 and T-S A26.49 were found to be joins which the computer 

discovered.93 Examples: 

Fig.II.19 T-S A22.73     T-S A25.76 

 

 

Group 3: 16 MSS.94  Dimensions: 11.9 - 22 long x 9.2 - 17.7 wide. 7- 18 lines. There 

were quite a few outliers for such a small group (5 MSS), but the cluster was tightly 

formed, and they shared the following features:  

• Portrait format 

• Med-avg. script size 

• No parasha markers 

• No ruling – this differentiates this group from group 2, which was sight 

ruled. 

• Majority NST; one ST included.  

 
93 I discovered these documents had been placed together by the algorithm during my reading of the 
NST text of T-S A26.49. Since the fragments are joined, I note it here, but have not amended the 
database as that would be retroactive to the data analysis; nor have I read or analysed the NST text of 
A26.21 as that would add bias to the linguistic data (by over-representing the MS in the data). 
94 T-S A21.11, T-S A21.28, T-S A21.46, T-S A21.77, T-S A21.92, T-S AS 203.154, T-S A21.96, T-S 
A21.122, T-S Misc 3.18, T-S A22.44, T-S NS 106.114, T-S AS 57.1 T-S A22.54 T-S A22.153, T-S 
A25.177, T-S A26.173, T-S NS 53.58, T-S AS 39.174, T-S AS 45.42. T-S A25.23 had been omitted in 
the clustering as it is part of a much larger join of fragments; I retroactively placed it within this group. 
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Due to their lack of formatting, they all appear rather different. Even so, their lack of 

ruling does tie them visually together, for example: 

Fig. II.20 T-S A25.177    T-S A39.174  

 

Group 4: 19 MSS.95 Dimensions: 8.3 - 20 long x 6.46 -14.7 wide. 3-15 lines. This 

group is moderately coherent. It has quite a few outliers (5; 26%), and two kinds of 

correlated features. First, we see mildly correlated features: regular ruling, square 

formatting, medium script size. Second, we see strongly correlated features with a 

significant minority of the MSS: no vocalisation, no parashot, portrait format, and 

sight ruled. The MSS with these strongly correlated features slightly resemble each 

other: 

 

 

 
95 T-S A21.21, T-S A22.55, T-S A22.77, T-S A22.125, T-S A22.169, T-S A24.112, T-S A25.14, T-S 
A25.51, T-S A26.96, T-S K5.34, T-S K5.84, T-S Misc 22.168, T-S NS 70.11, T-S AS 11.385, T-S AS 
40.217, T-S AS 48.154, T-S AS 52.51, T-S AS 59.191, T-S AS 60.58. 
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Fig.II.21   T-S AS 52.51    T-S A21.21 

 

Aside from the differences in handwriting, the lack of coherent formatting, lack of 

regular spacing between lines, and the lack of vocalisation bring these MSS together. 

 

Group 5: 2 MSS.96 This was by far the smallest group, and generally, it is good practice 

to avoid clustering which produces such small groups. I decided to keep such 

clustering because of the difficulty in pinpointing subgroups in such a chaotic dataset. 

The documents in this group are T-S AS 40.128 and T-S AS 47.30. They share every 

codicological feature (portrait format, no ruling, medium script size, and no 

vocalisation. It is probable that they could be absorbed into Group 4 above, except 

that they are so extremely informal that they resemble no other kind of formatted MS: 

 
96 T-S AS 47.30, T-S AS 40.128. 
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Fig. II.22   T-S AS47.30     T-S AS40.128 

 

  

Group 6: 21 MSS.97 Dimensions: 9.2 - 19.8 cm long x 6.8 - 14 cm wide. 8-18 lines. 

The group is tightly correlated on the MCA plot, and while it has outliers, there are 

quite a few closely related features, and the MSS visually appear rather similar. The 

correlated features are: Portrait format, no parashot, sight ruling, average script size, 

and NST vocalisation. ST MSS are present to the highest degree of any of the groups 

(4 MSS, 8 leaves). Apart from margins (which we have already established are not 

correlated well with any feature), the MSS visually resemble each other: 

 

 

 

 

 
97 T-S A22.168, T-S A24.15, T-S A24.37, T-S A25.87, T-S A25.124, T-S A25.164, T-S A25.168, T-S 
A25.184, T-S A25.189, T-S A26.11, T-S A26.18, T-S A26.89, T-S A28.29, T-S A29.88, T-S A29.98, T-S 
K5.32, T-S NS 33.24, T-S NS 159.97, T-S NS 159.161, T-S NS 319.3, T-S AS 59.431. 
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Fig. II.23    T-S A26.11; T-S NS 159.161 

 

 

 

 

5.4.5 Discussion of Codicological Typological Results 

The above section explored the codicological features of the unprofessional Torah 

copies in depth and subjected the MS variables to PCA/MCA and the k-means, mean 
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shift, and k-modes clustering algorithms in order to uncover natural patterns in the 

data. 

I found that one can sort unprofessional Torahs into 3 groups: small (most informal), 

medium (average features) and large (most sophisticated). However, dimensions are 

not independent variables which drive the patterns of other codicological features in 

this corpus. The groups based on dimensions imply that there is a general lack of 

standardisation in the material production of unprofessional Torah copies, and that a 

natural organisation from smallest to largest is the only possible organisation. This is 

likely due to the inexpensive nature of the material. 

 I was able to establish statistically valid and visually verifiable subgroups of 

these documents based on extracted variables. It turns out that two codicological 

features which play an important role in distinguishing formal Bible MSS (margin size 

and illumination), actually are so haphazard in unprofessional Bibles that they 

obscure meaningful feature patterns. When these variables are removed from the 

analysis, we can see clearly that there are visual subtypes which exist in the corpus. 

It is possible to establish six groups on the basis of formatting, ruling, script size, the 

presence or absence of a parasha marker, and the type of vocalisation. Samples of the 

MSS within the groups show that they generally (though not always) resemble each 

other.  

 However, I remain sceptical as to whether these six groups reflect real trends 

in unprofessional Bible copying. Given the informal situation in which these 

documents were written, it seems that aside from copy books which were specifically 

designed professionally for a school setting, the patterns uncovered in the 
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unprofessional corpus are simply the result of natural variation and not intentional 

stylistic choice. 98 

 Therefore, the hypothesis stated at the beginning of this section that 

codicological subgroups of unprofessional Torah MSS can be established through 

statistical means and validated visually, is technically true. However, I argue that it is 

highly unlikely that these subgroups are the result of intentional choice or actual 

regional variation. Indeed, these documents are purely utilitarian, made for personal 

use or education, and so formatting and matters of style would not be the highest 

priority on the part of the authors. 99  

 

 VI. Correlational/Clustering Statistics and Analysis: Linguistics 

6.1 Linguistic Analysis of Unvocalised Unprofessional Torahs 

It was mentioned in § 4.2.1 above that the unvocalised documents within this corpus 

are highly individualistic and have few linguistic features. It is therefore more 

meaningful to discuss these documents individually and therefore no statistics have 

 
98 Olszowy-Schlanger discusses these copy books in her article (2003; 65). It is likely that these copy-
books were formatted by teachers or scribes and that the children's writing adhered to that formatting. 
That appears to be the case for T-S K5.32, for example, on which one conjoined side appears a biblical 
passage n a scribal hand, and on the other appears shorthand biblical passages in a very unprofessional 
script. 
99 There are some MSS in this corpus which do show formatting: these are either those written by 
children in scribal school who are practicing the placement of Masoretic notes in the margins or are 
sheets which were separated from formal writing exercise books. Olszowy-Schlanger and Narkiss show 
such exercise books have formatting. However, separate scraps of paper nearly universally show a lack 
of regular formatting.  
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been calculated on these specific MSS.100 In the hierarchical clustering discussed in § 

6.2, they are given their own branch but not discussed further. 

 

T-S A22.169 

The only deviation from L in the MS concerns the word םינהכה , which is omitted from 

the line, recto, line 3, Genesis 47:26. Above the line is written that Hebrew word in 

Arabic script: مینھوكھ :  

Fig. II.24 

The word is not well-formed, and 

no diacritic dots are visible. The 

top stroke of the kaf is omitted, 

and the loops of the waw and hā 

are also omitted.  

 The presence of Arabic script and its use in correcting the Hebrew text is 

noteworthy and shows a linguistic choice on the part of the corrector, who could have 

used the Hebrew word or written in Judaeo-Arabic. The reasons behind such a choice 

remain unclear. The interchange of Hebrew and Arabic script was common in Karaite 

MSS, but there is no other indication that this document is of Karaite provenance. 

 
100 Fragments which only have deviations in plene or defectiva spellings of waw and yod (matres lectionis) 
are not analysed in this section, as the information they give concerning the linguistic situation is 
limited. These fragments are: T-S A21.21; T-S A22.125 (is partially vocalised and this is dealt with in 
§ 6.2; T-S A25.51 (the only deviation is that אוִ֜ה  is spelled איה ; verso, line 1, Leviticus 13:4); T-S K5.34; 
T-S K5.84; T-S Misc 22.168; T-S AS 44.13; T-S AS 45.199 (is partially vocalised and this is dealt with 
in § 6.2; T-S AS 60.58; T-S A28.83 and T-S AS 40.217, where it appears that letters were simply 
accidentally omitted from some words. T-S AS 48.154 has a simple error in spelling. Another marker 
of informality in spelling was where the author simply forgets to finish words in T-S AS 41.214, for 
example, האמ  for להאמ . 
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Olszowy-Schlanger notes that “in some cases, it can be suggested that the Hebrew and 

Arabic scripts were learned simultaneously, and that the knowledge and 

understanding of one may have been used to facilitate understanding of the other.”101 

Given this, it is possible that the error was corrected in Arabic script to facilitate 

understanding of the content. In upper echelons of scribal activity in the Genizah, 

switching between Hebrew and Arabic script is more normal, and according to 

Wagner, this phenomenon shows “the influence of general Arabic scribal practice on 

Jewish scribal custom.”102 Its presence here in an unprofessional Torah copy is a 

testament to the pervasiveness of this influence at nearly every level of education and 

ability. It also could imply that the author could read the Arabic script and 

comprehend the correction. 

  

T-S A24.112 

This document has some of the most unsophisticated writing in the corpus, as well as 

some very interesting changes regarding its consonants, notably dalet and zayin. First, 

it interchanges zayin for dalet: ךדעב  for ָ֖ךְּזָעְב  (recto, page 1, line 1, Exodus 15:13). 

Moreover, zayin drops out of the following word altogether: ןוגרי  for ןּו֑זָּגְרִי  (recto, page 

1, line 2, Exodus 15:14); and dalet drops out of this word as well: לוגב  for ֹדְגִּב ל֥  (recto, 

page 1, line 8, Exodus 15:16). The dropping and interchange of zayin and dalet occur 

in the environment of a qameṣ, and the omissions occur both in the environment of 

 
101 Olszowy-Schlanger, 2003, 50. 
102 Wagner, 2019. ‘Script-switching between Hebrew and Arabic Scripts in Documents from the Cairo 
Genizah’ 354. 
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qameṣ and ḥolem and beside a gimel. Finally, the guttural ḥet weakens to heh in the 

proper name חונ  ( הונ , recto, page 1, line 1, Exodus 15:14). 

 The other noteworthy deviation is the misspelling of the word םיִֽריִּדַא  as םהידא  

(verso, page 1, line 3, Exodus 15:10). This could be caused by one of two issues: either 

the author was hearing the text dictated to them and heard a guttural resh as a heh, 

or if the author was copying from another MS, could have graphically confused the 

resh and gaʿaya as a heh.  

 A note concerning potential language influence: Targum Onqelos appears on 

the second leaf (which is not analysed here) It is likely then that in this particular 

instance the interchange of zayin and dalet in the Hebrew is probably due to the 

impact of Aramaic, since in some instances a zayin in Hebrew corresponds to dalet in 

Aramaic (e.g., בָהָז = Aramaic בַהְּד ). 

 

T-S NS 33.69 

This document is a clear example of Aramaic language contact within the corpus, as 

not only do the letter interchanges in the text reflect an Aramaic phonetic inventory, 

but at times the author uses the Aramaic equivalent in Onqelos of a Hebrew word or 

affixed pronoun. Moreover, at the end of the document the author substitutes the 

phrase at this point in the passage, Exodus 15:18: דֶֽעָו םָֹ֥לעְל ְךֹ֖לְמִי הָ֥והְי , with what is 

essentially the Aramaic equivalent: אמלעלי המלעל התכלמ ייי . This corresponds roughly 

to Targum Onqelos, which is: אָיַמְלָע יֵמְלָעְלּו םַלָעְל םֵאָק ּהֵתּוכְלַמ  ָיְי  .103  

 
103 Note there are spelling and grammatical variations even in the Targumic phrase, such as the 
omission of םַלָעְל םֵאָק  and the transposition of the yod in יֵמְלָעְלּו  to the following word.  
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 The letter interchanges are generally consistent with Aramaic language 

influence: 

תמשנ •  for ָּתְפַׁ֥שָנ  (recto, page 1, line 1, Exodus 15:10). This Aramaic word, ‘you 

breathed/you blew’, is a gloss of the Hebrew which means ‘to blow’. 

ומאלבת •  for ֹומֵ֖עָלְבִּת  (recto, page 1, line 7, Exodus 15:12). The interchange of ayin 

with aleph here is probably due to a weakened pronunciation of the guttural. 

הונדא •  for הֵ֥וְנ־לֶא  (recto, page 2, line 1, Exocus 15:3). The words are written as 

one word with no maqqef, and there is no damage which could lead to a lamed 

being misread as a dalet. It is likely that the words, pronounced as one syllable 

because of the maqqef, coalesced and the lamed was partially assimilated to the 

alveolar articulation of nun, resulting in it being realised as dalet.  

אלא •  for יֵ֣ליֵא  (recto, page 2, line 4, Exodus 15:15). The author writes a plene yod 

with ṣere as simply alef. 

ןהילע •  for םֶ֤היֵלֲע  (recto, page 2, line 7, Exodus 15:15). This is obvious evidence 

of Aramaic influence, as here the author substitutes the Aramaic for the 

Hebrew suffixed pronoun. 

 

T-S AS 46.5 

This MS contains one spelling deviation from L: ןברוק  for ןָּ֖בְרָק  (recto, line 8, Leviticus 

1:2) indicating that the child (and the script is so informal as to suggest it was written 

by a child) was hearing the text dictated to him/her, and wrote the vowel as plene, 

substituting a waw for the sound of a qameṣ ḥaṭuf. 
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T-S AS59.191 

This document is partially vocalised, but in the unvocalised sections there are three 

interesting deviations from L. First, we have the misplacement of a waw: תראומ  for 

ֹ֙תרֹאְמ  (recto, line 9, Genesis 1:14). This corresponds to the rule in the Tiberian 

pronunciation of Hebrew that the vocalic shewa before a guttural takes on the vocalic 

quality of the vowel on the following guttural. In this case, the author represented 

this with a plene spelling of waw to represent the fact that the shewa here should be 

pronounced /o/. Alternatively, it could also indicate the omission of alef from the 

pronunciation, i.e., it would be pronounced [moːroːθ].  

 Next, we have the switching of consonants: וֿב רעז   for ֹו֖ב־ֹועְרַז  (recto, line 1, 

Genesis 1:11). The waw has also dropped off of רעז . The word occurs correctly later 

on in the MS, so this may be an honest mistake.104 

 

6.1.2 Discussion of Unvocalised MSS 

In summary, the unvocalised MSS in this corpus are highly individualistic and their 

non-standard features reflect contact with Aramaic (Onqelos) and Arabic. It is also 

noteworthy that these kinds of features are not seen as clearly in the vocalised MSS, 

which are analysed below. This indicates that the unvocalised unprofessional Torah 

copies may tend to more clearly portray obvious language contact features than their 

vocalised peers. 

 

 
104 Mistakes do occur in this manuscript, most notably the scribe puts the shin/sin dot in the wrong 
place (c.f. ֿבׁשע  for בֶׂשֵ֣ע , (recto, line 3, Genesis 1:12) and then this is corrected on the same line with 
the reoccurrence of the word). 
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6.2 Statistical and Linguistic Analysis of NST Unprofessional Torahs 

In section 4 above I explained that the vocalised MSS in the corpus have many 

linguistic variables which all seem to correlate strongly together. Therefore, any 

clustering algorithm should only be performed on a restricted number of key 

variables. I first restricted the variables to the most frequent in the corpus: those 

occurring 20 or more times. The results in the clustering were mixed and little 

meaning could be procured from them. In response I selected the main basic vowel 

sign interchanges (excluding diacritic features and notational interchanges with ḥaṭef 

vowels) and ran the analysis only on them.  

The final selected interchanges were: 

• pataḥ for segol 

• segol for pataḥ 

• pataḥ for shewa 

• pataḥ for qameṣ 

• qameṣ for ḥolem 

• segol for ṣere 

• ḥireq for shewa 

• shewa for pataḥ 

• pataḥ for ṣere 

• ṣere for segol 

• qameṣ for segol 

• ḥireq for ṣere 

• Missing shewa 

• Unexpected Dagesh 
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• shewa for shureq 

• pataḥ for ḥireq 

• qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

• qameṣ for pataḥ 

• qameṣ for shewa 

• segol for ḥaṭef segol 

• shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

• ṣere for shewa 

• Unexpected shewa 

• Unexpected Vowels 

• Missing Vowels 

• shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

• shewa for segol 

• shureq for ḥolem 

• ṣere for ḥireq 

• ṣere for pataḥ 

• Word final shewa 

These features happen both frequently enough within the corpus as a whole to be 

meaningful, and they also account for other kinds of interchanges, such as ḥaṭef sign 

interchanges with full vowels. These were the linguistic features upon which the 

hierarchical clustering was performed. 
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6.2.1 Hierarchical Clustering 

In the cluster dendogram below, the MSS have been separated into 5 groups and are 

coloured according to group. The horizontal red line indicates the lowest level of 

major separation into individual ‘nodes’. The numbers at the bottom of the 

dendogram are the individual numbers assigned to each MS by the algorithm and 

correspond to one shelfmark.  

Fig.II.24 

 

I used a ‘complete’ linking in the algorithm: this means that the maximum distance 

(or difference of vowel features) between each MS was calculated before separating 

them into groups. This results in MSS in one branch being more like each other than 

MSS from another branch. The oganisation has a ‘spectrum’ like quality going from 
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left to right: MSS become more like the next branch to the right in the following 

spectrum dendogram (which has been coloured to show the gradient of similarity): 

Fig.II.25 

 

 

Therefore, MSS grow more similar to each other as they shift colours on the spectrum. 

This shows that the outliers on the far-left side of the dendrogram have striking 

resemblance to MSS on the far right, as they are both reddish in colour. Investigation 

of their features indicated that they both shared highly extensive vocalic interchanges 

(more so than the rest of the subgroups). Below, I have summarised the linguistic 

details of the spectrum for each MS in a single table. Vowel sign interchanges in bold 

happen to a regular extent throughout the MS (usually more than 3 times, but 

individual judgements possible) and therefore characterise it (and are not only 
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occasional occurrences). Interchanges in simple italics happen only a few times at 

most in the MS (no more than 2-3 times). 

Chart II.2 

Shelfmark Vowel Sign 

Interchange 

 

Linguistic Notes 

 

Spectrum Notes 

Red 

Group 

(Outlier) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T-S 

A25.77 

 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ (vice 

versa) 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for shewa (vice 

versa) 

ḥireq for ṣere 

shureq for ḥolem 

ḥireq for segol 

qameṣ for segol 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for qameṣ 

• Nearly every 

vowel 

interchanges with 

every other 

• Unexpected 

dagesh in mem, 

samekh, dalet, 

ṣade, ḥet, shin 

• Frequently omits 

vowels and 

mappiq, especially 

furtive pataḥ 

• Adds new vowels 

to letters 

Is outstanding, 

but relates to 

the extensive 

vowel 

interchange of 

the Pink group 

below. 
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shewa for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

segol for ḥireq 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for shewa 

ḥolem for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qubbuṣ and 

shureq 

 

effectively 

resulting in 

resyllabification 

of entire words. 

Green 

Group 

(Outlier) 

   

T-S 

A28.29 

 

 

 

 

shewa for shureq 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

• Has ḥaṭef 

interchanges, 

including ḥireq for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

• Extensively omits 

silent shewa which 

closes a syllable 

• Frequently omits 

vowels, especially 

furtive pataḥ 

Less related to 

the extensive 

vowel 

interchange of 

the Pink group, 

yet stands 

alone for the 

excessive 

amount of NST 

features. 
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• Often writes waw 

shewa when waw 

shureq is expected 

according to L. 

Navy 

Group 

(Outlier) 

   

T-S 

A25.111 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

• Extensive use of 

word final shewa 

(presumably to 

close a syllable) 

• Some minor ḥaṭef 

sign interchanges 

• Adds vocalic 

shewa and ḥireq 

under mater 

lectionis yod 

• Omits vowels, esp. 

furtive pataḥ 

Stands mainly 

on its own, 

though some 

MSS in the 

group below 

also have word 

final shewa. 

Blue 

Group 
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(Many 

sub-

groups) 

 

 

Sub-

Group 1 

The Missing Vowel 

Group 

  

T-S 

A21.96 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for segol 

 

• qameṣ for ḥolem 

occurs once 

• Many missing 

vowels, no 

discernable 

pattern 

Connects to 

next MS 

through the 

vowel sign 

interchange 

profile, as well 

as large 

number of 

missing vowels. 

T-S NS 

159.206 

ṣere for ḥireq 

segol for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

• Unlike above, 

ḥireq interchange 

seems to be 

actually part of 

the phonetic 

profile 

Characteristic 

feature is large 

number of 

missing vowels. 
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ṣere and ḥolem 

together 

• Extensive missing 

vowel profile 

T-S 

A25.76 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

 

• Missing vowel: 

frequently omits 

furtive pataḥ 

• qameṣ for ḥolem 

occurs once 

Connected 

above by the 

missing vowels, 

as well as 

below by 

similar vowel 

sign 

interchange 

T-S NS 

196.60 

 

 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

shureq for shewa 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

shewa for qameṣ 

shewa for hireq 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

qameṣ for shewa 

 

• Has more ḥaṭef 

vowel 

interchanges, as 

well as 

shewa/ḥireq/qameṣ 

interchanges, but 

these appear to be 

due to syllable 

and stress issues 

• Unexpected 

dagesh in a lamed 

and a mem 

Similar vowel 

sign 

interchange as 

well as missing 

vowels. 
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• Unpredictable 

ommitted vowels 

Sub-

Group 2 

The qameṣ for Ḥolem 

and pataḥ/segol 

Interchange Group 

  

T-S 

A22.73 

 

 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

ḥireq for ṣere 

 

• pataḥ for segol 

predominant 

• Occasionally 

leaves off silent 

shewa 

• qameṣ 

interchanges for 

ḥolam as a regular 

feature 

• shewa on silent 

aleph occurs once 

This and the 

next MS have a 

larger vowel 

sign 

interchange 

than the rest of 

the group 

T-S NS 

161.236 

 

 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

qameṣ for shewa 

• has a wide 

range of 

infrequently-

occurring 

vowel sign 

interchanges 

- 
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qameṣ and ḥolem 

together 

segol for shewa 

shureq for shewa 

ṣere for shewa 

 

T-S 

A26.30 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

 

• pataḥ/ segol 

predominant 

 

MSS past this 

point lack the 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

interchange but 

share the 

predominant 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

T-S 

A25.184 

 

 

shewa for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥireq 

qameṣ for qubbuṣ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

• pataḥ/ segol 

predominant 

 

- 

T-S  

A25.164 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

•  pataḥ/ segol 

predominant 

- 
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 pataḥ for segol 

ṣere for pataḥ 

shewa for shureq 

segol for ṣere 

qameṣ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

 

T-S NS 

159.161 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

shewa for pataḥ 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

 

• pataḥ/ segol 

predominant 

- 

T-S 

A26.11 

 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for qameṣ 

qameṣ for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

• pataḥ/ segol 

predominant 

Other 

interchanges 

minimal 

• Word final shewa 

occurs twice 

- 
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Sub-

Group 3 

 

 

 

The pataḥ/segol/shewa 

and Unexpected 

Dagesh Group 

  

T-S 

A21.77 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥireq for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

 

• segol/pataḥ most 

prevalent 

• Has some 

unexpected use of 

dagesh in mem 

(word-initial) and 

ṣade 

Related to 

above sub-

group by the 

predominant 

segol/pataḥ 

interchange 

T-S NS 

161.7 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

qameṣ with ḥolem 

together 

ṣere for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for qameṣ 

 

• Other 

interchanges 

minimal than 

pataḥ/segol/shewa 

• Has qameṣ for 

ḥolem similarly to 

the above group 

Is an outlier for 

this group 
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T-S 

A26.18 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qameṣ for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

- Is a related 

outlier for this 

group 

T-S A26.8 pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

• Unexpected 

dagesh in gimel, 

dalet, bet 

- 

T-S AS 

53.41 

 

 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for shureq 

• One instance of 

unexpected dagesh 

in bet 

- 

T-S AS 

44.25 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥolem 

qameṣ for segol 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

• Unexpected 

dagesh in gimel, 

kaf, mem 

•  

- 

T-S 

A26.173 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

• Unexpected 

dagesh in bet 

- 
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segol for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

 

• Minimal ṣere and 

ḥireq interchanges 

Sub-

Group 4 

 

The pataḥ/segol and 

Missing Vowel/Silent 

shewa Group 

  

T-S 

A22.44 

 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

 

• pataḥ/segol most 

prominent 

• Kaf and gimel 

interchange: 

הלודכה  for הלודגה  

• Silent shewa 

occasionally 

ommitted 

- 

T-S NS 

161.61 

 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol 

• Silent shewa 

occasionally 

ommitted 

- 

T-S 

A25.161 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

• pataḥ/segol most 

prominent 

- 
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qameṣ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

 

• Some unexpected 

dagesh in nun and 

bet 

• Missing furtive 

pataḥ 

T-S 

A29.98 

 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

• Missing furtive 

pataḥ 

• Missing silent 

shewa in places 

- 

T-S 

A26.89 

 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

• Missing furtive 

pataḥ 

• One unexpected 

shewa on silent 

alef 

- 

T-S AS 

44.34 

 

 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

 

 

 

• pataḥ/segol most 

prominent 

• Missing vowels, 

esp. furtive pataḥ 

- 

T-S NS 

280.56 

pataḥ for shewa 

ṣere for shewa 

• pataḥ/segol most 

prominent 

- 
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pataḥ for segol • Missing furtive 

pataḥ 

• conjunctive waw 

shewa for waw 

shureq present 

Sub-

Group 5 

 

 

Increasingly Minimal 

Vowel Sign 

Interchange Group  

  

T-S 

A25.46 

 

 

segol for ṣere 

shureq for ḥolem 

shewa for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

 

• Majority of 

interchange segol 

and ṣere 

• Minimal other 

interchanges 

• One ḥolem for 

qameṣ 

MSS from here 

on have fewer 

and fewer 

vowel sign 

interchanges  

T-S 

A24.97 

 

segol for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 

• Unexpected 

dagesh word-

initial bet 

• One qameṣ for 

ḥaṭef qameṣ 

- 
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T-S 

A22.54 

 

 

shewa for qubbuṣ 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

ḥireq for shewa 

• All vowel sign 

interchanges are 

absolutely 

minimal 

• Unexpected shewa 

in silent alef of 

ותכְאלמ  

• Unexpected 

dagesh in yod and 

heh 

- 

T-S AS 

59.191 

- • One pataḥ/ḥaṭef 

pataḥ interchange 

• Sin/shin and 

yod/waw switch 

places twice. 

- 

T-S 

A25.16 

- 

 

 

• Only feature is 

unexpected dagesh 

in a few places 

- 

T-S 

A25.124 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

 

• Some unexpected 

use of dagesh 

- 
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T-S  

Misc 3.27 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for shureq 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥolem for shureq 

 

• Some unexpected 

use of dagesh 

- 

T-S 

A21.11 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol   

ṣere for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

 

• Missing furtive 

pataḥ 

• shewa for ḥaṭef 

segol lexically-

specific on divine 

name. 

- 

T-S NS 

280.66 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

shewa for ḥireq 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for shewa 

• Majority 

ḥireq/shewa/segol, 

but still a minimal 

occurrence 

• Adds a ḥireq to 

mater lectionis yod 

- 

T-S NS 

152.125 

- • Silent shewa 

occasionally 

ommitted 

- 

T-S AS 

50.182 

pataḥ for shewa • One instance of an 

unexpected shewa 

- 
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T-S NS 

33.12 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

• All interchange 

minimally 

occurring 

- 

T-S AS 

47.116 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

• All interchange 

minimally 

occurring 

- 

T-S AS 

39.127 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

 

• All interchange 

minimally 

occurring 

- 

T-S Misc 

22.169 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for qameṣ 

• All interchange 

minimally 

occurring 

- 

T-S 

A25.171 

n/a • one missing furtive 

pataḥ 

• one unexpected 

dagesh 

- 

T-S 

A41.98 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

• All interchanges 

only occurring 

once 

- 

T-S AS 

39.174 

- • One unexpected 

dagesh 

- 
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• One unexpected 

mappiq 

T-S 

A25.177 

shewa for segol (1) - These onward 

are the most 

minimal apart 

from those 

lacking any 

interchange 

T-S AS 

44.16 

 

pataḥ for ḥireq (1) 

pataḥ for qameṣ (1) 

- - 

T-S Misc 

3.18 

 

 

segol for ṣere (1) - - 

T-S AS 

45.199 

 

 

 

 

pataḥ for shewa (1) 

 

 

 

 

- - 

T-S 

A21.54 

segol for pataḥ (1) 

segol for shewa (1) 

- - 
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Sub-

Group 6 

Unvocalised/Minimum 

Vocalisation Group 

(Discussed in Section 

4 of chapter)105 

  

Sub-

Group 7 

 

 

Increasingly Maximal 

Vowel Sign 

Interchange Group 

  

T-S 

A26.217 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

- - 

T-S 

A25.168 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

• one pataḥ/shewa 

interchange as 

well 

- 

T-S 

A21.92 

 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

ṣere for segol 

 

- - 

 
105 Members include: T-S K5.15, T-S K5.95, T-S AS46.5, T-SAS 50.173, T-S AS 46.22, T-S A21.21, T-S 
A22.125, T-S A26.160, T-S K5.34, T-S K5.84, T-S Misc 22.168, T-S NS33.69, T-S AS40.217, T-S 
AS44.13, T-S AS48.154, T-S AS60.58, T-S A28.83,T-S A25.51, T-S A24.112, T-S A22.169. 
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T-S 

A22.153 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

 

• silent shewa 

occasionally 

missing 

- 

T-S AS 

56.182 

pataḥ for ṣere 

segol for ṣere 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

 

• some missing 

mappiq 

• some unexpected 

shewa 

- 

T-S NS 

319.3 

 

 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (lexically 

specific: רֶׁ֨שֱא ) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for shewa 

qameṣ for segol 

pataḥ for ṣere 

- - 

T-S 

A26.136 

 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

 

• some unexpected 

dagesh 

• one word-final 

shewa 

- 
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T-S NS 

33.24 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

 

- - 

T-S NS 

159.97 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

• shewa for ḥaṭef 

qameṣ occurs 

- 

T-S 

A25.189 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

- - 

T-S 

A25.116 

 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

• There is missing 

mappiq 

- 

T-S AS 

56.140 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ṣere 

• Majority 

segol/pataḥ 

• One shewa/qameṣ 

interchange 

- 
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T-S 

A21.46 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

- At this point, 

vowel 

interchanges 

grow more 

complex and 

become more 

extensive. 

T-S AS 

44.99 

 

 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

- - 

T-S 

A21.122 

 

 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for ṣere 

- - 

T-S 

A21.77 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥireq for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

• With unexpected 

dagesh 

- 

T-S 

A25.193 

segol for pataḥ • with unexpected 

dagesh 

- 
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T-S NS 

57.38 

 

 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (and vice versa) 

segol for pataḥ 

 

• With unexpected 

dagesh 

- 

T-S 

A25.23 

 

 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

• with unexpected 

dagesh 

- 

T-S 

A24.15 

 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

• Ḥireq on mater 

lectionis yod occurs 

- 

T-S 

A22.168 

 

 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ṣere 

qameṣ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

- - 
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ḥolem for qameṣ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

T-S 

AS45.42 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

- - 

Pink 

Group 

 

Maximum/Extensive 

Vowel Sign 

Interchange Group 

  

T-S 

A25.150 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for ṣere 

shureq for ḥolem 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol  

ḥireq for ḥolem 

pataḥ for ṣere 

qameṣ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

• Adds vowels, 

especially ḥireq 

under mater 

lectionis yod 

• Adds dagesh to 

lamed, mem, kaf, 

heh, and nun 

- 
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shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for qameṣ 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

ṣere for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ṣere for shewa 

 

T-S 

A26.137 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

ṣere for shewa 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

 

• Many instances of 

missing mappiq 

• Unexpected 

dagesh on lamed 

once 

• Unexpected silent 

shewa instead of a 

dagesh to break up 

a word 

• Adds two vowels, 

most notably a 

furtive pataḥ 

where unexpected 

under an ʿayin 

- 

T-S 

A26.124 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

• Many instances of 

missing mappiq 

- 
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ḥireq for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for shewa 

shewa for qameṣ 

 

• Drops furtive pataḥ 

under ayin three 

times 

• Adds dagesh to a 

mem, kaf, and heh 

T-S NS 

53.58 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

• Extensive 

interchange of 

pataḥ and segol as 

well as ḥaṭef 

interchange 

• Adds dagesh to a 

qof and heh 

Is within this 

group due to 

the extreme 

count of 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

T-S A29.6 pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

shewa for qameṣ 

 

• Extensive 

interchange of 

pataḥ and segol as 

well as ḥaṭef 

interchange 

 

Is within this 

group due to 

the extreme 

count of 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

T-S 

A21.28 

- • Adds a mater 

lectionis heh to a 

3.MS. perfect verb 

Is within this 

group due to 

the extreme 

count of 
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• ḥaṭefinterchange 

present 

• Extensive 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

T-S 

A26.49 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for qameṣ 

shewa for shureq 

shureq for ḥolem 

• Extensive 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

Is within this 

group due to 

the extreme 

count of 

pataḥ/segol 

interchange 

 

6.2.2 Representative NST MSS 

Here I give some of the linguistic details of some of the more interesting MSS selected 

from the table above. 

• qameṣ for ḥolem and pataḥ/segol Interchange Group Representative: T-S 

A22.73 

Main interchanges: segol for pataḥ: occurs three times (for example, עֶבֶׁ֣ש  for עַבֶׁ֣ש , 

Genesis 5:7; ֹו֑מְלֶצְּכ  for ֹו֑מְלַצְּכ , Genesis 5:3; יִנֶ֖איִּׁשִה  for יִנַ֖איִּׁשִה , Genesis 3:13). pataḥ for 

segol occurs twice in the same word ( ֙הֵרְׂשַע  for ֙הֵרְׂשֶע ). qameṣ for ḥolem occurs 

everywhere we would normally expect ḥolem ( לִֽכָאָו  for לֵֽכֹאָו , Genesis 3:13; הֶ֥נָמְׁש  for 

הֶ֥נֹמְׁש , three times; ָ֥ךְלָק  for ָ֥ךְֹלק , Genesis 3:10; םָריֵע  for ֹריֵע ם֥ , twice; יִכָ֖נָא  for יִכֹ֖נָא , Genesis 
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3:10). qameṣ for shewa occurs twice ( ֙םָמָׁש  for ֙םָמְׁש , Genesis 5:2; יֵ֤מָי  for יֵ֤מְי , Genesis 

5:5). Ḥireq for ṣere occurs once ( לִֽכָאָו  for לֵֽכֹאָו , Genesis 3:13), and pataḥ for ṣere 

occurs once: ּו֔עְד֣ ֵיַו  for ּו֔עְד֣ ֵּיַו , Genesis 3:6).  

Ḥaṭef interchanges: pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ occurs extensively. pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol occurs 

on two words ( םיִ֛הֹלַא  for םיִ֛הֹלֱא , 4 times; ׁשֹוֽנַא  for ׁשֹוֽנֱא , 4 times). 

Diacritic differences: shewa is missing in multiple words ( םָֽארָּֽבִה  for םָֽאְרָּֽבִה , Genesis 5:2; 

עַׁ֥שתּו  for עַׁ֥שְתּו , Genesis 5:8; הֶ֥נָמׁשּו  for הֶ֥נֹמְׁשּו , Genesis 5:10).  However, shewa appears 

on quiescent aleph once: ֹּיַו רֶמְא֕  for ֹּיַו רֶמא֕ , Genesis 3:11.  

• Increasingly Minimal Vowel Sign Interchange Group Representative: T-

SA21.54 

Main interchanges: segol for pataḥ occurs once: םֶעֶ֗פַה  for םַעַּ֗פַה , Genesis 2:23. segol for 

shewa also occurs once: הָׁ֑שִאֶל  for הָּׁ֑שִאְל , Genesis 2:21.  

Ḥaṭef interchanges: pataḥ interchanges for ḥaṭef pataḥ on יַ֔מָצַעֵֽמ  for יַ֔מָצֲעֵֽמ , Genesis 2:23 

Diacritic differences: aside from the common omission of dagesh, the ketiv for אוִ֥ה  

 has been written as the qere: איִ֥ה .  

• Increasingly Maximal Vowel Sign Interchange Group Representative: T-S 

A22.168 

Main Interchanges: pataḥ for segol interchange four times (for example, םיִ֥עָּבְרֶא  for 

םיִ֥עָּבְרַא , Genesis 7:16; הֵ֤רְׂשַע  for הֵ֤רְׂשֶע , Genesis 7:20, as well as רֶׁ֥שֲאֶֽו  for רֶׁ֥שֲאַֽו , Genesis 

7:23. pataḥ for shewa occurs twice ( םיִֹ֔הבַּגַה  for םיִֹ֔הבְּגַה , Genesis 7:19, and ּו֥רַּבְגִּיַו  for 

ּו֥רְּבְגִּיַו , Genesis 7:23). pataḥ for qameṣ occurs three times (for example, לַכְו  for לָכְו ), 

and pataḥ for ṣere occurs once ( ּוהַניִמְל  for ּוהֵ֑ניִמְל , Genesis 7:14). qameṣ for segol occurs 

once in what appears to be a mistake due to some kind of vowel harmonisation: םיִֽרָהָה  

for םיִֽרָהֶה , Genesis 7:20. Finally, ḥolem for qameṣ occurs once: ֹלכְו  for לָכְו , Genesis 
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7:14. Since this final feature occurs in the same word as a pataḥ for qameṣ interchange, 

the two features may be related. 

Ḥaṭef interchanges: ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol occurs once ( תֲֽא  for תֶֽא , Genesis 7:23). pataḥ 

for ḥaṭef pataḥ occurs 6 times. segol for ḥaṭef segol occurs on ּםיִ֑הֹלֶא  for םיִ֑הֹלֱא , Genesis 

7:15. Finally, shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ occurs in ֹוֽדְעַּֽב  for ֹוֽדֲעַּֽב , Genesis 7:15. It is not clear 

whether this shewa is meant to be vocalic or if it is meant to close a syllable. 

Diacritic differences: Missing dagesh especially in the yod of the waw consecutive is 

common, as well as dagesh to distinguish fricative /bgdkft/ phonemes. Finally, an 

unexpected placement of dagesh in the final mem of ּםיִ֑הֹלֶא  for םיִ֑הֹלֱא , Genesis 7:15, 

occurs. 

• Maximum/Extensive Vowel Sign Interchange Group Representative: T-S 

A26.124 

Main interchanges: pataḥ for segol occurs 15 times (for example, עֶבֶׁש  for עַבֶׁ֥ש , Leviticus 

ׂשֶבַכ ;14:16  for ׂשֶבֶּ֣כ , 3 times; דָחַא  for דָ֥חֶא , 4 times). pataḥ for shewa happens 13 times 

( ויָדְגַב  for ויָ֛דָגְּב , 3 times; הָתָדִנַב  for ּהָ֖תָּדִנְּב , Leviticus 15:20). Ḥireq for qameṣ happens 

once,  ֹוב ֹועְגִנַב  for  ֹו֑ב־ֹועְגָנְּב , Leviticus 15:23). qameṣ for shewa happens once ( םיִמָעָפ  for 

םיִ֖מָעְּפ , Leviticus 14:16). Likewise, shewa for qameṣ happens once, ויָדְגַב  for ויָ֛דָגְּב , 

Leviticus 15:27).  

Ḥaṭef interchanges: pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ, qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ. 

Diacritic differences: Unexpected dagesh occurs in these following cases: הָתָאְּמֻט  for 

ּהָ֗תָאְמֻט , Leviticus 15:25; רַפִּכְו  for רֶּ֕פִכְו , Leviticus 14:19; הָֹלעָּה  for הָֹ֥לעָה , Leviticus 14:20; 

סֵבַּכַי  for סֵּ֧בַכְי , Leviticus 15:22.  

 

• Navy Group Outlier: T-S A25.111 
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Main interchanges: pataḥ for qameṣ happens once ( ֹונַבְרָק  for ֹו֧נָּבְרָק , Leviticus 1:10). 

Ḥaṭef interchanges: pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ occurs 12 times. 

Diacritic differences: Added vowels occur, notably one which creates a diphthong: 

וַֹנֹוצְרִל  for ֹוֹ֖נצְרִל , Leviticus 1:3, and one which turns a mater lectionis yod into a 

consonant: בִיִבָס  for ביִ֔בָס , Leviticus 1:5. shewa for furtive pataḥ occurs once ( ְחֵבזִמַה  for 

ַחֵּֽבְזִּמַה , Leviticus 1:12). Word final shewa occurs 20 times, for example: ְחַתֶפ  for חַתֶּ֝פ , 

twice; ְלֶהֹא  for לֶהֹ֤א , twice; ְׁשְֹאר  for ֹר ׁשא֣ , Leviticus 1:4; ְרָקָּבַה  for רָ֖ק ָּבַה , Leviticus 1:3; ְםָדַה  

for םָּ֔דַה , Leviticus 1:5; ְדֵעֹומ  for דֵֽעֹומ , Leviticus 1:5. This MS is unique in the corpus for 

these features. 

 

6.2.3 Discussion and Interpretation of NST Linguistic Features in Unprofessional Torahs 

The analysis was done in order to test the hypothesis I stated in section 3:  

The non-standard Tiberian language features in the corpus of vocalised 

‘unprofessional’ Torahs, as well as the orthographic language features seen 

in unvocalised ‘unprofessional’ Torahs, fall into statistically verifiable 

patterns and subtypes which are linguistically meaningful and indicate 

“imperfect performance” of Biblical Hebrew pronunciation due to external 

linguistic influences. 

Regarding unvocalised unprofessional Torahs, they do not validate the hypothesis on 

the grounds that their features are idiosyncratic and unique and so no subtypes can 

be determined. However, they do validate the language contact term of the 

hypothesis: the features they display comprise clear evidence of Aramaic and Arabic 

language contact influence upon the authors and correctors. 
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 Regarding NST unprofessional Torahs, they do validate both terms of the 

hypothesis: they fall into statistically verifiable subtypes of vowel sign interchange 

and diacritic feature correlation, and they do show clear evidence of language contact 

through their extensive profiles of vowel sign interchange.106 The hierarchical 

clustering was extremely effective in distinguishing subtypes of NST vocalisation and 

was able to arrange those subtypes on a spectrum. While there are small variations 

within each subgroup, the entire picture painted is coherent and linguistically sound. 

 The outliers indeed stand alone for their high amount of vowel sign 

interchange and/or unusual diacritic features. A group was able to be established on 

the basis that its members were missing vowels such as furtive pataḥ or silent shewa. 

Two further groups were delineated, one which had a pataḥ /segol/shewa profile of 

interchange, and one which only had a pataḥ/shewa profile. The most interesting 

subtypes found were the Increasingly Minimal and Increasingly Maximal vowel sign 

interchange groups: the relevant factor here was not that the vowel sign interchanges 

were the same (though many times, they were), but that MSS could be coherently 

arranged on the degree of interchange occurring. Evidently, for this unprofessional 

corpus it is not solely the type of vowel sign interchange, but also the extent, that 

plays a role in typology. The final group exhibited extensive vowel sign interchange 

combinations, or high counts of a few vowel sign interchanges; these indeed deserve 

to be set apart.  

 
106 Both myself (2020a, pgs 514, 537) and Khan (2020b, 570 pp, 577.) argue that extensive vowel sign 
interchanges involving 3 or more vowels is indicative of a reduction from the 5-vowel system of 
Hebrew to a 3-vowel system of Arabic.  
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 In conclusion, the hypothesis was shown to be valid in terms of the documents 

falling into statistically and linguistically verifiable subtypes. The other part of the 

hypothesis, which deals with imperfect performance, will be the subject of the next 

section. I will take Khan's pioneering ‘imperfect performance’ model and apply it to 

an NST document as a case study.  

 

6.3 Aramaic Influence, Arabic Language Contact, and Imperfect Performance 

It is clear that the learning and copying environments of children and laypeople in 

11th and post-11th century Cairo involved rich opportunities for language contact.  It 

is known that Hebrew and Arabic were taught at the same time in schools,107 and the 

vernacular was Arabic (or a regional dialect thereof). It is possible that the prevalence 

of Aramaic in earlier periods (through vernacular dialects of Jewish Palestinian and 

Babylonian Aramaic, as well as through the tradition of reading the Targumim in pre-

Islamic periods, which were also transmitted through the Middle Ages), resulted in a 

heritage linguistic substrate which occasionally appears as Aramaicising features in 

the language of Common Genizah Bibles.108 In such a multilingual environment it is 

not surprising that we see traces of this contact not only in the phonology but also in 

the graphic features of unprofessional MSS. 

 
107 Olszowy-Schlanger 2003, 51.  
108 Hayward in his article “The Aramaic Targum and its Ancient Scholarly Environment” (2017) 
discusses the role of the Targum in daily synagogue practice in Antiquity and Late Antiquity (esp. p. 
128, and fn. 3). Moreover, the inclusion of Targum in a Hebrew scriptural context seems to be a 
recurrent phenomenon in the Middle East in later periods; for example, as it has been the practice of 
Yemenite Jews up to modern times to read the Torah in school and synagogue in the Hebrew, alongside 
Targum Onqelos and Saʿadia Gaon's Arabic translation (Joseph Qafiḥ, 1967. ןמית תוכילה , Ways of Yemen, 
pg. 3). 
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6.3.1 Evidence of Aramaic Influence  

 Clear evidence of Aramaic language contact in unprofessional Bibles is difficult 

to identify due to the fact that Aramaic was not a spoken language in this period. The 

influence is unlikely to be from direct contact with Aramaic vernacular, but as the 

morphology and orthography of this current unprofessional corpus shows Aramaic 

features, it is possible these came from some level of current exposure to the Targumin 

in traditional learning settings. Unvocalised  unprofessional Torahs seem to show the 

clearest evidence of contact with Aramaic: without their vowels a stratum of  

underlying Aramaic influence has a chance to shine through orthography and 

morphology.  

 As shown above, particular MSS show consonant interchanges which reflect an 

Aramaicised spelling (specifically, dalet and zayin interchange) interchanges from 

ʿayin to aleph which show a reduction of the gutturals, and in one instance, the use of 

Aramaic suffixed pronouns instead of Hebrew. The most overt evidence for contact 

from Aramaic is the use of Targumic vocabulary interspersed in a Hebrew text. With 

regards to the NST documents, if there was a phonetic substrate influence of Aramaic 

upon the Hebrew vocalisation of the NST MSS (and there likely was) it most likely 

came through the medium of Palestinian Hebrew pronunciation.109  

 
109 As Khan notes in his model, “a more satisfactory model is one in which the Tiberian phonetic tokens 
are matched with a Palestinian type of Hebrew vowel system and this, in turn, is matched with an 
Arabic vowel system. The Palestinian reading tradition has only one ‘e’ vowel phoneme and only one 
‘a’ vowel phoneme. This corresponded to the sound sysem of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, which, in 
turn, is likely to have arisen by convergence with the sound system of Greek in Byzantine Palestine” 
(2020b, 19). Another study which shows such linguistic influence at the phonetic level is Fassberg, 
1990, Grammar of the Palestinian Targum Fragments from the Cairo Genizah.  
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6.3.2. Evidence of Arabic Vernacular Influence 

There are principally three kinds of evidence of Arabic influence upon the textual 

features of these unprofessional MSS which I will describe: (1) biscriptality which 

shows Arabic language influence; (2) reduction by assimilation of the Hebrew vowels 

to a 3 short vowel Arabic sysem; (3) trace evidence of Arabic influence in certain 

spellings and vocalisations which reflect imperfect learning. 

 

6.3.2.1 Biscriptality 

I have shown above the document which adds the word םינהכ  in Arabic script ( مینھوك ) 

into a line which omits the word. However, we also have a rare occurrence of 

biscriptality: written code-switching from a Hebrew to Arabic script, in T-S A21.46: 

 

 

 

In the second line seen in the image above, the word عیקרב  can be seen to spell ַעיִ֣ק ְרִּב , 

Genesis 1:15. This is a rare phenomenon in the Genizah as a whole and is unique in 
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this corpus.110 It is unclear as to the reasons behind this specific case. However, its 

presence, alongside the correction in Arabic script seen in Section 4, are notable 

witnesses to the real presence of the Arabic language and script and their influence 

upon the learning and copying environment with which we are interacting.111 It is also 

noteworthy that the Arabic script appears more skilled than the Hebrew script; this 

may indicate the writer was more used to writing in Arabic script than Hebrew. 

 

6.3.2.2. Reduction by Assimilation of the Hebrew Vowels to a 3 short-vowel Arabic system 

Khan, in his article, ‘Imperfect Oral Performance’, writes the following:  

When the vernacular of the Jews in the medieval Middle East changed from 

Aramaic to Arabic, the vowel system of the Palestinian pronunciation of 

the Hebrew component and of popular Hebrew reading would have been 

retained as a linguistic heritage, resulting in the three phonological layers 

 
110 Olszowy-Schlanger notes that as a rule, children's exercise books are written in Hebrew and in the 
Hebrew script (2003, 51). Note that this particular manuscript has not been corrected or re-inked by 
another author: simply the darker letters have not faded over time. Therefore, it appears the Arabic 
script is of the same hand as the person who wrote the Hebrew script. 
111 There is a well-known Genizah scribe, Daniel b. ʿAzariah, who, like the example above, switches to 
Arabic script especially at the ends of lines. Wagner (2019) analyses his work extensively, esp. pp 360-
368. It was suggested to me by Outhwaite that the author of the above example in T-S A21.46 may 
have been this scribe. I do not think this is the case on a few grounds: first, the scripts between this 
document and those written by b. ʿAzariah are not at all similar. Moreover, b. ʿAzariah’s script 
switching was done in specific contexts and, as postulated by Wagner, for specific reasons (pp. 367-
368, and esp. 377). Some of these reasons Wagner lists were: to fit in a word at the end of the line, for 
the use of specific phrases and benedictions in letters, for aesthetic reasons, and to show off scribal 
skill. None of these reasons apply to T-S A21.46, which is a very poorly written and unformatted copy 
of the first chapter of Genesis.  
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discussed above, viz. (i) prestigious Tiberian Hebrew, (ii) Palestinian 

heritage Hebrew, and (iii) the Arabic vernacular.112  

While Khan posits that for many NST documents with vocalic interchange, there 

would have been two layers of influence alongside the Tiberian pronunciation (those 

being the Palestinian Hebrew pronunciation and Arabic), he does allow for the fact 

that “a few exant MSS with Non-Standard Tiberian vocalisation exhibit the kind of 

multiple interchanges that, as remarked above, would have been expected if Tiberian 

phonemes were matched only with Arabic without a heritage Palestinian 

interlanguage.”113 He then cites a MS from my article, ‘An Exploratory Typology’ as 

evidence thereof. I wish to argue that many of the complex and chaotic interchanges 

presented in this chapter are part of this phonetic matching situation seen mainly 

with Arabic contact. In my article ‘An Exploratory Typology’, I show that certain 

patterns of vocalic interchange are likely due to phonetic contact with Arabic. Fitting 

with my findings in that article, for this present corpus, every vocalised NST 

unprofessional MS above fits into the patterns at level 2 in my typological article on 

NST. In fact, some of the MSS go beyond a 5-way interchange to a 6 + way 

interchange, as we have seen in the aforementioned chart. 114  

 

6.3.2.3 Trace Evidence of Arabic Influence and Imperfect Learning 

 
112 Khan, 2020b, 26.  
113 Ibid, 27. 
114 Arrant 2020, 514 pp. I specifically find the following patterns shared between this corpus and the 
case study: Pattern 2: pataḥ-segol interchange; Pattern 2a: pataḥ-segol-qameṣ interchange; Pattern 2b: 
pataḥ-segol-ṣere interchange; Pattern 2c: ṣere - ḥireq interchange; Pattern 2d: pataḥ-segol- ṣere -qameṣ 
interchange; Pattern 2e: pataḥ-segol- ṣere -qameṣ- ḥireq interchange.  
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 I wish to highlight a final indicator of Arabic language contact apparent in one 

document, where a misspelling implies a language contact situation in which the 

author of the text heard a consonant he was unfamiliar with and matched it to the 

closest alternative. In T-S A22.44 we see the following feature: הָֹלדכַה  for הָֹֽלדְּגַה , 

Genesis 10:12. It is likely that the child (the quality of the handwriting suggests this 

is a child writing) spoke a form of Arabic in which jīm was pronounced as an affricate. 

Therefore, the plosive [g], the Tiberian Hebrew realisation of gimel with dagesh, would 

not be present in his phonetic inventory. The closest match available would be [k], 

spelled with kaf.  It is noteworthy as well that we have evidence of Karaite 

transcriptions of Hebrew in Arabic script using kaf to represent gimel. For example, in 

ENA 3974, gimel is spelled with a kaf in םִ֔יֹוּגַה , e.g., مییوّكَھ .115  

 

6.3.2.4. Influence of the Tiberian Pronunciation System and Resultant Phonetic Spelling 

Aside from the external linguistic influences upon the vocalisation, we do have 

evidence that children and laypeople were perhaps influenced by some of the rules of 

the prestigious Tiberian pronunciation. I will highlight the clearest examples here.  

 In many cases where there is an interchange of shewa with another vowel, it is 

often due to a phonetic spelling: seemingly reflecting in the vowel orthography that 

the shewa preceding a guttural has the vocalic quality of the vowel on the guttural.116 

Consequently, the interchange of the shewa with the same vowel as that on the 

guttural occurs: 

• Ḥireq for shewa: T-S A26.137: תַריִעִׂש  for תַ֥ריִעְׂש , Leviticus 5:6.  

 
115 Khan, 1990, p. 119. This feature also occurs more extensively in his MS Or. 1081 1.23, cf. pg. 155. 
116 Khan 2020a, 310ff.  
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• pataḥ for shewa: T-S A25.161: ֹןרַהַאַל  for ֹרֲהַאְל ן֖ , Leviticus 2:10. 

• qameṣ for shewa: T-S A26.124: םיִמָעָפ  for םיִ֖מָעְּפ , Leviticus 14:16 

• ṣere for shewa: תֵאֵׂש  for תֵ֔אְׂש , Genesis 4:7 

This feature also occurs when the shewa precedes a yod with ḥireq, for example: 

• T-S NS319.3: קָ֥חְצִיִל  for קָ֥חְצִיְל , Leviticus 6:10 

qameṣ for shewa can occur when the following guttural has a ḥolem, indicating 

assimilation between the sounds of ḥolem and qameṣ, for example: 

 T-S NS161.236: תֶׁשֹחָנ  for תֶׁשֹ֖חְנ , Genesis 4:22 

These instances of assimilation of the shewa to the following vowel are probably 

representative of one reading the text according to the Tiberian rule that shewa 

preceding a guttural has the vocalic quality of that guttural, and in some cases the 

writer may have copied from someone who recited the text accordingly.  

 

6.2.3.5. Case Study with Khan’s ‘Imperfect Oral Performance’ Model 

In this final section of the linguistic interpretation of the data, I will apply the 

‘Imperfect Oral Performance’ model put forth by Khan to a particular MS, in order to 

show how it compliments and builds upon the model. The findings in the present 

corpus both support Khan’s model and show even more extensive evidence of 

language contact.  

 

T-S A25.150 

This document has the same profile of vowel sign interchange that Khan discusses in 

his ‘Imperfect Oral Performance’ model, where he shows that the language was 

matched directly to Arabic phonology (in his discussion of Lewis-Gibson Bible 1.56): 
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pataḥ -- segol -- qameṣ -- ṣere. In addition to these, T-S A25.150 also has interchanges 

with shewa: pataḥ-shewa; ṣere-shewa; qameṣ-shewa, as well as sign interchanges with 

ḥaṭef vowels (pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ, ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol, and segol / ṣere for ḥaṭef pataḥ). 

In general, Khan’s comments apply also to T-S A25.150, in which the interchanges 

“could reflect a scenario in which the Arabic prototype phonemes /a/ and /ā/ are 

matched with the phonetic tokens of not only Tiberian pataḥ and segol but also with 

those of ṣere and long qameṣ”.117 He goes on to explain that there was likely no 

Palestinian Hebrew substrate to match an /e/ phoneme to the Tiberian equivalent(s), 

and that “the Tiberian phones [ɛ], [ɛː] and [eː] would not have been easily matched 

perceptually with /i/” and that “an easier perceptual match of these Tiberian phones 

was with the allophones of the prototype phoneme /a/”118. Finally, and especially, 

Khan argues that this extent of degradation of the Tiberian pronunciation system 

“reflects a lower level of acquisition of the Tiberian reading by the scribe of LG 

B1.56”, and I also argue the same for T-S A25.150.119 In this case, the model which 

Khan posits for a ‘near-model’ MS like LG B1.56 is a good fit for T-S A25.150 as well. 

 However, the model for imperfect performance in terms of vowels can only go 

so far in accounting for the various streams of influence and their effect on the 

vocalisation and diacritics of a given NST MS, especially for unprofessional Bibles. In 

the case of T-S A25.150, the attempt at performing the Tiberian system completely 

 
117 2020b, 28. 
118 pp. 30-31. Khan cites North African Arabic phonological data as the source of the scribe’s 
pronunciation. 
119 I am hesitant, however, to ascribe the provenance of Arabic influence to North Africa for every 
manuscript which exhibits a pataḥ -- segol -- qameṣ -- ṣere interchange, on the grounds that other 
unknown factors could be at play for any given manuscript. 
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breaks down and a very obvious Arabic phonology shines transparently through the 

Tiberian signs, as can be seen in features described below.  

 First, we witness a trend towards the diphthong /aw/ and the interchange of 

shureq, ḥolem, and qameṣ. In three instances, /o/ of the ḥolam or shureq becomes a 

diphthong /aw/: 

ֹוַתֹא •  for ֹו֤תֹא , twice. 

ּוַדַי •  for ֹ֙ודָי , Leviticus 3:8 

In the second example above, the shureq has interchanged for an expected ḥolam, and 

this happens in multiple other places as well, for example: 

ּוֿנָֿבַרְק •  for ֹו֑נָּבְרָק , Leviticus 3:7 

ּוַתֹא •  for ֹו֔תֹא , Leviticus 3:8  

Since this word ֹו֔תֹא  appears above twice with ḥolem, it is unlikely to be a mistake. It 

is likely that in this author’s Arabic dialect, he cannot pronounce long /o/ and only 

has /u/ available to him, alongside the diphthong /aw/. Therefore, when 

encountering a ḥolam, he matches it with the closest phonetic alternatives available 

to him.  

 The second feature involves both resyllabification as well as reflects a syllable-

by-syllable reading of the words. This may indicate an unprofessional or didactic oral 

situation behind the composition of the document. For this author, every consonant 

must have a corresponding vowel, and consonant clusters are thereby eliminated. 

Moreover, it is possible that the author had the same or similar vocalic inventory as 

the scribe in Khan’s case study. These features manifest in a few ways: 

 First, shewa interchanges with ḥireq in many places, effectively turning a silent 

shewa into a vowel. This results in resyllabification of the word, for example: 
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ּורִיִטִקַהְו •  for ּוריִ֨טְקִהְו , Leviticus 3:5 

ַבִיִרִקִמ •  for ביִ֖רְקַמ , Leviticus 3:7 

 Second, shewa is raised to ḥireq systematically, as it appears that the author did 

not have /e/ in his repertoire, and so relegates such vowels mainly to /i/ (and 

sometimes /a/): 

הָבקִנ  •  for הָ֔בֵקְנ , Leviticus 3:5  

טַחָשִו •  for טַ֣חָׁשְו , Leviticus 3:8 

• And, most conspicuously: ִבִיִרִקִהִו  for ביִ֥רְקִהְו  . See the image below (the yod is 

displaced slightly under the resh because the writing is crowded): 

 

 

This would, according to Khan’s model, suggest or reflect a North African Arabic 

phonetic inventory where /e/ has disappeared.120 

The above word is also a very clear example of the fact that the author did not want 

to leave any consonant without a corresponding vowel; consonant clusters are rarely 

seen in the document. This is potentially due to the person artificially reading out and 

 
120  2020b, pp. 578-581. See especially: “As for the occurrence of ḥireq in place of another vowel, as 
in הִ֔תְׁש )= הֵ֔תְׁש Gen. 24.14 ‘drink!’), this could be explained as being the direct interference of a North 
African type of pronunciation, in which an /e/ vowel shifted to an /i/ vowel, rather than an imperfect 
performance of a Tiberian target.” 
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vocalising every syllable. Additionally, the author would insert a vowel at the end of 

a word, always when it ended in bet (with no apparent pattern or correspondence 

with the following word). 

ִבִיִרִקִהִו •  for ביִ֥רְקִהְו , above example. 

ַביִרִקִמ •  for ביִ֖רְקַמ , Leviticus 3:7 

ֶבַשַכ •  for בֶׂשֶּ֥כ , Leviticus 3:7 

Other evidence that each consonant was afforded its own vowel is the constant 

application of ḥireq to yod, as well as one instance of an unexpected segol: 

ןֶֹאצַה •  for ֹּצַה ןא֧ , Leviticus 3:5 

םִיִלָסַכַה •  for םיִ֑לָסְּכַה , Leviticus 3:4 

ַחִיִר •  for ַחיֵ֥ר , Leviticus 3:5 -  

ןָהִילֵע •  for ןֶ֔הֵלֲע , Leviticus 3:4 - in this case, the vowels have been displaced and 

the lamed is left without a vowel, and appears to instead close the first syllable. 

A possible interpretation of the application if ḥireq is that the author did not want to 

leave any consonant unmarked with a vowel. That may certainly be a factor in 

occurrences such as םִיִלָסַכַה . Furthermore, the over-application of the ḥireq ends up 

becoming nearly a ‘phonetic calque’ of the corresponding Arabic word, such as in ַחִיִר  

or ןָהִילֵע . Finally, it may be that the ḥireq on the yod was meant to represent a long /ī/ 

vowel as opposed to a short /i/ - again, this would be potentially Arabicising, as long 

/ī/ in vocalised Arabic is spelt with ya' and kasra.121 

 There are instances where the author inserts a dagesh into a letter which would 

not normally take dagesh.  

 
121 Wright, 1999, A Grammar of the Arabic Language, vol. 1, II, §6 and 7. 
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םְיִּמִיָלַש •  for םיִ֖מָלְׁש , Leviticus 3:6. Notice the shewa instead of the ḥireq on the 

second yod. If the first yod is consonantal, it may reflect diphthongisation 

created by the insertion of what is essentially an epenthetic vowel e.g., 

“shalayimim”. 

אּוִּה •  for אּוֽה , Leviticus 3:7. It may be that the author is treating the waw as a 

consonant.  

Finally, evidence of the impingement of his Arabic vernacular upon his performance 

of Tiberian Hebrew goes beyond the vowels themselves to the mistakes and 

corrections he makes. For example, in Leviticus 3:4, for דֵ֔בָּכַה , we have: 

 

In the image above, the author first wrote peh, and then immediately (the same ink 

and handwriting is apparent) realised his mistake and changed it to a fricative bet. 

Such an error may reflect the author’s Arabic, which would not have /v/, and perhaps 

his first instinct was to write peh, or /f/, before correcting it to the proper sign. 

 It is through the above data that I wish to augment Khan's model by suggesting 

that in near-model MSS such as L-G Bible 1.56, imperfect oral performance catalysed 

by language contact with Arabic shows through only in the core vowel interchanges, 
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while in more informal Bible MSS, all of the Tiberian signs and even corrections can 

be overtaken by the vernacular of the author and can be utilised to represent more 

varied linguistic features than simply vowel quality or the extent of the vowel 

inventory. In this document, the author appears to go beyond “imperfect 

performance” and the features represent the complete takeover of the Arabic 

phonology of the author upon the Hebrew text. 

 

VII. Overarching Conclusions 

In this chapter I have assessed globally and in detail the linguistic and codicological 

features of unprofessional Torah codex fragments. The most impactful contribution 

the data can give our understanding of the scribal situation in this corpus is the 

importance of the cultural and linguistic context to the features of its MSS. 

 The hypotheses were tested statistically, and also questioned through 

codicological and linguistic analysis. The ultimate conclusion regarding the 

hypotheses is that the codicological patterns found by clustering are indeed helpful, 

but only to a certain extent. The linguistic clustering, however, is very effective at 

delineating subtypes. The statistics allow us to see clearly a structural nature in the 

seemingly chaotic groupings of features at this informal scribal level.  

 In terms of codicology, it is clear that the material available at this 

demographic level was basic, and that scraps of paper were used, which limits the 

formatting options of the authors. That being said, faint trends and attempts at 

formatting can be seen, and MSS which visually resemble each other can be identified 

and placed together. This indicates a general level of awareness and striving for basic 
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visual coherency even at the unprofessional level, and any failure to create true 

codicological styles is due to the lack of skill and lack of expensive writing material. 

Therefore, the statistics have borne out objectively what we can naturally intuit: 

unprofessional, informal copies of the Torah look unprofessional and informal yet are 

still part and parcel of scribal culture and bear tangible evidence as such. 

 In terms of language features, the hypothesis was far more successful. Though 

the vowel sign interchanges are tightly correlated and though there is great overlap 

between groups, definite groups and subgroups can be established, and trends can be 

linguistically validated. This does indicate that there were patterns and preferences 

of which vowels to use to portray the authors' best attempts at matching the Tiberian 

phonology. However, the hypothesis is most successful when it comes to language 

contact, where the informal nature of the MSS allows us a clear window into how the 

vernacular Arabic and heritage literary Aramaic can interact with the formal biblical 

Hebrew text. 

 A few final insights must be stated at the conclusion of this study. First, an 

important overlooked aspect regards the role of education in the creation of informal 

Bibles with informal language features. It seems evident that education was 

multilingual, sometimes multi-religious, and also ongoing throughout a Jewish 

person's life through synagogue participation, thus cementing the non-standard 

linguistic features we have witnessed. Moreover, sporadic instances of codeswitching 

into Aramaic are apparent in isolated cases of manuscripts from this unprofessional 

part of the corpus, showing morphological and orthographic Aramaicisng features. It 

is therefore doubtless that the linguistic features witnessed above existed within a 

trilingual context and this context should always be kept in mind. Moreover, the 
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contact with Arabic reveals insights which go both ways: Arabic vernacular can 

impinge upon the realisation of the Tiberian Hebrew signs so pervasively that the 

entire system of Tiberian punctuation can be adjusted to accommodate it. Moreover, 

some of the findings can allow us to infer features present in the vernacular language 

(Arabic), meaning that NST can be a valuable linguistic witness outside of its 

immediate Hebrew context. 

 It is undeniable that children copied and vocalised from model writing-exercise 

MSS. But it is also not inconceivable that a normal Bible codex would have been used 

by the teachers to have the students practice copying from it or would have been 

available in the synagogues for an adult to practice copying. Since there is a 

significant attestation of NST vocalisation even in sophisticated MSS, it very possible 

that NST may have been passed down to new generations through education and 

synagogue participation. The fact that the majority of the linguistic data preserved 

here is mirrored by more sophisticated NST documents (as will be shown in further 

chapters as well as in my published case study) is strong indication that both children 

and adults copied, read, and understood Hebrew using NST documents. Moreover, 

the intensity of the oral environment and the ‘stress on reading’ as Olszowy-Schlanger 

puts it, influences how deviations from ST occur. The relevance of orality increases 

the likelihood that the features we see are also due to the student or layperson hearing 

the text pronounced. Therefore, it is likely that the NST phonetic features we see in 

Bibles copied by children and laymen were present in the pronunciation of their 

educated teachers. 
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Chapter III. The Gateway to Common Bibles: Two Column 

Parchment Bibles without Masorah 

I. Introduction 

In 2020 I published the aforementioned case study on a corpus of ‘near-model’ Torah 

codices which trialled an early version of the methodology presented in this thesis. I 

defined near-model codices as having all but one or two of the features of an 

exemplary codex. Exemplary Masoretic codices, i.e., the ones upon which we base 

primary textual authority, are universally written on parchment and contain 3 

columns, full Masoretic notes, as well as a generally standard Tiberian (ST) text.122  In 

my case study I established both statistically, codicologically, and linguistically two 

primary facts about near-model Torah codices: (1) that near-model codices are a 

richly diverse and distinct entity of texts which exhibit clear and correlating 

codicological and linguistic feature patterns; (2) near-model codices which have 2 

columns and Masoretic notes (either partial or full) are related yet distinct both 

codiocologically and linguistically from their 3 column counterparts.  

 Apart from the 3-column MSS, in this case study I only studied 2 column 

parchment Torah codices with Masoretic notes, amounting to 154 fragments.123 I made 

this decision after discovering that the corpus of 2 column parchment Torahs without 

Masoretic notes which I found is greater in size (233 MSS) and appears at first glance 

to contain much greater diversity than their counterparts with Masoretic notes. In my 

 
122 This includes MSS. such as Codex Leningradensis, the Aleppo Codex, etc. 
123 Arrant 2020,  475. 3 column Torahs were allowed to lack Masorah and still be included in the study. 
296 MSS in total were analysed. 
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case study I note that lack of Masoretic notes appears on the surface to be a ‘de-

sophisticating factor’ for 2 column Torah MSS and that I would follow up the case 

study with an analysis of 2 column MSS which lack Masoretic notes.124  

 The present chapter is that analysis: I take 233 MSS that have two columns and 

lack Masorah, and I analyse their codicological and linguistic features in order to 

answer two primary questions:  

• Do 2 column parchment Torah codices without Masorah exhibit definite 

patterns of codicological and linguistic feature variability? 

• How are these documents which lack Masoretic notes related to, or different 

from, those 2 column MSS which have Masoretic notes?  

It is to be noted that I do not conduct further analysis upon the MSS analysed in my 

case study, but I simply compare my findings in that case study to my findings in this 

chapter.  

 To summarise my findings in this chapter, it appears that 2 column parchment 

Torahs which lack Masoretic notes (hereafter, 2CP: 2 column parchment, no Masorah) 

can be considered a related extension of their 2 column counterparts with Masorah 

(hereafter, 2CPM: 2 column parchment, with Masorah). I will show in the analysis 

below that they cannot be considered essentially the same as those with Masoretic 

notes: while they indeed share some ‘genetic’ similarity in that they appear to have 

some overlap in codicological and linguistic features, those without Masorah also 

portray a more diverse profile of features.  

 
124 Ibid., p. 472. 
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 A note on the origin and intent of these MSS is in order. It is probable, perhaps 

even likely, that many of the documents in this corpus, especially the ST ones which 

were analysed in the codicology, are incomplete and were placed in the Genizah 

before Masoretic notes could be added. It would be a mistake to assume that the MSS 

in the Genizah had lived a full life before being dumped there: and had they been 

completed, it is likely that more MSS would have had Masorah added, and therefore 

my typology of 2CPM MSS would have encompassed a more diverse corpus. However, 

it is equally a mistake to assume that all of these documents are incomplete and that 

they were simply abandoned before their Masorah could be added: it is clear from the 

range of diversity and varying levels of sophistication that many of them were 

probably fully complete without any Masoretic notes, and were intended for use in 

contexts where Masoretic notes were not a priority for the reader. Therefore, it is 

accurate to describe this corpus of parchment Torahs as comprising both incomplete 

2CPM Torahs as well as common yet professional ‘basic’ Torahs to which Masorah 

were not added. 

 

II. Literature Review 

The type of MSS assessed in this chapter generally have not before now been 

researched or acknowledged as a codicological type separate from MSS with Masorah, 

though the kind of NST some of them display have been scrutinised significantly and 

a review of that literature was given Chapter I. However, there is some additional 

literature which has been of use in contextualising my findings to broader enquiries.  
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2.1 Differing Subtypes of Codices based on the Presence of Masoretic Notes 

Possibly the only author who mentions Bible codices without Masoretic notes in a 

rough typology is Díez-Macho, who describes his understanding of their 

characteristics and value thus: 

More numerous than fragments of codices with Masorah are the fragments 

of codices written for study: these comprise about a third of the total of 

Bible manuscripts. They are written less carefully, not always by 

professionals . . . not always written on parchment, but sometimes on paper. 

They have complete vocalisation, although they are not always accented. 

They lack Masorah. The value of these codices is not usually equal to those 

codices with Masorah.125 

Díez-Macho does not specify the number of columns these codices of lesser value 

contain; only that they lack Masorah.126 He also distinguishes them from ‘private 

codices made to better follow the lecture of the synagogue’ and notes that those 

private codices have ‘every kind of anomaly in punctuation’.127 He does not mention 

 
125Manuscritos hebreos y arameos de la Biblia, 1971, p.  91-2. My translation is above; the original Spanish 
text is: “Más numerosos que los fragmentos de códices con masora, son los fragmentos de códices 
escritos para estudio: son algo así como un tercio del total de los MSS. bíblicos. Son fragmentos de 
códices escritos con menos cuidado, no siempre por profesionales...ni siempre escritos en pergamino, 
sino a veces en papel. Tienen vocalización completa, aunque no siempre acentos. Carecen de masora. 
El valor de estos códices no suele igualar al de los códices con masora.” 
126 Khan, 2013, A Short Introduction to the Tiberian Masoretic Bible and its Reading Tradition (p. 33), also 
connects so-called ‘popular’ Bibles with ‘inferior parchment’, though I am hesitant to apply this 
assessment to all of the MSS in this corpus. While they were likely common, many are made of high-
quality material.  
127 My translation; original Spanish: “Más abundantes que los fragmentos de códices con masora o de 
códices para estudio, son los que proceden de códices privados, hechos para seguir mejor la lectura de 
la sinagoga” and “En los fragmentos procedentes de MSS. de uso privado se pueden encontrar toda 
clase de anomalías en la puntuación” (p. 92). 
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the vocalisation features of the codices for study which are written on parchment 

without Masorah. 

 Díez-Macho's work is important and fundamental as a study of the 

development of the Tiberian text, and his connecting of the codicological features to 

the language is unique. I agree with Díez-Macho in his assessment that these codices 

with Masoretic notes intentionally omitted were probably a separate class of MSS 

designated for formal study. However, Díez-Macho does not consider the possibility 

that some of these MSS were put into the Genizah unfinished, before Masorah could 

be added. My final assessment of Díez-Macho's statements is that they are the best 

statements that can be made without a formal and systematic assessment of the 

details. For example, I show in this chapter that 2CP texts are related yet distinct from 

2CPM MSS, and in other chapters of this thesis that single column MSS, and MSS on 

paper, are also distinct entities with complex interrelationships. 

 

2.2 Codicological Issues and Potential Solutions 

One of the contributions of the present study is to connect the text itself to the 

codicological features of the MS. Masoretic notes, while indeed forming part of the 

text in the MS, are also paratextual elements, the presence or absence of which 

influences codicological formatting and sophistication. I therefore conceive of 

Masoretic notes occupying a middle ground between text and codicology: they have 

content relating to the biblical text, and their presence on the page interacts with 

larger codicological stylistic concerns. To the best of my knowledge, systematic 

studies of the global impact of Masoretic notes on codicological style variation have 

not been conducted. 
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  However, one aspect of the scholarly research which the present study builds 

upon concerns regional contacts and the geographic movement of traditions amongst 

scribes represented in the Genizah. Beit-Arie’s Hebrew Codicology contains an 

extensive discussion concerning the ‘geo-cultural’ divisions of scribal and book-

making practices, most notably listing some difficulties presented by poor historical 

records which obscure our understanding of where particular scribal styles originated. 

Beit-Arie lists five different regions of scribal activity (Ashkenaz, Byzantium, Orient, 

Sepharad, and Italy). Within these, there are two areas in particular where the cross-

regional transmission of scribal culture is obscure.  

 First, scholars remain uncertain as to the exact origin of what came to be 

known as the Sephardi style(s). Beit-Arie notes that what we conceive as a Sephardi 

style is a combination of influences from Christian-ruled Northern Spain and those of 

North African, Islamicised styles. Due to the paucity of early, dated Spanish MSS 

before 1184, “there is no way of knowing if the Sefardic type known to us from MSS 

from the end of the twelfth century and onwards was also characteristic of Christian 

Spain before the Reconquista. Similarly, we have no way of knowing whether this 

fully-crystallised type was characteristic of Muslim Spain.”128 Beit-Arie's response to 

this issue is to point out that “codicological traits characteristic of and unique to the 

Sefardic type ... were visible already in the earlier tenth- and eleventh-century 

manuscripts produced in Tunisia and in the Middle East by immigrants from the 

Maghreb.” However, he warns that this is potentially due to an accident of 

preservation, and that “we should not readily reach the conclusion that the origin of 

 
128 Hebrew Codicology, 2020, pg. 78. 
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Iberian bookcraft was indeed in the Maghreb.”129  He also notes that “Maghrebi 

bookcraft had initially been an offshot of the earlier Oriental type . . . but at an early 

stage it developed utterly different practices.”130 His ultimate conclusion is that the 

most probable origin was in the Maghreb and that it developed different features over 

time. Another area of contention concerns Italian MSS, for which Beit-Arie writes: 

Did the codicological profile of Hebrew manuscripts produced in southern 

Italy in the earlier period diverge from the profile known to us from most 

of the Italian manuscripts and in fact reflect a Byzantine tradition, and 

should it be regarded, accordingly, as a Byzantine type? There is no easy 

answer to this question, just as there was no easy one regarding the source 

of the Sefardic type.131 

 This confusion is more reminiscent of a dynamic historical situation where scribes 

travelled, as Beit-Arie explains in an earlier version of Hebrew Codicology:  

Medieval manuscripts written by immigrant scribes are represented in a 

considerable number in two areas: the Orient, particularly Palestine and 

especially Jerusalem, and Italy. To Palestine and Egypt Jews emmigrated 

from Sefarad, Byzantium and even Ashkenaz. To Italy Jews came from 

Spain, Provence, Ashkenaz and Byzantium.132  

Due to such movement, the roots of specific scribal traditions are difficult to trace.   

 
129 Ibid, pg 79. 
130 Ibid, pg. 79, fn. 87. 
131 Ibid, p. 82. 
132 Beit-Arié Hebrew Codicology 1971, p.104-105. 
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 This thesis contributes to the problem by comparing MSS which, though 

undated and fragmentary, occupied a more fluid space in scribal tradition: one 

between rigid formal norms and complete informality. Our current knowledge of 

palaeographic and codicological trends is built upon dated, usually high-quality 

documents; but the less sophisticated, lesser-quality evidence may help increase our 

knowledge by showing which trends remained extant in the various bookmaking 

traditions.  

 Specificially, the research in this chapter, which still deals with MSS which are 

mostly sophisticated but not fully model, shows some trends connecting these 

disparate regions which have not been borne out by research on more formal MSS. 

As I will show in the analysis below, MSS which occupy the liminal space between 

sophisticated and popular seem to have preserved more remnants of mobile scribal 

traditions, and these features can lend some clarity to the complex connections 

between regional scribal cultures. 

 

2.3 Linguistic Features and Similarity of NST and Palestinian Targumic Vocalisation 

An aspect of this corpus which is unique from the 2CPM Torahs is that this corpus 

contains five bilingual Torahs, written in Hebrew with interlinear Targum Onqelos. 

Two of these MSS have NST Hebrew text alongside the Targum, and the Targumic 

text reflects its Hebrew counterpart with a similar profile of sign interchange and NST 

use of dagesh. Points of contact between sign interchanges in Targum MSS from the 

Genizah and sign interchanges from NST documents remain understudied. Two 

authors which deal with this aspect are Fassberg, in A Grammar of the Palestinian 

Targum Fragments (1990) and Khan, “Jewish Palestinian Aramaic Phonology” (1997). 
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 In his grammar, Fassberg gives a review of what we have come to know as NST 

(he details the many names attributed to the phenomenon) and cites Morag in that, 

although the majority of earlier scholars perceived NST to be pre-Masoretic, “the 

Palestinian-Tiberian system was an attempt to give a full phonetic notation, and must 

then have been post-Masoretic rather than pre-Masoretic”.133 He characterises what 

this form of NST as reflecting “a Palestinian phonetic inventory” where qameṣ, pataḥ, 

ṣere, and segol interchange, and “daghesh and rafe are extended to letters other than 

/bgdkft/ to mark syllable boundaries”.134 He also notes that there is only one Aramaic 

Targum known which keeps to this system, the Targum of Codex Reuchlinianus. He 

notes that though there are similarities between ‘Palestinian-Tiberian’ (a form of NST) 

and the vocalic profile of the Palestinian Targums, the Tiberian pointed Genizah 

Targums in his corpus “cannot be classified as belonging to this Palestinian-Tiberian 

tradition” because while they share the interchange of pataḥ and qameṣ, the Targumim 

have a more complex interchange of ṣere, ḥireq, and segol all as indicating the /e/ 

vowel.135  

 In this chapter I build upon Fassberg's work here by analysing the two NST 

Hebrew MSS in the 2CP corpus which also contain Targum Onqelos, in order to 

ascertain whether the NST of their Hebrew compares meaningfully with the 

vocalisation of their Targum. Though Targum Onqelos is not a Palestinian Targum 

(and so comparison with Fassberg’s corpus should be made cautiously), given their 

use of Tiberian vowel signs, the reading of Onqelos in Palestine, and the potential 

 
133  Fassberg, 1990, 55. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid. 
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influence from the Tiberian Masoretic sphere upon these specific bilingual MSS, 

Fassberg’s comprehensive work on the Genizah Targum usage of vowel signs provides 

a useful reference. In this chapter I assess whether their vowel and diacritic signs of 

these two specific MSS reflect the vocalic situation Fassberg describes. One of these 

two MSS exhibits the phenomenon Fassberg mentions: the pataḥ and qameṣ vowel 

signs interchange similarly but the segol, ḥireq, and ṣere signs are more randomly 

interchangeable. However, for the other MS, the situation with ṣere and segol are less 

random in the Targum text and matches that of its corresponding NST; this indicates 

variability in sign placement. For both bilingual MSS in this corpus, the NST 

placement of dagesh is more extensive in the Hebrew than in their Aramaic. This 

supports Fassberg’s observation that the “daghesh and raphe are used far more 

extensively in the Palestinian-Tiberian pointed [Hebrew] texts than in the Cairo 

Genizah [Targum] fragments”136 (brackets mine). Moreover, some diacritic features 

beyond extended dagesh are mirrored between the two languages in these two MSS. 

My ultimate finding is that in these specific MSS there is a slight similarity of the 

Palestinian Targum phonology and the NST phonology which produces bilingual texts 

sharing a few, but not all, aspects of their phonetic and diacritic inventory.  

 Khan’s article, which essentially summarises and expounds upon Fassberg’s 

work, makes an important statement which I perceive as accurately representing the 

point of contact between NST and Palestinian Targumim:  

The practice of representing vocalic shewa with an e vowel sign is found 

also in Hebrew manuscrips with Palestinian vocalisation. It is possible, 

 
136 Fassberg, 1990, 55. 
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therefore, that the Tiberian and Palestinian reading traditions of Hebrew 

influenced the scribes who vocalised the Aramaic texts.137  

Indeed, the data for this corpus show that NST is a wider phenomenon which 

incorporates linguistic features from more sources than solely a Palestinian vocalic 

inventory, and so there are forms of NST which do have ṣere, segol, and ḥireq 

representing one /e/ vowel, and the points of contact in these two bilingual 

documents is a testament to the fact that the vocalisation of Palestinian Genziah 

Targums has some relationship with the NST bilingual Bible MSS in my corpus.  

 

III. Hypotheses and Questions 

The specific corpus analysed in this chapter comprises fully dimensioned Cambridge 

Genizah Torah fragments with the following specifications: 

1. The MSS were written on parchment. 

2. They contain only two columns. 

3. They lack any visible Masoretic notes.138 

4. They were written in a scribal hand (no average or unprofessional script types 

were allowed into the corpus). 

Concerning the 2020 case study, there is no overlap in material between this corpus 

and the case study corpus, and the present chapter stands as a study on its own. 

 The hypotheses being tested through statistical analysis are: 

 
137 Khan, 1997, 111. 
138 This does not account for damage to parchment where Masoretic notes would then no longer be visible; 
it is possible that the occasional Masorah Parva note would have been penned into some of the fragments 
and that we can no longer see it.  
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1. The codicological features of 2 column parchment Torah MSS without Masoretic 

notes fall into statistically and visually verifiable subgroups. 

2. The non-standard Tiberian features of 2 column parchment Torah MSS without 

Masoretic notes fall into statistically and linguistically verifiable subgroups. 

3. The codicological and linguistic patterns established through the testing of 

hypotheses (1) and (2) are statistically distinct from subtypes established in Arrant 

2020a and thus indicate that 2 column parchment MSS without Masorah are a group 

of MSS which are qualitatively distinct from 2 column parchment MSS with 

Masorah.139 

 This question is particularly crucial because in my case study (2020) I had 

deemed it imprudent to include 2CP MSS within the “near-model” group. This was an 

inconsistency in the sampling, because 3 column parchment MSS were included and 

considered near-model in my case study even if they had no Masoretic notes. My 

findings in the case study were that there were only minor differences between 3-

column MSS with Masoretic notes and those without, and those minor differences had 

virtually no impact on the typology (with the exception that some codicological 

groups for 3 column MSS were described as ‘bare’ - i.e., having no Masorah)140. In any 

case, there was not a large group of 3 column parchment Torahs lacking Masorah 

which showed extreme levels of variation from those with Masorah.  

 
139 It is to be noted that statistical distinctiveness does not preclude relationship; it is entirely expected 
that any subtypes uncovered through the course of this analysis will show ties to other groups of 
manuscripts. However, my hypothesis is that the analysis will show it is not possible to consider 2CM 
manuscripts as being on the same level as their counterparts with Masorah. 
140 Arrant 2020, 420 pp. For examples of ‘bare’ types, cf. 506 pp. 
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 In striking difference, the opposite was true for the 2-column MSS: high 

variability was immediately apparent at the initial stage of data collection. Moreover, 

the corpus of 2CP MSS is double the size of those with Masorah, and therefore has 

the potential for greater variability in their features by sheer virtue of size. At first 

glance 2CP MSS seemed so different from their 2CPM counterparts that I deemed their 

classification to be a separate question outside the bounds of that case study. 

Essentially, this chapter tests if that decision was sound. Ultimately: do 2-column 

parchment MSS without Masorah belong with their near-model peers, or do they 

stand on their own? 

 

IV. Descriptive Statistics: Codicology and Linguistics 

Through my research I identified 233 MSS with the above specifications (comprising 

255 leaves). In the report of the codicological features below, I will compare this 2CP 

corpus to the 2CPM group which I assessed in my article.  

4.1 Descriptive Statistics: Codicology 

In the report of the codicological features below, I will compare this 2CP corpus to 

the 2CPM group which I assessed in my article. 

 

4.1.1 Format 

Of the 233 MSS in this group, 145 (62.2%) had a portrait format; 68 (29.1%) had a 

square format; 20 (8.58%) MSS had a landscape format. This distribution is the same 
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in proportion as that of the near model 2CPM group (which had portrait format as its 

most common, square as a minority, and landscape as rarest).141 

 

4.1.2 Pricking and Ruling 

The majority of the MSS show evidence of ruling (227; 97.4%). Five (5; 2.14%) MSS 

are ruled by ‘sight’. This minority of MSS also appear less formal in their overall 

characteristics than the ruled MSS. This pattern differs from the 2CPM group in which 

all of the documents were ruled.  

 There is a wide range of pricking patterns, as can be seen here: 

Fig.III.1 
 

The majority (47.2%) do not 

show pricking in their margins. 

This is possibly because the 

margins were trimmed.142 Or, it 

is possible that damage has 

prevented my seeing them. The 

second- and third-most patterns 

are pricking in the outside margin (27.0%), and in the inside margin (12.8%). A 

minority have pricking holes present on both the inside and outside margins (6.86%). 

Three MSS (1.28%) have ‘irregular’ pricking, which means that a different pricking 

pattern is identified on a conjoined MS from one leaf to the other. Finally, 11 (4.72%) 

 
141 Arrant, 2020a, p. 479. 
142 Cf. Beit-Arie 2020, p. 280 for a discussion of the trimming of margins.  
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of MSS have an ‘unknown’ pricking pattern - this variable is assigned when, while the 

full dimensions of a leaf can be seen, the entire edge of the margin is not visible and 

therefore the pricking pattern cannot be determined. In comparison with the near-

model group, the 2CPM MSS slightly favoured outside pricking over no pricking, 

where the present group majorly favours no pricking holes whatsoever.143  

4.1.3 Margin Proportions 

A main characterising feature in this corpus is the variability with which margins can 

be wide or narrow in relation to the entire formatting. The most common margin 

formats are: ‘regular’ - where the margins are all roughly the same size around the 

text (78; 33.4%); ‘all wide’ - where all the margins are disproportionately wide in 

relation to the text  (65; 27.8%); wide bottom - where the bottom margin is very wide, 

but the other margins are more balanced in size (65; 27.8%). In comparison to the 

‘near-model’ group, our present group similarly favours regular margins. However, 

the 2CPM group did not have a significant amount of MSS with ‘wide bottom’ 

margins; this appears to be a significant feature only in the group without Masorah. 

 Outside of the above three margin patterns, there exist eight other patterns of 

margin width proportion. These comprise a very small amount of the corpus, with a 

few patterns existing only in one MS per pattern. Some examples of such variation 

are presented below:    

 

 

 

 
143 Arrant, 2020, p. 480. As will be explained below, this could be due to a difference in the distribution 
of codicological styles. 
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Narrow (Vertical) Margins 

Fig. III.2 
This MS (L-G Bible 2.24), has 

regularly sized horizontal margins 

(they are not overly wide nor 

narrow), but the vertical outer 

margins are much narrow than most 

MS seen in the corpus. This gives the 

visual impression that the text fills 

the entire page, and widens the 

columns, thereby accommodating 

more text. 4 MSS (1.71%) have this margin pattern in this corpus. 

Wide Outer and Lower Margins 

Fig. III.3 

This MS, T-S NS 281.45, has 

proportionally sized upper and inner 

margins, but the outer and lower 

margins are disproportionately wide. 8 

MSS in the corpus (3.43%) have this 

pattern. 
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Wide Horizontal Margins 

Fig. III.4 
T-S NS 74.28 has reasonably 

proportional margins which are 

vertical.  However, the horizontal 

margins are wider in comparison. 

5 MSS (2.14%) show this pattern. 

 

 

 

 

The final example pattern I will show (below, T-S NS 65.22) is also rare. The vertical 

outside margins in the leaf of this MS are rather large (left leaf in the image below), 

while all the other margins are much smaller in comparison. Only 2 MSS have this 

pattern in the corpus (0.85%). 

Fig.III.5 
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4.1.4 Illumination 

The following data were analysed on a leaf basis (255 leaves). Of these, 215 (84.3%) 

had no decoration or illumination whatsoever. 37 (14.5%) had basic decoration 

around parasha markers. Three (3, 1.17%) had some other kind or extent of 

decoration or illumination. These are given in the images below. In comparison with 

the near-model 2CPM group, the trend of 2-column MSS having some level of 

variation in the kinds of illumination continues. This was opposed to the 3 column 

group which was characterised by having comparatively minimal decoration.144 

 

T-S A 4.12: 

Fig. III. 6 
The parasha marker on this MS has a much more intricate 

decoration than the rudimentary decorations which are more 

commonly seen on MSS in the corpus.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
144 Arrant, 2020, p. 481. 
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T-S A 2.23 

Fig. III.7 

 

In this MS there is not only decoration around the parasha marker, but also in the 

margins in between sections of text.  

T-S NS 72.27 

Fig. III.8 
This Sephardi (probably 14th c.) 

MS has multiple instances of 

noteworthy decoration in the 

extended letters, such as the 

looping of the rafe over the split 

heh in ֿהֵּנִהְו  (Genesis 41:3). This feature appears multiple places in extended letters at 

the end of the lines in the MS, and simply appears to be decorative. 

4.1.5. Script Size  
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Fig.III.9 
 

129 leaves (55.3%) have an ‘average’ 

script size, where the script is 

proportional in size to the dimensions 

of the page. 44.6% (104) have a 

‘small’ script size. 19 MSS (8.15%) 

had a ‘medium’ script size. Finally, a 

small minority had a ‘large’ script size (3; 1.28%). In comparison to the near-model 

2CPM group, that group did not have any MSS with a ‘medium’ script size. Moreover, 

in the ‘near-model’ group, a small script size this is generally associated with the 

particular Byzantine-Italian or Southwest Oriental palaeographic style; this may be 

also the case for this group which lacks Masorah.145 

 

4.1.6 Graphical Line Fillers 

The majority of leaves have a rating of 1 (149; 58.4%). This indicates the scribe was 

mainly able to plan the letters on a line consistently and keep even margins. 79 

(30.9%) had no line fillers at all. 21 (8.23%) had a rating of 2, which means the scribe 

used more line fillers than usual. 6 (2.35%) had a rating of 3, which means the scribe 

depended mainly upon line fillers to ensure even margins. Line fillers in the 2CPM 

group were too homogenous to report differential statistics, which indicates their 

profile is very different from the present group in this regard. 

 
145 Arrant, 2020a. pg. 482, and the especially the following profile: Small Italian-Byzantine Codex (p. 
504).  
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4.1.7 Parashot Markers 

Fig. III.10 
The majority (68.2%) have no 

marker for a parasha or a seder, but 

this may be because the particular 

passage is in the middle of a 

parasha rather than the beginning. 

There are slightly more markers for 

the parasha than the seder (parasha: 

41, 17.5%; seder, 25, 10.7%). 7 

MSS (3%) have both the parasha and the seder marker, and one (1) MS, while having 

full dimensions, has such damaged margins that its potential markers is not possible 

to tell without reading the text. In comparison with the 2CPM group, that group had 

a much larger percentage of seder markers (22.7%) than this group without 

Masorah.146 

 

4.1.8 MS Shape 

The shape of a parchment MS can be an indicator of its general quality. High quality 

parchment was cut from the torso of the animal and would have a regular 

quadrilateral shape. Cheap parchment was cut from the shoulders or hips, and this 

could result in a curvature in the shape of the page.147 Therefore, the shape of the 

 
146 Arrant 2020 p. 482. 
147 Judith Olszowy-Schlanger - personal correspondence. 
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parchment can be a measure of codicological and scribal sophistication (when 

assessed with other factors). In the 2-column group without Masorah, 14 (6%), a small 

minority, had irregularly shaped parchment. Shape was not a studied feature in the 

2CPM group as the vast majority of both 2 and 3 column near model MSS had a 

regular shape. This could indicate that a lack of Masorah can be associated with lower 

quality parchment. 

 

4.1.9 Petuḥah and Setumah 

The vast majority of documents have regular petuḥah and setumah line breaks (224; 

96.1%). A small minority were assessed as having no paragraph breaks (5; 2.14%). 3 

(1.28%) were noted as having line breaks where it is not attested in the authortative 

text. Finally, one (1) MS was damaged to the point that it is not possible to tell if it 

had line breaks. Line breaks was not a studied feature in the 2CPM group as they were 

homogenously regular. 

 

4.1.10 Language and Targum 

The vast majority (96.5%) of MSS are in Hebrew. Three (3; 1.28%) have interlinear 

or intermarginal Judaeo-Arabic notes. Five (5; 2.14%) have Aramaic Targum 

formatted inside or alongside the Hebrew text. These will be explored in more depth 

in the language sections of this chapter. No bilingual texts were found in the 2CPM 

group. 

4.1.11 Vocalisation 

141 MSS (60.5%) have Tiberian vocalisation. 55, or 23.6%, are unvocalised. A 

minority, 35 (15.0%) have NST vocalisation. One MS is mainly unvocalised, but has 
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sporadic Palestinian vocalisation points, and a Tiberian MS also has some Babylonian 

pointing. The percentage of 2CP which have NST is only ~ 1% higher than the 

percentage of 2CPM (14.2%).  

 The majority of MSS (169; 72.5%) are cantillated. One document was so 

damaged that it was not possible to determine if it had been cantillated, though its 

vocalisation has been indicated by the Davis catalogues to be Tiberian (T-S AS 3.73). 

 

4.1.12 Spelling of the Tetragrammaton 

188 MSS (80.6) spell out the divine name. A very small minority (6, 2.57%) 

abbreviate the name with various arrangements of yod. Four MSS with Targum (L-G 

Bible1.11, L-G Bible1.3, L-G Bible 3.29, T-S Misc1.114) have both spellings (plene 

and abbreviated) present. The rest of the MSS lacked the Tetragrammaton on their 

respective leaves. In contrast, none of the MSS in the near-model study abbreviated 

the divine name. The fact that there is a small minority of MSS with the 

Tetragrammaton abbreviated in the 2CP corpus may suggest that it is qualitatively 

distinct from the 2CPM group. 

 

4.1.13 Palaeography and Provenance 

I assessed the MSS on the basis of the palaeographical script style categories described 

in the introduction to this thesis. Here is the following provenance and date 

breakdown for the corpus by present palaeographic group for all 233 MSS: 
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1) Italian/Byzantine: Byzantium (MSS clearly from a Byzantine region: 11; 4.72%); 

Italian-Byzantine (Byzantine MSS which seem to have more Italian-esque script 

features: 1; 0.42%). No MSS in the group were overtly and completely Italian. 

2) Oriental: Northeastern (from the main Genizah period 11th-12th c.: 91; 39.0); 

Southwestern-Byzantine (showing a mix of Southwestern Oriental and Byzantine 

features: 22; 9.44%), Southwestern (18; 7.72%), Late Northeastern (MSS appearing 

to be 12th c. or later: 15; 6.43%), Egypt: 9; 3.86% ;  Egypt-North Africa (MSS 

appearing to have some Maghrebi features: 2; 0.85%). 

3) Sephardi: Spain: 47; 20.1% 

In the case study, however, I had only assessed the palaeography of NST MSS on a 

broad regional scale. Therefore, below is the comparison between the two groups on 

the basis of broad region and NST. 

Chart III.1 

Palaeography 

 

 

2CP (current study) = 35 

MSS 

2CMP (case study) = 24 MSS148 

Italian  

 

1 MS = 2.85% 

(The MS was tagged as 

'Italian-Byzantine' because its 

9 MSS; 14 leaves = 16.3% 

*this number does not include 

the Byzantine MSS. 

 
148 The case study has an error in the chart, which was done on a leaf basis and not a manuscript basis. 
For example, 15 leaves in that group had an Italian palaeography: this amounts to 9 manuscripts. I am 
therefore basing the comparison on the reported percentages and not the chart.  Accordingly, the 
percentages reported in the case study are corrected here in the thesis on a manuscript basis. Arrant, 
2020a pg. 490-1. 
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features were only barely 

Italian) 

Oriental 

(as a general 

category for 

both groups) 

26 MSS = 74.2% 13 MSS; 14 leaves = 23.6% 

Sephardi  4 MSS = 11.4% 0 MSS; 0 leaves = 0% 

 

The major difference is the discrepancy between distributions of Italian and Sephardi 

MSS. Only one NST MS in this current study is Italian; there were many more NST 

Italian MSS in the group with Masorah. Furthermore, the 2CP corpus shows 4 NST 

Sephardi MSS, whereas in the case study with Masorah all the Sephardi MSS had ST. 

This difference in distribution is noteworthy. 

 

4.1.14 Dimensions and Line Number 

Leaf Length 

The distribution of leaf length in cm is below: 
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Fig. III.11 

 

• Range: 7.5 - 38.7 cm 

• Mean: 22.8 cm 

• Standard deviation: 6.12 

• Shapiro Wilk: p=0.0013 

The curve of the data suggests a normal data set, but the results of the Shapiro Wilk 

test indicates the data are not normal. This is potentially due to the two secondary 

peaks at 14 and 31 cm, as well as the outlying group of short leaves (>10 cm). The 

mean of 22.8 is only somewhat reliable as an average describing the entire group, 

and the standard deviation is very high, suggesting a lot of variability within the 

group. For the for the 2CPM MSS the curve was less normal, but the granular statistics 

were roughly the same. 
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Width 

Fig. III.12 

 

• Range: 7.5 - 32.4 cm 

• Mean: 20.7 

• Standard deviation: 5.10 

• Shapiro Wilk Test: p= 0.1038 

The Shapiro test confirms that the data are normally distributed. The median is 0.02 

cm different from the mean, which indicates that the average width of a given MS in 

the group is quite likely to be around 20 cm. That being said, the standard deviation 

is still quite large. The group, while statistically normal, is still rather variable. The 
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size results for the 2CPM group are also roughly the same, varying by only a few 

centimetres. 

Line Number 

Fig.III.13 

 

• Range: 7 - 33 lines 

• Mean: 20.3 lines 

• Standard deviation: 4.68 

Shapiro Wilk Test: p= 0.0338 

The data of line numbers are just barely normal and they are less varied than the 

data on dimensions, with a very low standard deviation. Again, the 2CPM data are 

roughly the same. 
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4.1.15 Discussion of Codicological Results 

The results of the descriptive codicological statistics for this group suggest a corpus 

which has some key differences as well as some striking similarities between it and 

the 2CPM group. The most surprising similarity was that of size and line number: the 

distributions, averages, and normality tests were roughly the same between this 

corpus and the case study corpus. The same is true for proportions, vocalisation, and 

the variation in illumination. This indicates that some key features are shared by 2 

column MSS which both have, and which lack, Masoretic notes. 

 However, there is some noteworthy variability in the other codicological 

features. For instance, this group contains some bilingual MSS which were not found 

in the group with Masorah. This group also has significant deviations in palaeographic 

populations from the case study group. This group showed greater irregularity in 

paragraph formatting, in the shape of the MS, and more variation in graphical line 

fillers. This group contained a 'medium' script size which was wholly absent from the 

group with Masorah. Finally, this group prefers unpricked MSS, whereas the group 

with Masorah favoured an outside pricking pattern.  

 The ultimate conclusion that can be drawn from these descriptive statistics is 

that the data present a mixed picture: in key features such as dimensions, vocalisation 

type, and decoration, the comparative data are similar. However, in important 

features such as palaeography, margin proportions, etc. there are distinct differences. 

This indicates a degree of similarity between the two groups which may suggest some 

continuity, alongside the introduction of different trends in the group lacking 

Masoretic notes. 
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4.2 Descriptive Statistics: Linguistic Features 

As the point of this chapter is to compare the present corpus to the case study corpus, 

below is a chart showing basic feature distributions for all the features present in the 

current corpus compared with those same features in the case study corpus. Features 

which occur at a higher rate in the 2CMP case study group are bold.  

Chart III.2 

Linguistic 

Feature 

2CP Group Number of 

Occurrences (35 MSS) 

 

2CMP Group Number of 

Occurrences (22 MSS)149 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

318  132 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ 

136 8 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

126 46 

ṣere for segol 121 13 

pataḥ for 

segol 

81 22 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

52 53 

segol for 

pataḥ 

41 10 

 
149 These data are taken directly from my database and are not reported in the published case study. 
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pataḥ for 

shewa 

28 9 

shewa for 

pataḥ 

28 26 

segol for ṣere 23 7 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ 

21 12 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ 

11 1 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for pataḥ 

9 7 

ṣere for 

ḥireq 

8 4 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef segol 

8 18 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef segol 

7 2 

segol for 

qameṣ 

4 0 

pataḥ for 

ṣere 

4 4 
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ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for ḥaṭef 

segol 

4 0 

Ḥireq for 

shewa 

4 2 

Ḥolem for 

qameṣ 

4 0 

qameṣ for 

ḥaṭef qameṣ 

4 0 

shewa for 

ṣere 

3 0 

segol for 

shewa 

3 0 

Ḥireq for 

pataḥ 

3 6 

Ḥireq for 

ṣere 

3 1 

pataḥ for 

ḥireq 

2 1 

shewa for 

ḥireq 

2 9 

ṣere for 

shewa 

2 1 
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pataḥ for 

ḥolem 

2 0 

qameṣ for 

ḥolem 

2 0 

Unexpected 

Dagesh 

322 348 

Dagesh in 

Alef 

196 313 

Missing 

shewa 

45 8 

Missing 

Vowel 

37 0 

Missing 

mappiq 

25 7 

Unexpected 

shewa 

10 35 

Word Final 

shewa 

5 34 

Unexpected 

mappiq 

4 5 

 

As can be inferred from the list above, the counts and types of features are basic and 

not extensive when compared to, for example, the unprofessional Bible group, where 
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every kind of vowel sign interchanged with every other vowel sign. In this current 

group the vowel signs tend to interchange in a more simplistic pattern. The same is 

true regarding orthographic and diacritic features.  

 However, in comparison with the case study group, this present corpus 

consistently has higher counts of NST features, which suggests that this corpus is less 

standard than the 2CPM group. Mainly features associated with the Byzantine Trio 

(described more in Section 6) have a higher count in the case study group than in the 

current group. Moreover, shewa for ḥaṭef segol has a higher count in the case study 

group because that was a common vocalisation for the divine name םיהלא , where a 

shewa would be placed under the alef. In the case study there were MSS where the 

only NST feature was this vocalisation on this word. No such group of MSS exists in 

the present corpus.150 The ultimate conclusion for the present corpus is that is has 

many of the same features as the 2CMP group, but to a higher extent. Therefore, on 

the basis of count statistics alone it is connected yet distinct from the case study 

corpus. 

 

 

V. Correlational/Clustering Statistics: Codicology 

As stated above, the hypotheses of this chapter concerning 2CP MSS and their 

codicological features are:  

 

 
150 Arrant 2020, Section 5.2.1, p. 525. 
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(1) The codicological features of 2 column parchment Torah MSS without 

Masoretic notes fall into statistically and visually verifiable subgroups. 

(2) The codicological and linguistic patterns established through the testing 

of hypotheses (1) and (2) are statistically distinct from subtypes established 

in Arrant (2020) and thus indicate that 2 column parchment MSS without 

Masorah are a group of MSS which are qualitatively distinct from 2 column 

parchment MSS with Masorah. 

From the outset of the research into this corpus, it was visibly evident that patterns 

existed which could possibly be teased apart by statistical and codicological analysis, 

and it appeared that these patterns were so variable that they may be distinct from 

those of 2CPM MSS. This section details the many subtypes which I was able to 

distinguish through statistics and compares them with the subtypes described in the 

2020 case study.151 

5.1 PCA on Continuous Variables (Length and Width) 

As the standard first step in the analytical methdology, I ran PCA on the lengths and 

widths of the corpus. This is an especially critical step for this particular corpus, 

because in the near-model corpus the dimensions and number of lines proved to be 

independent variables upon which other codicological features were reliant, and a 

typology could be built with length, width, and line number as the foundation. 

Especially because the size distributions were so similar between this current group 

 
151 It should be noted that this thesis builds upon the statistical methodology in the case study and uses 
more advanced tools, the use of which had not been perfected at the time the case study was written. 
Accordingly, the statistics in this chapter give clearer results than the statistics in the case study.  This 
does not invalidate the comparison of the findings; the results of the case study are still valid, as its 
hypotheses were still verified through rigorous, objective analysis. 
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and the case study group, it is crucial to see if size remains an independent variable 

when Masoretic notes are removed. In short, the relevant question I seek to answer 

by the PCA was whether dimensions and line number play such a fundamental 

typological role in 2CP Torahs which lacked Masoretic notes. 

 The PCA upon length and width showed that the two variables were closely 

correlated (which means that it is likely that dimensions are easy to predict even if 

we know only one variable, such as length).  However, the PCA chart of all MSS 

plotted into the multi-dimensional space also shows a very tight group. This can have 

implications for developing a typology because it may be difficult to distinguish 

subtypes in such a tight cluster without further sorting. This indicates that length and 

width are not independent variables for MSS without Masorah. If they were 

explanatory variables, the PCA chart below would show multiple distinct clusters 

rather than only one:   

Fig.III.14 
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This chart shows a very coherent single cluster of MSS with very few outliers. 

Horizontally, the leftmost side has MSS which are smaller in size, and the rightmost 

side plots the larger MSS. While there is a large spread, the vast majority of the MSS 

cluster along the horizontal x-axis. Vertically, the MSS on the bottom half tend to be 

portrait in format, and the MSS in the bottom half grow wider, to become landscape. 

Size increases and decreases on a continuum.  

 There are very few outliers. The two most extreme outliers are: point 12 (T-S 

A1.57), which is a very narrow MS (35.7 x 13.25cm); and point 262 (T-S AS 8.87), 

which is extremely wide (21.7 x 31.40 cm), and it can be easily mistaken for a single 

column bifolium unless one looks carefully to find that it is actually one very wide 

page sewn on one side.  

 

5.2 K-Means and Mean Shift on Length and Width 

The PCA cluster above shows that the vast majority of the data group together in one 

coherent cluster. However, it is still possible that a clustering algorithm can sort this 

tight cluster into separate, closely related subgroups. I ran a k-means algorithm and a 

mean shift algorithm on the data. The results of the different algorithms were 

markedly different: 

K-means result (with 3 clusters as determined by elbow method): 

Fig.III.15 
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Mean Shift clustering (the computer automatically detected 7 distinct groups) 

Fig.III.16 
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While the choice of how many clusters a dataset has is not solely determinable by an 

algorithm (but also involves the expertise of the researcher), the mean shift clustering 

makes a strong case for there being 7 subgroups in the data, for the following two 

reasons. First, the groups it draws are distinct (there is virtually no overlap between 

the colours plotted above). But more importantly, the boundaries of the groups tend 

to map onto the 4-way coordinates of the PCA analysis chart above at the 0, 0 x, y 

coordinates. The groups established by mean shift clustering seem to organise neatly 

around the centre of the four quadrants. Given the close agreement of the mean shift 

plot with the PCA results, I determined there to be seven groups of 2 column 

parchment MSS on the basis of size. 

 

5.3 Discussion and Assessment of Mean Shift Cluster Groups for Length and Width 

In response to the above findings, I took the seven clusters established by the mean 

shift algorithm and performed an MCA test on each individual cluster in order to 

check internal correlations. I then visually inspected the MSS of each of the seven 

groups and determined that they were at best moderately coherent (they tended to 

resemble each other, but there was still significant visual variation between members 

of a given group). In many of the groups the distributions of length and width were 

not normal, and the standard distributions were very high. This suggests groups which 

have dissimilar members who are dissimilar to each other. Given the mixed results, I 

do not discuss further details here, but determine that length and width do not explain 

all of the codicological variation and that subtypes must be determined by a 

combination of other codicological factors. 
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 Therefore, the results of the above analysis on the dimensions of the present 

corpus indicate that there are clearly other factors determining codicological 

similarity. The strong correlation of codicological features with size that was seen in 

the 2CPM group is nowhere near as strong for 2CP MSS. This is in direct contradiction 

to the findings of the case study, which did not use PCA at all, but was able to develop 

an entire typology on the basis of clustering only width, length and line number.  In 

the case study these three variables proved to explain all of the other codicological 

variables rather coherently, whereas for the present corpus they do not appear to be 

so influential. This difference is perhaps our most significant indicator that 2CP MSS 

are actually distinct from 2CPM MSS:  when Masorah is removed as a factor, 

dimensions and line number cease to be the main explanatory variable for MSS 

patterns. 

 

5.3.  Establishing a Typology of Codicological Features 

The next step in the methodology is to decide upon the most relevant codicological 

features for the entire group, remove outlier variables and run a k-modes analysis 

upon the most pertinent features. I initially determined the most important features 

to be format, pricking, script size, type or absence of parashot, and provenance. I 

would normally also include vocalisation in order to preview trends which will be 

explored in Section 6. At this stage of the analysis, this global clustering failed. The 

computer would produce statistically tight clusters of MSS which had similar features, 

but which looked nothing alike. Upon visually sampling MSS, I would notice similar 

MSS had been separated into two very unrelated groups.  
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 I experimented with two variables which seemed to stand out while I checked 

the visual coherency of the first round of clustering: provenance and format. Many of 

the discrepancies appeared to centre upon differences in patterns involving these two 

variables. I therefore tested them randomly against other codicological variables in 

order to determine if they could be considered ‘independent’ variables which 

determine wider feature patterns. This approach led to multiple meaningful insights. 

 The first insight is that on the basis of corpus size, 2CP MSS without Masorah 

are not comparable to 2CPM MSS.  In my article I had identified 154 2-column 

parchment MSS with Masoretic notes; this current corpus of MSS without Masoretic 

notes is around 157% larger than that (233 MSS), and therefore far more likely to 

have greater feature variation. The group without Masorah was easily sorted into a 

typology based upon three variables (length, width, and line number), but it was 

much smaller and much less diverse. The larger, more diverse 2CP group demands a 

different approach. 

 The second insight is that format is a useful variable for dividing up these MSS 

on the basis of their provenance: 

Fig.III.17 
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  The factor map above gives the results of an MCA upon the variable Format 

(portrait, landscape, and square), and upon the variable Provenance. The dots 

indicate comparative trends in provenance and format. Dots in similar regons between 

the two graphs show correlations. There appear to be regionalised patterns of 

formatting, with some overlap. For example, MSS with a 'Portrait' format (blue ellipse 

and dots) share a wide range of provenances: Spain, Byzantium, North Africa (light 

green tag) and both Early and Late Northeastern Oriental. North African, Spanish, 

and every early or late Northeastern Oriental MSS tend to not have a square format. 

Moreover, though landscape format is shared by many, it appears especially 

correlated with MSS with a Egyptian/ Early Northeastern Oriental palaeography. 

When I ran MCA on individual formats and multiple provenances, these tendencies 
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grew stronger and showed up even more clearly on factor maps. Below is a breakdown 

of Format/Provenance correlation. The leftmost column lists the formatting styles. 

The other columns list the dimensional distance from 0,0 on the plot for reference. 

Chart III.3 

Format 0 (Centre) 0.5 (Dist) 1 (Dist) 1.5 (Dist) 2 (Dist) 

Portrait Northeast- 

Oriental 

Spain; 

Egypt-

North 

Africa 

Early 

Northeast- 

Oriental; 

Egypt (not 

North 

Africa) 

Southwest-

Byzantine; 

Byzantium 

Italian-

Byzantine, 

Southwest-

Oriental, 

Late 

Northeast 

Oriental 

Landscape Early 

Northeast- 

Oriental 

Southwest- 

Oriental; 

Northeast-

Oriental 

Late 

Northeast-

Oriental; 

Egypt 

- Spain 

Square Northeast-

Oriental 

Spain; 

Byzantium

; 

Southwest 

Oriental 

Early 

Northeast 

Oriental 

-  Egypt (not 

North 

Africa); Late 

Northeast 

Oriental 
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Given that format and provenance seemed to follow distinct patterns (discernable 

even with overlap), I instead have performed the cluster analyis on the three 

formatting subgroups in the following steps based on the above chart: 

 1. I divided the MSS into the three formatting types. 

 2. I further divided the MSS of each formatting into subgroups based on 

 provenance, testing two distances at a time (0, 0.5 together, and 1, 1.5 

 together, or 1.5, 2 together, etc). 

 3. I performed K-Modes clustering on the provenanced subgroups of the 

 previous step. 

 4. I then ran MCA on each cluster to test its coherency. 

The sections following detail the results of my analyses. I compare the subsets with 

codicological types found in the 2020 case study where relevant. It is important to 

note that the case study found 16 subgroups of 2 column MSS, but that only a few 

examples ended up in the final publication. In comparison, 13 subtypes were found 

for the current group. Therefore, there is roughly an equal amount of variation in type 

between the 2CP and the 2CMP groups: as I will show below, the main difference is 

that the groups without Masorah can also contain some very informal specimens.152 

5.4 Portrait Format Subsets153 

 
152 Note that I do not compare any subtypes in this thesis to unpublished subtypes, but only to those 
which appear in the 2020 study. 
153 Group 1: T-S A1.50, T-S A1.61, T-S A2.21, T-S A4.2, T-S A1.65, T-S Misc 1.111, T-S NS 12.21, T-S 
NS 72.34, T-S NS 73.8, T-S NS 281.42, T-S AS 5.171, Or. 1080A.3.17, Or. 1080A.3.16, T-S NS 15.37. 
Group 2: T-S A5.4, T-S A1.64, T-S Misc 2.72, Or. 1081.A1.1, T-S NS 7.48, T-S NS 8.3, T-S NS 9.16, T-
S NS 9.33, T-S NS 9.35, T-S NS 21.35, T-S NS 67.17, T-S NS 68.2, T-S NS 52.12, T-S NS 74.4, T-S NS 
173.40, T-S NS 281.70, L-G Bible 3.15, L-G Bible 3.43, T-S NS 7.49, T-S NS 22.18, T-S NS 72.6. 
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5.4.1 Subset A: Northeastern Oriental, Sephardi, and Egypt-North African MSS 

These MSS have a portrait format and provenances from 11th-12th c. Egypt-Palestine 

(Northeastern Oriental), 12th-13th c. Spain, and Egypt-North Africa (11th-13th c). I 

found six subgroups in the k-modes clustering, though each of the groups were rather 

close to each other in the resemblance of their MSS to each other. The global 

characteristics of these groups follow. They vary widely in size (14.8 x 11.55 cm 

smallest and 24.7-37.8 largest). Sephardi MSS have a moderate range of line numbers 

(14-28 lines), while Northeastern Oriental have a larger range (9-32 lines). Visually, 

each group appears generally similar, having wide margins, compact text, and 

rounded edges of parchment. The margins tend to be smaller for the Northeastern 

Oriental MSS, but they still resemble the typically wide-margined Sephardi MSS. All 

parasha possibilities are present, with Sephardi MSS preferring no parasha marker, or 

if present they mark the parasha and not the seder.154 Northeastern Oriental MSS have 

a much wider range of parasha/seder variability. Pricking is the most unpredictable 

factor, but Sephardi MSS seem to prefer inside pricking (or none at all), whereas 

Northeastern Oriental MSS have more possibilities and seem to slightly prefer outside 

 
Group 3: T-S A2.22, Or. 1080A.1.9, Or. 1080A.1.10P1, Or. 1080A.1.10P2, T-S NS7.1, T-S T-S NS8.12, 
T-S NS14.17, T-S NS78.40, T-S AS7.105, T-S AS8.140, T-S AS26.245, T-S AS29.22, T-S L-G Bible 3.22, 
L-G Bible 3.18, L-G Bible 3.19, T-S NS12.5, T-S NS12.20, T-S NS13.26. 
Group 4: T-S AS68.18, T-S AS67.192, T-S A3.12, T-S A4.12, T-S A5.6, T-S Misc 2.46, Or. 1080.2.60,  
Or. 1080A.4.17, T-S NS7.14, T-S NS7.66, T-S NS11.5, T-S NS19.34, T-S NS67.14, T-S NS74.42, T-S 
NS161.283, T-S AS7.59, T-S AS5.122, T-S AS8.16, L-G Bible 1.45, L-G Bible 2.18, T-S AS 26.233, T-S 
AS 65.27, T-S AS 68.20, T-S Misc.1.92(a), T-S AS8.127. 
Group 5: T-S A1.43, Or. 1080A.2.7, T-S NS 11.18, Or. 1080A.3.20, Or. 1080A.3.15, T-S NS72.27, L-G 
Bible 1.11. 
Group 6: T-S NS8.4, T-S NS9.37, T-S NS11.14, T-S NS11.24, T-S NS279.64, T-S AS5.141, T-S AS 8.132, 
T-S AS 15.57, T-S AS 27.130, T-S NS 7.23, L-G Bible 2.88. 
154 Only one Sephardi manuscript marks both the seder and the parasha: T-S A.61. 
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pricking.155 The MSS from Egypt-North Africa have unknown pricking due to damage. 

Northeastern Oriental and Sephardi MSSS tend to have a small-average script, while 

the Egypt-North African script tends to be slightly larger (average-medium). The 

majority of Sephardi MSS have ST, but a minority have NST and have been grouped 

together. The majority of Northeastern Oriental MSS have ST or no vocalisation, with 

a minority having NST. One of the Egypt-North African MSS is ST, the other has no 

vocalisation.  

 The relevance of this find that connects Sephardi, North African, and Egyptian-

Palestinian MSS is that it can help confirm Beit-Arie's argument that Sephardi styles 

have ties to the Maghreb. It also confirms that contact remained between scribal 

traditions over the course of a few centuries as scribes moved back and forth across 

these regions. The fact that wide ranging features were enough to place MSS together 

which looked similar despite being from Egypt or Spain is compelling evidence that 

there is shared influence between both regions.156 

 

Representative Group: Wide Margin Northeastern Oriental/Sephardi Group with NST 

 This group consists of 13 MSS.157 This group has the most variability in features 

such as pricking (inside - the majority; outside; irregular; both; and none) and parashot 

(p - the majority; s; p/s; and none). However, it is very visually coherent. It consists 

of 11 Northeastern Oriental MSS (6 NST, 4 ST, 1 unvoc.)  and 2 Sephardi MSS (all 

NST). MSS in this group range in size from 22.5 - 36.2 cm long x 19.7 -31.7 cm wide. 

 
155 This is in accordance with Beit-Arie's findings in Hebrew Codicology (2020) that Sephardi MSS tend 
to be pricked on the inside or have all pricking holes cut off (pp. 383-385).  
156 Beit-Arié 2020, pg. 78-79.  
157 Group 1 in footnote 153. 
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They have 16-27 lines. A comparison group in the 2CMP case study would be the 

Large Monumental Egyptian group, which has a similar size and wide bottom 

margins; however, there are no Sephardi MSS in the group with Masorah and the 

pricking is mainly on the outside. For comparison, see T-S A2.5.158 Examples for the 

present corpus: 

Fig.III.18 

Sephardi: T-S A2.21                                                NE Oriental: T-S A1.65 

 

 

5.4.2. Subset B: Early Northeastern Oriental and Egyptian MSS159 

The MSS within this subset hail from Egypt-Palestine, with a very wide date range 

(from the 10th c to the 13th-14th c). As such, they represent trends across a broad 

swath of time. The first group of 13 MSS had a significant number of Early 

 
158 Arrant, 2020a, pg. 508. 
159 Group 1: T-S A1.57, T-S A2.4, T-S A4.11, T-S Misc3.71, Or. 1080A.2.2, Or. 1080A.3.8, T-S NS57.8, 
T-S NS77.12, T-S NS282.17, T-S NS284.37, T-S L-G Bible 1.60, T-S NS24.8. 
Group 2: T-S NS7.60, T-S NS290.22, T-S AS68.47. 
Group 3: T-S A41.34. 
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Northeastern Oriental (10th-11th c) MSS, and these tended to be very similar visually 

to the MSS (both Oriental and Sephardi) of Subset A, especially in the dense-set lines 

and extremely wide margins. The Egyptian documents (which seem to have a slightly 

later palaeography), have some similarities to Subset A, but the margins are typically 

not so wide, and grow narrower with the later date.160 The second group only had 3 

MSS, but the same trends continued. In this group the compact, dense lines continued, 

but only the bottom margin was wide. In the latest Egyptian MS, the margins had 

become more regular. The final group contained only one document: the most 

unsophisticated MS of the corpus: T-S A41.34, an unruled fragment of Genesis and 

Exodus with many errors, as well as a rhyming note at the top that implies it was 

someone's personal copy. This note reads:  

Fig.III.19 

 

תישארב רפס תלחתב  תישא יסומלוק ייי םשב                                                                                

 “In the name of God I set my pen at the beginning of the book of Genesis” 

Regarding other codicological features, this subset was characterised by larger script 

than the MSS in Subset A (except for T-S A41.34, which has small script). Pricking 

patterns in this subgroup are not predictable. Regarding parashot, the majority of MSS 

did not mark it, but where it was marked, the parasha was preferred over the seder. 

The size range for groups within this subset is wide, just as in Subset A: 13.2-35.7 cm 

 
160 The fact that the manuscripts which appear to be later in date seem further typologically from the 
Sephardi style may indicate an earlier contact with Oriental styles in the Sephardi tradition, and that 
the divisions between Sephardi and Oriental styles increased with time. 
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long x 11.6-32.4 cm wide, with 12-24 lines. All of the MSS in group 2 have 23 lines. 

These are also very similar to the 2CMP case study group ‘Large Monumental 

Egyptian’.161 Below are examples from this Subgroup. 

MSS very similar to Subgroup A with early-mid (10th-11th c.) NE Oriental script: 

Fig.III.20 
  T-S A2.4     T-S NS57.8 

(join with a MS in Subgroup A: T-SA1.65)   (shares the wide margins as Subset A) 

 

 

Below we see later Oriental (Egyptian) MS where the margin width begins to lessen. 

The closest parallel to this in the published case study subtypes is the ‘Average 

Monumental Oriental’ group: 

 

 

 

 

 
161 Arrant, 2020a, pg. 508. 
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T-S AS68.47  (semi-cursive script with margins which are not very wide) 

Fig.III.21 

 

 

T-S Misc3.71 (post 11th-c.: the wide margins have disappeared) 

Fig.III.22 
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5.4.3 Subset C: Southwestern Oriental - Byzantine Portrait MSS162 

This subset of MSS (divided into 4 groups) were plotted far away from the centre of 

portrait MSS, which indicates that these MSS are rarer and possibly less coherent as 

a group than those in the previously mentioned subsets. All of the MSS in this 

subgroup hail from the Palestine-Byzantine area in terms of palaeography, and four 

distinct groups were identified. The first group was very coherent, with the MSS 

displaying dense text, a large number of lines, and relatively narrow margins. It was 

divided between those with a Southwestern Oriental script and those with a Byzantine 

script, and the Oriental specimens tended to have wider margins, reminiscent of 

Subgroups A and B. The next group contained many more of these wide-margined 

Southwestern Oriental MSS. This group was predominately unvocalised, unpricked, 

and the parashot markers were typically absent. The final two groups were less 

coherent both visually and statistically and appeared to be a mixture of features: wide 

bottom margins only, densely packed lines, nearly all having ST vocalisation, and 

generally pricked on the outside. This subgroup can thus be divided on more grounds 

than simply format and vocalisation: it appears that in Palestininan-Byzantine MSS, 

pricking, margins, and parashot markers become definitive in terms of typological 

boundaries. Below I give two examples from the first group with moderately regular 

margins and Southwestern Oriental to Byzantine scripts. The closest parallel in the 

case study was an unpublished group, the ‘Medium Monumental Sephardi-Italian-

 
162 Group 1: T-S AS 68.23, T-S Misc1.114, Or. 1080A.4.20, T-S NS52.28, L-G Bible 3.29, T-S NS23.10. 
Group 2: T-S A4.7, T-S Misc1.119, T-S NS9.46, T-S NS76.52, T-S AS9.102, T-S NS13.6, L-G Bible 2.66. 
Group 3: T-S AS63.65, T-S Misc1.112a, T-S NS 77.29, T-S AS 64.238, L-G Bible3.24, T-S K 26.38, 
L-G Bible 1.3. 
Group 4: T-S NS13.47, T-S NS78.22, L-G Bible 2.76, L-G Bible 3.13. 
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Palestinian/Byzantine Codex’. Comparative shelfmarks for verification from the case 

study include L-G Bible 1.90, T-S AS18.153, and T-S A4.1. These 2CPM MSS have 

similar proportions of margins, range of palaeography, and somewhat close-set text 

as the 2CP examples below (especially T-S NS23.10): 

Fig.III.23 
T-S NS23.10      Or1080 A.4.20 

 

 

5.4.4 Subset D: Italian-Byzantine, Late Northeast Oriental, Southwest Oriental163 

This subset was the furthest from the centre on the plot, which means that it is rare 

for the portrait format and likely has a lot of internal variation. I was able to separate 

the subset into four distinct groups. Group 1: Moderately visually similar. Margins in 

this group tend to be wide, and the MSS tend to be unvocalised or have NST. They 

tend to have outside pricking and prefer to mark the seder when a marker appears. 

 
163 Group 1: T-S A2.13, T-S Misc 1.131.1, T-S Misc 3.56, T-S NS 65.1, T-S NS 68.15, T-S NS 74.39. 
Group 2: Or. 1080A.3.6, T-S NS 66.31, T-S AS 27.143, L-G Bible 3.50. 
Group 3: T-S 12.486, L-G Bible 1.66, T-S AS 27.17, T-S AS 66.55, L-G Bible 3.56. 
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Group 2: the most dissimilar group encountered in this corpus so far. While the MSS 

have similar features, they do not visually resemble each other closely. It is worth 

noting that these MSS tended to have the latest palaeographic dates assigned to them 

of this corpus, and therefore they may represent the development of different trends 

absent in the available data. The final group (Group 3) is the opposite of the first in 

that the vocalisation is either absent or ST. The MSS visually resemble each other, 

with a compact set of lines, wide margins, and no pricking throughout. Similar case 

study subtypes are the Compact Monumental Sephardi-Italian-Palestinian/Byzantine 

Codex and the Compact Monumental Palestinian-Byzantine Codex, though they tend 

to be larger than this group and are not visually identical164. Below I give two 

examples of this final group: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
164 Comparative shelfmarks include T-S A1.44 and T-SA39.1. The similarity lies in the compact lines; 
there is little else that brings these together. 
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Fig. III.24 

T-S AS 66.55     T-S AS 27.17 

 

 

5.5 Landscape Format Subtypes 

5.5.1 Group 1: Northeastern Oriental Formal Landscape Bibles165 

The algorithm found 3 landscape groups in the corpus. On the whole, the landscape 

format is much more popular for the 2CP group than for the 2CPM case study corpus. 

The three groups all had very similar specimens, but the first group (as an example 

below) was the most coherent. Features typical of landscape MSS are: wide margins, 

small to average size script, and outside pricking. The group here had a range in size 

from 12.8-14.2 cm. long x 15.5 - 19 cm. wide. All had 13 lines, which suggest a true 

type.  

Examples: 

 
165 Members: T-S NS 7.71, T-S NS 7.72 (join with previous), T-S NS 8.25, T-S NS 65.22, T-S NS 77.32, 
T-S NS 161.281, T-S AS 27.60, T-S AS 13.163. 
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Fig.III.25 

T-S NS 7.72 

 

Fig.III.26 

T-S NS 77.32 
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5.5.2 Group 2: Less Formal Oriental Landscape Bibles166 

This is the second group of Oriental Landscape Bibles found by the algorithm.167 This 

group, though small, is less formal and more variable. They range in size from 9.6-

27.8 cm long x 14.6- 31.4 cm wide and have 7-28 lines. However, visually these MSS 

are very similar to the very small ‘Oriental-Byzantine Landscape’ group in the case 

study. In fact, they can be seen as an extension of that group based on visual similarity 

alone. Especially compare T-S A1.49 (below) with T-S A 1.56 (the MS with Masoretic 

notes also given here because of its close similarity: 

Fig.III.27 

T-S A1.49      T-S AS25.196 

 

 

The 2CPM MS T-S A 1.56 from the 2020 case study for comparison; it is strikingly 

visually similar: 

 

 
166 Members: T-S A1.49, T-S A3.9, T-S A41.17, Or. 1080A.4.19, T-S AS 5.58, T-S AS 25.196, T-S NS 
73.46, T-S NS 249.13, T-S AS 8.87. 
167 One Sephardi MS, T-S A41.17, was found to have a landscape format and belong in this group. It 
was, however, an outlier and only barely had a landscape format. 
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Fig.III.28 

 

 

Further Examples: Informal Egyptian Landscape Bibles 

These MSS have no counterpart with the 2CPM group whatsoever (neither in the 

published or unpublished material), as they are extremely informal and lack 

sophistication. They seem to perhaps have a slightly later date (note especially the 

diagonal and downward facing extended words on T-S NS 73.44, which is a later 

Oriental feature).168 The presence of this subtype truly sets these MSS apart from the 

case study corpus. 

Fig.III.29 

T-S NS 73.44 

 
168 As Beit-Arie writes that the "earliest employment" of this feature was found in a dated manuscript 
from Cairo, 1095, this feature indicates lateness (Hebrew Codicology, 1971, p.g 103, fn. 169).  
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T-S AS 5.58  

 

5.5.3 Group 3: Intermediate Oriental (Southwestern) Landscape: 

The final landscape group also has some correspondents in the unpublished case study 

material with regards to density of text, but not in regard to the landscape format. The 

only landscape format Bibles found in the case study were the ones mentioned in the 

section above, with a Northeastern Oriental script.  The MSS in this third group, 

however, have dense lines, wide margins, and the small script of the Southwestern 

Oriental variety, and range in size from 13.5-24 cm long x 17.5-27.10 cm wide, with 

13-29 lines. They are the largest (in physical size) landscape group. Examples: 
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Fig. III.30 

T-S NS65.48 

 

T-S NS21.3 
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5.6 Square Format Subtypes 

The square MSS were split into two Subtypes based upon their provenance. The first 

subtype consisted of MSS with a provenance of Northeast Oriental, Spain, Byzantium, 

and Southwest Oriental. The second consisted of MSS with a provenance of Early 

Northeastern Oriental, Egypt, and Late Northeastern Oriental. The first subtype was 

much larger than the second and could be split into four distinct groups. The second 

subtype remained its own group, with no splits. An important correlation between my 

finds and Beit-Arie's assessment of the origin of Byzantine and Italian scribal tradition 

is that my finds correlate with his argument that the Italian tradition sprouted from 

the Byzantine. My research here shows a swath of influence from Palestine to Italy in 

terms of MS similarity. 

 

5.6.1 Subtype A: Group 1169 

This is the largest group of the subtype and has a very large range of variation in size 

and line number (7.5-27.7 long x 7.5-26.8 wide; 9-27 lines). However, the MSS are 

visually coherent. The group as a whole has regular-wide margins, is mainly ST, and 

mainly pricked on the outside (but all pricking patterns are still represented). The 

majority do not have a parasha marker, but all parasha possibilities are represented. 

The majority of the MSS are Northeastern Oriental, with some Southwestern, 

Byzantine, and a couple of Sephardi MSS. Moreover, the square subtypes have 

 
169 Members: T-S A2.23, T-S A3.13, Or. 1080A.4.21, T-S NS7.9, T-S NS7.55, T-S NS65.28, T-S  NS67.44, 
T-S NS52.8, T-S NS72.22, T-S NS73.17, T-S NS74.15, T-S NS76.51, T-S NS281.28, T-S AS3.74, T-S 
AS3.75, T-S AS3.73, T-S AS4.146, T-S AS8.9, T-S AS9.91, T-S AS16.91, LGB1.38, LGB1.46, LGB2.26, 
T-S AS26.35, T-S AS26.36, T-S AS26.44, T-S AS27.165, T-S AS65.112, T-S B13.14. 
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similarities to the ‘Square Egyptian-Palestinian’ subgroup of the 2020 case study, 

though those have a somewhat smaller dimension range.170  Examples: 

Fig.III.31 
T-S AS 8.9 (unconjoined) 

 

L-G Bible 3.62 (conjoined) 

 

 

 
170 Arrant, 2020a, p. 509-10. 
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5.6.2 Subtype A: Group 2171 

This group is much more conservatively dimensioned than Group 1 (15.8-27.7 long x 

14-28.5 wide; 16-26 lines). It has a few more Sephardi MSS than Group 1, but the 

majority remain NE Oriental. The characteristic feature of this group is the slightly 

wider bottom margins (as opposed to the other margins, which are still wide but not 

so much). The script is average to small, the majority of MSS are ST, the majority 

unpricked, and not marking the parasha. These are also similar (and more closely so 

in size) to the Square Egyptian-Palestinian Group of the case study.  Examples: 

Fig.III.32 T-S NS65.8;  T-SNS67.26 

 

 

 
171 T-S A41.11, T-S Misc3.68, Or. 1080A.3.11, T-S NS 9.24, T-S NS 20.10, T-S NS 65.3, T-S NS 67.26, 
T-S NS 67.41, T-S NS 72.5, T-S NS 74.27, T-S NS 72.24, T-S AS 7.55, L-G Bible 1.87, T-S AS 26.21, T-
S AS 26.249, T-S AS 26.265, T-S AS 27.12, T-S AS 27.168, T-S AS 28.201. 
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5.6.3. Subtype A: Group 3172 

The MSS in this group are moderately sized, and visually coherent. The range in size 

is: 19.2 - 23.9 long x 18-22.46 wide, with 12-23 lines. The majority have regular 

margins; two outliers have wide margins. The script is generally medium sized, the 

majority are ST, pricked on the inside, and not marking the parasha. One marks the 

seder. All but one (which is SW Oriental) are NE Oriental. Again, a close 2CMP group 

is the ‘Average Monumental Oriental’.173 Examples: 

Fig.III.33 
T-S NS12.25     T-S NS13.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
172 Members: Or. 1080A.3.12, T-S  NS12.25,T-S NS13.8, T-S NS76.8, T-S AS66.79. 
173 Arrant, 2020a, pg. 509. 
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5.6.4 Subtype A Group 4174 

This group represents the typical Southwestern Oriental - Byzantine formatting, with 

regular-narrow margins (sometimes the bottom margin is wider), with wide columns 

and dense lines. The script is small, and all but one are unvocalised (the one is NST). 

They are generally not pricked, but one is pricked on the outside. They typically do 

not mark the parasha. They range in size from 16.2 - 24.5 cm long x 10.55-24.2 cm 

wide, with 20 -29 lines. They are close to the ‘Compact Monumental Palestinian-

Byzantine Codex’ (unpublished), except that group's dimensions are larger (28.8-31.9 

cm long x 25.1-27.4 cm wide, with 27-32 lines) and the group tends to have a portrait, 

not square format.175  

Examples: 

Fig.III.34 
T-S Misc2.77     L-G Bible 2.24 

 

 

 
174 Members: T-S Misc2.77, Or. 1080A.1.3, T-S NS19.27, T-S NS22.39, T-S NS51.9, L-G Bible 2.24, T-
S AS27.64, L-G Bible 2.29. 
175 The closest example leaf is T-S AS67.133, and there are still many differences. On the whole, this 2CP 
group is rather unique when compared with the MSS with Masorah. 
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5.6.5 Subtype B176 

This small group of MSS hail solely from Egypt-Palestine, from the 10th century up 

to the 13th. They are all visually coherent, a moderate size with medium size writing, 

script that is not too dense and lines that are spread further apart than the other 

subtype. They range in size from 16.1 - 22 cm long x 15-22 cm wide, aiwth 12-25 

lines. Their margins are regular-wide, the majority are ST, they are either upricked, 

or pricked on the outside. They tend to not mark the parasha. The closest similar 

group from the case study is the Square Egyptian-Palestinian. Examples below: 

Fig.III.35 T-S NS 74.28;  L-G Bible2.56 

 

 
176Members:  T-S NS 22.10, T-S  NS 74.28, T-S  NS 281.45, T-S AS 7.128, L-G Bible 2.56, T-S AS 27.28, 
T-S AS 66.74, T-S AS 8.30. 
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5.7 Discussion on the codicological subtypes 

The codicological typology established above is both statistically demonstrable and 

visually coherent, which supports the hypothesis established at the beginning of this 

chapter. Moreover, the connections between regions supports previous scholarly 

assertions and this research shows that regional connections can be borne out by 

statistical evidence. The connection to the 2020 case study partially supports the 

hypothesis that though 2CP MSS are connected to their 2CPM peers (especially in that 

there are similar subtypes), there are also extensions. There are roughly the same 

amount of subtype variations and many correspondences, but the 2CP group includes 

very formal Bibles and very informal (especially landscape) specimens. 

 The most informal of the MSS with Masorah were still rather sophisticated in 

comparison, which is a noteworthy difference between the groups. The most striking 

example was that there are 3 different types of landscape styles in the current data, 

one which was absolutely informal and obviously a type of personal Bible, whereas 
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for the Masoretic corpus there was only one landscape format and it was quite 

sophisticated. Therefore, the choice to separate out the 2CP documents from the 

2CPM documents was valid: there are important distinctions which can be made in 

terms of sophistication, and the current corpus is so large that it deserved its own 

focus. However, there are enough correspondences in the diversity of subtypes to say 

confidently that 2CP and 2CPM MSS are overlapping groups. Lack of Masorah 

sometimes, but not all the time, plays a role in determining levels of sophistication. 

VI. Linguistic Analysis and Typology 

6.1 Initial Correspondence Analysis 

As mentioned in § 4.2 above, the linguistic data for this dataset is relatively simple in 

comparison to other corpora of MSS. When subjected to CA, the data fall into 

relatively discrete groups which can be subtyped into meaningful linguistic patterns. 

However, certain linguistic variables were identified in the process of the analysis 

which affected the patterns found by CA, some by blurring the lines between 

meaningful groups and creating linguistic associations where they do not truly exist 

(confounding variables), and others which turned out to be independent variables 

creating important distinctions between groups. When the confounding variables 

were included in the analysis, only two distinct linguistic groups were found, and the 

groups were not very coherent. When they were removed, a third linguistic group 

emerged, and all subtypes were linguistically meaningful. 

6.1.1 Confounding Variables 

The initial analysis included all notational sign interchanges (such as ḥaṭef vowel 

interchanges, as well as missing features (such as missing shewa) and diacritic features 
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(such as unexpected mappiq). Further in-depth investigation of the initial analysis 

showed that there is an indeterminate pattern of relationship between notational 

interchanges and vowel sign interchanges. It appears that the relationship between 

vowel sign interchanges and notational sign interchanges is either random, or any 

non-random associations are weak and hold little meaning. Including them in the 

analysis meant that MSS which shared very different patterns of vowel sign 

interchange were put together in groups, when they should have been kept apart. 

Therefore, the majority of notational sign interchanges and diacritic features were 

removed from the analysis in order to clarify the typology. Moreover, all variables 

associated only with unvocalised MSS were removed from the analysis because their 

presence had the same confounding effect upon vocalised MSS. Unvocalised MSS in 

the 2CP group do not have noteworthy features outside of random plene and defectiva 

spellings of occasional matres lectionis.  

 

6.1.2 Independent Variables 

All pure vowel sign interchanges were considered independent variables and the 

resulting typology bears this out. However, a few key variables were very strong 

independent variables which resulted in the creation of a distinct group of MSS. These 

variables make up the Byzantine Trio, a phenomenon which I discovered in my case 

study.177 They include: 

 
177 Arrant 2020, 516 pp. 
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• Dagesh in consonantal alef (usually with rafe on quiescent alef, though this was 

not counted in the analysis). “Dagesh_Aleph” is the term used below in the 

analysis charts 

• Unexpected (NST) use of dagesh in sonorants and sibilants after a vowel in an 

open syllable, as well as in virtually any letter (but especially /bgdkft/ and 

sonorants/sibilants) at the beginning of a syllable after a silent letter in order 

to mark the syllable boundary. “Unexpected_Dagesh” is the term used below 

in the analysis charts. 

• The placement of shewa at the end of a word which ends in a guttural, 

presumably in order to mark the end of a word and the closing of a syllable. 

“Word_Final_shewa” is the term used below in the analysis charts. 

 

6.1.3 Final Variables included in Analysis: 

The remaining variables were included in the analysis presented below: 

• shewa for ḥireq 

• pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol  

• ḥireq for pataḥ 

• ḥolem for qameṣ 

• pataḥ for ḥolem 

• segol for qameṣ 

• Dagesh in alef 

• Unexpected dagesh 

• Word final shewa 

• segol for shewa 
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• shewa for ṣere 

• pataḥ for segol 

• segol for pataḥ 

• pataḥ for shewa 

• pataḥ for qameṣ 

• qameṣ for ḥolem 

• segol for ṣere 

• ḥireq for shewa 

• shewa for pataḥ 

• pataḥ for ṣere 

• ṣere for segol 

• ḥireq for ṣere 

• pataḥ for ḥireq 

• qameṣ for pataḥ 

• ṣere for shewa 

• ṣere for ḥireq 

 

6.2 Global Correspondence Analysis Results 

In the CA for the entire corpus, the data were well-represented by the first two 

dimensions (41.2% at the second dimension). The CA charts for MSS is below (each 

MS was assigned its own number): 
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Fig.III.36 

  

As can be seen there are three loose clusters. First, there appears a cluster in the 

bottom below the horizontal 0,0 axis. Then there is a cluster in the left upper 

quadrant. The MSS in the right upper quadrant are more scattered, but their 

differentiation will be discussed below. MSS 4, 71, and 75 were included in the upper 

right quadrant group and not the lower group. 
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The CA charts for linguistic features is below: 

Fig.III.37 

 

 

The most noteworthy aspect is that the “Byzantine Trio” features consist of the lower 

group. Shewa for ḥireq is also associated with Byzantine Trio features. The other two 

clusters have a couple of features which occupy the middle ground between clusters: 

ṣere for shewa, qameṣ for pataḥ, shewa for pataḥ, ḥolem for qameṣ, and shewa for ṣere. 

This means that these features are found in MSS from both the left and right upper 

quadrants and possibly also the lower group since they occur within the same vertical 

space between 1, -1. 
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 Therefore, there are three distinct clusters of linguistic features, compiled in 

the chart below: 

Chart III.4 

Cluster 1 (Lower 

Quadrants) 

Cluster 2 (Upper Right 

Quadrant) 

Cluster 3 (Upper Left 

Quadrant) 

Word final shewa 

Dagesh for Alef 

Unexpected dagesh 

shewa for ḥireq 

segol for qameṣ 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for ṣere 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

Ḥiriq for shewa 

Ḥiriq for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for ṣere 

Ḥolam for qameṣ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥolam 

Ḥiriq for ṣere 

qameṣ for ḥolam 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for shewa 
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6.3 Correspondence Analysis of Clusters and Hierarchical Sub-Clustering: Analysis 

and Linguistic Charts 

Each of the three clusters was subjected to its own CA in order to determine variability 

within each cluster.  

 

6.3.1 Cluster 1 

This cluster is the most coherent of the MSS, with only two MSS as outliers: 

Fig.III.38 
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The vowel chart makes the reason behind the correspondence clear: 

Fig.III.39 

 

 

 

The outlier variables are pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol, and segol for shewa. Every other vowel 

is tightly correlated with the Byzantine Trio features at the centre of the plot. 

 When I subjected the MSS to hierarchical clustering, the result was as follows 

(with a centroid cluster): 
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Fig.III.40 

 

 

Below I give the linguistic details of each branch. The first two MSS are outliers 

(especially T-S A1.61, which is Sephardi in its palaeography, but which has the 

Byzantine Trio).  Nonetheless both outliers share the same case study pattern.  The 

middle MSS are characterised by varying degrees of the Byzantine Trio, alongside 

minimal vowel sign interchanges. The final branch (MSS 1, 6, 5, 3, 4) are not 

Byzantine in their palaeography, but are Oriental, yet they have features associated 

with the Byzantine Trio alongside minimal or absent vowel sign interchanges. They 
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do not belong with typical Oriental MSS as minimal vowel sign interchange is 

uncharacteristic of NST Oriental MSS, as well as are Byzantine Trio features. 

Statistically and lingistically this is an extremely coherent group, and the findings 

imply that the Byzantine Trio can be extended to some 2CP Oriental MSS.  

Chart III.5 

MS Number, 

Shelfmark, 

Palaeography, 

2020 Case 

Study Pattern 

 

Notational Sign 

Interchanges 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Vowel Sign 

Interchanges 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Relevant 

Diacritic/Other 

Features (number of 

occurrences) 

 

MS 9:  Or. 

1080A.4.20 

 

Oriental: 

Southwestern/ 

Byzantine 

 

2a, X 

 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(9) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(1) 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ (2) 

 

pataḥ for segol (1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ(1) 

shewa for furtive 

pataḥ (1) 

shewa for non-

furtive pataḥ (1) 

 

Dagesh in alef 

(extensive) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(extensive) 

Word final shewa 

(1) 
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MS 2: T-S 

A1.61 

 

Sephardi: 

Spain 

 

2a, X, Y 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

(2) 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

(1) 

pataḥ for segol (1) 

pataḥ for shewa 

(10 

shewa for pataḥ 

(1) 

shewa for ḥireq (1) 

Dagesh in alef (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(extensive) 

Word final shewa 

(1) 

MS 7: T-S NS 

23.10 

 

Byzantine 

 

No pattern 

- - Dagesh in alef 

(extensive) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(extensive) 

MS 8: 

T-S AS 64.238 

 

Byzantine 

 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(6) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (1) 

qameṣ for pataḥ (1) 

shewa for furtive 

pataḥ (1) 

Dagesh in alef 

(extensive) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(extensive) 

Word final shewa  

(2) 
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No pattern 

(minimal 

interchange) 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(4) 

MS 10: 

T-S NS 65.1 

 

Byzantine: 

Italian-

Byzantine 

 

1a 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(1) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(10 - on 

divine name 

only) 

segol for ṣere (3) 

ṣere for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(1) 

ṣere for segol (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(extensive) 

**Note this MS lacks 

the Byzantine Trio but 

has extensive 

placement of dagesh in 

sonorants/sibilants 

and after vowels - this 

is one Byzantine Trio 

feature 

MS 1: 

T-S A1.50 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 

(11th-12th) 

 

No pattern 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol (2 

- on divine 

name only) 

- Unexpected dagesh 

on /bgdfkt/ after a 

vowel, beginning a 

word (4) 

Word final shewa 

on ְׁשֵׁ֥ש־ןֶּב  (2) 

**Is not a Byzantine 

Trio MS but has 

features closely 
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associated with the 

Byzantine Trio as well 

as minimal vowel 

interchange 

MS 6: 

T-S AS65.112 

 

Southwestern 

Oriental 

(11th-12th) 

 

2a 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(extensive) 

qameṣ for 

ḥaṭef qameṣ 

(1) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(17) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

on bilabials after 

an open vowel (2) 

 

**Is not a Byzantine 

Trio MS but has one 

feature associated with 

it, as well as minimal 

vowel interchange. 

MS 5:  

T-S NS 14.17 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 

(10th-12th) 

 

qameṣ for 

ḥaṭef qameṣ 

(1) 

segol for shewa (1) Unexpected dagesh 

on bilabials (at 

beginning of a 

word) and 

sonorants  

(beginning a 

syllable) (2) 
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No pattern 

(minimal 

interchange) 

**Is not a Byzantine 

Trio MS but has one 

feature associated with 

it, as well as minimal 

vowel interchange 

MS 3:  

T-S A3.9 

 

Early 

Northeastern 

Oriental  

 

No pattern 

(no 

interchange) 

- - Unexpected dagesh: 

ןּבל  for  ןָֿ֑בָל   

 

**MS is unvocalised 

except for the dagesh 

above.  

MS 4:  

T-S NS 19.34 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 

(11th-12th) 

 

- - Unexpected dagesh: 

הּֽנקמ   for הֶֽנְקִמ  

Dagesh in alef: ֹזַה תּא֛  

for ֹּזַה תא֛  
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No pattern 

(no 

interchange) 

**Is not Byzantine, but 

has two of three of the 

Byzantine Trio features 

in these two words. 

 

6.3.2. Cluster 2 

This is the most scattered cluster, with more variation than the other two groups: 

Fig.III.41 
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The linguistic features are equally scattered; notice the presence of dagesh in alef also 

in this cluster. 

Fig.III.42 

 

 

Hierarchical clustering revealed 8 subgroups of MSS in this cluster. Their names from 

right to left for the charts below: Red 1, Green 1, Blue, Cyan, Pink, Red 2, Green 2. 

This group, though scattered, shows good consistency in its subtypes. MSS within the 

coloured groups are, for the most part and with some minor exceptions, linguistically 
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similar, sharing the same palaeographic background as well as the same or related 

interchange patterns.  

Fig.III.43 

 

Chart III.6 

Red 1 Outlier:  

MS Number, 

Shelfmark, 

Palaeography, 

Notational Sign 

Interchanges 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Vowel Sign 

Interchanges 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Relevant 

Diacritic/Other 

Features (number of 

occurrences) 
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2020 Case 

Study 

Pattern 

 

MS 13: 

T-S A41.34 

 

Oriental: 

Egypt 12th-

13th 

 

 

Y, 2e 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (14) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (18 times 

on divine name 

only) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (3) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (15) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (11) 

segol for ṣere 

(7) 

ṣere for segol 

(6) 

shewa for 

shureq (4) 

pataḥ for segol 

(2) 

ḥireq for 

shewa (1) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

Frequently leaves 

off shewa even if 

vocalic 

Places shureq and 

qubbuṣ together 

(7) 

Occasional 

unexpected dagesh 

(no clear pattern) 

Unexpected shewa 

on alef: םִיַ֣תְאָמְו  (3) 

Unexpected vowel: 

ִיִהִיָו  (1) 
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qameṣ for 

shewa (1) 

ṣere for ḥireq 

(1) 

Green 1 

Outlier 

 

   

MS 10:  

T-S NS 67.44 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2d 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for 

pataḥ (2) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (19) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (22) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for segol 

(5) 

ṣere for segol 

(5) 

segol for pataḥ 

(3) 

segol for ṣere 

(3) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (1) 

pataḥ for 

qubbuṣ (1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

Often leaves out 

mappiq 

Unexpected 

dagesh: /bgdkft/ at 

beginning of word 

or after vowel; on 

sonorants and 

sibilants; on 

gutturals (for 

example יֶ֔רָּעְׁשL ) 
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ḥaṭef pataḥ for 

segol (1) 

qameṣ for 

ḥaṭef segol (1) 

Blue Group 

MSS 

   

MS 7: 

T-S NS 73.8 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2d 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (13) 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef 

qameṣ (1) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (2) 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ (1) 

pataḥ for segol 

(11) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (5) 

segol for 

qameṣ (2) 

pataḥ for ṣere 

(1) 

shewa for ṣere 

(1) 

ḥolem for 

qameṣ (1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

Leaves off silent 

shewa  (2) 
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segol for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

MS 2:  

T-S A4.2 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2b 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (18) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (7) 

pataḥ for segol 

(7) 

segol for 

pataḥ(1) 

ṣere for segol 

(1) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

Leaves off mappiq 

(2) 

Leaves off silent 

shewa (6) 

Places a mappiq 

where unexpected 

(1) 

MS 18: 

 

T-S NS 65.22 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (2) 

qubbuṣ for 

shureq (1) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (3 on 

pataḥ for segol 

(8) 

segol for pataḥ 

(4) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (2) 

Leaves off silent 

shewa (1) 

Places shewa on 

quiescent alef (1: 

Qֶֽתְאֵצְּב ) 
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X, 2e 

divine name 

only) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (10) 

shewa for 

qameṣ (2) 

segol for 

qameṣ (1) 

segol for ṣere 

(1) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (1) 

pataḥ for ṣere 

(1) 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

(1) 

ḥireq for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

shewa for 

shureq (1) 

One instance of 

unexpected dagesh 

in /b/ 

Cyan Group 

MSS 
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MS 11: 

 

T-S NS 68.15 

 

Southwestern 

Oriental 10th-

11th 

 

X, 2a 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ 

(extensive) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (14 times 

on divine name 

only) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ (1) 

 

pataḥ for segol 

(10) 

segol for pataḥ 

(7) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (3) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (2) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (1) 

segol for 

shewa (1) 

ḥireq for 

shewa (1) 

shureq for 

shewa (1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (2) 

Adds a letter 

where unexpected: 

ויֹתֹוְצִמ  

Leaves off mappiq 

(2) 

Leaves off silent 

shewa (3) 

Unexpected dagesh 

to begin a word or 

after a vowel in 

/bgdkft/ and 

sonorants; once in 

a guttural: ּונְּחַ֖ק ָל  
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MS 3: 

 

T-S NS 12.21 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2b 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (21) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (1: on 

divine name 

only) 

pataḥ for segol 

(7) 

segol for pataḥ 

(7) 

segol for ṣere 

(1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

Leaves off mappiq 

(2) 

Unexpected dagesh 

on /bgdkft/ and 

mem after a 

vowel. 

MS 9: 

L-G Bible 

3.24 

 

Byzantine: 

10th-11th 

 

X, 2d 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (9) 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ (1) 

pataḥ for segol 

(6) 

segol for pataḥ 

(3) 

ṣere for segol 

(1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

qameṣ for 

segol (1) 

qameṣ for 

shureq (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

in sonorants after 

a vowel 
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MS 16:  

 

T-S NS 20.10 

 

Sephardi: 

Spain 

 

2a 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (2) 

pataḥ for segol 

(9) 

segol for pataḥ 

(3) 

segol for 

qameṣ (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef segol (2) 

Unexpected dagesh 

mostly in bet at 

the beginning of a 

word 

 

**Is a rare NST 

Sephardi MS 

Pink Group 

MS: 

   

MS 4: 

 

T-S NS 12.25 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-12th 

 

Y, 2e 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

segol for ṣere 

(3) 

ḥireq for 

shewa (2) 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

(2) 

pataḥ for 

shewa (2) 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

(1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

in 

sonorants/sibilants 

after a vowel (6) 
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pataḥ for segol 

(1) 

shewa for 

ḥireq (1) 

shewa for 

shureq (1) 

ṣere for shewa 

(1) 

Red 2 MS    

MS 8:  

 

T-S AS 

13.163 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental  

11th-12th 

 

2  

 segol for pataḥ 

(7) 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ (1) 

Unexpected shewa 

on quiescent alef 

רֹֽמְאֵל :1) ) 
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Green 2 

Group 

   

MS 15: 

 

Or. 

1080A.4.17 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2d 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ 

(extensive) 

qubbuṣ for 

shureq (1) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (4) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (3) 

shureq for 

qubbuṣ (3) 

pataḥ for 

segol (2) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (1) 

segol for 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for segol 

(1) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(2) 

One unexpected 

dagesh ( ּלֶגֶ֥ר ) 
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MS 5: 

 

T-S AS 27.130 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for segol 

(3) 

 

 

MS 6: 

T-S AS 15.57  

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

2 

 pataḥ for 

segol (3) 

Dagesh in alef 

once ( הֶּלֵּֽאָה ) 

Unexpected 

dagesh once 

( ַחּיִ֥רְּבַהְו ) 

MS 1 

 

T-S A2.21 

 

 pataḥ for 

ṣere (1) 

Unexpected 

dagesh (1) 
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Sephardi: 

Spain 12th-

13th 

 

No 

documented 

pattern. 

MS 14 

 

Or. 

1080A.1.3 

 

Southwestern 

Byzantine 

10th-11th 

 

X, 2b 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ 

(extensive) 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef 

qameṣ (1) 

qubbuṣ for 

shureq (1) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (9) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ 

for 

segol 

(2) 

pataḥ 

for ṣere 

(1) 

Missing mappiq (2) 

Leaves off silent 

shewa (15) 

Some unexpected 

dagesh (3) 

Unexpected 

mappiq/one dagesh 

in alef ( ִ֙ארַיַו ) 
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MS 12 

 

NS72.34 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

X, 2d, 2b if 

the single 

ṣere-segol 

interchange 

was a 

mistake 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(7) 

qubbuṣ for 

shureq (1) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(2) 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(8) 

shewa for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(2) 

segol for 

pataḥ (3) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (2) 

pataḥ for 

segol (2) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (1) 

segol for 

shewa (1) 

ḥolem for 

qameṣ (1) 

ṣere for 

ḥolem (1) 

ṣere for 

segol (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for ḥaṭef 

segol (1) 

Unexpected 

dagesh three 

times, once in 

a guttural 

( םיִּ֔זִּעָֽה ) 

Unexpected 

shewa on 

quiescent alef 

(1) 
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shewa for 

ḥaṭef 

qameṣ (1) 

MS 17 

 

T-S NS 12.9 

 

Southwestern 

Oriental 10th-

11th 

 

X, 2a 

pataḥ for 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

(extensive) 

segol for 

ḥaṭef segol 

(7) 

segol for 

pataḥ (2) 

pataḥ for 

segol (1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for 

ḥireq (1) 

Dagesh in 

quiescent alef 

(1) 

Phonetic 

spelling: בָ֖לָע  

for ויָ֖לָע  (1) 

Unexpected 

dagesh in 

/bgdkft/ twice 

to mark 

syllable 

boundary 

 

 

6.3.3 Cluster 3 

This cluster has the fewest members of all the clusters; the scatter seen in the plots 

below is due to the sparseness of the population and is not due to true variation in 
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the data. In the contribution chart below, only MS 6 contributes highly to the 

variation in the data: 

Fig.III.44 

 

 

 

The vowel signs are clustered but with a few outlying features: 

 

Fig.III.45 
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The hierarchical cluster dendrogram shows one major outlier, with the rest of the 

small group being more closely related: 
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Fig.III.46 

 

 

Chart III.7 

MS Number, 

Shelfmark, 

Palaeography, 

2020 Case 

Study Pattern 

 

Notational Sign 

Interchange 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Vowel Sign 

Interchanges 

(number of 

occurrences) 

Relevant diacritic and 

other features (number 

of occurrences) 
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MS 4 

 

L-G Bible 3.29 

 

Byzantine 10th-

11th 

 

Y, 2e 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for 

pataḥ (4) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ 

(extensive) 

ṣere for 

segol 

(extensive) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (8) 

ṣere for 

ḥireq (6) 

shewa for 

ṣere (1) 

ṣere for 

shewa (1) 

ḥireq for 

pataḥ (1) 

pataḥ for 

ḥolem (1) 

ḥolem for 

qameṣ (2) 

Dagesh in 

word/syllable 

initial alef (26) 

Unexpected dagesh 

in 

sonorants/sibilants, 

especially word-

initial and after a 

vowel (24) 

 

**Almost fits the 

criteria for a Byzantine 

Trio MS, but has 

extensive vowel sign 

interchanges which are 

uncharacterisitic of 

Byzantine Trio MSS. 

MS 6: 

 

T-S Misc 3.56 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for 

pataḥ 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ 

(extensive) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(2) 
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Southwestern 

Oriental 10th-

12th 

 

Y,  1 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for 

segol 

(extensive) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (8) 

segol for 

ṣere (5) 

ḥireq for 

ṣere (3) 

qameṣ for 

ḥolem (2) 

ḥireq for 

segol (1) 

shewa for 

pataḥ (1) 

shewa for 

ṣere (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ 

for shewa 

(1) 

MS 5 

T -S Misc 1.114 

 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

segol (divine 

name, 2) 

ṣere for 

segol (8) 

Unexpected dagesh 

in shin at the 
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Southwestern 

Oriental - 

Byzantine 10th -

11th  

1 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (6) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

shureq for 

shewa (1) 

beginning of a 

word/after a vowel 

MS 2: 

 

T-S NS 15.37 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

2a 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (8) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (3) 

pataḥ for 

qameṣ (1) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for 

segol (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

in nun (2) 

Letter interchange: 

yod for zayin: םיִיִע  

for םיִּ֖זִע  

MS 3: 

 

T-S NS 67.26 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

12th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (5) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (9, divine 

name only) 

qameṣ for 

pataḥ (1) 

ṣere for 

segol (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(1) 
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1 

MS 1 

 

T-S AS 9.102 

 

Southwestern 

Oriental - 

Byzantine, 10th-

11th 

 

1a 

- ṣere for 

segol (1) 

- 

MS 7 

 

T-S NS 52.28 

 

Southwestern 

Oriental - 

Byzantine, 10th-

11th 

 

1a 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (11) 

segol for ḥaṭef 

segol (2) 

shewa for ḥaṭef 

pataḥ (2) 

ṣere for 

segol (1) 

Unexpected dagesh 

(1) 

Word -final shewa 

(2, but not on 

gutturals;  instead, 

lamed and mem). 

*Is associated with 

Byzantine Trio but 

does not meet full 

criteria 
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6.4 Discussion of Linguistic CA and Clustering Results 

The hypothesis stated at the beginning of this chapter was that the 2CP MSS can be 

statistically divided into subtypes based on linguistic features, and I have been able 

to validate this hypothesis after removing confounding variables. The process of 

optimising the clusters by identifying variables which confused the machine learning 

algorithm was enlightening because it revealed some aspects of the function of certain 

linguistic features over others.  

 First, notational sign interchanges, (where the quality of the sound likely 

represented by the ḥaṭef sign is likely to be essentially the same as the full vowel sign, 

or signs with very similar phonetic values such as qubbuṣ and shureq) do not fall into 

statistically distinct patterns of subtypes but are instead associated with all patterns 

of pure vowel sign interchange. A MS with a pataḥ -segol- ṣere interchange is nearly 

just as likely to have the same kind of notational interchange as a MS with a qameṣ - 

pataḥ and ṣere - segol interchange. The placement of notational sign interchanges 

appears essentially random and does not seem to vary predictably by scribal tradition 

or region. Therefore, running the test while including notational sign interchanges is 

highly likely to produce a confused result. My finding is that it is best to remove these 

sign interchanges from the analysis altogether. 

 Moreover, other features are also likely to confuse the analysis, especially 

missing features (such as missing dagesh, missing shewa, missing mappiq). Positive 

features which actively occur in the corpus more than a couple of times (such as 

unexpected dagesh/shewa, dagesh in alef, or word final shewa) are beneficial to include 

in the analysis as they do tend to associate typologically with certain MSS over others.  
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 Importantly, features of the Byzantine Trio which I discovered in my 2020 case 

study function in the 2CP group as typologically independent variables. When 

included in the analysis they appropriately separate MSS which contain them into a 

separate group. These MSS tend to be alike in more ways than just having the 

Byzantine Trio: they are also characterised by a less extreme, less varied profile of 

vowel sign interchange (if they have interchanges at all). Their notational 

interchanges again appear random. 

 

6.4.1 Comparison with 2020 Case Study 

 This research was able to establish three clusters of MSS. The first cluster was 

based on the Byzantine Trio features and revealed some important insights about the 

nature of the Byzantine Trio in 2CP MSS. First, Byzantine Trio (hereafter, BT) features 

on the whole appear to be present to a lesser extent, and less systematic than their 

case study counterparts with Masorah, even though the present corpus is larger than 

the case study corpus. Most notably, dagesh in alef and word final shewa seem to have 

lower counts in this corpus than in the 2CPM corpus.178 Moreover, there were no 

subgroups of MSS with so-called ‘orthoepic’ features which appear to reinforce an ST 

pronunciation in this group -  whereas in the 2020 case study, there was a major 

subsection of orthoepic MSS.179 Another important difference between the BT groups 

of the case study and the BT group in the present corpus is that there exist non-

 
178 Counts: 2CPM case study group of 22 MSS: Dagesh in alef: 313 times corpus-wide; word final shewa: 
34 times corpus-wide; unexpected dagesh (348 times corpus-wide).  2CP group of 35 NST MSS: dagesh 
in alef:196 times corpus-wide; word final shewa: 5 times corpus-wide; unexpected dagesh: 322 times 
corpus-wide. This difference in counts is statistically significant. 
179 Arrant 2020, p. 515, 520 pp. 
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Byantine MS with BT features in this corpus. One Sephardi MS (documented above) 

has all BT features, and multiple Northeastern Oriental MSS have some of the BT 

features alongside minimal vowel sign interchange. This may indicate that in MSS 

without Masorah the BT phenomenon spread outside of a strictly Byzantine context to 

neighbouring regions, and traces of it can be seen in MSS from other areas. No non-

Byzantine MSS with BT features were seen in the 2020 case study. Finally, and most 

importantly, the BT MSS in the present corpus share the same interchange patterns 

established in the 2020 case study: X, Y, 1, and 1a. There is one outlier in this study 

which has a 2a pattern (Or1080A.4.20), and there is a corresponding outlier in the 

case study which also has this pattern (T-S NS248.5).  

 The second cluster, though more scattered and with more variation, is also 

coherent. It is comprised of subtypes where there are coherent trends in pattern type. 

The cluster as a whole is characterised by extensive vowel sign interchange patterns, 

except for the Green 2 cluster, which is the least extensive (one MS has no interchange 

pattern). A wide range of MSS from different palaeographic regions are represented. 

The majority show 2b, 2d, or 2e patterns and are Northeastern Oriental. Therefore, 

this group comprises a ‘general’ range of Oriental NST MSS and is probably reflective 

of natural variation in vowel sign orthography. It also importantly shows that MSS 

with different interchange patterns can in fact have similarities and belong together, 

and can be grouped by extensiveness of the pattern (a finding not mentioned in the 

2020 case study).180 

 
180 Comparative types from the 2020 case study: 5.2.3 (527 pp), 5.2.4 (528 pp). Like the present corpus, 
all MSS in these case study groups are Oriental (Northeastern Oriental or Egyptian). 
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 The final cluster is the smallest and is distinct from the second cluster in that 

the pattern of vowel interchanges are not extensive. They tend to be 1, 1a, or 2a. Only 

the first outlier has a 2e pattern. The majority are Southwestern Oriental or Byzantine; 

only one Northeastern Oriental MS is in the group and its pattern is not at all extreme. 

The presence of this cluster indicates that there is a typological distinction between 

extensive pattern 2 types and less extensive pattern 1 types, both linguistically and 

palaeographically. Moreover, there are important ties to some BT features (though no 

MS in this group fits all the criteria for a BT MS).181 

 In summary, not only can the MSS be divided into very meaningful linguistic 

subtypes, but these subtypes show trends in palaeography which are distinct. This 

points to true regional correlation between NST and codicology (since palaeography 

was a major factor in determining codicological divisions). Moreover, there are 

important connections to the 2020 case study. Nearly all MSS in the present corpus 

fit typologically into the subgroups of the 2020 study. This shows continuity of textual 

traditions.  

 However, there are three major differences between the present group and the 

case study group: 

1. Vowel sign interchange patterns appear to be less extensive in the present corpus. 

2. There were no Sephardi NST MSS in the case study; the present corpus contains 

multiple noteworthy Sephardi NST MSS. Is the presence of Masoretic notes a 

 
181 Comparative types from the 2020 case study: sections 5.2.2 (525 pp). This case study group indicates 
a ‘Palestinian substrate’ - since the MSS in both this chapter and the case study are predominately 
Southwestern Oriental or Byzantine, such a substrate is particularly fitting. 
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sophisticating factor in Sephardi MSS (where, when they lack Masorah they are 

slightly more likely to have NST)? 

3. The Byzantine Trio features in this corpus appear but to a much less extreme extent, 

and also include MSS from other palaeographic types, indicating that the BT was 

present in a wider range of MSS without Masoretic notes. 

 Ultimately, the presence or absence of Masoretic notes appears to have an 

effect on the linguistic quality of 2CP MSS in that, corpus-wide, there are important 

connections as well as important typological distinctions.  

 

6.4.2 Bilingual Torahs: Hebrew with interlinear Targum 

In this corpus there are 5 MSS which have alternating lines of Hebrew and Aramaic 

(Targum Onqelos) text. Two are written in ST (L-G Bible1.3 and L-G Bible1.11). L-G 

Bible2.66 is written in ST and also contains Babylonian vocalisation. The documents 

with NST include Misc1.114 and L-G Bible3.29.  

 The first important aspect of these MSS is that they fit within the above 

typologies: they are not so foreign to the world of Torah codex production that their 

features cannot be placed into a categorisation alongside Hebrew documents. This 

implies that bilingual Torahs were written (a) in a sophisticated manner with 

formatting and with style; and (b) that they were functionally part and parcel of 

widespread Torah copying in the Genizah, because they fit in seamlessly to both the 

codicological and linguistic typology.  

 This section seeks to explore the vocalisation of the Targum sections of these 

MSS and examine any connection that vocalisation has to the NST profiles of their 

Hebrew. My main finding is that there is a confluence between the features typically 
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associated with the phonology and orthography of Genizah Targum fragments and 

features associated with patterns of NST. This implies that when NST was part of the 

picture in writing a text, it was applied regardless of the language (Hebrew or 

Aramaic). 

 

/BGDKFT/ Realisation 

T-S Misc 1.114 exhibits no anomalies with dagesh lene in its Hebrew text, while L-G 

Bible3.29 has a tendency in the Hebrew to turn fricatives into stops for the letter bet 

(for example, ןֶמֶּׁ֔שַּב  for ןֶמֶּׁ֔שַב , Numbers 28:9). Both MSS’ Aramaic text shows a tendency 

to place a dagesh where we expect the fricative pronunciation in a /bgdkft/ letter, for 

example: 

• Misc 1.114: ּתַי  for תַי , Leviticus 25:19; דיִּבַעַתּו  for דיֵבֲעַתְו , Leviticus 25:21.182  

• L-G Bible3.29: אַּוַעַרְּב  for אָוֲעַרְב  (three times on the recto) אַנַיְנִּת  for אָנָינִת  

(Numbers 28:8); דיֵּבֲעַּת  for דיֵבֲעַּת  (twice).  

This trend is in contradiction to Khan’s (1997) and Fassberg’s (1990) findings that 

Genizah Targums tend to follow Tiberian rules of spirantisation and that “the 

occurrence of fricative allophones was originally conditioned by the existence of a 

preceding vowel.”183 This difference is probably due to influence from NST which 

frequently breaks the rules of fricative/stop distinctions in Tiberian. 

 

Extended Dagesh 

 
182 But notice Leviticus 25:12; ןּו[ּבְֿתֵֿתְו[  for ןּובְּתִתְו , which switches the fricative consonants around a 
shewa that divides the syllable.  
183 (Khan 1997, p.105). 
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L-G Bible3.29 exhibits a slight tendency to put dagesh on sonorants and sibilants, 

presumably in order to reinforce their pronunciation and/or to mark syllable 

boundaries.184 For example: 

אַרְּמִּאְל •  for אָרְמִאְל  (5 times: note also the dagesh in the alef).  

ְךַּסַנְתִי •  for ךַסַנתִי  , Numbers 28:8. 

אַרְּמַח •  for אָרמַח  , Numbers 28:15. 

םִ֥מיִּמְּת •  for םִ֥מיִמְּת , Numbers 28:31. 

֙דַבְּלִּמ •  for ֙דַבְּלִמ , Numbers 28:23 (occurs after a mem sofit; presumably this dagesh 

serves to distinguish the two letters). 

ׂשֵבֵּ֖כּל •  for ׂשֶבֶּ֖כַל , 5 times.  This word usually appears after a word ending in nun; 

perhaps the proximity in formation of the two consonants seemed problematic.  

This use of extended dagesh in the Aramaic portion of the text complements the 

extensive use of dagesh in the Hebrew. Dagesh in alef is a frequent occurrence in the 

Hebrew, for example: 

דַ֑חֶּאָה •  for דָ֑חֶאָה , 11 times. 

לִיַּ֣אְו •  for לִיַ֣אְו , 7 times.  

Fassberg attests to the fact that the vocalisers of Palestinian Targum fragments were 

likely familar with ‘Palestinian-Tiberian’ pointing which put dagesh in consonants to 

mark syllable boundaries, and presumably to strengthen the pronunciation of the 

 
184 Fassberg (1991) argues that the use of dagesh lene in Palestinian Targum fragments in non-/bgdkft/ 
phonemes “occurs either initally or medially after a closed syllable and thus marks a syllable boundary” 
(26). The data presented here show two kinds of NST dagesh: that which marks the syllable boundary, 
and that which strengthens sonorants and sibilants, for example, the samekh of ְךַּסַנְתִי . Such 
strengthening of sibilants is a common feature NST especially in Byzantine, Southwestern Oriental, 
and Italian MSS, cf. Arrant (2020).   
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consonants as well.185 What this appearance in NST bilingual documents shows is that 

this contact is obvious and occurs in Targums which use Tiberian vowel signs.186 

 

Use of Dagesh to Strengthen Waw 

L-G Bible 3.29 has a word which is vocalised in such a way to strengthen the waw 

after a vowel: 

אַּוַעַרְּב •  for אָוֲעַרְב , three times (consistently). The dagesh in this waw may belong 

to the same category of NST dagesh which strengthens sonorant consonants 

(lamed, mem) after a vowel. This could perhaps indicate that waw was 

pronounced in this MS with a higher degree of sonority, i.e., it may be possible 

that it had the quality of /w/ rather than /v/.187 Note that such an unexpected 

dagesh does not occur elsewhere in the MS. It may be also that because the waw 

is placed between two gutturals, the dagesh functions as an orthoepic measure 

to ensure its pronunciation is not lost. 

 

Vocalic Sign Profiles 

Khan (1997) writes that “the main source for our knowledge of the vowels of JPA is 

constituted by the Palestinian Targum fragments from the Cairo Genizah that are 

 
185 1990 pg. 27 
186 Dodi (1981, p. 74) in his Grammar of Targum Onqelos (Hebrew) notes that for the corpus of Onqelos 
texts with Babylonian vocalisation which he studies, dagesh is only placed on /bgdkft/ letters in order 
to mark a stop; no such thing as “extended dagesh” appears in that corpus. Therefore, the influence for 
this feature is most definitely due to Palestinian and NST sources. 
187 Khan (1997, p. 105), argues that it is likely that in JPA waw was pronounced as /v/. Note that 
Fassberg (1990) argues that it is not generally possible to tell the phonetic realisation of waw in the 
Palestinian Targum fragments (pg 25).  This piece of data I show is equally ambiguous. 
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vocalized with Tiberian or Palestinian vowel signs”, citing Fassberg (1990). While 

both Khan and Fassberg attest to the influence of vowel sign interchanges on the 

vowel orthography of Genizah Targum fragments, I show in this section that there are 

two levels of interaction visible in these documents: first, the phonetic profiles 

described by Khan (1997) and Fassberg (1990) generally hold true for the Targum 

material in these two documents. Second, however, there is significant similarity in 

the prominent vowel sign patterns of NST and the prominent vowel sign patterns of 

the Aramaic material. Therefore, a joining of textual traditions can be seen: 

Chart III.8 

Shelfmark 

 

 

Hebrew Vowel Sign Profile Aramaic Vowel Sign Profile 

L-G Bible 

3.29 

 

 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ (extensive) 

ṣere for segol (extensive) 

shewa  for pataḥ (regular) 

 

ḥireq for pataḥ (once) 

pataḥ  for ḥolem (once) 

ṣere for ḥireq (once) 

pataḥ for qameṣ (extensive) 

 ṣere for segol (three times in one word 

only) 

 

ṣere for pataḥ (once and vice versa) 

pataḥ for shewa  (twice) 

pataḥ for ḥireq (once) 

ḥireq for segol (once) 

Ḥolem represents qameṣ (once) 
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Misc 

1.114 

pataḥ for qameṣ (regular) 

ṣere for segol (regular) 

 

qameṣ for pataḥ (once) 

pataḥ  for qameṣ (extensive) 

*no ṣere for segol 

 

ṣere for ḥireq (once, with yod for long ī) 

pataḥ for shewa  (twice and vice versa) 

pataḥ for ḥireq (once) 

shewa  for ṣere (once) 

ḥireq for ṣere (once) 

ṣere for ḥireq 

*Sign interchange of ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

(once) 

ḥolem represents qameṣ (once) 

 

Regarding their a-vowels, both MSS show a preference for pataḥ in both languages, 

which is in accordance with our understanding of Genizah Targums as well as NST 

(which also on the whole prefers the pataḥ sign). For e-vowels, the Hebrew portions 

show less of a confusion of signs between segol, ḥireq, and ṣere (though L-G Bible3.29 

more so). However, the Aramaic of both shows extensive confusion in the form of 

many one-off interchanges. This is in agreement with our understanding of the 

vocalisation of Genizah Targums which had a 5-vowel inventory188  

 However, unlike the Genizah Targums, segol is not preferred as the e-vowel in 

these two documents and does not generally show interchanges in these MSS. 

 
188 Khan, 1997; Fassberg, 1991. 
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Moreover, for L-G Bible 3.29, ṣere becomes the sign of choice in one word: ןיִנֹורסֵע  for 

ןיִנֹורסֶע  (three times). It is noteworthy that long ī in Misc 1.114 is represented by ṣere 

( ןיֵנׂש  for ןיִנְׁש , Leviticus 25:8). In our understanding of Genizah Targums, ḥireq should 

represent the long vowel ī.189 The fact that ḥolem is interchanged for qameṣ once in 

both MSS accords with our knowledge of Genizah Targums. I would argue, however, 

that also the NST tradition was an influence, perhaps not as strongly in the vowel sign 

interchanges, but most definitely in the placement of the diacritics, especially dagesh. 

Ultimately, the Aramaic vocalic interchanges show a slight influence from NST and a 

confluence of the two traditions is witnessed. This indicates that NST was applied to 

the text even if it was in Aramaic; i.e., NST phenomena do not appear to be restricted 

only to Hebrew. 

 

VIII: Conclusions and Correlation Between Codicology and 

Linguistics 

This study has taken a group of 233 2 column parchment MSS without Masoretic 

notes and sorted them into a confident codicological and linguistic typology. It has 

also compared them to the 2020 case study which assessed their counterparts with 

Masoretic notes. The full conclusion is that the 2CP MSS are, on the whole, distinct 

enough (especially linguistically) from their 2CPM counterparts to comprise a 

separate group with separate features, while retaining important connections to their 

2CPM counterparts, indicating they are also related.  

 
189 Khan, 1997, 109; Fassberg, 1991, 38.   
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 This group is the gateway to informal, personal, common Bibles. We see a 

mixture of formal features with informal ones; patterns reminiscent of a structured 

scribal tradition and which show regional contacts, and yet more fluid divisions 

between subtypes. This conclusion is sensible because these are the MSS which are 

sophisticated enough to be written by scribes on parchment, but unsophisticated 

enough to lack Masorah, and to have element of the common reader's interest (such 

as Targum), present.  

 In closing, I will mention that there is strong correlation between 

palaeographic region and NST language patterns. This indicates that codicology and 

palaeography mutually complement/build in trends alongside linguistic features. 

While there are only three subgroups of linguistic features (and many codicological 

subtypes), so that direct correlations between individual codicological subtype and 

language subtype are not possible to determine,190  broad regional trends are 

definitely present. Moreover, it appears that language contact and Hebrew 

vocalisation traditions play a role in the typology: MSS from Arabic speaking regions 

tend to have a more extensive profile of vowel sign interchange. MSS from 

Byzantine/Palestine show not only some vowel sign interchange indicative of a 

reduction in the vocalic profile (pointing to Arabic contact), but also show some 

presumable substrate of Palestinian Hebrew phonology affecting the Tiberian vowel 

graphemes. Finally, Sephardi MSS show connections with NST MSS from other 

regions, and this indicates continuity of NST influence. 

 
190 However, more detailed research may in fact reveal such direct correspondence. 
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 A major contribution to scholarship this chapter offers involve the insights 

concerning codicological tradition and regional origin. Many of the insights borne out 

by Beit-Arie's Hebrew Codicology are verified and strengthened by my findings on 

undated, less formal, 2CP fragments. This shows that there is value in studying MSS 

which lack colophons, as they too participated in the complex scribal culture 

witnessed and documented at more formal levels of scribal activity. 

 

Chapter IV. The Quintessential Common Bible: Torahs on 

Paper 

I. Introduction 

A revolutionary leap in the writing culture and knowledge economy of the Middle 

East occurred with the increasing use of paper as a writing medium between the 8th-

10th centuries C.E. By the 11th century, paper was the usual writing material for 

everyday documents, as is attested by the increase in the amount of paper 

documentary material from this century found in the Genizah.191 The combination of 

affordable paper and ink with widespread literacy (as I discussed in the first chapter 

of this thesis) allowed for a proliferation of Bible copying for and by everyday people. 

This shift in material culture meant that the text which was once restricted to formal 

(and expensive) copying, recitation and study in the synagogue was now widely 

accessible in homes, schools, and marketplaces.  These biblical texts were likely 

 
191 Shatzmiller, 2015, ‘An Early Knowledge Economy: the adoption of paper, human capital and 
economic change in the medieval Islamic Middle East, 700-1300 AD’ gives an excellent analysis of the 
data and explains the economic and sociocultural shifts associated with the increased use of paper in 
this period. 
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copied for popular use and sold in the marketplace or copied at home by more skilled 

writers for personal study.  It is therefore not surprising that of all the subsets of Torah 

MSS analysed in this thesis, the most populous group is comprised of Torahs written 

on paper by professional scribes and educated laymen. Generally, the groups assessed 

in the other chapters of this thesis contained around 300 individual fragments sourced 

from the Cambridge University Library. In striking contrast, I counted around 1,737 

of these paper Torah copies in Cambridge, dwarfing the other subgroups by more than 

500%.  

 This substantial corpus (which deserves an entire study solely dedicated to it) 

is too large to permit sufficient attention to detail in a single thesis chapter, and 

therefore I stopped my data collection at 467 fragments.192 The corpus studied in this 

chapter covers a variation of the MSS from all of the Taylor-Schechter and Lewis 

Gibson collections, with the majority being collected from the T-S A folders. MS 

fragments were not selected according to any special criteria which would bias the 

sample (except for the fact that the majority are from the T-S A folders, the MSS of 

which may or may not have certain qualities that MSS in other folders may lack). 

Moreover, though the sample is incomplete and skewed towards the T-S A folders, 

the large size (436) is a significant proportion (25.1%) of the estimated total 1,737 

and so any conclusions made in this chapter can be seen as (statistically) 

 
192 I was unaware of the size of the corpus until I reached 436 MSS., at which point I stopped the 
data collection for the sake of space in the thesis. Counting some large manuscript leaf joins, the total 
MSS for this chapter equals 467. 
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representative of the whole group. That being the case, the conclusions made in this 

chapter will continue to evolve following the study of all 1,737 MS fragments.193  

 The present corpus therefore represents the most common ‘common’ Torah. 

Like the unprofessional Torah group, the date range for the present corpus likely 

begins around the 11th century and extends past the early medieval period.194 

Generally written on cheap paper, they were mainly casual and meant for everyday 

use. Due to their large numbers, however, they vary in quality from scribal copies 

produced with careful attention to textual and codicological detail, down to a very 

informal type of Bible produced by someone with a generally educated but not 

professional hand, and with little concern for codicological style or textual standard. 

Among these informal Bibles exists a small subset of Torahs with a so-called ‘average’ 

hand. In the unprofessional Torah chapter, I had noted these specimens and set them 

aside for separate analysis: the palaeographic features of their script are generally 

Northeastern Oriental, and their writers were clearly literate, writing with informal 

yet mature hands. Therefore, they did not fit alongside very unprofessional fragments, 

nor do they fully belong with documents produced by professional scribes. Instead, 

 
193 The same point can be made, in fact, for the entire thesis: every subgroup of MSS analysed here is 
only a sample of the larger whole of the Genizah collections preserved around the world, which is in 
turn only a sample of the entire massive book production of the medieval period. My aim in this thesis 
is not complete comprehensiveness, but instead to study a corpus which is large enough that 
meaningful contextualised conclusions can be drawn from statistical, codicological, and linguistic 
analysis. 
194 One MS, T-S A41.62, seems to have a very late date: it contained verse numbers, was written on 
European watermarked paper, and placed the name of the biblical book at the middle of the top margin 
(in presumable imitation of printed books). Ben Outhwaite suggests a 17th c. date for the MS (personal 
correspondence). It has been included in the analysis alongside the other earlier MSS. Moreover, there 
are multiple MSS with a palaeographic assessment which places them in the 12th-14th centuries C.E. 
I discuss this in the palaeographic analysis below. 
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they occupy a middle-ground between completely informal and scribal. In this chapter 

I compare their features against with more scribal paper Torahs and will also make 

preliminary comments as to their relationship with the unprofessional Torah group. 

 The corpus as a whole can be characterised as utilitarian both in its 

codicological character as well as in the presentation of the linguistic features. Though 

by definition all copies of the biblical text are made to be used (regardless of their 

features or quality), ‘utilitarian’ in this context means that the primary intention of 

these paper Bibles appears to be practicality in everyday use rather than in a formal 

religious or didactic setting. They are not expensive nor ornate, but neither were they 

produced by children in school for a one-time study exercise. As I will show below, 

some of the codicological and textual choices on the part of the writers reflects a 

practical context for these Torahs' production and perhaps even a relaxation of the 

traditional stringencies in Bible copying which were the concern of professional 

scribes.  

 Moreover, this corpus strongly reflects a culture of re-use, where paper 

containing texts such as letters or other documents was recycled and used again for 

copying the parasha. This re-use seems to span all levels of sophistication in the paper 

Bible corpus. As I will show below, many documents have the biblical text beautifully 

written over Judaeo-Arabic letters, documents in Arabic script, midrashic 

commentaries, etc. Other scholars have described this phenomenon for other Genizah 

corpora (as well as for contemporary documents found outside the Genizah), and this 

aspect will be explored in the literature review below. This culture of reuse sets this 

specific corpus apart from the other corpora in the chapter; although we glimpse it 

sometimes in very unprofessional Bibles, it is not often seen in parchment Bibles. 
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Evidently, the sacredness of the biblical text did not preclude the recycling of paper 

for writing out passages of the Bible. 

 In the study below I will subject the corpus to the same tests and analysis as 

the other corpora of this thesis, paying special attention to the economic and 

utilitarian contexts in which these copies of the Torah text appear to be situated. 

 Though some work has been done in previous scholarship on paper documents 

in the Genizah and scribal Bibles written on paper have been mentioned, the present 

chapter is, to the best of my knowledge, the first comprehensive study of a large 

corpus of these common MSS. 

 

II. Literature Review 

The following literature review is comprised of a conglomeration of literature from 

various fields and sources which touch upon the subjects discussed in this chapter. 

No study of common Torahs written on paper has been conducted apart from a couple 

of tangential articles; therefore, this literature review is not necessarily reviewing 

scholarship on the exact subject of this corpus, but on relevant scholarly insights 

which contextualise the findings of this chapter. 

2.1. Material Culture and Writing Practices  

As a major theme of this chapter deals with the material context in which these Torahs 

are set, insights can be gleaned from scholarship on the material culture reflected in 

the Cairo Genizah. Of particular usefulness are two articles by Shatzmiller: first, the 

working version ‘An early knowledge economy: The adoption of paper, human capital 

and economic change in the medieval Middle East 700-1300 AD’ and the official 
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publication, ‘The Adoption of Paper in the Middle East, 700-1300 AD’. The focus of 

her research is to document the impact upon the knowledge economy of the shift from 

using papyrus and parchment to using paper as the most common writing medium. 

She ties this shift to textual, literary, and religious shifts in culture, and assesses its 

economic impact. She writes, “this study examines the role played by the adoption of 

paper in this process and the long-term effect it exercised on human capital formation 

and economic performance.”195 The methodology utilises a database compiled from 

the research of various historians of Middle Eastern economics, as well as basic 

statistics, to demonstrate the price of writing material, books, purchasing power, and 

the impact of these upon the economy as a whole and the development of religious 

texts in general.  

 Through this research she shows that “the purchasing power of skilled and 

unskilled workers extended to the consumption of writing material, including paper”,  

and that the price of paper fell dramatically in the 11th century C.E. The data in this 

present chapter and the chapter on Unprofessional Torahs complement and support 

her findings. The large number of Torahs written by laypeople and children reflect 

widespread accessibility.  In the second section she discusses the actual prices of books 

and paper as recorded mainly in Genizah documents. Importantly, she notes that 

“with wages of unskilled urban labor as high as 2 or 3 times the subsistence level,” it 

was easy for even very poor people to access writing materials. This historical data is 

published online, and it not only reflects these low prices, but also shows through 

contemporary book lists and receipts that specifically Torahs written on paper were 

 
195 Shatzmiller, 2015, 2. 
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regularly sold. In particular, one source, Allony’s The Jewish Library in the Middle Ages 

- Book Lists from the Cairo Genizah, shows that a set of books of the entire Bible sold 

for 8 gold dinars in 1223, and a set of the Torah sold for around 7 dinars in the same 

year.196  

 The current chapter complements Shatzmiller’s study and builds upon some of 

her main points. First, it provides direct evidence outside of book lists for the 

production and consumption of affordable Bibles written on paper in this period, 

namely by studying the actual products of this economic shift. Moreover, this study 

broadens the context to which Shatzmiller’s findings can be applied regarding 

language standardisation and cultural shifts. Though Shatzmiller points to the effect 

of the use of paper upon Jewish literary culture, I wish to also draw attention to the 

possibility that it also provided a medium for non-Masoretic, ‘popular’ reading 

traditions and patterns of vowel sign orthography (both, I argue, reflected in NST) to 

gain written expression through popular Bibles such as the ones studied in this thesis. 

Without such a shift, the expression of forms of NST would have been limited, and its 

realisation in the mouths and pens of laypeople and children would not have been so 

well preserved for us to witness today. Therefore, the adoption of paper assisted the 

proliferation and spread in the expression of underlying diversity in reading 

traditions.  

 Finally, I will note that although Shatzmiller points to impacts of access to 

paper on educated and sophisticated Jewish scribal culture, she does not mention the 

 
196 These data are found online at the project website run by Shatzmiller, “Measuring the Medieval Islamic 
Economy”. For this specific data Shatzmiller cites Allony, 2006, The Jewish Library in the Middle Ages’, 258. 
Website link: https://www.medievalislamiceconomy.uwo.ca/.  
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impact on laypeople directly. In fact, none of the authors she cites, nor herself, 

acknowledge the fact that this accessibility meant that laypeople could write, and that 

those writings are preserved in the Genizah. This is an example of the dearth of 

scholarly focus on writings by laypeople.197 She does mention that “by the 10th 

century utilitarian cursive scripts were adopted for use in documents and in books 

written on paper”, but she is discussing Arabic books. As I show below, this trend 

extended also to Torahs written on paper, as this corpus shows a meaningful amount 

of semi-cursive documentary Hebrew script used to write copies of the Torah.198  

 Two other articles which relate directly to this subject are Frenkel’s ‘Book lists 

from the Cairo Genizah: A window on the production of texts in the Cairo Genizah’ 

(2017) and Allony, ‘The book and book production in Israel in the Middle Ages’ (in 

Hebrew). Frenkel’s article is another witness to widespread literacy in this period but 

again is only focused on the reflection of that literacy in professional scribal circles 

and in the production of formal texts by scribes. Allony deals with a small corpus (26 

manuscrips) of paper documents (not only Bibles but also including other forms of 

Jewish literature written in Palestine), and mentions some basic statistics of their size, 

number of lines, and format. However, the comments he makes concerning these 

documents are cursory and limited. I deal with the specifics of these statistics in the 

sections below. He does mention children learning to write but does not go beyond 

this initial educational setting to its natural extension: continued writing in 

 
197 In my article (Arrant, 2018, “The Structural and Linguistic Features of Three Hebrew begging Letters 
from the Cairo Genizah”), two of the begging letters written to the welfare resource in Fusṭāṭ requesting 
bread, were written in very basic, average scripts. The nature of the handwriting, the errors in the Hebrew, 
the codeswitching into Arabic, and the context of poverty all suggest that laypeople wrote these two 
documents. This is also evidence of the ability of even beggars to access writing materials and write their 
own begging letters in this period. Cf. pp. 353-358 for Mosseri II.98.1; 362-365 for T-S Misc28.28. 
198 Shatzmiller 2015,  pg. 17 
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adulthood. On the whole, even research into material culture in the Genizah tends to 

avoid discussing the reality of popular literacy and text production.199 

2.2. Purpose and Status of Paper Bibles 

Though a comprehensive assessment of a paper Bible corpus without colophons has 

not been conducted in previous scholarship, references to these types of Bibles are 

made throughout various points in the scholarly literature.  However, there appear 

some allusions to paper Bibles within the general field. 

 Outhwaite (2020), writes an overview of common Bibles in his 2020 article 

(reviewed in Chapter I). The Bibles in this current chapter seem to fit well with his 

definition of common Bible in the article. He points out that “there is more to be 

written about the production, ownership, and use of Common Bibles” and notes that 

these documents were produced and used by a wide demographic, from professional 

scribes to everyday people. Most notably, he mentions the wide degree of variation: 

“some of these Common Bible fragments are of the highest quality in terms of their 

production, whereas others are definitely at the ‘barely good enough’ end of 

things.”200 Though Outhwaite focuses on a small set of examples, this allusion to 

variation is indeed confirmed in the statistics and visual examples of this chapter, 

which indeed show a swinging pendulum from beautiful specimens down to the 

establishment of an intermediate category between ‘professional’ and 

‘unprofessional’, i.e., ‘average’. My study builds on Outhwaite’s work by documenting 

this variation and assessing the validity of the existence of an ‘average’ corpus. It also 

 
199  Frenkel, 2017; N. Allony, 1983. םייניבה ימיב לארשי - ץר אב רפסה תכאלמו רפסה . ‘The Book and Book 
Production in the land of Israel in the Middle Ages”. 
200 Outhwaite, 2020, 412. 
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engages indirectly with aspects of their production, ownership, and use. Outhwaite 

also notes that these are the most commonly occurring fragments of the Bible in the 

Genizah, and this is indeed borne out by the high fragment count for this chapter in 

comparison with very sophisticated and very unsophisticated specimens.201 

 Another author who deals with Bible production in this period is Beit-Arié in 

‘The individual nature of Hebrew book production and consumption’. Though his 

study is not focused solely on Bible MSS, nor is it focused solely on the Genizah or 

the Middle East (but instead, more on Spain and Europe), his points are applicable to 

the present research. He notes the overwhelmingly private nature of producing books 

and sharing them in Jewish communities, and states this as a cultural phenomenon. 

As opposed to the almost bureaucratic public knowledge culture of other 

contemporary cultures, ‘the Hebrew medieval book was initiated, produced, 

consumed, and kept individually.’202 Beit-Arié deals with fragments and MSS with 

colophons that allow us to trace their history. As this considerably narrows the corpus 

of available MSS for analysis, I would hesitate to draw the ultimate conclusion that 

he makes, that ‘the production of Hebrew codices in the Middle Ages was a personal 

and private initiative of individuals and apparently never a public enterprise 

promoted by intellectual or communal establishments.’203 While explicit historical 

documentation regarding the commercialisation of texts is sparse, the sheer volume 

of seemingly professional Bible codices from the main Genizah period points toward 

at least some level of public production and consumption, even if it was not involved 

 
201 Outhwaite, 2020, 449-450. 
202 Beit-Arié, 2014, pg. 17. 
203 Ibid. 27. 
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in a bureaucratic process. Not to mention, Masoretic activity, which fixed the standard 

which we still recognise today, was itself associated with the Palestinian Yeshiva. The 

production of MSS by Masoretes was therefore in some regards ‘institutional’. While 

my study complements Beit-Arie’s by analysing MSS without colophons, with features 

that doubtlessly make them common texts, some of their features also show a 

connection to more ‘institutional’ Masoretic activity.  

 It appears that Beit-Arié’s assessment of a lack of standardisation is generally 

accurate: there is wide variation and a general level of casualness which characterises 

the corpus. But as my typology shows below, there did appear to be a level of standard 

regional variation in MS style, which does hint at some kind of commercialisation, 

alongside the use of Masoretic elements (such as parasha and seder markers, 

Masoretic notes, etc). This specific inquiry is worthy of further pursuit outside the 

bounds of this thesis. 

 A final author who discusses the purposes of paper Bibles is Díez-Macho in his 

Manuscritos hebreos y arameos de la Biblia. In the 2CP chapter I quoted his discussion 

of private Bibles for study written on parchment without Masorah. Immediately after, 

he discusses Bibles written for study on paper: 

 ‘More abundant than fragments of codices with Masorah or codices for 

study are those which come from private codices, made in order to follow 

the reading in the synagogue. They make up half or more of the Bible 

fragments in the Genizah. Given this purpose, it is understood that they 

were not always written by professional scribes, nor were they written with 

the exquisite care reflected in model codices. They frequently use paper 

with small dimensions upon which is normally written a single book or 
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parasha. Thus they are easy to carry to synagogue. The fact that they have 

vowels or accents, many, a little, or none, the fact that they have fewer or 

more matres lectionis, more or less errors, is of little importance given the 

purpose of these codices, which naturally lack Masorah. It is very unlikely 

that in this class of fragments we would find textual variants worthy of 

consideration.’204 

My contribution to Díez-Macho’s statements is to build upon them with specific data. 

His statement is a generalisation which is only partly accurate. He is correct that they 

make up the majority of Genizah Bible fragments and that they vary in quality. His 

idea that they would be ‘easy to carry to synagogue’ is merely a presumption, though 

it is probably correct. However, I disagree with his assertion that we would not find 

textual material worthy of study; for the establishment of a standard critical edition, 

yes, Díez-Macho is correct. But these Bibles do indeed have noteworthy textual 

features for different purposes. Finally, some (a minority) do indeed have Masorah. 

My study shows the importance of not relying on generalisations to paint the final 

picture of the nature of scribal activity in historical periods. 

2.3 Culture of Recycling Texts 

A final aspect of the corpus which deserves discussion is the phenomenon of material 

re-use. Hirschler discusses in his article ‘Books within Books: The link between 

 
204  My translation, Spanish original: ‘Más abundante que los fragmentos de códices con masora o de códices 
para estudio, son los que proceden de códices privados, hecos para seguir mejor la lectura de la sinagoga. 
Son la mitad, o más, de lo fragmentos bíblios de la Geniza. Dada esta finalidad, se comprende que ni hayan 
sido escritos siempre por escribas profesionales, ni con cuidado exquisito de reflejar un códice modelo. Se 
utiliza frequentemente el papel de pequeñas dimensiones sobre el que escribe normalment un solo libro o 
alguna parašá. Así son más fáciles de llevar a la sinagoga. El que tengan vocales o acentos, muchos, pocos o 
ninguno, el que tengan más o menos matres lectionis, más o menos faltas, es de poca importania dada la 
finalidad de tales códices, que naturalmente carecen de masora. Es muy poco probable que en esta clase de 
fragmentos se encuentren varientes textuales dignas de consideracion” (p. 92). 
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Damascene reuse fragments and the Qubbat al-Khazna’ the widespread phenomenon 

of re-using texts to write new texts across the Islamic world, specifically in hadith 

MSS. Hirschler and other scholars who discuss reuse in medieval documentary texts 

focus on bureaucratic, aesthetic, and practical reasons for creating so-called 

‘palimpsests’.205 They explore the motivations at the governmental and broad cultural 

level.  

 I would like to point out that a similar culture of re-use is seen also in common 

Bible fragments in the Genizah. Reused MSS occur in this corpus more than in the 

other corpora studied in this thesis.206 Below I give visual examples of this recycling: 

T-S A25.167:     

Fig.IV.1                                                                        
The annotations in the 

margins of the text seem 

to indicate that the Bible 

MS was the host text to be 

re-used. Sections of the 

Talmud and some of the 

Qaddish prayer are 

identified in the catalogue 

here. 

 
205 Hirschler, 2020. Marina Rustow (2020) also deals with the culture of re-use in her various 
publications, the most recent of which is The Lost Archive: Traces of a Caliphate in a Cairo Synagogue. 
Hirschler also gives a quality literature review of studies focusing on this phenomenon in the 
aforementioned article. 
206 Shelfmarks with noteworthy instances of re-use in this corpus: T-S 8.112, T-S A41.102, T-S A28.123,  
T-S K6.155 T-S8J20.22, T-S AS178.35, T-SA25.167, T-S AS178.35, T-S Misc3.15. 
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T-S A28.123:  

Fig.IV.2 
 
The Davis catalogue identifies the inverted text as 

‘a variety of rabbinic and biblical expressions’ and 

notes that it is probably earlier than the Hebrew 

Bible text, which it presumes is a writing exercise. 

I would not assume this is a writing exercise as the 

passage is continuous and the script is generally 

educated. It was probably simply a practically re-

used piece of paper where someone copied out the 

biblical passage for personal use. 

T-S AS178.35 (below): This Bible fragment which shows an average hand, and may 

or may not be a writing exercise, has written on its verso an unidentified (by the 

catalogue) Arabic text. 

Fig.IV.3 
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Some statements as to the purpose of such reuse are appropriate. It appears that the 

casual nature of the corpus was a factor in allowing for such re-use. If Bibles were 

copied, sold, and owned privately for personal use, re-using paper (which, while 

affordable, was still a valuable commodity) seems to be a natural outcome of a prolific 

popular writing culture. While Hirschler and Rustow appropriately examine the 

complex and multitudinous reasons why reuse occurs in their corpora, in this corpus 

it simply appears to be a culture of convenience. The important aspect of note is that 

this recycling phenomenon spanned corpora, texts, and religious cultures in the 

Middle East.  

 

III. Hypotheses  

The following were the criteria for inclusion of the MSS assessed in this chapter: 

 1. The MSS were written on paper. 

 2. The MSS have been assessed as having a scribal or an average hand. No 

      unprofessional scripts were allowed into this corpus. 

The hypotheses being tested through statistical analysis are: 

 1. The codicological features of paper Torah MSS with a scribal and/or 

 Basic level of script sophistication fall into statistically and visually verifiable 

 subgroups. 

 2. The linguistic features of paper Torah MSS with a scribal and/or 

 Basic level of script sophistication fall into statistically and linguistically 

 verifiable subgroups. 
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 3. MSS assessed as having an ‘average’ level of script sophistication stand  on 

 their own in terms of a codicological and linguistic typology (i.e., they form 

 a statistically, codicologically, and linguistically unique group) and do not 

 belong in the same group as ‘scribal’ paper MSS, nor do they belong 

 with ‘unprofessional’ paper MSS. Therefore, they occupy a middle  ground 

 between completely unprofessional and professional. 

The criteria I have selected for the identification of an ‘average’ script as opposed to 

a ‘scribal’ or ‘unprofessional’ script are to some degree subjective, but generally fall 

along the following guidelines: 

 1. The layout of the writing on the page suggests that the writer of the text was 

 able to adhere to a ruled line, and in the absence of ruling, the writer was able 

 to keep a generally consistent direction of writing with allowance for some 

 deviation. Exclusionary criteria for the average group include extremely 

 straight lines in the absence of a ruled page which indicate a scribal hand, and 

 extremely chaotic lines in the absence of a ruled page which indicate an 

 unprofessional hand. 

 2. The pen strokes of the script are either: generally simple, lacking ornate 

 features such as complicated ligatures and distinctive embellishments which 

 are telltale for a specific palaeographic type of writing; or they contain 

 ligatures and decorative elements, but these are crudely executed. The 

 exclusionary criterion for the average group is the presence of extremely skilled 

 decorative features on letters and ligatures which are indicative of a scribal 

 hand, while considering the fact that even unprofessional scripts can have 

 crude decorative elements.  
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 3. The writer is generally able to keep a consistent orientation to the ruling 

 line and a consistent size and shape to the letters, but this consistency is not as 

 regular and skilled as that of a formal scribe. Exclusionary criteria for the 

 average group include extremely regular letter sizes and regular orientation to 

 the line which is indicative of a scribal hand, and a complete lack of regularity 

 which is indicative of an unprofessional hand. 

In summary, while the above three criteria are concrete guidelines, they are 

ultimately descriptive and not prescriptive. The final assessment was made with a 

subjective visual assessment of the entire document in comparison to other scripts. 

My ability to differentiate script sophistication level grew with the project as I gained 

experience by assessing hundreds of MSS, and my ultimate assessment of the MSS in 

this chapter is based upon that experience. It is to be noted that both square and semi-

cursive scripts are assessed equally along this sophistication continuum.  

 

IV. Descriptive Statistics: Codicology and Linguistics 

The data collection gathered 436 distinct MSS, comprising 529 leaves. It is to be noted 

that there were 14 MSS that had many leaves; I restricted the data analysis to a 

maximum of 3 leaves per single MS (or 2 leaves per MS + any joins). This is so to 

avoid skewing or bias in the statistics below. 

 

4.1 Descriptive Statistics: Codicology: All MSS 

4.1.1 Format 

The breakdown of formatting variation is as follows: 
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• Portrait format: 430 MSS (98.6%). 

• Square format: 4 MSS (0.91%) 

• Landscape format: 2 MSS (0.45%). 

One MS, T-S A21.90, has an unusual formatting style. It was assigned as  

‘landscape’ in the statistics above: 

Fig.IV.4  

 

 

4.1.2 Pricking, Ruling, Column Number 

220 MSS (50.4%) have regular ruling with a physical guideline. 194 MSS (44.4%) are 

ruled by sight: the writer estimated the guideline visually without the aid of a 

physically ruled line. 21 MSS (4.81%) were unruled and it did not appear that the 

writer could visually estimate a straight horizontal line. 1 MS (0.22%) had irregular 

ruling: T-S AS99.104. This MS was re-used to write a biblical text, and the verso has 
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a section of Maimonides’ Mishneh Torah written in small script with many lines. The 

recto contains the biblical passage. The author of the biblical text wrote large letters 

with few lines but used the ruling of the verso in order to keep his lines straight.  

 424 MSS in the corpus had no pricking (97.2%). 4 MSS had pricking holes on 

the outside margin (0.91%). 5 MSS had pricking holes on the inner margin (1.14%). 

1 MS had pricking on both the inner and outer margins (0.22%). 2 MSS (0.45%) had 

their margins destroyed to the point that it was not possible to determine the presence 

or absence of pricking holes. 

 427 MSS had one (1) column (97.9%). 9 MSS had two (2) columns (2.06%). 

 

4.1.3 Margin Proportions 

There is a great array of margin proportions and page layouts present in the corpus.  

Fig.IV.5 
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A guide to some of the labels: 

• ‘cut_bottom’: the bottom margin is clearly cut off and was originally longer. 

• ‘narrow’ vs. ‘narrow_vertical’: narrow indicates all margins are narrow; 

narrow_vertical specifies that only the vertical margins are narrow, and the 

horizontal margins are wider. 

• ‘wide_b_outer_v’: wide bottom margins and wide outer vertical margins. 

• ‘wide_bottom_vertical’: wide bottom margins and wide inner and outer vertical 

margins. 

• ‘wide_outer’: all margins except for the inner vertical margin are wide. 

• ‘wide_vertical‘: both the inner and outer vertical margins are wide. 

 

4.1.4 Illumination 

This particular corpus is lacking in variety of illumination which is seen in the other 

corpora of this thesis. There exist no elaborate decorations, no coloured illumination, 

and no complex decorative Masoretic notes in the paper Bible group. 400 MSS had 

no decoration whatsoever (91.7%). 44 MSS have some basic decoration around the 

parasha marker (10.0%).  

 

4.1.5 Script Size 

There is occasionally variation in the size of the script when a multi-leaf MS is present 

in the corpus, so the following statistics were conducted on a leaf basis.  
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Fig.IV.6 

 

The majority of the 529 leaves (252; 

47.6%) had an average script size. 

134 (25.3%) had a small script. 

Medium script comes next in the 

hierarchy, with large and multiple 

being the final variables. There are 6 

(1.13%) MSS where there is more 

than one size of script in the biblical text, either both on the same page, or in a 

bifolium where each side has a unique script size. 

 

4.1.6 Graphical Line Fillers 

The assessment of graphical line fillers was made on a leaf basis (since the amount of 

line fillers can change from leaf to leaf in a MS). 199 (37.6%) of leaves had no line 

fillers whatsoever. 249 leaves (47.0%) had minimal use of line fillers (a rating of 1). 

A medium level of use of line fillers was found in a minority of MSS (66; 12.4%). 15 

(2.83%) of MSS had an extensive use of line fillers. This is an indicator of the overall 

level of sophistication within the corpus, as the majority of MSS have a rating of 1. 

This indicates that the scribes did not need to overly rely upon line fillers, yet the 

evenness of the margins was an important factor, and this device was used as needed 

to maintain visual coherency. 
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4.1.7 Parashot Markers 

The majority of MSS do not mark the parasha or the seder at all (388; 88.9%). 26 MSS 

(5.96%) mark the parasha. 19 MSS (4.35%) mark the seder. 3 MSS (0.68%) mark both 

the parasha and the seder. This distribution follows the same order of frequency as in 

other chapters except that the number of MSS which do mark the parasha in this 

corpus is rather small in comparison to the other groups represented in the thesis. 

 

4.1.8 MS Shape 

As the corpus is made of paper, we do not see any MSS with an ‘irregular’ page shape 

which occurs when parchment is cut around a joint of the animal. However, one MS 

which was read showed evidence of holes in the paper being present at the time of 

writing; T-S A25.188 shows the word ךרעו  split with a tear in the paper dividing the 

kaf and the resh ( ְךַ֤רָעְו  ; Leviticus 1:12): 

Fig.IV.7 

 

This may be an indicator of the use of particularly low-quality paper.  
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4.1.9 Petuḥah and Setumah 

292 MSS (66.9%) have line breaks at the expected place according to L. 146 (33.4%) 

do not show any line breaks. 4 MSS (0.91%) have line breaks which do not correspond 

to L. 1 MS is damaged and so its line break status is unknown.  

 

4.1.10 Language and Targum 

As expected, 433 (99.3%) of MSS are written in Hebrew with no other language 

present. 2 MSS have some Targum present. One Bible is trilingual (Hebrew, Aramaic, 

and Arabic).207 As opposed to the 2CP and unprofessional Torah groups, the presence 

of the Targum in this corpus is minimal with no noteworthy features. 

 

4.1.11 Vocalisation and Cantillation 

174 MSS (39.9%) have ST vocalisation. 151 (34.6%) have NST vocalisation. 113 

(25.9%) have no vocalisation, or minimal vocalisation (a couple of lines at most). This 

distribution lies in between the Unprofessional and the 2CP groups in that, like the 

2CP group, more MSS in this paper corpus have ST vocalisation. However, the 

proportion of MSS in the paper group with ST vocalisation against those with NST is 

much lower (almost equal) in the paper group. It may be that with further data 

 
207 T-S A24.96 is a trilingual Torah with the Hebrew, Saʿadya Gaon’s Tafsīr, and Targum Onqelos. 
However, it was not read for the thesis due to inability to access the physical manuscript at the time 
of research. The writing on the page is so faded it can only be accurately read with the aid of a 
microscope; I plan to access the manuscript and read it by microscope for the published version of the 
thesis. Its general codicological features are represented in this thesis’ statistics, however. Moreover, 
there are more trilingual Torahs in other folders in Cambridge’s collections; these are special and 
require their own dedicated study. 
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collection the proportion of NST may grow greater than those with ST, but until such 

research can be done this is only speculation. 

 Regarding cantillation, 180 MSS (41.2%) have accent marks present. The 

majority, however, have no cantillation (259 MSS; 59.4%). In this regard the paper 

Bibles mirror the distribution of unprofessional Bibles in that more MSS lack 

cantillation than have it. 

 

4.1.12 Spelling of the Tetragrammaton 

As paper Bibles are not considered as formal as Bibles written on parchment, we see 

a diversity in the spelling of the divine name. 224 (51.3%) spell the name out wholly. 

165 (37.8%) do not have the divine name present in the passage assessed. 45 (10.3%) 

of MSS abbreviate the divine name. 2 MSS (0.45%) have both the divine name spelled 

out occasionally, as well as the divine name sometimes abbreviated.  

 

4.1.13 Script Type, Palaeography, Date, and Provenance 

MSS in this corpus had a mostly square script (455; 86.0%). 70 (13.2%) have a semi-

cursive script. The presence of semi-cursive script is only seen outside this corpus in 

the Unprofessional group and is a sign of common usage and provide a more effective 

utility.208 The remainder of MSS have a mixture of script types (either multiple square 

hands, multiple semi-cursive hands, or a mixture of semi-cursive and square hands). 

 Unlike the 2CP group, there are only two palaeographic script types present in 

the paper Bible corpus: Oriental scripts (Northeastern Oriental and semi-cursive 

 
208 See literature review above, specifically, Shatzmiller’s assessment of the utilitarian value of semi-
cursive script. 
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Oriental) and Sephardi scripts. No Byzantine, Southwestern Oriental, or Italian scripts 

were present. The majority of these were Oriental (426 MSS; 97.7%0. 10 MSS (2.29%) 

were Sephardi. A large chart with the various regional provenances/types of script 

appears on the next page. 
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Fig.IV.8 
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I will briefly describe the palaeographic notation of each bar: 

• Egypt (28 MSS; 6.42%): this indicates MSS with a square Northeastern Oriental 

script that has similarities to comparative scripts in the scholarly sources noted 

in the Introduction. Moreover, many of these scripts show similarity to that of 

a vocalised Judaeo-Arabic translation of Qohelet that I published in which the 

palaeography was assessed to be from Egypt-Palestine, 11th-13th century, and 

in which the Arabic dialectal features indicated an Egyptian Arabic dialect.209 

• Egypt-North Africa (44; 10.0%) / Egypt-Palestine (86; 19.7%): these two 

bars represent either semi-cursive or square scripts which have affinities with 

comparative script styles which show slight trends towards North Africa or 

Palestine. There is potential overlap; moreover, the majority of semi-cursive 

MSS were tagged as having a palaeography of Egypt-North Africa due to the 

greater presence of comparative semi-cursive script styles available being from 

that region. MSS with a small, square, ‘documentary’ script were tagged as 

being from Egypt-Palestine for the same reason.210 As the MSS were assessed 

only cursorily, there remains room for clarification especially for these two 

bars. 

• Early-Modern Egypt-North Africa: T-S A41.62 is the striking late MS which 

shows comparative script with similarly dated Egyptian-North African MSS.211 

 
209 Posegay and Arrant, 2020 “Three Fragments of a Judaeo-Arabic Translation of Ecclesiastes with 
Full Tiberian Vocalisation.” The manuscript was exhaustively assessed with microscropy and the input 
of Prof. Judith Olszowy-Schlanger. 
210 My main points of comparison for this tag as well as for the regional differentiation between semi-
cursive and square were lecture materials given by Prof. Judith Olszowy-Schlanger in the Hebrew 
Palaeography Workshop, Ravenna, Summer 2019. 
211 See fn. 194.  
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• Late Egypt (7; 1.60%): these MSS date from 12th-14th c. Egypt based on 

comparative script samples. 

• Late Egypt-North Africa (3; 0.68%): these MSS are similar to the above 

category except that their features contain some Sephardi/North African 

elements as seen in comparative script types. 

• Late Northeastern (23; 5.27%): while there is likely overlap between this 

group and the above MSS groups, the comparative script styles were less 

similar and a more localised provenance was difficult to specify. These scripts 

had clear Northeastern Oriental features alongside later-trending features, and 

so I chose to class them generally rather than be too prescriptive. 

• NE_Avg (66; 15.1%): these MSS had an ‘average’ square script in which the 

shape and order of the strokes reflected a Northeastern Oriental script type. 

However, as they lacked sophisticated scribal features which could point to a 

particular area, I avoided more specific descriptors. Accordingly, all of these 

are also dated as being from the main paper Genizah period (11th-13th c.) due 

to a lack of further specification. It is likely but not possible to determine with 

certainty that there are MSS from earlier and later centuries in this subgroup.  

• Northeastern (160; 36.6%): the MSS with this tag show the pen-stroke order 

and calligraphic detail associated with slightly earlier Northeastern Oriental 

MSS (such as Leningradensis and Aleppo). Some of the MSS in this group have 

slightly rounder calligraphic features owing to their slightly later date. They 

are all dated to the main paper Genizah period (11th-13th c.). Again, there 

may be overlap with other related groups, but the criteria for belonging with 

this tag was the presence of additional calligraphic strokes present in earlier 
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Northeastern Oriental MSS. They likely range in location of origin from North 

Africa, Egypt, and Palestine, to perhaps even further east such as Iraq. 

• SC_Avg (7;1.60%): the MSS with this tag are the rare semi-cursive specimens 

with a less than sophisticated script. Some semi-cursive texts had a clumsy, 

basic semi-cursive script that lacked professionality and so were assigned this 

general equivalent to the NE_Avg group. 

• Spain (7; 1.60%). A minority of MSS displayed a clear Sephardi script which 

is in general dated later than the Oriental MSS. 

• Spain-North Africa (3; 0.68%): these MSS had clear Sephardi features 

especially in the calligraphic style and order of pen strokes, yet they also 

included some features seen in more North African MSS. They are officially 

classed as ‘Sephardi’ in the Palaeography variable.  

• Yemen: one MS (composed of two shelfmarks joined together: T-SA25.187 and 

T-SA22.70) had striking Yemenite square Hebrew features (including unusual 

shapes of Masoretic notes seen in comparative Yemenite MSS)212. I tentatively 

dated them to the 13th-14th centuries. 

 

4.1.14 Masoretic Notes 

MSS with full Masorah are rare in the paper Bible corpus (15; 3.44%). 392 MSS 

(89.9%) lacked Masorah altogether. 28 (6.42%) had Masorah Parva only. A small 

minority (3; 0.68%) had Masorah Magna only. Finally, one MS (T-S Misc1.1) was 

 
212 Olszowy-Schlanger lecture materials, workshop on Hebrew Palaeography, Ravenna 2019. 
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noted in the Davis-Outhwaite catalogue as having Masorah Parva “with Ben Naftali 

variants”. 

 

4.1.15 Line Number, Length, and Width 

The distribution for the line number of paper Torahs is: 

Fig.IV.9 

 

• Range: 1-29 lines 

• Mean: 12.85 lines 

• Standard deviation: 3.202 

• Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test: 0.000 
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The large range of line numbers alongside the outliers at the tail ends of the 

histograms, with the very small Shapiro-Wilk result, indicate the data are not 

normally distributed. However, the standard deviation is small, and the average of 

12-13 lines is probably a reliable ‘normal’ for the data set. 

 

The distribution for the length in cm of paper Torahs is: 

Fig.IV.10 

 

• Range: 9-31 cm 

• Mean: 17.4 cm 

• Standard deviation: 3.159 

• Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test: 0.000 
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Like line number, the length in cm for paper Torahs is negatively skewed, with a large 

range and noteworthy outliers. However, the standard deviation is roughly the same 

as for line number and indicates that 17.4 is a reliable average length. 

 

The distribution for width in cm is as follows: 

Fig.IV.11 

 

• Range: 6.75-31.7 

• Mean: 12.9 

• Standard deviation: 2.685 

• Shapiro Wilk Normality Test: 0.000 
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In striking similarity to the other two histograms, the data for width are very 

negatively skewed, with many outliers towards the larger end of size. The standard 

deviation is the smallest for all of the data, and the average of 13 cm width is reliable. 

However, the data do not come from a normal population.  

 Results such as these may indicate that there are outliers present in the data 

which, if removed, would significantly increase the normality of the data and shift 

the picture. The average line number, width, and length would shift, and the ranges 

would grow smaller. The challenge of the sections below is to identify, isolate, and 

explain these outliers as well as to explore their relation to the core group.  

 

4.2. Descriptive Statistics: Differential: MSS with an Average Hand 

The above analysis dealt with the corpus as a whole. This present section isolates the 

MSS which are assessed as having an average hand and makes note of any differences 

this subgroup has in relation to the whole. There are 75 MSS with an average hand, 

amounting to 96 leaves. This is 17.2% of the whole group. Only differences are noted 

below. 

• Format: the average group has only a portrait format, as opposed to the entire 

group which shows more variation in formatting. 

• Pricking, Ruling, Columns: 74 of 75 average MSS are unpricked; one MS is 

pricked on the outside. This mirrors the majority results for the whole group. 

54 (72%) of average MSS are ruled by sight; 15 (20%) are physically ruled, 

and 6 (8%) are not ruled at all. This is the opposite of the whole group, where 

regular physical ruling was slightly more prevalent than sight ruling. Finally, 
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average MSS all had only 1 column, as opposed to the entire group which could 

have 1 or 2 columns. 

• Margin Proportions: It is noteworthy that the margin proportions for the 

average group seem to mirror those for the overall group: 

Fig.IV.12 
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This finding indicates that the population of paper Torahs with an average level of 

script sophistication have a similar distribution of margin formats as the entire group, 

and therefore, when margins are concerned, there is little difference between the 

subgroup and the wider population. 

• Illumination: the majority (71 MSS; 94.6%) lack illumination. 3 have basic 

decoration. This mirrors the distribution in the overall group. 

• Script Size: The distribution for script size is significantly different for the 

average group. This group showed an equal amount of MSS with an ‘average’ 

script size and a ‘medium’ script size, and very few with a ‘small’ script size: 

          Fig.IV.13                                          

 

This is different from the wider group, where the presence of higher script 

sophistication means that smaller, more expertly written scripts are present. When 

script sophistication lowers, small scripts are more difficult to execute with finesse. 

Therefore, average and medium sizes are the easiest for a average hand to write 

legibly. 
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• Line Fillers: 37 MSS (49.4%) had a line filler rating of 0. 31 (41.4%) had a 

rating of 1. 9 MSS had a rating of 2. 4 MSS had a rating of 3. This is a similar 

distribution to the larger group. 

• Parashot: 68 (90.6%) did not mark the parasha. 5 marked the parasha. 1 

marked the seder. 1 marked both the parasha and seder. This is the similar 

distribution as the overall group; the main difference being that a much smaller 

porportion of MSS with a average script marked the parasha. 

• Petuḥah and Ṣetumah: 41 MSS (54.6%) mark the line breaks as expected. 33 

(44%) do not show line breaks. 2 show line breaks which do not correspond to 

L. This is the same distribution as the larger group. 

• Language: the majority of average MSS have a Hebrew text; one MS has some 

Onqelos inside the text. No Arabic is found in the subgroup. 

• Vocalisation and Cantillation: 38 MSS (50.6%) have NST vocalisation. 27 

MSS (36%) are unvocalised. Only 11(14.6%) have ST. This distribution more 

closely matches that of Unprofessional Bibles, where NST was predominant. 

What is striking for the average subgroup is that unvocalised MSS are more 

predominant than ST MSS, which is unlike any group analysed in the thesis. 

• Tetragrammaton: 29 MSS (38.6%) do not have the tetragrammaton. 27 (36%) 

average MSS spell out the tetragrammaton. 19 MSS (25.3%). abbreviate the 

divine name. It appears that a lack of sophistication is not correlated with a 

higher tendency to avoid spelling out the name. The only difference with the 

larger group is that the larger group has more MSS without the divine name in 

the given passage. 
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• Script Type, Palaeography, Provenance: these features were already 

addressed above, as they are limited in MSS which have only basic 

palaeographic markers. 

• Masorah: the vast majority of average MSS have no Masorah (73; 97.3%). One 

(1) MSS has full Masorah (T-S A26.57), and one (1) has Masorah Magna (T-S 

A22.53) 

Fig.IV.14   T-S A22.53213 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
213 Notice the irregularity of the script, especially in the orientation of the letters to each other, as well 
as the lack of ornamental or calligraphic markers. This manuscript is on the threshold of scribal. 
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T-S A26.57214  

Fig.IV.15 

 

 

• Line Number, Length, and Width 

The line number distribution for average Torahs is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
214 This manuscript is clearly unsophisticated, and it is difficult to distinguish the Masorah Magna 
notes from the main text due to lack of formatting. 
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Fig.IV.16 

 

• Range: 5-20 

• Mean: 13 

• Standard deviation: 2.770 

• Shapiro Wilk Normality Test: p=0.0261 

The results indicate that the population is a normal population; the small standard 

deviation indicates there is low variation in the data and that the average number of 

13 lines is descriptive of the data set. 
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The distribution for average Torah length is: 

Fig.IV.17 

 

First glance already indicates that the data are far from normal, with a separate group 

of larger (longer) MSS as outliers. 

• Range: 9.2-28.2 cm 

• Mean: 16.47 cm 

• Standard deviation: 3.597 

• Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test: 0.000 
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The large range, outlier group, large (comparative to the Line Number result) 

standard deviation, and the result of the Shapiro-Wilk test indicate that the length of 

average paper Torahs is highly variable and probably contains subgroups. 

 

The distribution for width is equally varied: 

Fig.IV.18 

 

Again we see outliers to the right of the histogram.  

• Range: 6.75-22.7 

• Mean: 12.47 

• Standard deviation: 2.975 
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• Shapiro-Wilk Normality Test: 0.000 

The results mirror that of the data on length. The population is variable and there 

likely exist subgroups within the data.  

 On the whole, in comparison with the larger group, average paper Torahs differ 

from the whole in that their line number is predictable and comes from a normal 

distribution; the other dimensional data show a varied picture similar to that of the 

whole corpus. 

 

4.3 Discussion of Descriptive Codicological Results 

The descriptive statistics of the codicological features of all paper Torahs analysed in 

this corpus, including the average subgroup, show meaningful ties to both the 2CP 

group (the most sophisticated group of MSS studied in the thesis) and to the 

Unprofessional group (the least sophisticated group of MSS studied in the thesis. Two 

themes appear to characterise the codicology of paper Bibles: utilitarianism and 

elegant informality. Many of the Bibles are particularly beautiful, were well-made by 

professional scribes and likely purchased for personal use. Many, however, were also 

very informal and/or produced by laypeople themselves. The features of these Bibles 

suggest they were economical and made not to be studied in school or synagogue, but 

in everyday life in people’s homes. This shifts the priorities of the scribes and book-

makers from producing a halachically correct, formal text, to a useful text that 

satisfies religious needs whilst also being easily accessible. 

 Paper Torahs as a whole have a profile of features which connect them to 

unprofessional Torahs. The rarity of formats other than portrait format allude to a 

relaxation of style and formatting and the production of a standard pocket-sized book 
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which is an accessible shape. The fact that so many of these Bibles are sight-ruled also 

emphasises their informality and connects them to unprofessional Torahs. They are 

often written in a beautiful script but are plain and lack illumination seen in 2CP 

documents. The size of their writing is balanced to the page, with only a small group 

of MSS with a ‘small’ script size that is the virtue of their particular palaeographic 

type (the Northeastern documentary square script). A very noteworthy feature is that 

only a tiny minority mark the parasha: this is a strange finding for Bibles which are 

likely intended for personal use, as the parasha is what is studied weekly in personal 

Torah learning on Shabbat.  

 Other features highlight the pedestrian nature of these documents. Indications 

of poor paper quality, the presence of Arabic (only seen in this group in the thesis), 

and the significant presence of a convenient semi-cursive script all indicate ease of 

production and use over concern for rigid halachic norms. Moreover, the lack of 

influence of the Targum is felt here more than in the 2CP or the Unprofessional group: 

in the 2CP group we had interlinear Targum within Hebrew texts perhaps as formal 

study aids. With Unprofessional Torahs, we have seen that children learned the 

Targum in school. Yet Targum occurs only minimally in this group, perhaps indicating 

it held lesser importance for this particular class of Bible MSS. The lack of Masoretic 

notes connects this group to Unprofessional Torahs were Masorah was an extreme 

rarity. Finally, the distribution of Bibles in this group is conspicuously lacking in 

Byzantine and Italian Bibles and has the addition of later script styles and a Yemenite 

specimen. The overall picture the variables present is that paper Bibles indeed stand 

on their own as a unique group that do not belong in the same context as either 
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parchment or unprofessional Bibles, even though they share important connections 

with those groups. 

 Torahs with an average script style have strong affinities with unprofessional 

Bibles which may reflect a closer relationship with that corpus. They have even less 

formatting variation, only 1 column, and the majority are sight ruled. It is difficult 

for an average hand to write well in a small script, so script specimens tend to be 

larger. Finally, the biggest indicator of a connection with Unprofessional Bibles is the 

predominance of NST as opposed to ST. On the basis of bare codicological variables 

alone it appears that Bibles written in an average hand are quite close to Bibles written 

in a completely unprofessional script. 

 

4.4 Descriptive Statistics: Linguistic Features 

4.4.1 Unvocalised Paper Torahs: Singular Features 

The majority of unvocalised MSS in the group did not have noteworthy features other 

than the occasional plene or defective spelling. Many of the MSS which are classed as 

unvocalised also have sporadic vocalisation, some of which is NST; these specific 

instances are assessed in the sections alongside fully vocalised NST MSS below. There 

are therefore only a few non-standard orthographic features which are of note in this 

corpus, and since they are mostly singular occurrences, I will assess them all briefly 

at the beginning of Section 6. 

 

4.4.2 Core and Non-Core NST Features 

In the 2CP chapter it was found that removing singular or very rare variables, 

diacritics, and notational sign interchanges such as pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ (or vice 
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versa), significantly improved the outcome of the statistical clustering. Similar 

trimming of NST features was also employed in the Unprofessional Torah chapter, 

though less culling was necessary given the specific nature of that corpus. Hierarchical 

clustering provided a satisfactory typology for Unprofessional Torahs without a very 

systematic culling of infrequent or notational interchange of vocalisation and 

diacritics, whereas in the 2CP group a more systematic approach had to be adopted 

before any clustering produced meaningful results. The reason for the need for any 

culling at all is such variables are either outliers which throw off the statistical results, 

or because they are so common to the majority of MSS that they are not useful in 

creating a typology of distinct feature patterns. Given the success of the systematic 

trimming in the 2CP chapter, and given the massiveness of the data set, I employ the 

same systematic trimming for the current chapter. In the table below I have divided 

the columns into Core Features (upon which the statistics in Section 6 will be 

performed) and Non-Core Features (upon which no statistics will be performed, but 

which will be assessed in the post-typological analysis).  

Chart IV.1 

Core Features Non-Core Features 

*Singular features are marked as (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

Added letter(s) 

Added vowel(s) 

Doubled letters 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ (1) 
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ḥireq for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

ḥireq for ṣere 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

ḥolem for shureq 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

qameṣ for qubbuṣ 

qameṣ for segol 

qameṣ for shewa 

qameṣ for ṣere 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥireq 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef segol for segol 

ḥireq for qameṣ (1) 

ḥolem for pataḥ (1) 

ḥolem for ṣere (1) 

Letter Interchange 

Misreading 

Missing Furtive pataḥ 

Missing Letter 

Missing mappiq 

Missing shewa 

Missing Vowel 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef segol (1) 

qameṣ for ḥireq (1) 

qere for ketiv 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

Reanalysis of morphology 

Resyllabification 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for qubbuṣ (1) 

shewa for shureq (likely an error) 
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segol for qameṣ 

segol for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for ḥolem 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for ḥolem 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for shewa 

Unexpected dagesh 

Unexpected shewa 

Word Final shewa 

shureq and qubbuṣ 

shureq for ḥolem (likely an error) 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

shureq for shewa (likely an error) 

Switched Letters 

Unexpected mappiq 

Unexpected Vowel 

Vowel Switching 

 

 

The PCA and clustering analysis for these features appears in Section 6. The 

differential analysis between scribal and average NST MSS also appears in Section 6. 
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V. Correlational Statistics and Typology: Codicology 

As stated in Section III, the hypotheses of the chapter regarding codicology are: 

The codicological features of paper Torah MSS with a scribal and/or 

average level of script sophistication fall into statistically and visually 

verifiable subgroups. 

and 

MSS assessed as having an ‘average’ level of script sophistication stand on 

their own in terms of a codicological and linguistic typology (i.e., they form 

a statistically, codicologically, and linguistically unique group) and do not 

belong in the same group as ‘scribal’ paper MSS, nor do they belong with 

‘unprofessional’ paper MSS. Therefore, they occupy a middle ground 

between completely unprofessional and professional. 

This section tests these two hypotheses. Note that where necessary the analyses are 

run on three different divisions of the data: (1) the data as a whole; (2) paper Bibles 

without the ‘average’ specimens; (3) the ‘average’ specimens without the scribal 

specimens. 

 

5.1 PCA on Continuous Variables (Length and Width) 

In the first analytical step PCA tests were run on all three subdivisions of the corpus. 

The aim was to determine how variable the dimensional data are with regard to each 

subdivision, and to determine if distinct subgroups can be identified on the basis of 

MS size alone. The results of all three PCA tests were similar: the majority of MSS 

grouped together in a close cluster, with some scattered outliers in each quadrant. 
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These results indicate that dimensions do not separate the MSS into meaningful 

groups alone, and that other variables are likely to explain better any typological 

distinctions.   

 

5.2 Establishing a Typology Based on Codicological Variables 

Below I list the features I anticipated were key (i.e., probably independent variables). 

In particular, the paper corpus is noteworthy in that a feature which is, for other 

chapters, usually a critical feature in codicological typology - Format - is not key for 

this corpus. Since 98% of paper Torahs have a portrait format, it is likely that MSS 

with a square or landscape format are coincidental and are not an explanatory feature 

for a typology. Asking the computer to sort MSS based on such variables can lead to 

false correlations and separate MSS which should belong together in a group. 

• Ruling 

• Script size 

• Vocalisation 

• Cantillation 

• Script type 

• Script provenance 

• Masorah (though may be ruled as non-key through the course of testing, as the 

distribution is not varied). 

• Parashot (though may be ruled as non-key through the course of testing, as the 

distribution is not varied). 

As margin proportion turned out to be a confounding variable in other corpora of this 

thesis, I decided to exclude it from the initial analysis for this corpus. 
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5.2.1 MCA Analysis Results 

Through the course of the analysis multiple MCA tests were done on different 

combinations of variables until the patterns of feature correlation were clearly 

understood. For the entire dataset, the most valuable features were Cantillation, Script 

Type, Ruling, Script Size, and Vocalisation. A clearer picture emerged when scribal 

and average MSS were analysed separately, and the picture grew even clearer when 

the scribal MSS were divided into square and semi-cursive groups. The MCA analyses 

revealed the following general correlation characteristics about the corpus: 

 For scribal paper Bibles, the following general correlation trends appear (with 

considerable overlap): 

• Larger script is somewhat associated with ST. 

• ST vocalisation, regular ruling, presence of cantillation, an average-medium 

script size, and a square script are all generally correlated. 

• NST vocalisation, no vocalisation, semi-cursive scripts, small script size, and 

lack of ruling or sight ruling are all generally correlated. 

• NST is less correlated with the presence of cantillation than ST. 

For average paper Bibles, the following general correlation trends appear (again with 

considerable overlap): 

• A lack of ruling is associated with a smaller script. 

• NST vocalisation and no vocalisation are associated with a medium size script 

and sight ruling, lack of cantillation. 

• Regular ruling and ST vocalisation are correlated. 

After splitting up the corpus into three subgroups: square scribal paper Bibles, semi-

cursive paper Bibles, and square average paper Bibles, a final round of MCA was 
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conducted on the following variables for scribal square and semi-cursive Bibles: 

ruling, script size, and provenance. For average Bibles the final MCA variables were 

ruling, script size, vocalisation, and cantillation. Below are the corresponding charts 

for all three groups: 

A. Scribal Square Paper Bibles 

Fig.IV.18 

 

 

Here we see that in the upper right-hand quadrant, irregular ruling, a large script 

style, and Late Egyptian provenance are correlated.215 Small script, sight ruling and 

no ruling are associated with MSS thought to be from Egypt-Palestine (especially 

 
215 Irregular ruling only occurs in one or two documents, however, so it should not be given much 
weight in result interpretation. 
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written in a documentary script from that region). In the lower left-hand corner, there 

is a spectrum of MS correlations. Late Northeastern, Egypt-North African, general 

Northeastern Oriental, and Egyptian scripts are associated with an average-medium 

script size and regular ruling. Towards the bottom of the chart Sephardi and Yemenite 

MSS seem to go together with multiple script sizes (however multiple script size is an 

outlier). They are also positively correlated with an average-medium script size and 

regular ruling. 

 

B. Scribal Semi-Cursive Paper Bibles 

Fig.IV.19 
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In this chart we see a few distinct correlations. No ruling (‘none’) is an outlier in the 

upper left-hand corner but is correlated (by virtue of belonging in the same quadrant) 

with small scripts and semi-cursive MSS from Egypt-North Africa.216 Late Egyptian-

North African script is correlated with regular ruling, and slightly correlated with a 

small script. MSS from Egypt-Palestine, and MSS with a Late Egyptian hand are 

associated with regular ruling and an average size script.  The one early modern 

Egypt-North Africa document is associated with a small script and sight ruling.  

C. Average Script Paper Bibles 

Fig.IV.20 

 

 

 
216 As I mentioned in section 3 above, the majority of semi-cursive scripts were tagged as being from 
Egypt-North Africa. This is not exclusionary; overlap with script tagged from Palestine is expected 
especially as these are loose estimations of provenance.  
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In the upper middle of the plot, no (‘none’) ruling is associated with a small script. 

Moving from left to right, large and multiple script sizes are loosely associated with 

three tightly correlated features: sight ruling, no vocalisation, and no cantillation. 

NST vocalisation is associated with a medium size script. Average size script, regular 

ruling, and ST vocalisation are correlated. Cantillation is rare for this subgroup and 

so is placed alone in the far-right side of the chart. 

 

5.2.2 K-Modes Analysis Results: Scribal Square Script Bibles 

. The final k-modes analysis was run on the three different subgroups with the same 

variables as the final MCA tests. I used the elbow method and compared this to the 

patterns in the MCA charts to determine the ideal number of MS clusters. I found that 

scribal Bibles with a square script could be divided into 8 clusters. I present each 

group below and discuss each group’s level of visual and statistical coherency. Note 

that the majority of the groups did not appear to have dominant trends regarding 

preferences of one kind of vocalisation (ST, NST, unvocalised) over others. 
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5.2.2.1 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 1 

There are 83 members in this group.217 It is the least coherent of the clustered 

groups.218 The margins are wide to regular, with some narrow-margined outliers. 

There was one landscape format outlier. The majority were ruled regularly, but a 

significant minority were ruled by sight. The majority of MSS had an average script, 

though a few later MSS had a large script and there was a significant number of MSS 

in the group with a small script. The palaeographic range is wide, with MSS from 

nearly every region represented (Egypt-North Africa, Egypt-Palestine, Late Egypt, Late 

Northeastern, Spain-North Africa, Yemen). While the majority do not have Masorah, 

a selection of MSS do have some Masoretic notes. All three vocalisation types are 

found in the group. There is a wide range in terms of dimensions and line number: 

11.9-31.5 long x 6.85-31.70 wide, with 9-29 lines. Therefore, this group is highly 

varied in terms of its core features. I selected 20 random MSS to assess their visual 

coherence. As the fundamental features show a lot of variation, there is a fair degree 

 
217 T-S A21.48,   T-S A21.49,    T-S A21.8,   T-S  A21.63,    T-S A21.74,    T-S A21.75,  T-S A21.76,    T-
S A21.78,    T-S A21.83,   T-S A21.90,   T-S A21.93P3, T-S A22.22, T-S  A21.93P2,  T-S A21.102,   T-S 
A21.103,  T-S A21.108,   T-S A21.117,   T-S A21.133,   T-S A21.137,  T-S A21.149,   T-S A21.154,   T-
S A41.83, T-S A41.82,   T-S A41.97,    T-S A41.121,   T-S Misc1.1,  T-S Misc3.15,  T-S Misc3.23 T-S 
Misc20.59, T-S A22.11,   T-S A22.14,   T-S A22.14,  T-S  A22.19,    T-S A22.30,  T-S A22.41,   T-S 
A22.41,    T-S A22.46,    T-S A22.49,   T-S A22.70,   T-S A25.187, T-S A22.74,  T-S A22.111,  T-S 
A22.123,   T-S A22.131,  T-S A22.140,   T-S A22.146,T-S A22.146, T-S  A22.178,  T-S A24.6,   T-S 
A24.6,    T-S A24.42,    T-S A24.42,   T-S A24.60,  T-S A24.61,   T-S A24.72,    T-S A24.78,   T-S A24.81,    
T-S A24.81, T-S A24.88,   T-S A24.89,   T-S A24.90,    T-S A24.113,   T-S A24.115,  T-S A24.117, T-S 
A24.117,   T-S A24.123,   T-S A24.123,   T-S A25.6,     T-S A25.7,    T-S A25.27,   T-S A25.27,   T-S 
A25.61,    T-S A25.70,   T-S A25.70,   T-S A25.94,   T-S A25.104,  T-S A25.106,   T-S A25.151,   T-S 
A25.156,   T-S A25.165,   T-S A25.176. 
218 Future research could benefit from performing a cluster analysis solely on the MSS in this group, 
but that is outside the bounds of the present study. 
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of visual variation in the MSS. However, the majority of those sampled appear similar 

to the two below: 

Fig.IV.21  T-S A21.83    T-S A25.176 

 

Some of the outliers appear below as a comparative example: 

Fig.IV.22 T-S A21.103   T-S A25.94 
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5.2.2.2 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 2 

There are 28 members in this group.219 Again wide margins prevail. All MSS in the 

group have a portrait format. Only 3 are sight ruled. Average, medium, and small 

scripts are seen in the group. The majority of MSS lack Masorah but the few that have 

it only have Masorah Parva. The majority have either NST or NST; unvocalised MSS 

are rare. All of the MSS were assigned a provenance in Egypt from the 12th-13th 

century. The dimensions and line number range is: 13.5-21.2 long x 11.6-15 wide, 

with 8-18 lines.  The MSS sampled were highly visually coherent in terms of global 

layout, spacing of lines, and proportion of the text to the margins: 

Fig.IV.23 T-S A21.6   T-S A21.89 

 

 

 
219 T-S A21.6, T-S A21.62, T-S A21.89,  T-S A21.109,  T-S A21.130, T-S A21.144, T-S A21.146, T-S 
A41.103, T-S A22.45, T-S A22.113, T-S A22.177, T-S A24.5,   T-S A24.19,  T-S A24.48, T-S A24.48, T-
S A24.58,  T-S A24.56,  T-S A24.65, T-S A24.99, T-S A25.17, T-S A25.28,  T-S A25.79,  T-S A25.95,  T-
S A25.100, T-S A25.107, T-S A25.132, T-S A25.152. 
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T-SA22.177 

 

 

5.2.2.3 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 3 

There are 43 members in this group.220 The majority have wide margins, and all have 

a portrait format. All are sight ruled except one, which is unruled. The majority have 

a small script. Only one has Masorah Parva. All three vocalisation options are present. 

One MS has a provenance from Egypt. The majority are provenanced as Egypt-

Palestine. A minority are assigned Northeastern Oriental as a palaeography. 

 
220 T-S A21.7,    T-S A21.9,   T-S A21.61,   T-S A21.61,   T-S A21.66,   T-S A21.70,  T-S A21.80 ,  T-S 
A21.85 , T-S A21.110,  T-S A21.116,  T-S A21.127,  T-S A21.147, T-S A41.53,  T-S A41.64,   T-S A41.73,   
T-S Misc3.8,  T-S Misc3.13,  T-S Misc3.34,  T-S A22.17,  T-S A22.57, T-S A22.63,   T-S A22.68,  T-S 
A22.93,   T-S A22.99,  T-S A22.134 , T-S A22.162 ,T-S A22.162,  T-S A22.165,  T-S A24.13,  T-S A24.31,   
T-S A24.50b,  T-S A24.105,  T-S A25.3, T-S A25.34 ,  T-S A25.41 ,  T-S A25.43, T-S  A25.49,   T-S 
A25.118,  T-S A25.123,  T-S A25.159 , T-S A25.200. 
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Dimensions and line number: 12-24.9 long x 8.3-16.2 wide. 7-22 lines. There is a 

medium level of visual coherency in the sampled MSS. For example, the first two 

appear very similar, but outliers exist such as the two below them: 

Fig.IV.24 T-S A21.116   T-S A25.3 
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Fig.IV.25  T-S A21.70    T-S A22.68 

 

 

5.2.2.4 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 4 

There are 59 members in this group.221 The majority have a wide-regular margin 

profile. Most are portrait, one is square, and another is landscape in format. The 

majority have a small or medium script size. A range of Masorah is present. All three 

vocalisation options are present. The vast majority have a Northeastern Oriental script 

 
221 T-S A21.41,  T-S A21.55,   T-S A21.57,  T-S AS99.104,  T-S AS61.2 , T-S A21.60,  T-S A21.88,   T-S 
A21.91,   T-S A21.95,  T-S A21.111,  T-S A21.124,  T-S A21.126, T-S A41.90,   T-S A41.112,  T-S 
A41.129,  T-S Misc3.9,  T-S A22.6 ,   T-S A22.16,   T-S A22.18, T-S A22.23,   T-S A22.25,   T-S A22.43,   
T-S A22.98,   T-S A22.104,  T-S A22.107,  T-S A22.120 ,T-S A22.159, T-S A24.23,  T-S A24.36,  T-S 
A24.38,   T-S  A24.45 ,  T-S A24.52,  T-S A24.52,   T-S A24.54,   T-S A24.64 ,  T-S A24.64 ,  T-S A24.66,   
T-S A24.67 , T-S A24.74,   T-S A24.122 , T-S A25.13,  T-S A25.18,   T-S A25.33,   T-S A25.39, T-S 
A25.58,  T-S A25.73,  T-S A25.93,   T-S A25.101,   T-S A25.102,  T-S A25.143, T-S A25.158, T-S 
A25.167,  T-S A25.195,  T-S A25.199. 
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from the 11th-13th centuries, with a minority from other regions (one from Spain and 

two from Egypt-North Africa). Dimensions and line number: 9-22.5 long x 8.65 -21 

wide. 7-21 lines. Visual coherency is only generally consistent: there exist many 

outliers. A consistent trend in the visual type, however, are extremely wide margins 

surrounding a close-set text: 

Fig.IV.26     T-S A22.104;    T-S A 24.64 
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Some outliers, for example, include: 

Fig.IV.27    T-S A22.98; T-S A22.120 
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5.2.2.5 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 5 

There are 105 members in this group.222 Again the majority of MSS have wide or 

regular margins.  None, regular, and sight ruling are present. All MSS have an average 

script size. A few MSS have Masorah Parva. All MSS have a Northeastern Oriental 

palaeography from the 11th-13th centuries. Dimensions: 12-28.6 long x 8.4-27.6 

wide. 4-18 lines. Despite the size of the group and the fact that there is undeniably 

variation and outliers, the majority of the MSS have a general visual coherency, 

similar to the two examples below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
222 T-S A21.1,   T-S A21.16,    T-S A21.17,   T-S A21.27,   T-S A21.35,   T-S A21.38,  T-S A21.40,    T-S 
A21.43,  T-S  A21.52,    T-S A21.53,   T-S AS222.167,  T-S AS211.47,  T-S AS205.166,  T-S AS104.11,  
T-S AS68.78,   T-S AS61.1,  T-S AS61.4,    T-S A21.69,   T-S A21.72, T-S A21.81,    T-S A21.82,    T-S 
A21.84,    T-S A21.104,   T-S A21.105,   T-S A21.114 ,  T-S A21.120 ,  T-S A21.129,  T-S A21.131,   T-
S A21.134,   T-S A21.161P1, T-S A21.153,  T-S A21.151,  T-S A41.66,    T-S A41.84,    T-S A41.85,    T-
S A41.100,   T-S A41.102,   T-S Misc3.7, T-S Misc3.11,  T-S Misc3.20,  T-S A25.19,   T-S A21.58,   T-S 
A22.1,  T-S A22.3,    T-S A22.21,    T-S A22.20 ,   T-S A22.29 ,   T-S A22.38 ,   T-S A22.56,   T-S A22.56,   
T-S A22.65,    T-S A22.76,    T-S A22.80,   T-S A22.92 ,  T-S A22.101,   T-S A22.119,   T-S A22.122,   
T-S A22.124,   T-S A22.142,   T-S A22.155,  T-S A22.157,   T-S A22.161,   T-S A22.170,   T-S A22.172,   
T-S A22.175,  T-S A22.179,  T-S A22.179,   T-S A22.180,  T-S A24.17,    T-S A24.21,  T-S A24.26,   T-
S A24.27,  T-S A24.33,    T-S A24.39,    T-S A24.50a,    T-S A24.63 ,  T-S A24.76,   T-S A24.76,    T-S 
A24.83,    T-S A24.87,   T-S A24.92 ,  T-S A25.5 ,  T-S  A25.29,    T-S A25.31,    T-S A25.53,   T-S 
A25.60,    T-S A25.67,  T-S A25.71,  T-S A25.74,    T-S A25.92,   T-S A25.110,   T-S A25.115,   T-S 
A25.131,   T-S A25.186,  T-S A25.186,   T-S A25.198. 
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Fig.IV.28  T-S A21.82    T-S A21.120 

 

 

5.2.2.6 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 6 

There are 20 members in this group.223 Every MS either had wide or regular margins. 

All but one were sight ruled (the one was not ruled). The script ranged from medium 

to large, with a couple of average - sized scripts present. A couple of MSS had full 

Masorah. The palaeographic range was from Spain to Egypt, with Late Northeastern 

Oriental (12th-14th c) included. Dimensions: 12.6-25.5 long x 8.55-24.2 wide. 6-14 

lines. Despite the palaeographic differences, the layout of the MSS in the sampled 

visual group is surprisingly similar: 

 

 
223 T-S A21.13,  T-S A21.71,  T-S A21.112,   T-S A21.132,  T-S A41.51, T-S A41.63, T-S A41.132, 
T-S A41.130,   T-S A22.26,  T-S A22.35,  T-S A22.66,  T-S A22.129,  T-S A22.160, T-S A24.1,   T-S 
A24.94,  T-S A25.26,  T-S A25.63,  T-S A25.140, T-S A25.192. 
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Fig.IV.29    T-S A22.35; T-S A25.140 
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5.2.2.7 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 7 

There are 16 members in the group. 224 Most of the MSS either had wide or regular 

margins. All had a portrait format and were sight ruled. Two had a large script; the 

rest had a medium size script. All had a Northeastern Oriental script from the 11th-

13th centuries. Dimensions: 12.2 - 20.3 long x 9.3 - 14.4 wide. 6-13 lines.  Again, 

visually the global picture appears generally (but not closely) similar in terms of 

layout: 

Fig.IV.30  T-S A21.42    T-S A24.70 

 

 

 

 

 
224 T-S A21.42,  T-S A21.51,  T-S A21.119,   T-S A41.52,  T-S A22.84,  T-S A22.130,T-S A25.135, T-S 
A22.33,  T-S A24.70, T-S A24.102,   T-S A25.47, T-S A25.78 ,T-S A25.141, T-S A25.163. 
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5.2.2.8 Scribal Square Script Bibles Group 8 

There are 10 members in the group.225 All MSS had wide-regular margins. All had a 

portrait format and regular ruling. All but one had a medium size script; the one had 

a large script. The majority had ST vocalisation; one had NST. All had a palaeographic 

range of Late Northeastern to Spain/Spain-North Africa. All had a later date than the 

more common 11th-13th centuries (they ranged from 12th-15th centuries). 

Dimensions: 13.9 - 21.5 long x 9-15.9 wide. 9-15 lines. The Bibles visually appear 

coherent, with a formalised style which goes beyond small shifts in variables: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
225 T-S A21.139,  T-S A41.7a,   T-S A41.80, T-S A22.89,  T-S A24.3,  T-S A24.59. 
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Fig.IV.31    T-S A41.80; T-S A22.89 
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5.2.3 KModes Results: Semi-Cursive Bibles Groups 

Semi-cursive scribal Bibles could be divided into 4 groups.  

5.2.3.1 Semi-Cursive Script Bibles Group 1 

There are 40 members in this group.226 The majority have regular margins. Slightly 

over half have regular ruling, the rest are sight ruled. The majority have a small script; 

the rest have an average script size. The majority are from Egypt-North Africa, a small 

amount are tagged as Egypt-Palestine, and the latest MS from the 16th century Egypt-

North Africa is present in this group. Dimensions: 12.3- 24.2 long x 9.15 - 16.65 wide. 

11-17 lines. This group is very visually coherent; in fact, a join was identified through 

the group. I present the two leaves of the MS join as well as a comparative separate 

third leaf below. One of the major shared features is the rounding of the edges of the 

page. The join: 

 

 
226 T-S A21.2,   T-S A21.47, T-S A21.86,  T-S A22.2,  T-S  A22.58, T-S  A21.93, T-S  A21.123, T-S 
A22.60,   T-S A21.99 ,  T-S A21.100, T-S A21.115,  T-S A21.121,  T-S A41.62 , T-S A41.87,   T-S 
A41.119,   T-S A41.128, T-S Misc3.26,   T-S A22.9,  T-S A22.59,   T-S A22.72,   T-S A22.95,  T-S 
A22.100,  T-S A22.105, T-S A22.110, T-S A22.114,  T-S A22.114,  T-S A24.55,  T-S A25.21,   T-S 
A25.30,   T-S A25.99,   T-S A25.146, T-S A25.155,  T-S A25.175,   T-S A25.179,  T-S A24.116. 
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Fig.IV.32    T-SA21.47    T-S A22.105 

 

The comparative third (note the handwriting has some square and some semi-cursive 

elements): 

Fig.IV.33  T-S A22.2 
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5.2.3.2 Semi-Cursive Script Bibles Group 2 

There are 5 members in this group.227  There was no clear margin proportion trend. 

All had portrait format, no ruling, and small script. All were located in Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-13th c. One was unvocalised, the rest were NST. Dimensions: 13.9-19 

long x 10.1-13.9 long. 15-19 lines. Two examples below: 

Fig.IV.34 T-S A21.113    T-S A21.39 

 

 

5.2.3.3 Semi-Cursive Script Bibles Group 3 

There were also 5 members in this group.228 The majority had regular margins. All 

but one (which was average in script size) had a small script size. All had a provenance 

of Late Egypt (13th-15th centuries). Dimensions: 18.2 - 22 long x 13.55-14.8 wide. 

 
227 T-S A21.20,  T-S A21.39,  T-S A21.44,  T-S A21.113,  T-S A24.25. 
228 T-S A21.141, T-S A24.98,  T-S A24.9,   T-S A25.1,   T-S A24.40. 
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14-16 lines. The computer found and joined a large Late Egyptian MS join together.229 

Two examples below: 

Fig.IV.35 T-S A21.141   T-S A24.9 

 

 

5.2.3.4 Semi-Cursive Script Bibles Group 4 

There are 13 members in this group.230 The margins are wide-regular. All had a 

portrait format and were sight ruled and had an average script size (with the 

exception of one which had a medium script size). The majority were provenanced to 

Egypt-North Africa, with two put in Late Egypt (12-15th c). The majority had no 

Masorah. Two had full Masorah. The majority had NST. Dimensions: 12.4-19.3 long 

x 8.3 - 13.9 wide. 8-15 lines. The MSS in the group are only loosely visually coherent. 

Examples: 

 
229 Members of the join: T-S A24.6, T-S A24.9, T-S A24.49, T-S A24.98, T-S A25.1. 
230 T-S A21.10,   T-S Misc3.33,  T-S Misc3.35,  T-S A25.136,    T-S 8.112,  T-S A22.39,  T-S A22.145,  
T-S A24.62, T-S A24.80,  T-S A25.15, T-S A25.54. 
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Fig.IV.36  T-S A22.39; T-S A25.136 

 

 

 

5.2.4 KModes Results: Average Script Group 

I identified 5 groups through the clustering in the average script group. None of the 

sampled visual examples were visually coherent, and so below I describe the core 

groups and then give three general examples of ‘average’ MSS. 
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5.2.4.1 Average Script Bible Group 1 

There are 21 members in this group.231 The majority have regular margins. Regular 

and sight ruling predominated. The majority had NST. Dimensions: 9.2 -26.6 long x 

6.75 - 18 wide. 9-20 lines.  

5.2.4.2 Average Script Bible Group 2 

There are 19 members in this group.232 Wide margins were the majority. Sight ruling 

was the majority. Average script size predominated. Dimensions: 11-20 long x 9-22.7 

wide. 7-16 lines.  

5.2.4.3 Average Script Bible Group 3 

There are 21 members in the group.233 There were no clear margin proportion trends. 

All had a portrait format and the majority were sight ruled. All had a medium script. 

Dimensions: 9.8 - 27.4 long x  7.3 - 21.7 wide. 5-17 lines. 

5.2.4.4 Average Script Bible Group 4 

There are 25 members in the group.234 Margins were regular-wide. The majority were 

sight ruled. Script size was majority average. All MSS were NST. 12.8 - 18.6 long x 

8.85 - 21 wide. 8-17 lines.  

 
231 T-S A21.160,  T-S A21.159,   T-S A21.19, T-S A21.30, T-S A21.97, T-S A21.98,   T-S A41.6,  T-S 
A24.41,  T-S NS56.34,  T-S  NS56.29,   T-S NS50.9, T-S NS32.25,   L-G Bible 1.77,   T-S A22.4,   T-S 
A24.77,  T-S A24.108, T-S A25.162. 
232 T-S A21.12,    T-S A21.36 ,   T-S A21.45,   T-S A21.50,   T-S A21.56 ,   T-S AS185.85,   T-S A41.4,    
T-S A25.122,   T-S A25.188,  T-S NS159.102, T-S A22.36,  T-S A22.75,    T-S A22.115, T-S A24.43,  T-
S  A25.84,    T-S A25.166. 
233 T-S AS178.35,  T-S A41.50,  T-S A24.4,    T-S A24.41,  T-S A25.52,   T-S A26.48,  T-S A26.122, T-S 
A26.122 , T-S A26.122,  T-S A29.44,   T-S K5.104,   LGB1.74,  T-S K5.60 ,  T-S A22.32,  T-S A22.32 ,  
T-S A22.94,   T-S A22.174,  T-S A24.24,   T-S A25.24,  T-S A25.24,   T-S A25.183. 
234 T-S AS214.21, T-S A21.73,   T-S A21.138,  T-S A41.48,   T-S A41.116,  T-S Misc3.28, T-S A22.164, 
T-S A24.82,  T-S A25.86,   T-S A25.134,  T-S A26.57,   T-S A29.43 ,  T-S K6.155,   T-S A22.53, T-S 
A22.167, T-S A24.10,   T-S A24.44,  T-S A25.37,   T-S A25.45,  T-S A25.103,  T-S A25.153, T-S A25.197.   
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5.2.4.5 Average Script Bible Group 5235 

There were 11 members in the group. There were no trends in margin proportions. 

All were sight ruled and had a medium script size. All had NST vocalisation. 

Dimensions: 12.4 - 28.2 long x 8.3-19.3 wide. 7 - 16 lines. 

Three examples of average MS specimens: 

Fig.IV.37  T-S A25.197; T-S K5.60; T-S A24.43 

 

 

 
235 T-S A21.150, T-S A26.26, T-S A26.101, T-S A28.123, T-S A29.73, T-S 8J20.22, T-S Ar20.18, T-S  
Ar20.18, T-S NS152.46, T-S NS161.162, T-S A24.84. 
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5.3 Discussion of Codicological Typology 

There were two hypotheses regarding the codicological typology of the MSS studied 

in this chapter. The hypothesis regarding scribal Bibles indeed does seem to be valid: 

common Bibles written on paper do indeed fall into definite subtypes which can be 

visually assessed as similar. The particular challenge, however, lies in the fact that 

the corpus as a whole tends to lack formal standardisation in their codicological 

features. This means that while a general level of visual coherency is present, we must 

make room in the typology for outliers and for small shifts in feature patterns. It must 

be said though that late Bibles were assessed alongside earlier ones and still fit 

statistically within the typology: this suggests a long date range for the existence of 

codicological sub-groups.  

 Scribal Bibles, both semi-cursive and square, lacked elaborate subtypes seen in 

parchment corpora. They were fundamentally simple and utilitarian, having a portrait 

format, average-medium script, and balanced margins in general. The palaeographic 

range also is distinct from parchment corpora: no Italian or Byzantine specimens were 

found. This indicates a shift in writing culture which may be date-dependent, yet  that 

is outside the scope of this thesis to explore further. Finally, it is noteworthy that Late 

Northeastern Oriental scripts tend to correlate codicologically with Sephardi MSS (see 

square group 8 above). This may indicate a continuity of writing culture between 

these regions even at the common Bible level in later periods (12th-15th centuries). 

 It is noteworthy that the results were clearer when semi-cursive Bibles were 

separated from the square specimens. Semi-cursive MSS appear less formal and more 

casual, but not less skilled in their writing. They are a separate corpus that was 

unanticipated at the outset of this research. 
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 The hypothesis that average Bibles are their own separate group is borne out 

by the typology. It is very difficult to sort them into visually coherent patterns - a 

feature which connects them to the Unprofessional group. However, they can be 

separated into statistically coherent correlations of features, which indicates a general 

level of standard practice in producing these informal texts. They therefore stand on 

their own codicologically as separate from both the scribal and unprofessional groups. 

 

VI. Correlational Statistics and Typology: Linguistics 

6.1 Linguistic Analysis of Unvocalised Paper Bibles 

As the noteworthy non-standard features of unvocalised paper Torahs are singular 

and few in number, no statistics were calculated. Nor were records taken for plene 

and defective spellings that did not appear to be the result of anything more than 

omission or addition of an occasional mater lectionis. However, the few non-standard 

orthographic instances that were found are worth analysis. 

 

T-S A21.29 

This MS (which has two different hands) has multiple features of note. The first are 

two letter interchanges: 

דרבי •  for דֵ֔רָּפִי , Genesis 2:10. This may be a simple graphical error (though peh 

does not seem to resemble bet in the MS), or a misspelling, resulting from the 

writer mishearing the plosive, doubled peh as /b/. Considering the writer was 

likely an Arabic speaker, this substitution of p > b makes sense given a 

presumed native Arabic phonetic inventory.  
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בוֿבשה •  for בֵֹ֗בּסַה  ,Genesis 2:11. The first issue of note is the substitution of sin 

for samekh, which is a recognised error in Bible and Targum MSS from this 

period.236 Next is the insertion of a waw/yod. As can be seen, the waw is difficult 

to distinguish from the yod. Note also the use of rafe over the bet (rafe is 

employed sporadically in the MS over bgdkft letters): 

Fig.IV.38 

 

 

םאימשה •  for םִיַ֔מָּׁשַה  , Genesis 2:20. In the image below, it is clear that the alef 

appears to be intended for insertion after the yod. This appears reminiscent of 

the Aramaic אימש , ‘heavens’ and may be a correction or simply a note (this is 

the second hand in the MS). 

Fig.IV.39 

 

 

 

 
236 Fassberg, 1990, 26. 
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L-G Bible1.74 

The only non-standard orthographic feature of this MS is the spelling דגאב  for דָגְּב , 

Genesis 30:11. This may be an insertion of a mater lectionis to clarify the pronunciation 

of the shewa. 

 

T-S A22.159 

The only non-standard orthographic feature of this MS is the joining of two words 

which in L are joined by a maqqef, into one word, with the elision of some letters: 

לכא  for  לַ֣כּוי־םִא , Genesis 13:16. This is likely a simple spelling error, but as there is a 

MS with NST vocalisation which I discuss below that regularly takes words joined by 

maqqef and cliticises them into one phonological unit, this may be a possible 

explanation for this strange spelling. 

 

Letter Interchanges; Various MSS 

Multiple MSS have singular instances of letter interchanges which do not seem to 

amount to more than a misspelling or addition of a mater lectionis. Nevertheless, I 

have put the data here. T-S A41.73: רגע  for לֶגֵ֥ע , Leviticus 9:8; T-S A25.105: הנ  for אָּ֞נ , 

Exodus 3:18. A22.36: ול  for ֹל אֽ , Genesis 6:3; T-S A21.52: ילע  for הֵ֣לֲע . Genesis 3:7. 

 

6.2 CA and Hierarchical Clustering of NST MSS 

I achieved the clearest results when the dataset was split between scribal and average 

paper Bibles. This also allows for testing the degree to which average paper Torahs 

are linguistically different from scribal paper Torahs with NST.  The following sections 

present the results of the analyses 
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6.2.1 Scribal Paper Bibles with NST 

The correspondence analysis showed a continuum of features rather than a distinct 

cluster. After the image below I list the major vowel correlations (as the labels in the 

chart can be difficult to discern due to the tightness of the cluster): 
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Fig.IV.40 
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The major vowel correlations are as follows (sign interchanges on one side of the 

vertical line are more correlated to each other than to sign interchanges on the other 

side of the vertical line): 

Chart IV.2 

Left Hand Quadrant Right Hand Quadrant 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥolem 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

qameṣ for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

segol for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

Word final shewa 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for segol 

segol for shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

ḥireq for ṣere 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ḥolem for shureq 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ṣere 

segol for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 
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The hierarchical clustering established the presence of 8 groups (including outlier 

groups with one member): 

 

 

The 8 groups are detailed in the large chart below. In this chart, regularly occurring 

features appear at consistent intervals as a major feature. These are marked in bold.  

Features that are not marked in bold tend to occur 5 or fewer times in the MS. It is 

important to note that the results from the MCA and clustering place the MSS on a 

gradient of features: vowel sign interchanges and diacritics vary by degrees from one 
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extreme to another in this dataset. This is seen most clearly in the large centre red 

group, where only slight differences separate MSS from each other. It would not have 

been possible to break this large group into subgroups with any kind of statistical or 

linguistic validity. 

Chart IV.3 

MS and 

Palaeographic 

Region 

Notational Sign Interchanges and 

Diacritic Features 

Vowel Sign Interchanges 

Red Outlier    

T-S A22.178 

(chart no. 74) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

Word final shewa ( ְעָּסִּיַו  ) 

 Unexpected shewa on divine 

name: הַוְהיְל  

 

pataḥ for qameṣ  

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere  

ṣere for segol  

 

shewa for ṣere  

ḥireq for segol  

pataḥ for shewa  

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ  

shewa for pataḥ  

ṣere for ḥireq  
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Green Outlier 

I 

  

T-SA 21.70 

(chart no. 1) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected shewa, esp. on 

quiescent alef ( הָׁשְֹאר  for ּהָֽׁשֹאר ) 

 

Added vowel 

Letter interchange ( לַא  for לַע , 

Genesis 28:9) 

Missing mappiq/occasional 

missing shewa/occasional 

missing vowel 

 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for segol 

qameṣ for segol 

ḥireq for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol  

 

Blue Outlier I    

T-S A21.66 

(chart no 26) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

 

Additional vowels under yod 

( ָךַיַיַח םִיִיֶחֲה ; ) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 
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ṣere for shewa 

Cyan Outlier   

T-S A24.59 

(chart no 79) 

 

Spain-North 

Africa 13th-

15th 

Unexpected dagesh (extensive; 

especially in yod, once in a 

guttural: לַּע , Exodus 12:33) 

 

Unexpected shewa once on divine 

name: ֮הָוהְּי ַֽו  

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

 

segol for pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

Pink Outlier   

T-S A25.102 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

Unexpected shewa (extensively 

on mater lectionis yod) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh in qof and 

samekh 

 

pataḥ for segol (twice) 

segol for pataḥ(twice) 

 

Red Bracket 

Sub-Groups237 

  

T-S A21.20 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for pataḥ 

 
237 Distinctions between branches are clarified in the leftmost cell after the shelfmark. 
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(chart no. 13) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th c. 

 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

Adds mater lectionis waw twice 

where not expected. 

Doubles a vowel once ( זֶבִיִיַו  for 

זֶבִּ֥יַו ) 

Occasionally drops mappiq or 

vowels. 

shureq with qubbuṣ 

 

 

 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

T-S A22.114 

(chart no. 67) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

shureq with qubbuṣ 

One word final shewa ( ְקָ֗חְצִי ) 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

 

 

T-S A25.15 

(chart no. 85) 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh (both to 

end a syllable and at an open 

syllable) 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th c. 

Sometimes drops mappiq 

 

pataḥ for ṣere 

 

T-S A25.186 

(chart no. 

101) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

Unexpected dagesh (uncertain 

pattern) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

 

T-S A21.62 

(chart no. 

106) 

 

Egypt (11th-

13th) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh (uncertain 

pattern; also: קָחְצִי ּלֶא  for ־לֶא

קָ֑חְצִי , Genesis 26:16) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A22.17 

(chart no. 53) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh twice in 

/bgdkft/ letters 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

ṣere for pataḥ 
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T-S A22.95 

(chart no. 64) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh  

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for qameṣ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

 

T-S A25.195 

(chart no. 

103) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th) 

Unexpected mappiq 

unexpected dagesh 

qere for ketiv 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A21.49 

(chart no. 22) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 11t-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Word final shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for ḥireq 

segol for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 

T-S A25.33 

(chart no. 87) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 
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Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A25.53 

(chart no. 90) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

unexpected dagesh 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A21.51 

(chart no. 23) 

 

Northeastern 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ḥireq for segol 

ḥireq for ṣere 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

 

T-S A22.59 

(chart no. 60) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

Resyllabification (explored in 

section below) 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for qameṣ 

shureq for shewa 
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pataḥ for ṣere 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A22.110 

(chart no. 

109) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

One shewa on mater lectionis yod 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

pataḥ for ṣere 

qameṣ for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for shureq 

 

T-SA25.79 

(chart no. 92) 

 

Egypt 12th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh on /bgdkft/ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A22.107 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 
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(chart no. 66) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

 

Unexpected dagesh  

 

T-SA25.192 

(chart no. 

102) 

 

Late 

Northeastern 

Oriental 12th-

14th 

 

 

 

Missing mappiq pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A21.103 

(chart no. 32) 

 

Spain 12th-

14th) 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh in taw 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 
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T-S A22.57 

(chart no. 59) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

ḥaṭef segol for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

shureq for ḥolem 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for ṣere 

ḥolem for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for pataḥ 

 

T-S A21.130 

(outlier) 

(chart no. 36) 

 

Unexpected dagesh pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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Egypt 12th-

13th 

T-S A21.137 

(chart no. 38) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

Unexpected shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for qameṣ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥireq 

T-S A25.19 

(chart no. 48) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

Unexpected shewa on mater 

lectionis yod 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Missing mappiq 

Unexpected dagesh 

 

segol for pataḥ 

 

T-S A21.39 

(chart no. 19) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

Added vowels (explored below) 

 

pataḥ for segol 

 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for ḥolem 
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segol for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A21.113 

(chart no. 34) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

Unexpected shewa on mater 

lectionis yod 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for ṣere 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

T-S A25.13 

(chart no. 84) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-SA25.7 

(chart no. 83) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

- pataḥ for segol 
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T-S A25.17 

(chart no. 86) 

 

Egypt 12th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

 

pataḥ for segol 

T-SA22.33 

(chart no. 55) 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh /bgdfkt/ 

pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A21.61 

(chart no. 25) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh /bgdfkt/ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

T-S A24.102 

(chart no. 81) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh /bgdfkt/ 

 

pataḥ for segol 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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T-S A25.151 

(chart no. 97) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

Unexpected dagesh /bgdkft/ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

T-S A41.52 

(chart no. 40) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A21.58 

(chart no. 52) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

 

ṣere for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 
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pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-S A24.117 

(chart no. 82) 

 

Spain-North 

Africa (12th-

14th) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

 

ḥolem for shureq 

ṣere for segol 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.16 

(chart no. 3) 

(outlier) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

- ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥolem for pataḥ 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

T-S A21.76 

(chart no.29) 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for segol 
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Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

 

T-S A41.66 

(chart no. 42) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

- ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol  

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A41.85 

(chart no. 44) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

- ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A24.23 

(chart no. 77) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

Unexpected dagesh segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

T-S Misc3.35 - segol for pataḥ 
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(chart no. 46) 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A25.41 

(case no. 114) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A25.101 

(chart no. 93) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

segol for pataḥ 

 

T-S A24.113 

(chart no. 17) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S A22.92 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for pataḥ 
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(chart no. 63) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A25.34 

(chart no. 88) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

- segol for pataḥ 

shewa for shureq 

T-S A25.165 

(chart no. 

100) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

12th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S A25.70 

(chart no. 91) 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

T-S A25.155 

(chart. no 98) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ segol for pataḥ 

shureq for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

T-S A25.136 

(chart no. 49) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

 

T-S A22.49 

(chart no. 58) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A22.134 

(chart no. 70) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ - 
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Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

Unexpected shewa on quiescent 

alef 

Unexpected dagesh 

T-S A21.112 

(chart no. 

108) 

 

Late 

Northeastern 

12th-14th 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

 

T-S A21.132 

(chart no. 37) 

 

Late 

Northeastern 

12th-14th 

Word final shewa ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A22.124 

(chart no. 68) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 
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T-S A21.7 

(chart no. 24) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

 

Unexpected dagesh segol for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-S A25.200 

(chart no. 

105) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A24.56 

(chart no. 78) 

 

Egypt 12-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.78 

(chart no. 30) 

 

Unexpected dagesh qameṣ for ṣere 

ṣere for shewa 

ṣere for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 
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Spain 12th-

14th 

 

T-S A22.35 

(chart no. 

120) 

 

Late 

Northeastern 

Oriental 12th-

14th 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

T-S A25.21 

(chart no. 

111) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

13th-14th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

T-S A24.38 

(chart no. 14) 

 

- ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 
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Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A21.2 

(chart no. 4) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ - 

T-S A22.120 

(chart no. 11) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

- pataḥ for segol 

T-S A25.27 

(chart no. 

113) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ - 

T-S A25.198 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ - 
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(chart no. 

104) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A25.110 

(chart no. 95) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ - 

T-S A25.39 

(chart no. 89) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 

Letter Interchange הָׂשֲעַמ  for הָׂ֥שֲעַנ  

Leviticus 7:8 

- 

T-S A22.180 

(chart no. 76) 

 

 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

- 
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Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

T-S A25.123 

(chart no. 18) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

Misspelling - 

T-S A24.105 

(chart no. 16) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

Letter Interchange הנ  for אָּ֞נ  

 

- 

T-S A21.14 

(chart no. 2) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A22.20 

(chart no. 10) 

Unvocalised 

 

- 
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Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

T-S A41.102 

(chart no. 9) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 

Unvocalised  

T-S A41.73 

(chart no. 8) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 

Unvocalised  

T-S A25.67 

(chart no. 

115) 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 
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Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 

T-S A21.29 

(chart no. 6) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

 

Unvocalised  

T-S A22.41  

(chart no. 56) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-S A21.47 

(chart. no 21) 

 

Late Egypt-

North Africa 

12th-14th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ ṣere for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 
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T-S A21.93 

(chart no. 

119) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

 segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A25.28 

(chart no. 

118) 

 

Egypt 11th-

13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for segol 

T-S A21.89 

(chart no. 31) 

 

Egypt 11th-

13th 

 segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.117 

(chart no. 35) 

 

 segol for pataḥ 
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Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

T-S A25.67 

(chart no. 

115) 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S A21.29 

(chart no. 6) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 11th-

13th 

 

Unvocalised  

T-S A22.41 

(chart no. 56) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for qameṣ 
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T-S A21.47 

(chart no. 21) 

 

Late Egypt-

North Africa, 

12th-14th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ ṣere for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A21.93 

(chart no. 

119) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

11th-13th 

 pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A21.89 

(chart no. 31) 

 

Egypt 11th-

13th 

 segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.117 

(chart no. 35) 

 

 segol for pataḥ 
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Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

T-S A25.143 

(chart no. 

116) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

Unexpected dagesh 

shureq for shewa 

qameṣ for segol 

ḥireq for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.14 

(chart no. 2) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

unexpected dagesh /bgdkft/ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.110 

(chart no. 33) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for (silent) shewa, e.g. 

resyllabification 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A25.132 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for ḥireq 
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(chart no. 96) 

 

Egypt, 11th-

13th 

Unexpected dagesh /bgdkft/ ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for qubbuṣ 

T-S A21.38 

(chart no. 15) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

T-S A21.74 

(chart no. 27) 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

shureq for qubbuṣ pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

 

T-S A22.105 

(chart no. 65) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A22.130 

(chart no. 47) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 
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Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A22.179 

(chart no. 75) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

shureq for qubbuṣ segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

ṣere for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A25.156 

(chart no. 99) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

T-S A22.25 

(chart no. 54) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A22.170 

(chart no. 72) 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 
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Northeastern 

Oriental 11th-

13th 

T-S A21.42 

(chart no. 20) 

 

Northeastern 

11th-13th 

Unexpected dagesh pataḥ for segol 

shewa for segol 

T-S A21.75 

(chart no. 28) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A22.160 

(chart no. 71) 

 

Late 

Northeastern, 

12th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A22.68 

(chart no. 61) 

 pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥireq 
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Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A22.175 

(chart no. 73) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A41.84 

(chart no. 43) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

T-S 8.112 

(chart no. 51) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ qameṣ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 
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T-S A25.26 

(chart no. 

112) 

 

Late 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

12th-14th 

 pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A24.64 

(chart no. 

110) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

 pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A22.43 

(chart no. 57) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A22.74  

(chart no. 62) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 
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Egypt-

Palestine, 

12th-14th 

T-S A25.152 

(chart no. 

117) 

Egypt, 11th-

13th 

 pataḥ for segol 

T-S Misc3.33 

(chart no. 45) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected shewa on mater 

lectionis yod 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for qameṣ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

T-S A24.80 

(chart no. 80) 

 

Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th 

Unexpected shewa, possibly 

resyllabification: רָכְשָׂשִי  for 

רָ֥כשָּׂשִי , Exodus 1:3 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A41.53 

(chart no. 41) 

 

- pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 
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Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

T-S A25.135 

(chart no. 50) 

 

Northeastern 

Oriental, 

11th-13th 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for shewa 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

Green Outlier 

II 

 

  

T-S A22.131 

(chart no. 69) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

ḥireq for segol 

ṣere for ḥireq 

shewa for ḥireq 
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ḥireq for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

 

 

Blue Outlier 

Group II 

 

  

T-S A21.147 

(chart no. 39) 

 

Egypt-

Palestine, 

11th-13th 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

Unexpected dagesh 

Added letter: אֹוטֲחֵמ  for ֹוטֲחֵמ , 

Genesis 20:6 

ṣere for segol 

ḥireq for segol 

segol for ṣere 

ṣere for pataḥ 

 

T-S A21.44 

(chart no. 

107) 

 

shureq for qubbuṣ segol for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 

segol for shewa 

qameṣ for pataḥ 
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Egypt-North 

Africa, 11th-

13th 

 

 

6.2.2 Average Paper Bibles with NST 

Unlike the scribal group, the average MSS’ linguistic features cluster into separate 

quadrants instead of following a continuum: 

Fig.IV.41 
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Chart IV.4 

Upper Left Quadrant Upper Right Quadrant 

Word final shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for qubbuṣ 

segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

Unexpected shewa 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for qameṣ 

ṣere for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥolem 

ṣere for ḥireq 

segol for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

Lower Left Quadrant Lower Right Quadrant 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qameṣ for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected Dagesh 
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Centroid hierarchical clustering gave the clearest results, for which were found 5 

clusters: 

Fig.IV.42 

 

 

The details of the clusters are found in the large chart below. 

Chart IV.4 

MS and 

Palaeographic 

Region 

Notational Sign Interchanges 

and Diacritic Features 

Vowel Sign Interchanges 

The Red 

Outlier 
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T-S A41.116 

(chart no. 15) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

Unexpected shewa on mater 

lectionis alef 

 

segol for pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for ṣere 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

The Green 

Outlier 

  

T-S A24.82 

(chart no. 17) 

Resyllabification (discussed in 

section below) 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

Added letters (discussed in 

section below) 

Word Final shewa (discussed in 

section below) 

Letter interchange (discussed in 

section below) 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

The Blue 

Cluster 
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T-S A29.43 

(chart no. 24) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ṣere for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A28.123 

(chart no. 23) 

- pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 

T-S A41.48 

(chart no. 14) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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T-S NS152.46 

(chart no. 30) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Letter interchange אל  for ול  

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A25.103 

(chart no. 39) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for shewa 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for ḥolem 

shewa for pataḥ 

shureq for ḥolem 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

T-S A26.57 

(chart no. 21) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh (for 

example, ּחַבֶז  for חַבֶ֖ז , Leviticus 

7:12) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S A25.45 

(chart no. 43) 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A25.134 

(chart no. 19) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

 

T-S A26.26 

(chart no. 20) 

- pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef qameṣ 
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segol for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A22.53 

(chart no. 34) 

- pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for ṣere 

T-S A29.44 

(chart no. 5) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ shewa for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥireq 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A21.73 

(chart no. 10) 

 ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S A 21.97 

(chart no. 11) 

 segol for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S Misc3.28 

(chart no. 16) 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for qubbuṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

T-S A22.164  ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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(chart no. 2) pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

T-S AS214.21 

(chart no. 9) 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-S A26.101 

(chart no. 22) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥ for shewa 

T-S A22.167 

(chart no. 35) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A25.86 

(chart no. 18) 

 shewa for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for qubbuṣ 

T-S A21.138 

(chart no. 12) 

segol for ḥaṭef segol pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S8J20.22 

(chart no. 27) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

T-S A21.132 

(chart no. 37) 

Word final shewa on alef ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ḥireq for pataḥ 
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shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A41.85 

(chart no. 44) 

 ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A41.66 

(chart no. 42) 

 pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A21.137 

(chart no. 38) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

  

T-S A21.75 

(chart no. 28) 

Unexpected dagesh pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

T-S A21.52 

(chart no. 7) 

Unvocalised  

T-S A21.70 

(chart no. 1) 

Unexpected shewa on 

quiescent alef 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥireq for segol 

Missing shewa 

Missing vowel 
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pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ṣere 

qameṣ for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

T-S A41.73 

(chart no. 8) 

Unvocalised  

T-S A21.29 

(chart no. 6) 

Unvocalised  

T-S A21.16 

(chart no. 3) 

 segol for ṣere 

shewa for pataḥ 

ḥolem for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for shewa 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

T-S A21.2 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 
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(chart no. 4)  

T-S A21.66 

(chart no. 26) 

 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

ṣere for shewa 

T-S A41.53 

(chart no. 41) 

 pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

T-S A21.20 

(chart no. 13) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

shureq with qubbuṣ 

Unexpected dagesh 

 

 

segol for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for qameṣ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for segol 
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T-S A21.76 

(chart no. 29) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for shewa 

T-S A21.130 

(chart no. 36) 

Unexpected dagesh ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

T-S A41.52 

(chart no. 40) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

T-S A21.103 

(chart no. 32) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

T-S A21.110 

(chart no. 33) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

Haref pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

Cyan Outlier   

T-S A21.61 

(chart no. 25) 

Unexpected dagesh pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

Pink Outlier   
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T-S A21.89 

(chart no. 31) 

 segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

 

VII. Linguistic Discussion and Analysis 

7.1 Revisiting the Hypotheses 

The hypotheses at the beginning of the chapter are assessed through the above 

statistics and typology. Scribal Bibles are easily put into a typology, and their features 

range on a spectrum. Instead of forming distinct separate subgroups, they run on a 

continuum from one kind of vowel sign interchange to the other. Moreover, there are 

very few outliers in the scribal corpus.  

 A major characteristic of the scribal paper Bibles is that they do not have 

extreme levels of vowel sign interchanges, nor do they have (not even the outliers) a 

chaotic mix of many vowel sign interchanges. This is in distinction to parchment NST 

Bibles, which tend to have more (in terms of quantity) interchanges as well as a more 

chaotic profile. In fact, the typology seemed to be determined by interchanges of only 

four vowel signs: pataḥ/segol, ṣere/segol, pataḥ/qameṣ. While other kinds of vowel sign 

interchange were present, they typically only occurred once or twice in any given MS. 

Therefore, extensive profiles of phonetic reduction to a three-vowel system which 

incorporate many different vowel signs is not a characteristic of the scribal paper 

Bible corpus, but instead is characteristic of NST parchment MSS. Moreover, while 

there is some distinction based on region, it is less pronounced than in parchment 

MSS assessed in other chapters of this thesis. These two features: a less extensive 

profile of vowel sign interchange and a less pronounced regional distinction may point 
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to a slight lessening of an NST ‘tradition’ in this corpus. This is a phenomenon which 

is outside of the scope of the present study to explore in depth. 

 With regards to the hypothesis that average Bibles are distinct, the results are 

mixed. The same core four vowel signs (pataḥ, segol, ṣere, qameṣ) remain the majority 

drivers of sign interchange, and this connects them to the scribal group. However, 

they also exhibit more variation in which signs interchange. Unlike the scribal group, 

average MSS are slightly more chaotic and different vowel signs often mix with each 

other in patterns reminiscent of both unprofessional MSS and parchment MSS. This 

feature does set them apart from scribal paper Bibles. This chaotic aspect in particular 

makes organising average MSS into a typology more challenging, and the chart above 

reflects a less clear pattern.  

 

7.2 Noteworthy MSS 

There are a few MSS from the above typologies which exhibit noteworthy features.  

7.2.1 Resyllabification 

Resyllabification appears to be a feature which occurs rather frequently in this corpus 

in comparison to others. Below are some of the MSS which have words with this 

feature: 

 

T-S A22.59 

This Bible has one variant which appears to be a re-syllabification of this noun: 

ֹונַנַחִתְהִב  for ֹו֥נְנַֽחְתִהְּב , Genesis 42:21.  
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T-S A24.80: It is not clear whether the additional shewa in this word is meant to break 

a syllable or be pronounced: רָכְשָׂשִי  for רָ֥כשָּׂשִי , Exodus 1:3.238 

 

7.2.2 Additional Vowels/Additional Shewa 

Another trend in this corpus is the occasional recurring addition of vowels where 

unexpected, or the occasional insertion of shewa on a mater lectionis yod. The following 

MS gives some examples of these features: 

 

T-S A21.39: Added vowels: ןוָֹא  for ןֹוֽא , Genesis 41:50; ִיִיְנָע  for יִֽיְנָע , Genesis 41:52. shewa 

on mater lectionis yod: הָנְיַלְכִּתַו  for הָניֶ֕לְכִּתַו , Genesis 41:52 

 

7.2.3 Cliticisation/Resyllabification: T-S A24.82 

The final MS of note which I will discuss has the following recurring phenomenon: 

• General resyllabification in line with the Ben Naftali reading: רָכָשְׂשִי  for רָ֥כשָּׂשִי , 

Exodus 1:4.239 

•  Elision of maqqef and joining two words with a shewa: ׁשפֶנְלָכ  for ׁשֶפֶ֛נ־לָּכ , Exodus 

םִיאָרְצִמְלַע ;1:5   for םִיָ֑רְצִמ־לַע , Exodus 1:8. ףֵסֹויְתֶא  for ףֵֽסֹוי־תֶא , Exodus 1:8 

• Elision of maqqef and joining of words without shewa: עֶדָיֹאל  for ֹל עַ֖דָי־אֽ  

This phenomenon may indicate some kind of cliticisation of these words into single 

phonetic units, and probably reflects that the text was either read aloud with the trope 

of the accents, as they would be single units when read aloud. This shows a familiarity 

 
238 Khan, 2020a, 94. The reading seems to follow the Ben Asher vocalisation of this word, but with 
the addition of a shewa on the second sin. 
239 ibid. 
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with the chant of the text but not necessarily the correct notation of the trope and 

syllables. The writer also adds an alef where unexpected: םִיאָרְצִמְב  for םִיָֽרְצִמְב  (twice); 

ּוראָפ  for ּו֧רָּפ , Exodus 1:7 

 

7.2.4 General Casual Nature of the Text 

I have discussed the casual character of the MSS in terms of codicology. However, 

traces of this casualness extend also to features in the text. The MS directly above, 

which cliticises words joined with maqqef, reflects this casualness and possibly 

utilitarian character because it was apparently necessary to reflect the rhythm of the 

trope in the writing, but no regard for the proper notation is apparent. Moreover, 

unlike the other corpora in this thesis, there appears to be less deviation from  a ST 

standard. The main recurring diacritic features are the placement of shewa on 

quiescent alef (for example, T-S A21.70: רֹמְאֵל  for רֹ֑מאֵל , Genesis 28:20) and the 

occasional word-final shewa (for example, T-SA24.82: ְתָמָיַו  for תָ֤מָּיַו , Exodus 1:6; ְרָדֶה  

for רֹוּ֥דַה , Exodus 1:6; ְשָדָח  for ׁשָ֖דָח , Exodus 1:8). The final marker of casualness is the 

tendency for partial vocalisation of MSS. Many unvocalised MSS had a few vocalised 

words; likewise many vocalised MSS would leave off vowels randomly. This indicates 

that proper placement of vowels was not necessarily the priority for many of the 

writers of these Bibles. 
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VIII. Conclusion 

8.1 Evaluation of Hypotheses 

The hypotheses tested in this chapter were for the most part, validated by the 

statistical analysis. There were some variations, however, in the codicological 

typology which are likely the result of a relaxed scribal attitude to codicological 

stylistic norms. Moreover, average script Bibles were found to be distinct from both 

scribal paper Bibles and from unprofessional Bibles. They do, however, have 

important connections to both groups and can be seen as occupying an intermediate 

level. A codicological group not anticipated by the hypothesis was the semi-cursive 

Bible group: the typology became much more regular when these were assessed 

separately from their square script counterparts. This may indicate a separate stream 

of MS practice regarding semi-cursive Bibles. Linguistically, the typology of scribal 

Bibles was the soundest. Average Bibles tended to have a slightly less predictable 

pattern of features. However, the global finding is that the extent of NST (in terms of 

how much it appears in a given MS and how chaotic the interchanges are) is less in 

the paper corpus than it is in the parchment corpora or in unprofessional Bibles.  

 

8.2 Concluding Comments 

This chapter has been a comprehensive analysis of the largest corpus of MSS for the 

thesis: the common paper Bible. This type of document was the most frequent in the 

Genizah period and reflects the broad unofficial writing culture encapsulated by the 

Genizah. The details these Bibles present has been ignored up to now in scholarship 
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in favour of other aims, namely scrutinising colophoned MSS or MSS suitable for 

tracing official textual tradition.  

 However, these Bibles do not in any way lack value. Instead, they provide 

insights into the average person's consumption of the Bible. We see that these texts 

were affordable, very commonplace, yet often sophisticated. They reflect cultural 

trends from broader writing culture such as MS re-use, the utilising of semi-cursive 

script for ease of writing, and the use of cheap paper to write scriptural material.  

 Their textual features reflect a general level of NST use from region to region 

(and extending beyond the period of Masoretic standardisation). This reflects an 

important point about NST: that it proliferated in common Bibles after the fixing of 

ST vocalisation, even for centuries. 

 Finally, these Bibles reflect practicality over all else. They were affordable, or 

they were written by everyday people. They lack ornamentation and lack 

hypercorrections. Their purpose extended beyond the formal school or synagogue to 

the informal home environment. Yet practicality did not have to mean abandonment 

of style or standard, and we see traces of a formatting tradition and a respect for 

beauty. They embody diversity and yet all show a similar practical connection. 

Ultimately and most importantly, these Bibles demonstrate that practicality extended 

to the text itself, where the notation of specific features or the perfect placement of 

vowels was not the goal. The goal was usefulness, and this corpus reflects that clearly. 
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Chapter V: Between Sophistication and Informality: Single 

Column Parchment Torahs 

I. Introduction 

The MSS which are the subject of this chapter are those which are written on 

parchment, but which have only one column. Though this group is not the smallest 

group analysed in this thesis, the majority of the feature patterns in this group appear 

to be relatively simple, especially with regards to vocalisation. Moreover, there is no 

specific literature which is wholly dedicated to the subject of single column 

parchment Torahs (they have not been conceived of as a distinct group separate from 

other MSS in the scholarship before). Therefore, this chapter is very straightforward, 

and focuses solely on the MSS at hand.240 The general trends visible during data 

collection indicate that this group of MSS reflects versatility in use. Present in this 

corpus are Bibles with very sophisticated features, and which are written on high-

quality parchment, alongside Bibles which are very informal, including some writing 

exercises in an average (not unprofessional) script.241 Moreover, while the quality of 

some indicate that they were formally prepared, others contain notes which indicate 

they are writing exercises comprised of entire biblical passages.242 This breadth of 

 
240 Authors whom I have previously quoted regarding ‘common’ bibles do not specifically mention 
those with one column.  
241 I identified a couple of unprofessional single column parchment manuscripts during the data 
collection but have not included them in this chapter because they are very few in number and their 
unprofessional features would skew the analysis. The shelfmarks are T-S NS 120.138, T-S NS 281.8, 
and T-S K 5.55. 
242 See Or. 1081.A.3.1, which has on its verso the Judaeo-Arabic note הברגת , indicating that the 
passages within the document is likely a writing exercise. There are two hands on the manuscript: one, 
a formal hand which is skilled and small, and the other, a similarly skilled hand which is large. 
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formality and intended use connects the MSS in this chapter to paper Bibles, which 

show a similar character of versatility. However, unlike paper Bibles, this group is 

much smaller, presumably due to the more expensive price of parchment over the 

cheaper alternative which was paper. A unique feature of this corpus as opposed to 

those of other chapters is also the presence of a minority of MSS with Babylonian 

vocalisation.243  

 

II. Hypotheses and Questions 

The specific corpus analysed in this chapter is made up of Bibles with the following 

specifications: 

1. They have full dimensions and are written on parchment 

2. They have only one column 

3. They have a scribal or an average hand, and do not have an unprofessional 

script. 

The hypotheses being tested through statistical analysis are: 

 
However, it is formatted and has the qualities of a book rather than just a scrap of material used for 
practice. 
243 As noted, this thesis deals with the wide range of common Bibles present in the Davis Catalogue 
according to the specified criteria. Therefore, MSS with Palestinian or Babylonian vocalisation which 
met the critera in each chapter were not excluded. T-S A38.2 is a manuscript with Babylonian 
vocalisation which appears to have a script which does not necessarily indicate an early date. It was 
likely written in Egypt or Palestine, and I have given the approximate date in the database as a wide 
range between the 10th and 13th centuries due to the seemingly ‘evolved’ features of the script. 
Similarly, T-S A38.10 has a Northeastern Oriental script type which is not highly calligraphic and 
appears to be slightly later than one would expect for a Babylonian manuscript. It has both Babylonian 
and Tiberian vocalisation 
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1. The single column parchment Bibles (hereafter, 1CP) fall into statistically and 

 visually verifiable codicological subgroups. 

2. The 1CP corpus has linguistic features which fall into statistically and 

 linguistically verifiable subgroups 

However, since these Bibles have never been studied separately from those with other 

codicological formats, the main objective of this chapter is exploratory, and it asks 

the following questions: 

1. How much variation is present in the corpus? Are 1CP Bibles a coherent group 

or are there may different trends in their global features? 

2. What is the role of the 1CP Bibles with an ‘average’ script level? Note that, 

because there are only 13 MSS with an average script in the corpus, I will not 

be testing them statistically as a separate group (as that number is not large 

enough for statistical significance). However, I will explore their features in 

relation to the whole. 

3. Because this corpus has never been studied on its own as a unique group, what 

is its relation to the other corpora studied in this thesis? What do the features 

indicate about the use and position of 1CP Bibles in the scriptural writing 

culture of the Genizah? How are they similar or different from 2CP (two 

column parchment) Bibles, similarly how do they compare to paper Bibles? 
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III. Descriptive Statistics: Codicology and Linguistics 

3.1 Codicological Descriptive Statistics 

The corpus under examination in this chapter is composed of 270 MSS, totalling 311 

leaves (which include any joins or up to three leaves of a multi-leaf document).  

 

3.1.1 Format 

169 MSS (62.5%) have a portrait format; 61 (22.5%) have a landscape format; 38 

(14.0%) have a square format; 2 (0.74%) have an ‘irregular’ format, which means 

that they are written on very irregularly shaped parchment and therefore do not have 

a true ‘format’ at all: 

Fig.V.1 T-S Misc 26.33     T-S NS 51.17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In these two MSS it is possible to see the writing tailored to the strange shape of the 

parchment. Such irregularity is an indicator that the document was written on a literal 

scrap of (probably) cheap parchment. Note that T-S Misc 26.33’s handwriting is only 
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barely sophisticated to pass muster for this chapter; it has enough ornamentation in 

the strokes that its writing is ‘average’ and not completely unprofessional. 

 

3.1.2 Pricking and Ruling 

The majority of MSS (234; 86.6%) are regularly ruled. 24 (8.88%) are sight ruled, 

with no drawn guidelines. A minority (12; 4.44%) are unruled. 178 (65.9%) are not 

pricked at all. 50 (18.5%) are pricked on the outside margin. 18 (6.66%) are pricked 

on the inside margin. 17 (6.29%) are pricked on both the inside and outside margins. 

6 (2.22%) have ‘unknown’ pricking; this means that while the full dimensions of the 

page are visible, the margins are so damaged that an assessment cannot be made. 

 

3.1.3 Margin Proportions 

As with the other corpora studied in this thesis, there were a wide array of margin 

proportions: 
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Fig.V.2 

 

As can be seen from the chart above, ‘all wide’ and ‘regular’ were the most frequent. 

The next most frequent were MSS with a wide bottom margin. The other variable 

outcomes occurred with less frequency. Note again that ‘narrow’ indicates that the 

margins on a page were very narrow with almost no parchment showing past the 

written line. 

 

3.1.4 Illumination and Decoration 

A variety of illumination features are present in the corpus. 86.9% (233 MSS) did not 

have any decoration or illumination. 36 MSS (13.3%) had basic decoration around 

parasha markers. The rest had some kind of decoration, patterned Masoretic notes, or 

use of coloured ink on the page. Below are three examples: 
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Fig.V.3   T-S NS 9.15: Patterned Masorah 

 

 

Fig.V.4 T-S Misc 24.51: Decorations in the margin: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.V.5 T-S K 10.23: Coloured seder marker 
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3.1.5 Script Size 

Below is a plot of the various script size outcomes of the corpus (analysed on a leaf 

rather than MS basis): 

Fig.V.6 
 

162 leaves (52.0%) have an 

average script size. 76 

(24.4%) = small. 68 (21.8%) 

= medium size.  A minority 

(4; 1.28%) have a large script, 

and one has multiple sizes 

(average and large).  

 

3.1.6 Graphical Line Fillers 

The majority of leaves have a rating of 1 (164; 52.7%). 126 leaves (40.5%) have no 

line fillers. 16 (5.14%) have a medium amount (rating = 2) of line fillers. The fewest 

(5; 1.60%) have many (rating = 3) line fillers (suggesting an inability to plan out the 

line when writing). 

 

3.1.7 Parashot Markers 

221 (81.8%) do not mark the parasha or their passages do not contain the beginning 

of a parasha. 26 (9.62%) mark the parasha. 20 (7.40%) mark the seder. 3 (1.11%) 

mark both the seder and the parasha. 
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3.1.8 MS Shape 

A higher number of MSS in this corpus have an irregular shape of parchment, either 

where the parchment was cut irregularly (as seen above in section 4.1.1), or where 

the parchment was cut from the hindquarters or shoulders of an animal (and so was 

cut around a joint). 16 MSS (5.92%) have such kind of parchment.  

 

3.1.9 Petuhah and Setumah 

225 leaves (72.3%) had regular paragraph breaks. 80 (25.7) had no visible paragraph 

breaks. 4 (1.28%) had irregular paragraph breaks not consistent with L. 2 (0.64) had 

the text damaged to the point that determining paragraph breaks was impossible. 

 

3.1.10 Language and Targum 

All but 3 MSS were written only in Hebrew. The three had interlinear Targum. None 

of the MSS with Targum had NST vocalisation, and so these will not be explored 

further in this chapter. 

 

3.1.11 Vocalisation and Cantillation 

There is an unusually wide range of vocalisation types in this corpus, which sets the 

corpus apart from the others examined in this thesis: 
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Fig.V.7 
 

 

1CP MSS have a higher proportion of MSS with Babylonian and Palestinian 

vocalisation. Indeed, it appears from a cursory glance that the majority of MSS with 

Babylonian vocalisation have 1 column, just as it also appears that other books of the 

Bible outside of the Torah (especially Job, Psalms, and Proverbs) favour having 1 

column on parchment.244 This was based on general observations during data 

collection when consulting the Davis and Outhwaite catalogues for the Taylor-

Schechter Collection. The percentage details for this corpus are: 171 (63.3%) = 

standard Tiberian. 48 (17.7%) = none. 38 (14.0%) = NST. 9 (3.33%) = Babylonian. 

3 (1.11%) = Tiberian and Palestinian together. 1 (0.37%) = Tiberian and Babylonian 

together. The majority of MSS (205; 75.9%) are cantillated. 67 (24.8%) do not have 

accents. 

 

 
  244 This observation appears to be descriptive of a general trend of Babylonian MSS; while Yeivin’s 
collection of Babylonian MSS shows many that have two columns, a cursory glance also seems to 
convey a large proportion of single column parchment MSS with Babylonian vocalisation. This trend 
is beyond the scope of the thesis to pursue further but is worth additional analysis in the future. Cf. 
Yeivin, 1973, Geniza Bible Fragments with Babylonian Massorah and Vocalization. 
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3.1.12 Masorah 

The majority of MSS in the corpus lacked Masorah (187; 69.2%). Some had Masorah 

parva (41; 15.1%). Likewise, some had full Masorah (42; 15.5%). A small minority 

had only Masorah magna (3; 1.11%).  

 

3.1.13 The Tetragrammaton 

180 (66.6%) MSS spell out the divine name. 17 (6.29%) abbreviate it. The rest either 

do not have the name present on the page assessed, or the page is too damaged for 

analysis.  

 

3.1.14 Palaeography and Provenance 

It was distinctive that the majority of MSS in this corpus have a Northeastern Oriental 

script that is either dateable from the 10th-11th centuries, or slightly later (11th-

13th). There were some Sephardi, Southwestern Oriental, and Byzantine MSS in the 

group. Proportions below: 

1. Ashkenazi: one MS had a palaeography very close to French MSS from the 

13th century (T-S NS 73.44).  

2. Byzantine: ‘Byzantium’ = 5 MSS (1.85%); ‘Southwestern-Byzantine’= 6 

(2.22%). ‘Italy’ = 1 (0.37%).  

3. Oriental: ‘Late Egypt’ = 2 (0.74%); ‘Northeastern’ = 183 (67.7%); ‘Late 

Northeastern’ (probably overlapping with Late Egypt) = 10 (3.70%); 

‘Southwestern’ = 17 (6.29%); ‘Egypt/Egypt-Palestine’ = 24 (8.88%); ‘Egypt-

North Africa’)  = 2 (0.74%); Average script which has baseline Northeastern 

features: 5 (1.85%). 
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4. Sephardi: 14 (5.18%). 

 

3.1.15 Dimensions and Line Number 

Leaf Length 

The distribution for leaf length is: 

Fig.V.8 
 

 

The summary: 

• Range: 5.3 - 28 cm. 

• Mean: 16.02 cm 

• Standard deviation: 3.35 

• Shapiro Wilk: p= 0.0036 (the curve is not normal) 
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Leaf Width 

The distribution for the width of the leaves: 

Fig.V.9 

 

The summary of the data: 

• Range: 4.25 - 25.7 cm 

• Mean: 14.22 cm 

• Standard Deviation: 3.02 

• Shapiro Wilk test: p = 0.0007 (the curve is not normal) 
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Line Number 

The distribution for line number is as follows: 

Fig.V.10 

 

The summary of the data: 

• Range: 4 - 26 lines 

• Mean: 12.97 lines 

• Standard deviation: 4.08 

• Shapiro-Wilk test: 0.0000 (the data are far from normal) 

These statistics indicate that the data are highly varied and contain a significant 

amount of outliers. The mean amounts of dimensions and line number are likely not 

descriptive of the ‘average’ size or line count of a 1CP Bible. 
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3.1.16 Discussion of Descriptive Codicological Statistics 

The basic codicological features of 1CP MSS connect them in some important ways to 

the 2CP and paper Bible groups, and yet there also are some trends which are unique 

to this corpus. Like all the corpora in the thesis, a portrait format is the most common. 

However, unlike the other corpora, 1CP Bibles have a higher proportion of landscape 

formatted Bibles. Moreover, the presence of irregularly shaped parchment, while 

roughly in the same percentages as for 2CP, is unique for this corpus with regards to 

the extremity. For example, while 2CP Bibles may have been written on parchment 

cut around a joint, causing a slight curve on the page, 1CP irregular parchment Bibles 

are either cut around a joint or are scraps of parchment cut into strange shapes that 

have more or less than 4 sides. This trend may indicate a slight relaxation of 

codicological stringencies for 1 column Bibles. With regards to pricking and ruling 

patterns, the same order of majority to minority features is observed with other 

corpora. Concerning margins, this is also the case, except for the fact that the 1CP 

group has a slightly higher preference for MSS with narrow margins. This may be a 

practical choice: the writer aimed to fill up the page with one column rather than 

painstakingly format more columns and add in carefully sized margins.  

 The level of illumination and decoration in the 1CP group connects it to the 

2CP group, as well as does the similar proportions of script size (average, small, 

medium, and then large in order of majority). With regard to vocalisation, the 1CP 

group is unique in its inclusion of a small minority of Babylonian Bibles (the 2CP 

group had only a Babylonian-Tiberian Bible). Finally, with regards to palaeography 

and provenance, the presence of Byzantine and Italian scripts connects the 1CP group 

to the 2CP group. However, the presence of some later Oriental script styles (though 
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not very late) connects this group to the Paper Bibles. Finally, this group is special for 

its inclusion of a French MS.  

 These data reflect a corpus of Bibles which is connected yet distinct from the 

other corpora in the thesis. It reflects a wide range of Bibles dating from the 10th 

century up to the 14th (with the inclusion of the Sephardi MSS). It includes formal 

Bibles as well as very informal documents written on cheap scraps. The ultimate 

conclusion from these findings is that parchment does not necessarily indicate 

sophistication, especially if the MS has only one column: it appears that 1CP MSS, 

similarly to Paper Bibles, were the ‘common’ workhorses of the wider scriptural 

culture: versatile, useful, yet also having the capacity to be beautiful and formal. 

 

3.2 Linguistic Descriptive Statistics 

 This section sets forth the main vowel sign and diacritic variables which will be 

analysed in Section 6. Of all the corpora assessed in this thesis, this corpus has the 

smallest percentage of MSS with NST, making it the most linguistically standard group 

seen in this thesis. While there are a fair number of unvocalised MSS in this corpus, 

for the sake of space in the thesis, they will not be analysed in this chapter. Because 

they have played such a small role in the linguistic features of even the most non-

standard corpora in this thesis, their role in the most standard group of MSS is likely 

to be negligible, and their absence does not affect the ultimate linguistic typology nor 

the testing of the hypotheses in this chapter. Therefore, the group of unvocalised MSS 

will be assessed in the published version of this thesis. 
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3.3.1 Core and Non-Core NST Features 

Below I give the table of the major vowel sign interchanges and diacritic/orthographic 

features present in this corpus which will be assessed in Section 6: 

Chart V.1 

Core Features Non-Core Features 

*Singular occurrences are marked with 

an asterisk 

Very rarely occurring vowel sign 

interchanges are marked with their 

total count. 

dagesh in alef 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

ḥireq for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥireq 

segol for pataḥ 

Added vowel 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

*ḥaṭef pataḥ for qameṣ 

*ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

*ḥaṭef segol for shewa 

*ḥireq for shewa 

Letter Interchange 

*Missing Letter 

Missing shewa 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

*pataḥ for qubbuṣ 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ (3) 

*qameṣ for qubbuṣ 
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segol for qameṣ 

segol for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 

Unexpected dagesh 

Unexpected shewa 

Word Final shewa 

qameṣ for segol (2) 

*qubbuṣ for shureq 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for furtive pataḥ (2) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ (2) 

shureq for qubbuṣ 

*ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

ṣere for ḥireq (2) 

ṣere for shewa (3) 

 

The above list reflects a corpus of MSS with a profile of vowel sign interchanges that 

is not extensive (in comparison with the very extensive profiles of the Unprofessional 

group, for example). Notice as well that this corpus contains MSS with the ‘Byzantine 

Trio’  (extended use of dagesh; dagesh in quiescent alef; shewa on a guttural which ends 

a word), a feature which connects it solidly to the 2CP group. 

 

IV. Correlational Statistics and Typology: Codicology 

The basic hypothesis concerning the codicological typology in this chapter is the same 

as the others: 

The single column parchment Bibles (hereafter, 1CP) fall into statistically 

and visually verifiable codicological subgroups. 
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However, unique to this chapter as opposed to the others, there is not a secondary 

special hypothesis. The aim of this analysis is simply data exploration and feature 

classification. It is also important to repeat that the corpus being tested below includes 

a small number of MSS with ‘average’ script; their numbers are so small as to have a 

negligible effect on the analysis.  

 

4.1 PCA on Continuous Variables 

The lengths and widths of the MSS were subjected to PCA to determine if there were 

distinctions in the group based on size. The result is below: 

Fig.V.11 
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This chart indicates that there is a thick cluster at the lower right centre of the x, y 

axis, but that there are also slight separations into three-four smaller clusters to the 

upper end of the centre. These may indicate subgroups in the data based on size, but 

given the fact that these clusters are not very distinct, it is likely that there are other 

more meaningful variables which can describe the typology, and that the size 

distinctions will follow these other variables. I would therefore predict that size is 

probably an important characteristic in the typology, but not a major independent 

variable.  

 

4.2 Establishing a Typology of Codicological Features 

As in the other chapters of this thesis, the first step in conducting an MCA test on the 

codicological variables in the corpus is to determine the variables which have the 

right balance of variation to allow for an accurate test (which means avoiding 

variables which are either too uniform - having mostly all of one outcome, or variables 

which have very many small outliers). The initial appropriate variables for this corpus 

are: Format, Pricking, Script Size, Vocalisation, and Provenance. I ran 6 MCA tests on 

various combinations of these variables and the results were that three variables were 

the most coherent and typologically independent: Format, Script Size, and 

Provenance. The following correlational factor maps will explain the major feature 

correlations: 
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Format and Script Size 

Fig.V.12 

  

The breakdown of the correlations is: 

• Irregular: uncorrelated 

• Portrait: large, average, medium script 

• Square: medium, average, small script 

• Landscape: small, average script 
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Format and Provenance 

Fig.V.13 

 

Breakdown of correlations: 

• Irregular: strongly correlated with an average script that has Northeastern 

Oriental features. 

• Portrait: Northeastern Oriental, Egyptian. 

• Square: Egypt-Palestine (small documentary script), Spain, Early Northeastern 

(very ornamental, appears similar to the script in Codex Leningradensis), 

Southwestern Oriental. 

• Landscape: Egypt-North Africa, Southwestern Oriental (very strong 

correlation), Byzantine, Italian. 
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Provenance, Script Size 

Fig.V.13 

 

Breakdown of correlations 

*Average script has a range of script sizes associated with it. 

Chart.V.2 

Provenances Script Sizes 

Egypt, Northeastern Oriental, Spain 

 

Large, average, or medium script 

Byzantine, Italian, Southwestern 

Oriental 

 

Small or average size script 
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Egypt-North Africa, Egypt-Palestine, 

Early Northeastern 

 

More average script than small script 

 

The results of the MCA analysis are very clear and indicate that clustering on these 

variables is likely to result in coherent groups. Moreover, the correlation of an average 

script with an irregular format also connects average script to inferior parchment and 

helps situate MSS with an average script in relation to those with a more formal hand. 

 

4.3 K-Modes Clustering 

Equipped with the insights of the above correlational analysis, I here perform k-modes 

clustering on the key variables (Provenance, Script Size, Format) in order to cluster 

the MSS into groups. The clustering and elbow method of validation showed that 6-7 

groups were optimal. Given the large size of the first cluster in these groups, I chose 

to go with 7. 
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4.3.1 Group 1245 

As is usual with clustering, the first group found by the computer is usually the most 

varied. The majority formatting was portrait (though landscape and square were 

present). The script was small to average. The provenance was wide, but 

predominately showed MSS with a Northeastern Oriental, late Northeastern Oriental, 

Egyptian, and Egypt-Palestine palaeography (which are all related, and which may 

involve overlaps in palaeographic distinction). A minority of MSS in the group were 

Sephardi, and the French MS outlier was included in this group. The majority were 

 
245 T-S A1.36, T-S A1.39,  T-S A1.40,  T-S A2.12,  T-S A2.3,  T-S A3.5, T-S AS68.30, T-S AS68.24,    T-
S AS68.25,   T-S AS68.139,    T-S A3.7, T-S  A4.33 , T-S A38.10 ,  T-S A41.7b,   T-S A41.12,  T-S  
A41.23,  T-S A41.75,   T-S K10.23,  T-S Misc1.4,      T-S Misc1.62,    T-S Misc1.92b,    T-S Misc3.57,    
T-S Misc3.80,     T-S Misc24.51,     T-S Misc24.99,    T-S Misc27.1.11,    T-S Misc27.1.16 ,  T-S 
Misc27.1.18,    Or. 1080.2.62 ,   Or. 1080.2.64,    Or. 1080.2.68,   Or. 1080A.1.5,    Or. 1080A.1.6,     
Or. 1080A.1.7,    Or. 1080A.1.8,  Or. 1080A.1.13,   Or. 1080A.1.15,  Or. 1080A.1.14,  Or. 1080A.1.16,  
Or. 1080A.1.17,  Or. 1080A.2.1,  Or. 1080A.2.4,  Or. 1080A.2.5,    Or. 1080A.2.6,    Or. 1080A.3.1,   
Or. 1080A.3.2,   Or. 1080A.3.4,    Or. 1080A.21.1a , T-S NS7.7,          Or. 1080A.3.3,    Or. 1080A.3.5.p8,  
Or. 1080A.4.2,   Or. 1080A.4.4 ,  T-S K5.28,     T-S  K5.63,         Or. 1080A.4.5,   Or. 1080A.4.6,    Or. 
1080A.4.7,    Or. 1080A.4.8 , Or. 1080A.4.9,    Or. 1080A.4.12,   Or. 1080A.4.13,  Or. 1080A.5.1,     Or. 
1081A.3.1,   T-S NS7.11,     T-S    NS7.22,       T-S NS7.37,       T-S  NS8.22 ,  T-S   NS8.28,     T-S    
NS9.15,        T-S NS9.38,      T-S   NS10.37,      T-S  NS11.36,     T-S   NS12.12,      T-S NS12.16,     T-S   
NS12.26,    T-S    NS12.31,   T-S     NS13.31,       T-S NS14.2 ,    T-S    NS14.19,     T-S   NS15.34,     T-
S   NS18.14,       T-S NS18.24,      T-S  NS20.7 ,    T-S    NS20.28,       T-S NS21.8 ,       T-S NS21.21,       
T-S NS21.22,     T-S   NS22.23,      T-S  NS23.12,       T-S NS49.2,    T-S     NS49.3,    T-S    NS49.34,    
T-S    NS49.56,       T-S NS49.59 ,     T-S  NS50.2,     T-S   NS51.15,  T-S   NS53.4,        T-S NS54.10,        
T-S NS54.14,    T-S    NS55.15,    T-S    NS56.4,     T-S NS56.13,     T-S   NS57.9,      T-S   NS57.11,      
T-S  NS57.18,       T-S NS57.21,     T-S   NS65.13,     T-S   NS65.14 ,     T-S  NS65.40 ,      T-S NS66.47,    
T-S    NS72.14,    T-S    NS73.3,        T-S NS73.34,  T-S     NS73.44,    T-S    NS73.45,        T-S NS73.51,   
T-S    NS74.29,     T-S   NS75.11,       T-S NS76.35,   T-S   NS76.64,     T-S   NS78.60,    T-S    NS146.116,     
T-S NS161.263,   T-S   NS161.275,  T-S   NS161.284,    T-S NS195.75,      T-S NS247.4,     T-S   NS248.28      
T-S NS279.1,       T-S NS279.58,     T-S NS279.77,      T-S NS279.98,       T-S NS280.9 ,     T-S NS280.11,    
T-S  NS280.23 ,    T-S  NS281.6 ,     T-S NS281.11,       T-S NS281.18  ,   T-S NS281.19  ,    T-S NS281.39,    
T-S  NS282.6 ,     T-S  NS282.26 ,     T-S NS283.44,      T-S NS284.42     T-S  NS290.68       T-S AS1.10        
T-S AS5.105        L-G Bible 1.16        L-G Bible 1.62        L-G Bible 2.47       L-G Bible 2.99        L-G 
Bible 2.107       L-G Bible 2.109       L-G Bible 3.3       L-G Bible 3.52   L-G Bible 3.61        L-G Bible 
3.67.    
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ruled regularly, lacked pricking (or were pricked on the outside), and had wide-

regular margin proportions. All ranges of Masoretic notes were present. The majority 

had ST vocalisation, but NST, none, and Babylonian vocalisation were present.  

Dimensions and line number: 6-28 cm long x 7.8-25.7 wide. 4-26 lines. Visual 

coherency, however, in even a small sample, was very high: 

Fig.V.14 T-S NS 75.11    T-S Misc.27.1.11 
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Also see these examples: 

 Fig.V.15  Or. 1080.A.3.3   T-S NS 8.28 

 

4.3.2 Group 2246 

The MSS in this group had a landscape or square format and a small or medium script. 

The majority had a Byzantine or Southwestern Oriental script, although some 

Northeastern Oriental MSS also were present. All but one were ruled. They were either 

unpricked, or pricked on the outside. Margins were variable, but the majority were 

either all wide, or the bottom margin was the widest. The majority had ST, and a 

significant minority had NST or Babylonian vocalisation. A MS with ST and 

Palestinian vocalisation was also present. Dimensions and line number: 8.4 - 25 cm 

long x 8.6 -23.10 cm wide. 7-25 lines. Though this group has plenty of variability 

 
246 T-S A1.51,    T-S A3.6,     T-S  A4.35,      T-S AS68.17,     T-S AS68.40,    T-S AS63.15,     T-S A4.34,    
T-S   A38.13,     T-S Misc1.83,   T-S Misc2.18,    T-S Misc2.23,    T-S Misc3.62,    T-S Misc3.72,   T-S 
Misc24.34,   Or. 1080A.2.3,   Or. 1080A.4.3,  T-S AS4.17,    T-S  NS13.42,    T-S NS13.4,     T-S NS13.22,    
T-S NS14.15,     T-S NS19.1,    T-S  NS19.10,    T-S NS23.28,   T-S  NS50.17,    T-S NS50.18,     T-S 
NS248.25,   T-S NS53.7,     T-S NS51.17,   T-S  NS54.22,     T-S NS55.7,    T-S  NS60.5,   T-S   NS65.20,    
T-S NS65.54,   T-S  NS67.27,   T-S  NS72.2,    T-S  NS72.29,   T-S  NS76.10,    T-S NS76.50, T-S NS76.57,    
T-S NS78.51,    T-S NS87.11,  T-S   NS180.39,   L-G Bible 2.28. 
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especially in size, there appear to be two clear visual subtypes present from a visual 

sample of the MSS: 

Subtype A: more formal 

Fig.V.16 T-S A4.35     T-S NS 53.7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subtype B: less formal 

Fig.V.17 T-S NS13.4    T-S NS 76.10 
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4.3.3 Group 3247 

This group had a portrait or square format. Every MS had a small script. The majority 

were Egypt-Palestine in their provenance, with a small minority from Spain and 

Byzantium. The majority were ruled and unpricked, though a minority were pricked 

on the outside. The majority had regular margins. The vocalisation was ST, 

unvocalised, or Babylonian. Dimensions and line number: 10.2 - 23 cm long x 9.52 -

23.35 wide, 5-25 lines. Visual coherency was somewhat present, though all sampled 

examples were slightly different. For example, the following two appear similar: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
247 T-S AS68.19,   T-S AS68.128, T-S A22.46,   T-S A38.1,   T-S  A38.2,    T-S A38.12, T-S Misc1.39,  T-
S Misc3.70,  T-S Misc3.101, T-S  AS64.22,   T-S K5.64,     T-S NS11.3,   T-S NS53.18 ,  T-S NS66.25,   
T-S NS74.44,  T-S NS74.30 ,  T-S NS75.14,  L-G Bible 1.93,  L-G Bible 2.17,   L-G Bible 2.100,  L-G 
Misc.75. 
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Fig.V.17 T-S NS 53.18; T-S NS 66.25 
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While the following appear different: 

 Fig.V.17 T-S A38.12     T-S NS 11.3 

 

4.3.4 Group 4248 

This group appears comprised of some of the smaller, more informal square Bibles. 

All but one (which was irregular) had a square format and a medium size script. All 

had a Northeastern Oriental script (two had an average script). Most were ruled; two 

had their lines visually estimated. The majority had Tiberian vocalisation, two were 

unvocalised, and one had NST. Dimensions: 8.7 - 19.8 cm long x 7.25 - 18.6 cm wide, 

4-12 lines. They were somewhat visually coherent, but this is variable given that they 

are rather informal in nature: 

 

 

 
248 T-S A1.38,        Or. 1080A.1.11,   T-S Misc26.31,   T-S Misc26.33,   T-S NS11.28,    T-S  NS49.5,      
T-S NS72.19 ,     T-S NS76.6 ,    T-S  NS78.18 ,    T-S NS163.121,   T-S NS279.65,     L-G Bible 3.65 ,     
L-G Bible 3.64 ,     L-G Bible 3.66.     
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Fig.V.18  T-S NS 76.6     T-S NS 11.28 

 

 And below is an example of a very informal, small specimen: 

Fig.V.19 T-S NS 78.18 

 

 

4.3.5 Group 5249 

All MSS in this group had a landscape format and a medium to average script (one 

MS had a large script). Provenance ranged from the majority of Southwestern 

 
249 T-S AS63.59,      T-S AS63.18,     T-S Misc27.1.8,  T-S AS41.214 ,   Or. 1080A.4.11, T-S NS14.22 ,  
T-S   NS282.73,    T-S NS284.27,     T-S NS290.16,     L-G Bible 2.5. 
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Oriental-Byzantine, with three from Spain and a few with an average script type. They 

were ruled and unpricked (one was pricked on the outside). Most had ST; one had 

NST and one had ST and Palestinian vocalisation together. Dimensions and line 

number: 6.6-15.5 cm long x 7.55 -17.9 cm wide, 5-16 lines. They were generally 

pretty visually coherent: 

Fig.V.19 T-S NS 282.73; T-S NS 284.27 
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Moreover, even the average MSS appear similar to the scribal MSS: 

Fig.V.20  T-S Misc.27.1.8 

 

 

4.3.6 Group 6 

This group is made up of the following three MSS (images below) with the following 

features: landscape format, average script size, Southwestern Oriental provenance, 

and regular-sight ruling. Dimensions: 13.10-13.7 cm. long x 14.75 -16.1 cm wide, 13-

19 lines. Images below: 
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Fig.V.21 T-S NS7.21; T-S NS8.39; T-S NS9.4 

 

 

 

 

This group appears definitely related to Group 5, although it does seem to be less 

sophisticated.  
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4.3.7 Group 7250 

This final group is comprised of smaller, informal Bibles with a portrait format. They 

all had a medium size script, and the majority were Northeastern Oriental with one 

from Spain. The majority were ST or NST, with some unvocalised. Dimensions: 5.3- 

23.4 cm long x 4.25 - 20.8 cm wide. 6-15 lines. They are somewhat visually coherent, 

even though they are rather informal. Two leaves of the same document show visual 

variation, for example: 

Fig.V.22 T-S K5.49     T-S K5.49 

 

 
250 T-S A1.37,    T-S A2.2,   T-S  A3.3,  T-S  A3.4 ,   T-S Misc1.19,  T-S Misc1.36,  T-S  Misc9.7 ,  T-S 
Misc9.85,   T-S NS121.17,   T-S AS7.5,   T-S B13.11,  T-S K5.6,   T-S  K5.33,   T-S K5.35,,   T-S K5.49,    
T-S K5.83,   T-S K5.98 ,   T-S NS7.53,  T-S NS7.54 , T-S NS9.25,  T-S NS10.4,  T-S NS10.13,  T-S NS12.7,  
T-S NS12.13, T-S NS12.14, T-S NS21.16, T-S NS52.2 ,  T-S NS57.26,  T-S NS74.24,  T-S NS74.25,  
T-S NS78.6, T-S  NS78.46, T-S NS195.46, T-S  NS281.74, L-G Bible 1.29 , L-G Bible 2.40,  L-G Bible 
2.51. 
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Additional examples which show some coherency: 

Fig.V.23   T-S AS7.5    T-S NS74.24 

 

4.4 Discussion of Codicological Typology 

The results of the typology show a corpus of MSS which have a general level of 

variation, but which can indeed be split into groups that are statistically valid and for 

the most part, visually coherent. The challenge this corpus presents is its wide range 

of features from sophisticated to unsophisticated, which does indeed lessen the 

strength of the typological results. 

 One of the most important factors of this corpus is the correlation between 

Byzantine and Southwestern Oriental MSS and a landscape format: we had more than 

one group with subtypes of these features above. This pattern of features is unique to 

the corpus. Moreover, the first group, although it seemed variable in its core features, 

appears to represent the general type of 1CP Northeastern Oriental Bible, including a 

natural level of variation.  

 It appears that, given the fact that these Bibles are below 2CP Bibles in their 

level of formality and sophistication, this level of variation does not necessarily 

indicate a failure of the statistical model to generate a typology. What the variation 
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instead reflects is a mixture of a utilitarian purpose which we saw in the Paper Bible 

corpus also reflected in the slightly more sophisticated 1CP corpus. This present body 

of MSS is one step removed from the Paper corpus in that it is slightly more 

sophisticated and contains a trend of Bibles that is older (the 

Southwestern/Byzantine/Babylonian specimens). My theory is that many of the MSS 

in this corpus represent the beginning of a common Bible tradition one century before 

the paper boom of the Genizah. In this beginning trend, 1CP Bibles with highly 

variable features were produced for everyday use (alongside 1CP Bibles with formal 

features). When paper became more affordable in the 11th century, the trend shifted 

to paper Bibles which show a similar mix of formality and sophistication.   

 The hypothesis that a statistical and visual typology can be established is 

generally proven, with some exceptions to allow for the general level of variation 

within the corpus. Some adjustments to the methodology (for example, measuring 

more accurately the margin size, or dividing the corpus up by size and then 

performing cluster analyses on those groups) may help alleviate some of the confusion 

produced by the variability in this corpus, but those adjustments are currently outside 

the scope of the thesis. 

  

V. Correlational Statistics and Typology: Linguistics 

As stated in Section II above, the hypothesis for this corpus is that there are 

statistically and linguistically valid clusters of linguistic features in the MSS. 
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The following analysis was performed on a very simple corpus. 1CP Bibles have the 

fewest distinct kinds of vowel sign interchanges of all the corpora analysed in this 

thesis, as well as the fewest number of NST documents. As such, the analysis was very 

straightforward and the results very clear.  

 

5.1 Correspondence Analysis 

I performed CA upon the variables specified in Section 4.2. The results were very clear 

and showed three distinct correlational groups: 

Fig.V.24 
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Likewise, the tightness of the groups is apparent when individual MSS are plotted: 

Fig.V.25 

 

 

 

Here are visible three distinct groups of MSS (Group 1: upper right quadrant; Group 

2: Lower right quadrant; Group 3: far left quadrants (having only three MSS and an 

outlier). 

 The vowel sign interchange correspondences are summarised in the table 

below: 

Chart.V.3 

Group Correspondences 

Group 1  ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 
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pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for qameṣ 

Group 2 qameṣ for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

segol for shewa 

Unexpected shewa 

segol for ḥireq 

segol for ṣere 

ḥireq for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

Group 3 (Byzantine Trio) Unexpected dagesh 

dagesh in alef 

Word final shewa 

 

Because the correlational groups were so distinct, no hierarchical cluster analysis 

needed to be performed (and a test analysis obscured the meaningful groups seen 
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above). Therefore, the typology table below is based upon these three groups. Either 

the full vowel counts are given, or those occurring extensively are bolded. 

Chart.V.4 

Group 1 

Shelfmark, chart number, 

Provenance 

Diacritical Features and 

Notational Sign 

Interchanges 

Vowel Sign Interchanges 

T-S NS 57.26 

(chart no. 31) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

Unexpected mappiq (1) ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

(2) 

segol for pataḥ(1) 

T-S NS 23.28 

(chart no. 27) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

- pataḥ for segol (2) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

(1) 

L-G Bible 2.51 

(chart no. 37) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

segol for ḥaṭef segol (1) 

segol for pataḥ(1) 

pataḥ for segol (4) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

T-S NS 12.26 

(chart no. 25) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

d 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol (1) 
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Northeastern Oriental 

 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol (2) 

 

 

T-S A3.3 

(chart no. 2) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ(4) pataḥ for segol (2) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol(1) 

T-S NS 282.26 

(chart no. 36) 

 

Late Northeastern 

Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) segol for pataḥ(1) 

L-G Bible 2.109 

(chart no. 38) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef 

segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for pataḥ 

T-S NS 121.17 

(chart no. 13) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ(1) segol for pataḥ(1) 
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Or. 1080A.3.3 

(chart no. 16) 

 

Egypt-Palestine  

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for qameṣ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

T-S A3.4 

(chart no. 3) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

- pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol (2) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

(2) 

qameṣ for pataḥ (1) 

T-S Misc 27.1.8 

(chart no. 8) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

Average script 

 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

segol for pataḥ (2) 

pataḥ for segol (2) 

pataḥ for shewa (1) 

T-S Misc 3.101 

(chart no. 7) 

 

Egypt 

 pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ (1) 

segol for pataḥ (1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

(1) 

T-S NS9.4 pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ pataḥ for segol (3) 
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(chart no.  24) 

 

Southwestern Oriental 

pataḥ for shewa (1) 

T-S K5.28 

(chart no. 20) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) pataḥ for segol (2) 

segol for pataḥ(1) 

ṣere for segol (1) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

T-S NS 65.40 

(chart no. 32) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

qameṣ for ḥolem (3) 

segol for ṣere (1) 

pataḥ for shewa (1) 

T-S NS 279.77 

(chart no. 35) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

pataḥ for segol (1) 

pataḥ for shewa (1) 

Or. 1080A.4.8 

(chart no. 22) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(1) 

segol for ṣere (1) 

segol for pataḥ(1) 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

(1) 

 Or. 1080A.1.5 

(chart no. 10) 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for ḥaṭef segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(3) 
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Northeastern Oriental 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol (2) 

T-S Misc1.62  

(chart no. 5) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected Dagesh 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

Outlier: Or. 1080A.1.5 

(chart no 19) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for ḥaṭef segol (1) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ(3) 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

Outlier: T-S A2.12 

(chart no. 1) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Unexpected Dagesh 

qubbuṣ for shureq 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for qameṣ 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for qameṣ (2) 

ṣere for segol 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 
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shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Group 2  

Shelfmark, chart number, 

provenance 

Diacritical Features and 

Notational Sign 

Interchanges 

Vowel Sign Interchanges 

T-S Misc 26.31 

(chart no. 17) 

 

Late Northeastern 

Oriental 

 pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

segol for ḥireq (2) 

ḥireq for segol (1) 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

T -S Or1080A.2.3 

(chart no. 11) 

 

Egypt-North Africa 

Unexpected shewa 

Missing Letter 

Letter Interchange (see 

next section) 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

Added Vowel 

ṣere for segol 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for qameṣ 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for qubbuṣ 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 
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T- S NS 49.2  

(chart no. 28) 

 

Spain 

 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ segol for ṣere 

ḥireq for segol 

segol for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

 Or. 1080A.2.5 

(chart no. 12) 

 

Late Northeastern 

Oriental 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ ḥaṭef pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ṣere 

T-S AS 64.22 

(chart no. 14) 

 

Southwestern Oriental-

Byzantine 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Word Final shewa 

Unexpected Dagesh 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ṣere for segol 

segol for ṣere 

T-S NS 50.2 

(chart no. 29) 

 

Spain 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

Added vowel 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

segol for ṣere 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

shewa for segol 

segol for shewa 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 
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ṣere for shewa 

shewa for ṣere 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

T-S Misc 3.72  

(chart no. 6) 

 

Southwestern Oriental-

Byzantine 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ṣere 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

T-S  A4.34 

(chart no.4) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

shureq for qubbuṣ ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

T-S  B13.11 

(chart no 15) 

 

Spain 

 ṣere for segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

Outlier: Or. 1080A.4.9  

(chart no.23) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

Unexpected Dagesh shewa for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

pataḥf or qameṣ 

segol for ḥaṭef segol 
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Group 3 

Shelfmark, chart number, 

provenance 

Diacritical Features and 

Notational Sign 

Interchanges 

Vowel Sign Interchanges 

 Or. 1080A.4.3 

(chart no 18) 

 

Italy 

Dagesh in Aleph 

Unexpected Dagesh 

Word Final shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for pataḥ 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

 

shewa for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

ṣere for segol 

shewa for Furtive pataḥ 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for segol 

 

T-S NS 50.17 

(chart no. 30) 

 

Byzantium 

Unexpected Dagesh (in 

word-initial and syllable 

initial bilabials and 

sonorants) 

- 

Outlier: T-S NS 161.263 

(chart no. 34) 

 

Northeastern Oriental 

Unexpected Dagesh (in 

word-initial and syllable 

initial bilabials and 

sonorants) 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ(3) 

ṣere for segol  

qameṣ for segol 

pataḥ for segol 

shewa for pataḥ 

 

5.2 Discussion of Linguistic Typology 

The above linguistic typology is the most coherent of the entire thesis. Each group is 

distinct and all of the MSS within the groups clearly belong together. Group 1 appears 
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to have a predominance of pataḥ-segol-shewa interchanges as the main vowel sign 

interchange. Group 2 appears to have a predominance of  pataḥ-qameṣ-segol-ṣere sign 

interchanges. Finally, Group 3 contains one Byzantine Trio MS, and two other MSS 

which lack the Byzantine Trio, but which have an extended use of dagesh.  

 An important observation about this NST typology is it appears to be clearly 

divided based on script provenance/region. Group 1 had MSS of predominately a 

Northeastern Oriental script, while Group 2 had an MSS from a Later Northeastern 

script (12th-14th), Spain (12th-14th), as well as some Southeastern Oriental 

specimens. The fact that earlier Southeastern Oriental MSS were connected to later 

Sephardi and Egyptian-North African MSS may show a trend of continuity in the 

features between these three regions. Group 3 had a Byzantine, Italian, and 

Northeastern Oriental specimen (which was an outlier). 

 The hypothesis that the MSS can be sorted into a linguistically and statistically 

valid typology is shown to be definitely valid. Moreover, the one Average script MS 

of the group fit into the typology seamlessly. 

 

VI. Linguistic Discussion and Analysis 

Given the relative simplicity of the NST features in this corpus, there are only two 

MSS with features noteworthy of a separate discussion. Even so, these features are 

also minimal.  
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T-S AS 64.22  

The noteworthy feature of this MS is the cliticicsing of a word with maqqef into one 

word by inserting a shewa where the maqqef would be expected:  לֵ֑אְתיֵּֽב דָעְו  for  ־דַעְו

לֵ֑א־תיֵּֽב , Genesis 13:3. This feature is also seen in a MS in the Paper Bible corpus. 

 

 Or. 1080A.2.3 

This MS has three noteworthy features: (1) the insertion of a shewa on quiescent alef: 

ּו֖רְמְֹאּיַו  (twice) and רֹ֑מְאֵל  (three times); (2) a missing letter: רָּ֣דֶנ  for רָּ֣דְאֶנ , Exodus 5:12;  

(3) two instances of letter interchange: אָ֥רמ  for אָ֥רֹונ , Exodus 5:12; ֹצ יַ֜תווִ  for יַ֜תֹאְבִצ , 

Exodus 7:4.  

 

VII. Conclusion 

The 1CP corpus is a group of MSS with relatively simple linguistic features and 

variable codicological features which set it apart from each of the other corpora in 

this thesis while still preserving important connections. Both hypotheses being tested 

in this chapter were shown to be valid, although the linguistic typology had the 

strongest evidence. Though parchment Bible MSS with one column have not been 

studied on their own as a unique group in previous scholarship, this analysis has been 

enlightening for a few reasons. 

 First, the corpus preserves the utilitarian nature seen in the Paper Torah 

corpus, where Bibles were written for cheap and had informal features, whilst 

simultaneously incorporating MSS with very formal features. This places it between 

the 2CP and paper Bible corpus on the spectrum of formality to informality. Moreover, 
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this corpus preserves trends not seen in other corpora, namely, the landscape Bibles 

which have a Southwestern Oriental script and/or Babylonian vocalisation.  

 Second, the linguistic features are so simple as to set the corpus apart, whilst 

still maintaining some connections:  a Byzantine Trio MS is present, as are MSS with 

later script styles that preserve some complex vowel interchanges. Moreover, the 

regional variation in the NST shines particularly clearly through this corpus. 

 The overall impression this group gives is that 1CP Bibles deserve to be 

considered a subtype of Bibles in their own right. Future research should enquire into 

their features more, especially for other books of the Bible where 1 column is 

preferred.  
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Chapter VI: Conclusions: The Vibrant, Diverse World of 

Common Bibles 

I. Interlinking Conclusions 

This thesis has examined in a systematic and scientific manner a statistically 

significant number of fragments of the Hebrew Bible which are not model or near-

model, and which represent the widespread variation in codicological and linguistic 

features of the majority of Bibles produced during the main Genizah period (9th-14th 

centuries CE). These ‘common’ Bibles span a wide range of sophistication, from ‘non-

model’ professional Bibles to completely unprofessional Bibles written on scraps of 

paper by children. Many of them are written in Standard Tiberian (ST), and a couple 

found were written with Palestinian or Babylonian signs, but many have a form of 

vocalisation which deviates from the Standard Tiberian of Codex Leningradensis: NST. 

The aim of this thesis was to analyse the comprehensive features of a significant 

corpus of these common Bibles through rigorous scientific (statistical and machine 

learning), linguistic, and codicological analyses, in order to determine the nature of 

its feature patterns. In this chapter I will assess the validity of the overarching 

hypotheses and summarise the major findings at the global level. 

 

1.1 Summary of Main Chapter Findings 

There were many noteworthy findings which came out of the detailed corpus, and in 

this section, I highlight the main ones. Though the order of chapters in this thesis is 

in accordance with the chronological order in which they were written (to show the 
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evolution of my analytical process), here I report the findings in order from most 

sophisticated Bible corpus to least sophisticated. 

 

1.1.1 2CP Bibles 

The main question that this chapter sought to answer (besides the hypotheses) is: are 

2CP (two colum parchment without Masorah) Bibles distinct from those with Masorah 

(2CPM) which were studied in my 2020 case study?  The ultimate finding was that 

there was a genetic similarity between the two groups, but when Masorah was 

removed as a feature, codicological variation increased dramatically. There are key 

differences in the features of these Bibles which sets them apart from the 2CPM Bibles. 

They were similar to 2CPM in terms of dimensions, line number, formatting 

proportions, and distribution of vocalisation and illumination. But this thesis corpus 

had a number of bilingual (Aramaic and Hebrew) Bibles, a different palaeographic 

distribution, a somewhat lower quality of parchment, and the inclusion of some very 

informal specimens. The 2CP group also showed important geographical connections: 

Bibles from Spain, North Africa and Egypt-Palestine all showed genetic similarity, 

suggesting a connection between Sephardi and Maghrebi codicological features. 

Likewise, there was continuity between Palestine to Italy in the codicological patterns, 

there also suggesting shared tradition. Finally, a significant number of these Bibles 

had a landscape format, much more so than the 2CPM group.  

 Linguistically, the 2CP group had a higher count of NST features than the 2CPM 

group. But there was less of a presence of Byzantine Trio features, indicating that BT 

is a feature associated with more codicologically sophisticated MSS. I found 3 distinct 

groups of NST in the 2CP group (they are complex and so are summarised in the tables 
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below).  Another key difference was the lack of an ‘orthoepic’ group in the 2CP Bibles 

(which was a significant group in the 2CPM corpus). Most importantly, the NST 

groups found in this corpus could be divided palaeographically, suggesting a regional 

variation in vowel sign interchange and NST diacritics. Given their wide range of 

variation, I characterised 2CP Bibles as ‘the gateway to informal personal Bibles’, as 

they show genetic connections with both near-model codices and very informal 

codices. 

 

1.1.2 1CP Bibles 

These Bibles are a step below the 2CP group in that they are written on parchment 

but have only 1 column. In the chapter I called them the ‘common workhorses of 

scriptural culture’ and postulated that they represented the earliest strata of common 

Bibles (being on parchment, many of them were likely written before the 11th century 

paper boom). That being said, this corpus was one of the simplest to analyse. They 

can be divided into a codicological typology, but have a level of variation which 

suggests a slight relaxation in formatting standards. These Bibles show important 

trends which are unique to the corpus, suggesting it stands on its own. First, this 

corpus showed the largest percentage of landscape-formatted Bibles (especially with 

a Southwestern Oriental or Byzantine script), and the highest prevalence of irregularly 

shaped parchment (suggesting a lower overall quality of parchment in use). Moreover, 

the utilitarian value of these Bibles is evident in that it was not uncommon to fill the 

page with text rather than leave large margins.  

 However, they do have connections to 2CP Bibles, especially in the level of 

decoration and illumination. They also have a similar palaeographic distribution to 
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the 2CP corpus, especially in the significant amount of Byzantine Bibles. Moreover, 

they have a significant number of Bibles with Babylonian vocalisation not seen in the 

other sampled groups. However, much of the Northwestern Oriental script in the 

corpus is slightly later than the 10th/early 11th century, a feature which connects 

these parchment Bibles to paper Bibles (which on the whole are later in date). 

Important statistical correlations were found in the size of the script and the 

palaeographic region. Linguistically, the typology was the most coherent of the entire 

thesis. Three clear, simple groups were identified and could be divided along regional 

palaeographic lines. They can be neatly summarised (though also appear in the tables 

below). The first group showed a clear trend of pataḥ-segol-shewa interchanges and 

had a predominately Northeastern Oriental script. The second group showed a clear 

trend of pataḥ-qameṣ-segol-ṣere interchange and tended to have a Later Northeastern, 

Sephardi, and Southwestern Oriental script profile. The final group was tiny and 

contained three documents with differing degrees of features: one had the full BT 

(Byzantine Trio)251, and the others had almost a full BT. 

 

1.1.3 Paper Bibles 

This group was the largest in the corpus and the only group for which I had to end 

the data collection before every candidate in Cambridge’s collections were found, due 

to its huge size. These Paper Bibles are the ‘common Bible par excellence’, and are 

the most frequently occurring type of Bible in the Genizah. They show meaningful 

ties to 2CP and 1CP Bibles, as well as include features prevalent in Unprofessional 

 
251 The details of the Byzantine Trio are explained in § 2.1 below. 
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Bibles. They can be characterised by a relaxation of formatting stringencies, and tend 

to have a portrait format, be sight ruled, have a poor paper quality, and a significant 

amount of paper re-use. They are unique in the fact that they contain a significant 

number of MSS with a semi-cursive Hebrew script rather than a square script. This 

feature suggests an accessible utilitarian purpose for these Bibles. They tend to lack 

Masorah (though not universally), and they do not have any Byzantine or Italian 

specimens.   

 A major question I asked concerning this corpus was whether average script 

(not scribal, but not unprofessional, in quality) Bibles were to be considered a separate 

group. I concluded that they could not be sorted into a neat codicological typology, 

and so in that way were closer to unprofessional Bibles. However, their linguistic 

features were closer in typology to Paper Bibles with a scribal hand. I concluded that 

average-script paper Bibles therefore form a distinct group. 

 Linguistically, a clear typology could be found (specified in charts below). 

Paper Bibles tend to run on a continuum of vowel sign interchange features, with few 

outliers. No large counts of NST or chaotic interchanges were present that are more 

characteristic of more formal, parchment Bibles (this is the opposite trend of what 

previous scholarship predicted - that more informal Bibles would have a higher degree 

of NST). Moreover, the regional variation is less pronounced. I postulate that the 

overall later date of Paper Bibles may be the contributing factor to a slightly lesser 

degree of NST: as the centuries wore on, NST became a less common phenomenon. 
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1.1.4 Unprofessional Bibles 

The final corpus in terms of sophistication are the unprofessional Bibles. They are 

characterised by a very informal codicology, and I concluded that while we could 

separate them into visually distinct groups, I am skeptical as to whether these groups 

are the result of intentional stylistic choices. In this case, the hypothesis is validated 

statistically but not codicologically.  

 One of the most interesting and important features of unprofessional Bibles is 

the level of non-Hebrew linguistic influence on their language features. More than 

any other group they showed extensive interaction with Targumic and Arabic 

language features, suggesting that at the lowest demographic stratum of the Genizah 

there existed a rich, multilingual literacy. I was able to write case studies on this 

corpus connecting the features to substrate Arabic influence, biscriptality, and even 

morphological influence from the Targum. Unlike the codicology, the NST present in 

this corpus was most definitely sortable into a typology, though the individual 

branches of the typology were closely connected (specified in the charts below). The 

ultimate conclusion I have for these Bibles is that they are still part and parcel of the 

larger codicological world (they showed crude decorative and formatting trends 

which are seen in more developed form in other corpora, and even in non-Jewish 

(i.e., Qurˀānic) book culture. They do not reflect a lack of literacy but rather a strong 

engagement with a multilingual religious learning culture, and ultimately (and 

probably most importantly), the presence of NST here may reflect an actual 

phenomenon of transmission of NST in a learning environment.  
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1.2 Restatement of Hypotheses  

In the introduction to the thesis, I stated the following hypotheses: 

1. Codicological features of common Bible MSS (as defined above) can be 

separated into statistically, codicologically, and visually verifiable 

subtypes; i.e., each corpus of MSS can be divided into stylistic subgroups 

where the features of each group are visually, statistically, and 

codicologically coherent. 

2. NST linguistic features of common Bible MSS (as defined above) can be 

separated into statistically and linguistically verifiable subtypes; i.e., each 

corpus of MSS have within themselves patterns of NST features which are 

statistically and linguistically distinct from each other. 

I also aimed to determine if the typologies (if present) correlated with each other, so 

that NST and codicology go together. The conclusion based on the findings is this: 

 Overall, a codicological and linguistic typology is most definitely valid. 

However, at certain strata of MSS the strength of the typologies varies depending 

upon variation in the corpus. Most notably, one typology: the codicological typology 

of unprofessional Bibles, can be seen to be only tentative. On the whole, the linguistic 

typologies were the most easily determined and sound. And, in every corpus, but 

especially clear in the 2CP and 1CP corpora, codicological trends and NST linguistic 

trends go together.  

 

1.2.2 Main Thesis Arguments 

In the introduction, I mentioned roughly seven distinct arguments/contributions of 

this thesis to scholarship. I will briefly readdress them here.  
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• First, I stated that NST is not one phenomenon but is instead a hypernym for 

what is a multiplicity of linguistic features. As I will show below (and as the 

data have already shown), that is indeed the case.  

• Second, I argued that we should classify the large entities that are common 

Bibles and NST before seeking to interpret them. As this thesis has shown, 

important insights as to their relations both to each other and other textual 

traditions have been revealed which were not apparent in scholarship 

beforehand. 

• Third, I argued for the holistic analysis of codicology and language features 

together, rather than for there to be two separate lines of enquiry. The data do 

indeed indicate that these two aspects impact upon each other and strongly 

suggest that Bibles should be studied as complete physical and textual units. 

• Fourth, subtypes of NST and regional subtypes of Bible formatting go together. 

The subtypes are not strongly correlated (for example, there is not a special 

subtype of NST that goes only with square Late Egyptian Bibles, etc), but there 

are broad correlating trends which reflect regionalised variation, and some 

trends are tighter than others.  

• Fifth, I argued that data mining, machine learning, and rigorous statistical 

analysis can be used to assess massive MS corpora efficiently without losing 

meaningful detail in the process. This has been shown to be indeed the case, 

as I was able to assess in depth an unprecedented number of MSS using tools 

to assist me. Rather than doing my work for me, however, they simply enabled 

me to comprehen the global data, and to identify the most important trends 

within which to conduct deeper assessments.  
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• Sixth, I argue that common Bibles and NST exist on a spectrum. As shown 

above, each sub-group of Bibles has genetic connections with other sub-groups. 

Future research should see various forms of Bibles in context with each other, 

as they all impacted each other in various ways. 

• Seventh, and finally, the bare feature classification I outlined in the 

introduction appears to be valid. 2CP Bibles are not the same as 1CP Bibles, 

and Paper Bibles are distinct from Unprofessional Bibles.  

 

Ultimately, the world of common Bibles is rich, complex, interrelated, yet has distinct 

trends. NST correlates with this world and shows evidence not only of imitation of 

the ST system but also interaction with surrounding linguistic influences. Finally, 

three trends were seen in these Bibles which have clear connections with Islamic book 

culture: 

• Some aspect of decorations (c.f. the circular medallions at the sof pasuq of a 

child's Bible copy. 

• A distinct landscape format reminiscent of Kufic Qurˀāns.252 

• A similar culture of paper re-use. 

 

II. Subtypes of NST and their Linguistic/Philological Relevance 

In the Introduction I argued that NST is a phenomenon that goes beyond ‘Palestino-

Tiberian’ and actually incorporates many different trends and linguistic influences. 

The research of this thesis has shown that indeed, if we adopt a wide definition for 

 
252 Beit-Arié, 2020, 281. 
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NST as being ‘any deviation from the ST of Codex Leningradensis which uses Tiberian 

vowel signs’ that there are different kinds of NST. I briefly summarise them below; in 

the published monograph of this thesis I will develop a more complete description. 

 

2.1 Byzantine Trio 

One of the clearest types of NST discovered in the case study and the thesis is the 

Byzantine Trio. It is seen primarily in MSS with a Byzantine and Italian palaeographic 

style (though smaller degrees of it are sometimes seen in MSS from other areas. The 

major characteristics of the Byzantine Trio are: 

(1) Dagesh in consonantal alef and rafe on mater lectionis alef 

(2) shewa placed at the ends of words where the final letter is a guttural  

(3) 'Extended' dagesh to weak consonants right after a vowelless consonant, or also 

placed on sibilants and emphatics. 253 

Alongside the trio of above features, the following vowel sign interchange trends seem 

to occur: segol for ṣere (and vice versa), qameṣ for pataḥ, pataḥ for segol, shewa for 

furtive pataḥ.  

 

2.1.1 Degrees of Occurrence 

Byzantine Trio features occur predominately in near-model 2 column parchment MSS 

with Masorah (Arrant 2020a). They occur to a lesser degree in 2 column parchment 

documents without Masorah, and to a very small degree in single column parchment 

 
253 The fullest definition with examples can be seen in Arrant, 2020, 516 pp. 
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Bibles. These features are absent as a trio from paper Bibles (but individal aspects of 

the trio can be seen). 

 

2.1.2 Linguistic Character 

It appears that the Byzantine Trio features are predominantly ‘orthoepic’ in nature: 

they seek to clarify ambiguities in the Tiberian system (as has been mentioned before 

as a feature of ‘extended Tiberian’). For example, distinguishing types of alef, or 

reinforcing the end of a word which ends in a guttural, or reinforcing pronunciation 

and syllable structure through the use of dagesh, all are ways to preserve what is 

essentially an ST pronunciation. The vowel interchange pattern is indeed similar to 

that which has been considered previously as ‘Palestino-Tiberian’. Indeed, it is likely 

that many of the MSS analysed in older scholarship as ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ belonged 

to this subtype. 

 

2.2 Vowel Sign Interchange Types: Global Summary 

Aside from the Byzantine Trio and its corresponding ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ vowel sign 

interchange pattern, the research uncovered a large group of different subtypes of 

NST. These were previewed in my 2020 case study, and these patterns pervade all 

levels of common and non-model Bibles analysed in this thesis. 

 One of the challenges of summarising this data is that NST patterns differ 

greatly from corpus to corpus within the thesis. There appear to be in general, 

however, a distinct divisions in sign preference for each corpus. I give the global tables 

of these NST patterns again below all together. NST features which appear together 

in these tables correlate statistically and tend to co-occur in specific MSS. 
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2CP Interchange Groups: 

Chart VI.1 

Cluster 1  Cluster 2  Cluster 3  

Word final shewa 

dagesh for alef 

Unexpected dagesh 

shewa for ḥireq 

segol for qameṣ 

segol for pataḥ 

segol for shewa 

segol for ṣere 

pataḥ for ṣere 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

ḥireq for shewa 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for ṣere 

ḥolem for qameṣ 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥolam 

ḥireq for ṣere 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

ṣere for shewa 
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1CP Interchange Groups 

Chart VI.2 

Group Correspondences 

Group 1  ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

segol for pataḥ 

qameṣ for ḥolem 

pataḥ for segol 

pataḥ for shewa 

segol for qameṣ 

Group 2 qameṣ for pataḥ 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

segol for shewa 

Unexpected shewa 

segol for ḥireq 

segol for ṣere 

ḥireq for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for qameṣ 

shewa for segol 

shewa for ṣere 

Group 3 (Byzantine Trio) Unexpected dagesh 

dagesh in alef 
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Word final shewa 

 

Paper Bible254  

Chart VI.3 

Left Hand Quadrant Right Hand Quadrant 

ḥaṭef segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥolem 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for ḥaṭef segol 

pataḥ for ḥireq 

segol for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

segol for pataḥ 

pataḥ for segol 

ḥireq for shewa 

qameṣ for segol 

shewa for ḥaṭef segol 

Unexpected Dagesh 

shewa for pataḥ 

shewa for segol 

segol for qameṣ 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for segol 

Word Final shewa 

ḥireq for pataḥ 

shewa for pataḥ 

ṣere for pataḥ 

ṣere for ḥaṭef segol 

qameṣ for ḥaṭef pataḥ 

ḥireq for segol 

segol for shewa 

ḥaṭef pataḥ for shewa 

pataḥ for ḥolem 

ḥireq for ṣere 

qameṣ for pataḥ 

ḥolem for shureq 

segol for ṣere 

shewa for ṣere 

segol for ḥireq 

ṣere for segol 

 
254 As is seen in the chapter, the NST grouping for paper Bibles are organised by quadrants, as the 
correlations tend to appear on a linear spectrum rather than having a round cluster shape. 
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Unprofessional Bible Spectrum: 

• Outliers (up to 7-way vowel sign interchanges) 

• qameṣ for ḥolem and pataḥ for segol group 

• pataḥ/segol/shewa interchange Group 

• pataḥ for segol group 

• Minimal interchange group ( various interchanges growing fewer) 

• Increasingly Maximal interchange group (various interchanges growing 

greater) 

• Outliers (up to 7 way vowel sign interchanges distinct from top outliers) 

 

As I have shown in each chapter, there is a distinct typology of subtypes of NST within 

these large groupings. The data are clear that there are multitudinous trends of NST 

which vary from corpus to corpus. Moreover, it appears that there are two main 

linguistic phenomena which ‘cause’ NST to appear: first, a striving towards an ST 

ideal (which results in imperfect performance,  hypercorrections, or the misplacement 

of signs); second, language contact and substrate influence from various sources: 

Palestinian or Babylonian vocalisation traditions, heritage Aramaic influence 

(perhaps from Targum), and most predominately: Arabic substrate influence (which 

results in the reduction of vowels from a 5-vowel system to a 3-vowel system). 
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III. General Codicological and NST Summary: Global Level 

The MSS which have been sorted into a typology are interlinked and exist in context 

with each other. Therefore, I will briefly summarise the global trends and 

interconnections from the codicological findings. Note that these are generalisations  

only. 

 

3. 1 Spain-North Africa 

MSS from this region tend to be later in date than MSS from Egypt/Palestine, and 

especially than MSS from Palestine, Syria, and Asia minor. However, they have NST 

ties with MSS from Egypt and MSS from Asia Minor. Some have a wide range of vowel 

sign interchange seen in Egyptian-Palestinian MSS, whilst others have the extended 

use of dagesh and irregular use of shewa seen in Byzantine MSS. One Sephardi Bible 

had the Byzantine Trio. Codicologically, 2 column Sephardi MSS seem to appear 

closer to Byzantine MSS, whilst paper and 1CP Sephardi MSS seem to show a 

connection with North African and Egyptian codicologies. They tend to have higher 

quality parchment or paper and have wide margins. 

 

3.2 Egypt-Palestine 

MSS from Egypt-Palestine are the most numerous and the most variable of all the MSS 

in this corpus. A wide range of scripts and dates are seen, from an Early Northeastern 

script which is reminiscent of that seen in Codex Leningradensis, to a very stylised 

Late Northeastern script. The widest range of codicological subtypes is found in this 

group. 
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 The group can be split into four global types: (1) those with the square 

Northeastern Oriental script (and all of their codicological subtypes). These tend to 

have a wide range of vowel sign interchanges which reduce the phonology to a 3-

vowel system; (2) those with a semi-cursive Oriental script: these tend to have the 

similar wide range of vowel sign interchanges, only to a lesser degree (because they 

tend to be on paper and therefore later; (3) those with a smaller square documentary 

Northeastern Oriental script, which also exhibit a wide range of vowel sign 

interchanges; (4) Southwestern Oriental MSS, which tend to be older (i.e., on 

parchment, though some are on paper), and which have not only a mixture of the 

wide-ranging sign interchanges seen in the above group but also a subgrouping of 

sign interchanges reminiscent of a ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ pattern of NST. A gradual 

pattern of increasing use of diacritics (dagesh, shewa) is seen in those with a 

Southwestern Oriental script.  

 Codicologically, the range of these MSS is extremely large. A portrait format 

dominates, except in the Southwestern Oriental groups, where more square and 

landscape Bibles appear. A large variety in the sophistication level of MSS is present. 

It should be noted that unprofessional Bibles are all likely from Egypt (given the likely 

authorship as being laypeople and children), but their palaeography is nearly 

impossible to locate beyond that due to its lack of sophistication, similarly for average  

script Bibles. 

 

3.3 Italy/Byzantium (Asia Minor):  

MSS from this area comprise a minority in the thesis (though not in the case study. 

They are intimately connected (both linguistically and codicologically) to MSS with 
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a Southwestern Oriental provenance, and they can be seen as exerting influence on 

Sephardi types of Bibles as well. This lends creedence to earlier scholarly assertions 

that European forms of NST originated in Palestine and traveled northwards to 

Europe. The Bibles in the thesis from this area tend to have a square or landscape 

format, have the Byzantine Trio, a ‘Palestino-Tiberian’ profile of vowel interchange, 

and are all on parchment. 

 

IV. Paths for Future Research and the Monograph 

 This study has been a systematic analysis of an extremely large corpus of Bibles, and 

within the limits of a PhD thesis, can only be so detailed. As such, this research lays 

the typological foundation and should be seen as only the first step in what should be 

a larger endeavour to classify and describe subtypes of Bibles. The main contribution 

this study has set forth is that subtypes of common Bibles exist, and that they have 

linguistic, cultural, and codicological significance.  

 In the published version I will lay out the complete typology (and not restrict 

myself to samples of examples). The subtypes of NST also deserve further linguistic 

analysis, especially in the realm of language contact, and that will be a major aim of 

the monograph. There are also further avenues of research this thesis opens up to the 

broader field.  

 First, as this study is scientific, the research should be repeated on a separate 

corpus in order to determine further validity and to clarify issues and grey-areas. In 

so doing, certain modifications could improve results. For example, some 

measurements could be refined: margins could be directly measured instead of 
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visually assessed, and the same for script size. Moreover, line density appeared to be 

a factor in the typology but was not measured in the thesis.  

 One of the recurring patterns in the k-modes clustering was that the first group 

established by the clustering was often the largest and least coherent. It may be the 

case (especially for the 1CP and paper Bible corpora) that running another cluster 

analysis just  on the first group may prove fruitful, as there are likely sub-sub types in 

the first established clusters. Such re-testing has been beyond the scope of the present 

thesis. This kind of result does not invalidate the study, however, because this is the 

first time that such tools have been used on a MS corpus such as this one. Future 

research should (and I plan to) refine the machine learning methodology and perhaps 

even build specific machine learning tools tailored to this promising avenue of 

inquiry.  

 Finally, further research should incorporate the comprehensive, holistic 

analysis of Bibles in other languages, namely Arabic and Aramaic. It was a clear aspect 

of this thesis that this rich scriptural society was constantly engaging with a 

multilingual environment and that this environment had a direct impact on the 

languages of the scriptural copies it produced. Seeing as Jews engaged with scripture 

in Hebrew, Arabic, and Aramaic, studies such as this one on common Arabic and 

Aramaic Bibles may prove equally enlightening and paint the rest of the picture.  

 If one thing is clear from this research, it is that the world of non-model and 

common Bibles has up to now been untapped, and yet is rich, complex, and full of 

important insights relevant to multiple fields. Moreover, scientific methodology and 

inquiry can indeed augment traditional methods of philological and linguistic 

analysis, allowing us to glimpse for the first time the true complexity of the world 
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which the Genizah reflects, in a lovely accident of history which preserved it for our 

benefit.  
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Appendix: Database Schema255 
Parent Table: Manuscript    Child Table I: Leaf 
Manuscript Table Attributes:    Leaf Table Attributes 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Child Table II: Philology 
Philology Table Attributes 
 

 

 

 

 
255 Primary key: the unique numerical identifier for items (MSS or NST features) in a table. Foreign 
key: the numerical identifier which connects items in one table to the Primary key of items in 
another table. These connections are represetned by arrows in the schema 
 

Primary key: manuscript_pk 
First_shelfmark 
Material 
Format 
Ruling 
Pricking 
Margins 
Shape 
Language 
Commentary 
Parashot 
Notes 
Targum 
Ttgrm (Tetragrammaton) 
MS_Content 
Palaeography 
Provenance 
Date 
Word_Count 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary key: Leaf_PK 
Foreign key: MS_FK 
Shelfmark 
Folio_number 
Illumination 
Columns 
Paragraph 
Script_Type 
Script_Level 
Script_size 
Masorah 
Leaf_Content 
Line_Filler 
Correction_Type 
Correction_Extent 
Vocalisation 
Cantillation 
Conjoined 
Length 
Single_Width 
Line_Number, Width, Fragment 
Width 
Fragment 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Primary key:  Philology_pk  Foreign key: Leaf_fk 
Location           
Reference           
Description (of NST feature)          

LingFunc (Linguistic Function)        
 BHS_Text         

  
MS_Text         

 Specific_Total (of linguistic feature)      
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